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Introduction

International Conference
on Educational Futures
- Dr. Shambhushivananda

About the Conference: Its Theme, Venue and Participants

T

his international conference is an attempt to bring together some progressive educators and thinkers from around
the world in order to reflect, affirm and discover cardinal values, which could be important for future generations.
Every generation carries the legacy of the past. We can now consciously begin to pass on what is most useful
from our present generation and find innovative ways to address some of the challenges facing the present world.
First of all, we need to look at our patterns of behavior, our life styles and mindsets. Without inner reflection, we can
never build a better world. The theme of inner ecology was designed to understand the complexity of the human body,
the human mind and the consciousness that we are endowed with. There is much interest currently among scientists to
understand the dynamics of the physico-psychic-spiritual spectrum. The ancient yogic tradition also has much to offer
towards better understanding.
Change is the only constant in the world. Not all changes are, however, in alignment with cosmic evolution. Some
changes can contribute towards the extinction of a nation or human civilization and other changes can improve the quality of
life of all inhabitants of the earth. Hence, it is important for us to stop and reflect upon: where are we headed and, how best
can we face the challenges facing our society in general and our education systems in particular? The need for improvements
in our education system needs no discussion —not only in catching up with the rest of the world in terms of ranking of our
universities and institutes, but in terms of their real contribution in creating a healthy, peaceful, prosperous and progressive
nation.
I, on behalf of NERI, Neohumanist Education Research Institute, join all faculty, staff and students of NITTTR to
extend a hearty welcome to all participants in this International Conference. I do hope that the deliberations on this important
theme will be fruitful for all of us in India and the rest of the world, which is also finding itself in a similar predicament.
The choice of Chandigarh as a venue was also a conscious decision. This city symbolizes an international partnership,
an attempt in post-independent India to design its own future with the best of human aspirations. However, the education
system that the British left us still carries the deep psychology of dependency, bureaucratic mentality and disconnects us
from our cultural ethos. How do we build an education system, which inspires the thirst for knowledge, cultivates the
faculty of critical reasoning, scientific temper and rationality, and retains the moral and spiritual fervor that our ancient past
glorified? As its name signifies, Chandigarh was named after the Tantrika goddess Chandi and therefore carries the spirit
of the ancient past and yet it also embodies the forward looking spirit of modern India. I hope that as we look towards the
future, we shall also weave the strands of greater humanity from our spiritual heritage.
This conference brings together delegates from around India and the world. They all share the common dream to
customize education for each child or person in order to tap the highest potential of our precious human resources. The end
result, we hope, will be a healthy life, greater prosperity, more equity and justice, all-round liberation, freedom from dogma,
and a compassionate, sustainable future for one and all.
With these high hopes, I welcome you all for two days of sharing and deep discussions. I am conscious of the vast
scholarship we have gathered for these two days and optimistic that it will bear historic fruits for our nation as well as for
the entire world.
International Educational Futures Conference
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Abstract

Educational Policy in India
- Ms. Advaita Rajendra, IIM, Ahmedabad

My presentation focuses first on the evolution of education policies in India post-independence from 1948-2016:
University Education Commission (1948), Secondary Education Commission (1952), Kothari Commission (1964-66), Draft
National Policy on Education (1979), the Right to Education Act (2009), followed by the recent New Education Policy (in
draft stage, 2016). After this the shifting focus of the State is analyzed based on these policies. Each of these exemplifies
the focus of the period in which they were formed and implemented. The broad trend can be understood as a shift from the
initial focus on university and higher education, to primary schooling (Kothari Commission and Right to Education) to more
recently on skill development (New Education Policy). Finally, the paper critically examines the policies with a focus on the
recent New Education Policy, 2016.
The state intervenes in the educational domain of a country largely through policies. In the context of capitalism as
the economic system, and democracy as its political system, as is the case in India, a unique challenge is provided between
the preparation of ‘human capital’ for the capitalists and the creation of good citizens for the country. There are two main
challenges this paper recognizes as impediments to a substantive shift to a holistic education. One is the broader discourse
of measurement and tracking of students and schools. Many components of what can be interpreted as components of a
holistic education, do not lend themselves to measurement easily (for example building character or co-curricular activities).
The second is implementation of formulated policy documents. While policy documents may exude objectivity in terms of
their aims and the steps they take, implementation of these formulated policies is often marred with conflicting values. This
is keeping aside the notion that much of what gets written in policy documents does not find its way to the ground (at least
substantively). For example, spirituality have marked its presence in Indian policy documents from Kothari commission’s
1966 report onwards, ‘yoga’ since 1992, but did not make a mark as a primary focus of the government, until very recently
in 2016, when the focus on yoga has been overly emphasized in both the policy documents (New Education Policy) and in
political discourse in India. Much of the worry around these, do not stem from the exercise itself, but from those advocating
it; what one can clearly see as passing off a politically driven ideology under a seemingly innocuous exercise.

Biopsychology and Yoga Sa’dhana:

Education for Self Knowledge and Social Welfare
- Dr. Sid Jordan, Director, Prama Institute, Marshall, NC, USA

The ancient and modern science of biopsychology seeks an understanding of the connection between the mind, body
and spirit. This science was first systematized by Ashtabakra over 2000 years ago under the name “Raja dhi Raja Yoga”.
Shrii P.R. Sarkar, Indian philosopher and spiritual teacher, revitalized this science as Biopsychology that synthesized
modern science and the ancient understanding of how the chakras are related to mental and emotional states. Sarkar’s
elucidation of this knowledge is embodied in how we can use yogic practices or Sadhana to create individual and social
balance. In this presentation we will examine how the physical, psychic and spiritual levels of biopsychology support the
yoga sadhana practices in the acquisition of self-knowledge and promotion of social welfare. Further consideration will be
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given to how this science of biopsychology and yoga sadhana is being applied in Neohumanist schools and has become a
universally applied educational practice to support self-realization and a more cooperative society.
About the Author
Dr. Sid Jordan is a licensed clinical psychologist and meditation teacher since 1971. As a clinical psychologist, he
taught individual, group and family psychotherapy at the Department of Psychiatry at the Medical University of South
Carolina, in the USA, from 1969-93. During this period he also served for five years as Director of the Mental Health,
Alcohol and Drug Services at the Franklin C. Fetter Health Care Center in Charleston S. C., USA. Since 1994 he is Director
of the Prama Institute and teaches yoga therapy and stress management to individuals and groups.

Towards a Renewable Energy Age
Khun Krisada Kampanatsanyakorn, Thailand

Within the spirit of service to humanity, one must reflect on defining the biggest problem humanity is facing today.
Aftermany years of soul searching I have reached a personal view that the gravest danger is to the survival of humanity itself.
This century has turned out many events that point to the final limit of our civilization. Super power proxy war is spreading
all over and is escalating along with trade war, currency war, and propaganda war. If this trend continues thermonuclear war
will be unavoidable, for the stake of this conflict is the last remaining large oil field and none of the old or new superpowers
will allow the other side to win. This whole predicament comes from an entrenched addiction to fossil fuel by our whole
civilization, and this precious commodity is finite and dwindling very fast. By following the numbers of annual total oil
production one can easily see that we are already past peak oil — the total production declined several years ago. Our global
food production and distribution are totally based on fossil fuel. A spike in its price will cause food prices to rise and social
upheaval will follow as happened in 2008.
All in all, the present system is unsustainable. We have reached a limit not only of oil and gas but also our topsoil, fresh
water, marine life, and fertilizer. Within the present system the best one can do, without a meaningful new paradigm, is to
prolong the time before this breakdown. Change towards a sustainable way of life is needed in our time or civilization will
definitely reach its end.
Is meaningful change possible and available? I personally believe so. Renewable energy from solar, wind and biomass is
making rapid inroads replacing the fossil fuel domain. With breakthroughs in energy storage, intermittent renewable energy
can replace fossil fuel one hundred percent now. Only the will of those communities with sustained will power to change
is required to overcome the local fossil fuel mafia and business establishment. The realities of renewable energy negate the
old premise that vital resources of energy are finite. It clearly demonstrates that energy can be virtually infinite; if we apply
accumulated human knowledge wisely there is more than enough for everybody’s needs. Hopefully, there is no need for
a third world war. A progressive utilization of resources needs to be translated into an action plan that includes: complete
recycling of all wastes (solids, liquids, and gases), using bio-mass to generate electricity and organic fertilizers, building
habitats utilizing green technologies, and transportation systems that utilize renewable energy sources. Never before have I
seen the meaningful role of the spirit of Sadvipras (enlightened leadership) more acutely than today. Grassroots leadership
is required to spearhead this meaningful change towards a sustainable way of life. The new generation of leaders needs to
take upon themselves an activism toward enhancing bio-diversity, renewable energy, and complete recycling of solid, liquid,
and gas in their own habitat.
In this new paradigm, it is not profit as the ultimate goal. It is food security, energy security, and its resiliency that
are the goals. With human accumulated knowledge of today one can easily design a system that each household can use to
generate surplus energy and food. Only through this foundation can one begin to build a more compassionate society and a
real platform for collective spiritual evolution.
My real hope rests with the young minds of the new generation. Education is the key; to reorient and cultivate neohumanist
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sentiment for the welfare of all sentient beings. I welcome our association with NERI. Only through Neohumanist Education
do we stand a good chance of achieving success in this meaningful change.
Pioneering a Practical Approach for Sustainable Habitats and Biosphere Presented by: TG Building Systems Company
Limited and Cellennium Thailand Company Limited at the UN Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific
Concept: The concept of this project is to design and build a new and more proper approach to human habitat development
in cooperation and in synergy with the natural environment. The “Eco Village” aims to create communities that generate
a surplus of electricity, water, food and fertilizer by use of innovative technologies now commercially available. These
capabilities would maximize the degrees of freedom for their inhabitants or communities. By designing for an increasing
access to free renewable energy and information, productivity can be enhanced and wealth can be gained. Sustainability can
only be reached by making the use of renewable energies an everyday reality and by adhering to the principles of complete
recycling of all waste streams – solid, liquid and gas. Renewable energy technologies such as solar, biomass, and electricity
storage, among others, are all tangibly applied in the Eco Village and VSPP projects to generate excess supply of electricity
for the occupants to sell back to the grid. Water in the Eco Village is captured, cleaned, used, treated and recycled. Fertilizer,
char and carbon dioxide, for example, which are derived from solid waste generation and from biomass-to-power processes,
are captured to enhance the further growth of new biomass. All of these, taken together, create powerful regenerative forces
hat can sustain and enhance our biosphere.
Other information: Some innovative technologies being applied to the projects are: Vanadium redox¬flow electrical
storage and power conversion system; Energy-saving design and simulation process for house construction; Prefabricated,
insulated, panelized and dry construction; Solar PV systems; Solar thermal systems; Thermal storage; Biomass energy
conversion – biogas, wood-gas, charcoal to electricity; Vertical algae bioreactor for sequestering carbon
and maximizing biomass production; Aerobic, microbial water purification system. The houses in the Eco Village are
designed for energy efficiency and comfort. Solutions have been created to remedy normal practices that result in poorly
insulated building shells and excess electricity usage for domestic cooling, lighting & appliances and hot water heating.
There is maximum use of energy-saving architectural features, the right choice of materials for insulating the building shell,
and the prudent integration of renewable energy and energy storage technologies.
Associated costs and benefits: Sustainability can be reached by making the use of renewable energies an everyday
reality and by adhering to the principles of complete recycling of all waste streams -solid, liquid and gas. The agricultural
sector becomes the one of the major beneficiaries of this distributed resource paradigm (i.e., electricity, water and fertilizer).
With surplus of resources being generated, the wealth of the community increases.

Sacred Activism for a Sustainable Future
NERI-Cellenium Global Partnership
Dr. Shambhushivananda

We stand today at the crossroads of a fossil fuel driven age versus the renewable energy age. The former evokes the
fears of conflicts and wars, scarcities and a future ridden with competition and mutual fights for survival. The latter opens
new horizons for a world of abundant energy, new models of habitats, de-coupling of energy and food security and a
paradigm shift towards a self reliant and a sustainable future.
At the crux of this movement towards a sustainable world lies a shift in worldview. Centralized models nurture
centralization of economic power while decentralized models aim towards bringing economic democracy with the
participation of millions of impoverished mass and their governments. If poverty is to be permanently driven from the
face of this earth, we need to adopt models of economic development which are based on energy-efficient habitats, widespread use of renewable energy utilizing energy-storage system like Cellenium’s Vanadium Fuel Cell and Cellenium’s
other ecological smart solutions related to total recycling of all wastes, water purification, fertilizer production, and tapping
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carbon dioxide to generate carbohydrates and abundant energy. We also need the support of a sentient life-style that respects
nature, values compassion, sharing and service.
NERI-Network joins Cellenium’s efforts to spread sacred activism through a host of eco-friendly technologies that
offer a promise of self-sufficiency in all essentialities especially provision of comfortable habitats, fulfillment of energy
needs, food security, availability of drinkable water and regeneration of depleted soils through organic fertilizer.
Human beings need to take control of their biosphere by learning to manage the eco-system to fulfill all their essential
needs. Cellennium has engaged in research on these issues for the past twenty years and is now ready to enter the marketplace
to help alleviate the pressing economic problems created by the fossil fuel age. NERI has championed the cause of economic
self-sufficiency through its neohumanist educational philosophy and hundreds of educational centers in over 70 countries.
The NERI-Cellennium partnership is a historic initiative to help all developing economies to adopt the shortest path to
rooting out poverty, utilizing the most appropriate technological solutions aligned with the abundant potential of nature. The
farther we go from nature, the more scarcity we shall have. The closer we align with nature, the greater abundance we shall
have. This is the key principle of NERI-Cellenium global initiative.

Neo-wisdom of Human Ecology

Dr. B.D. Sharma, Ex-Principal Scientist & Head NBPGR & Former Fellow IIAS, Shimla, India
Ecology (Greek Oikos= Environment) is the scientific study and analysis of interactions among organisms and their
environment. In simple words, it is the study of interactions that organisms have with other organisms and with abiotic
components of their environments. Human ecology, however, can be defined as an outcome of interactions of external and
internal environmental factors shaping the human personality/life. In order to lead a balanced life, individually as well as
in a social atmosphere, it is of paramount importance to know and understand the ecological variants operating externally
and internally, in a harmonious manner. In this context, first of all, it is imperative to know that there are three levels of
human existence. These are (i) Physical or Gross body, (ii) Subtle or Psychic body also known as Linga deha, (iii) Causal or
Karana sharira or Jivatma or soul. The external and internal environments, therefore, interact at these three levels of human
existence. Human ecology is not as simple as has been conceived up untill now. Before dwelling on the various interactions
with three bodies, it will be important to discuss what are the different external and internal factors that influence human
ecology profoundly.

Education for Sustainable and Resilient Futures
Mr. Vikram Saraph , Architect & Urbanist, Researcher, Pune, India

What the future holds for us depends on how we act today. Our actions are driven primarily by our aspirations and
needs, but influenced and conditioned by our beliefs, values, attitudes and experiences. To create resilient and sustainable
futures, human society needs to make responsible and accountable choices today. With the predicted rise in natural and
manmade disasters, climate change and wide spread displacement of communities, we humans must evolve to be more
resilient, adaptable and caring. To achieve acceptable levels of sustainability in the future, we must address the challenges
associated with income disparity, equitable access to resources, environmental justice and inter-generational conflict. Hence
the need emerges to introduce and establish Neohumanist principles in human society and to do so there could be no better
medium than education. It may then be appropriate in stressing that education is the best mechanism for enabling resilient
International Educational Futures Conference
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and sustainable futures. At its core, education must be about transformation (of attitudes, choices, environments and our
core inner selves).
This paper explores and emphasises the idea of ‘experience’ being the best teacher and how our educational environments
need to evolve and change to be able to create experiences that make us and our society more responsible and caring. The
paper further highlights critical sub-environments, namely the social, economic, natural, built and regulatory environments.
These must offer a variety of experiences and events that stimulate and educate us. Such a conducive environment needs to
be created now to ensure that we convert this impending state of emergency into a state of emergence and that our socioeconomic and socio-ecological strategies address the need for human development, planetary preservation and spirituality
to its fullest.
About the Author
An Architect, Urban Planner and Sustainability Strategist with international experience across a diverse range of
sectors including residential, corporate, industry, museum, health, education, housing and public architecture and interiors.
He is a founding partner at Transenviro Design Studios and is passionate about sustainable development, education, and
heritage. He is actively engaged in the development and implementation of ‘Ecohousing’, which is India’s first residential
building Green Certification System. He also facilitates a national think tank – ‘EcoSTEPS’, which primarily engages in
inquiring, brainstorming, humanising and strategising sustainability ideas, initiatives and projects.
Transenviro Design Studios www.transenviro.com Email: vikram.s@transenviro.com

Neo-wisdom of Human Ecology

Dr. B.D. Sharma, Ex-Principal Scientist & Head NBPGR & Former Fellow IIAS, Shimla, India
Ecology (Greek Oikos= Environment) is the scientific study and analysis of interactions among organisms and their
environment. In simple words, it is the study of interactions that organisms have with other organisms and with abiotic
components of their environments. Human ecology, however, can be defined as an outcome of interactions of external and
internal environmental factors shaping the human personality/life. In order to lead a balanced life, individually as well as
in a social atmosphere, it is of paramount importance to know and understand the ecological variants operating externally
and internally, in a harmonious manner. In this context, first of all, it is imperative to know that there are three levels of
human existence. These are (i) Physical or Gross body, (ii) Subtle or Psychic body also known as Linga deha, (iii) Causal or
Karana sharira or Jivatma or soul. The external and internal environments, therefore, interact at these three levels of human
existence. Human ecology is not as simple as has been conceived up untill now. Before dwelling on the various interactions
with three bodies, it will be important to discuss what are the different external and internal factors that influence human
ecology profoundly.

Transforming Education as a Perennial Dance of
Co-Learning and the Calling of Creativity
Dr. Ananta Kumar Giri, Institute of Development Studies, Chennai, India

Education is a perennial journey of co-learning which helps us realize not only our existing potential but also our
evolutionary potential. Neohumanist Education needs to transform education as a perennial dance of co-learning and
evolution of consciousness. This calls for multi-dimensional creative movements in all domains of education starting from
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the elementary to the higher. In my presentation, I discuss about these themes. Education helps us realize our potential as
well as that of our cultures, societies and the world when it moves from narrow confines within closed walls of the classroom
and given boundaries of many kinds and embraces the joy of learning with the wider and uncharted paths and rivers of life
in this vast world of ours. From the dawn of humanity, seekers all through have been animated by this quest for learning
beyond boundaries and across. This has led to travels and seeking across the roads and rivers of life. Seeking souls and
institutions have moved in this world with a passion for meeting, learning together and embracing each other for the light of
knowledge, mutual illumination, shared enlightenment and co-realizations. The present discourse of international education
as well as internationalization of education is part of this deep yearning of humanity. Such a yearning is realized with
facilitating institutions as well as networks. We need creative institutions which foster learning across borders and creative
networks which bring new energy to institutions which many times become imprisoned within a logic of self-justification,
self-varlorization and closure. We need creative institutions and networks for fostering learning across borders. Our networks
are not just mechanical extensions of existing institutional logic but become networks of agape and love where the seekers
build bridges by being bridges. Learning across borders is facilitated by seeking institutions and networks where leaders and
participants become students of life and friends of the world.

Techno Ethics: From Society to Classrooms
Dr. Savita Gupta, Associate Prof. Lovely faculty of Education,
Lovely professional University, Phagwara Punjab, India

Nowadays, students have massive use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT), tools like mobiles,
computers, laptops, internet, WiFi, E-mail, I-pads, Electronic notebooks, MP3 player, text and instant messages for
communication, social networking sites including (facebook, Twitter, Myspace,Viber) and digital television. As students
are spending considerable amount of time on ICT usage, with much positive impact of ICT in education, there are also the
negative sides of the same. Some grave apprehensions, which were earlier considered at the embryonic stage, like extra
involvement of students and unethical ICT practices followed by them, have now reached a mature stage. Issues like lack
of privacy, security, copyright infringement, cybercrime, academic dishonesty, hacking and plagiarism are having teething
and sound effects, since all are having a potential influence in eating the ethical values of the students. If not taken seriously
there will be severe consequences. It is high time to inculcate some ethical values in the students allied to ICT. All the
stakeholders, including policy planners at varied levels, should be made accountable for the same. This paper will discuss
the inculcation of technological ethical values for the usage of ICT.
Key words: - ICT, Ethical values, Techno ethics
savita.gupta@lpu.co.in

Neurological Science and Child Education
Dr. Renu Khamesra, MD (Medicine), DNBE (Neurology),
Consultant Neurophysician, Geetanjali Medical College and Hospital, Udaipur, India

Educational Neuroscience is a research discipline which explores the interactions between biological processes
occurringmainly in the brain and education. Here education implies, but is not limited to, the formal steps of learning
languages and mathematics; it extends to the ability of individuals and their groups to study and extract useful information
from the natural and social worlds around them, assimilate the information coherently and lead to logical inferences.
International Educational Futures Conference
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Neuroscience creates a new challenge for education because it provides new characterizations of the current state of the
learner – including brain state, genetic state and hormonal state – that could be relevant to learning and teaching. It provides
new measures of the effects of learning and teaching on brain structure and activity, making it possible to discriminate
different types of learning method and attainment.

Understanding Inclusive Education
Dr. Susheela Narang and Prof. Kapil Batheja,
Kenway College of Education Punjab, India

In the past few years Inclusive Education has emerged as an accepted policy of educating children with special needs. It’s
about how schools, classrooms, programs and activities are developed and designed so that all students learn and participate
together. The present paper will elaborate on Inclusive Education and try to understand its objectives, challenges and its
level of development in India. There is a strong need to accept and acknowledge the fact that every child needs a learning
environment in which they can actively participate and grow positively.

Moral Development of Children

Ms. Sunandita Bhowmik, Dy. Director, IGNOU Regional Centre,
Siliguri, Darjeeling, India 734001

This paper suggests that early intervention in primary school enhances moral development. This is due to a mature
moral orientation in childhood which initiates the development of moral structure. Moral structure guides children to make
mature moral decisions. Two theoretical perspectives are distinguished and are used to organize early intervention for
moral development. In the case of moral structure, the cognitive perspective of moral development is emphasized. The
interactional approach in resolving conflict and improving interpersonal relationships is highlighted in this study. Some
empirical evidences are also included here to support this study. Only moral issues as content in the curriculum are not
enough to develop moral domain. The primary curriculum must incorporate moral issues as a practice to develop moral
structure.
sunanditabhowmik74@gmail.com

Introducing Causal Layered Analysis (CLA)
Sohail Inayatullah, Australia

Causal Layered Analysis (CLA) is a theory of knowledge and a methodology for creating more-effective policies and
strategies. Since its invention in the late 1980s, it has been used successfully with governments, corporations, international
think tanks, communities, and cities around the world. It has also been used as the primary research method for dozens of
doctoral and master’s students around the world.
CLA works at a number of levels, delving deeper than the litany, the headline, or a data level of reality to reach a
systemic-level understanding of the causes for the litany. Below that level, CLA goes still further, searching for worldview
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or stakeholder views on issues. Finally, it unpacks the deepest metaphor levels of reality. Each subsequent level below
reveals a deeper cause. Take quality and safety issues in health care, for example. At the litany level, a problem in the
United States is the more than 100,000 deaths per year related to medical mistakes. If we do not go deeper in understanding
causation, almost always the business-as usual strategy is to focus on the individual: more training for particular doctors. By
going deeper, however, we discover that safety issues lie not just with particular doctors making mistakes, but rather with
the medical and hospital system as a whole. Long working hours, hospitals poorly designed for a maturing society, and lack
of communication among different parts of the health system are among other key issues. Below the systemic level is the
worldview, the deep structure of modern medicine. At this level, the reductionist approach, while brilliant at certain types of
problem solving, is less useful for connecting with patients, with seeing the whole. Thus, patients opt for other systems that
provide a deeper connection. Patients thus intuitively move to the deepest level, that of myth and metaphor: “The patient
will see you now” or “I am an expert of my body” challenge the modernist view of “the doctor is always right” as organizing
metaphors.
CLA broadens our understanding of issues by creating deeper scenarios. We can explore deep myths and new litanies
based on the points of view of different stakeholders—nurses, peer-to-peer health networks, future generations, caregivers,
etc.—and then see how they construct problems and solutions. Finally, CLA is used for implementing new strategies to address
issues. Does the new strategy ensure systemic changes (incentives and fines)? Does it lead to worldview-cultural change?
Is there a new metaphor, a narrative for the new strategy? And, most importantly, does the new vision have a new litany, a
new way to ensure that the strategies reinforce the new future and are not chained to the past? Causal Layered Analysis thus
can be used to deepen our understanding of strategy. Mapping reality from the viewpoint of multiple stakeholders enables
us to develop more-robust scenarios. It helps us to understand current reality, and, by giving us a tool to dig deeper and more
broadly, it allows us to create an alternative future that is robust in its implementation.
About the Author
Sohail Inayatullah is a professorat Tamkang University, University of the Sunshine Coast, Macquarie University, and
Metafuture.org. He is also a member of the World Future Society’s Global Advisory Council.

Production Based Education for a Prospective
Excellent Futures: An Overview
Mr. Sushil Kumar Swar, Mr. Sanjay Prabhakar Dikshit,
Mr. Ravindra Nanasaheb Vaidya, Mr. Sanjay Rangrao Deshmukh
(Civil Engineering Department, Government Polytechnic Nashik, Maharashtra, India)

The manufacturing sector plays an important role in the national as well as the global economy. The competitiveness of
national manufacturing requires highly educated and motivated workforces as their capability are also critical to the future
viability of the national manufacturing sector. Consequently, a manufacturing education needs to be constructed as one of the
major drivers that can play a significant role in promoting excellence for manufacturing, leveraging competitive advantage
of the industries, as well as for leveling up the national economy in order to cope with global challenges in the years to
come .The practice of manufacturing education, in Indonesia, and to some extent in other countries, has been carried out
separately and independently from the industry. PBE is one of the promising models in manufacturing education as it is able
to address a number of emerging challenges related to industry, academia and society in general (including government);
as well as to comprehend the implementation of knowledge transfer to maintain technological excellence in industry. PBE
promotes and develops competency and professionalism that can be used as a strategic framework for promoting productive
teaching and active learning in technical education in general.
In contrast to the mentioned employment, we offer an alternative solution to integrate production based learning into
the learning process; the outcome would be the entrepreneurial ability of the engineering students. The results of this study
showed that the implementation of production based learning with an entrepreneurship approach using workshop based
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lectures, qualitatively improved the quality and meaningfulness of the learning. The learning experience which connects
the interns and the works or work products is indeed in line with field specification and standard. The learning process has
made an impact on entrepreneurial interest improvement, assessed in the beginning and at the end of the semester. Besides
that, the learning activity impacts cognitive discourse, psychomotor skill, and work attitude improvement builds integrally.
This paper focuses on an overview of papers on production based education and can be utilized to improve students’
learning skills for excellent prospective futures.
Keywords: Production Based Education (PBE), learning, production, entrepreneurship.

Causal Layered Analysis :

A Case Study of USM (Universiti Sains Malaysia)
Dr. Marcus Bussey, University of Sunshine Coast, Australia

Higher Educational Institutions are exploring ways to reorient their values and chart new futures for their stakeholders.
Few have taken this task more seriously than Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM). Malaysia’s premier university, USM has
been working for over a decade on understanding how to engage the value of service as a defining ethic of the university.
To use the language of Joas, USM has established a ‘generalised value domain’ and under the guidance of futurist Sohail
Inayatullah, and with the direct support of the university president, Dzulkifli Abdul Razak, USM has worked through a
sustained process of values clarification and futures thinking to craft a new dominant vision for itself..

Microvita: A New Paradigm in Scientific Thought

Dr. S.K. Verma, M.D, PhD, D.Sc., Department of Medicine, Pacific Medical College and Society for
Microvita Research and Integrated Medicine (SMRIM), Udaipur, India
Microvita are the mysterious creative entities (cosmic seeds) of life and matter in the Universe. The theory of microvita
provides a unified field of philosophy to provide an explanatory framework for the mysteries of science regarding the origin
of matter, origin of life and evolution. This new conceptual link between various sciences needs scientific validation which
may require well advanced physical laboratories as well as highly developed conceptual minds.
drskverma77@gmail.com

Thai Training for Improving Performance of
Elderly Care Workers
Ms. Natchanan Werakul, Thailand

The changing nature of human aging is introduced. The body has changed. Childhood body size is progressing in
bothheight and weight. The elderly are faced with the problem of degeneration of the body, organ failures and general
weaknesses. However, degenerative changes are different in each person depending on heredity, race, lifestyle, nutrition,
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and social and economic conditions. Traditionally, elderly care has been the responsibility of family members. Now in
modern societies, elderly care is being provided by the state or charitable institutions and less by family members.The social
change from extended family to single family and health problem cause the rapid growth of elderly caretaker careers. There
are many conflicts between elderly caretakers and the elders. There is a need for a code of ethics in caring for the elderly.
The purpose of this research is to develop a system of training Thai aged carers in order to make performance standards and
to study the effects of the training program.

Architectural Education in India
Jit Kumar Gupta & Dr. Rashmi Ashtt

In order to make architectural education more objective, effective and efficient, it will be critical that the entire gamut
of architectural education is looked at. This would require review of study curricula and the way education is imparted. At
present the entire educational approcah is teacher centric where the role of student remains passive. This makes the process
of learning unidirectional / lopsided and the student goes on losing interest in learning. Teaching has to be a two way process
where student and teacher are actively involved in the teaching and learning process. This approach will help in improving
the quality of education. Further, architectural education at present is largely input based where the student remains a
recipient. The pattern needs to be changed from input to output based so as to ensure the student has learned what was being
communicated to him. In the subject of architectural design the focus is on the end product rather than on the process, with
the result that students are always looking at the readymade solutions based on the design solutions already available in
books/net. This kills the initiative of the student and negates his creative faculties and does not make him a good learner/
designer. In order to promote originality and creativity, it will be critical that the student is made to learn, appreciate and
understand the entire process, elements, principles, determinants, objectives and strategies as to how to approach a building
design and what goes into making a sustainable design solution.
This will go a long way in improving his understanding and design skill. In this context, relevance of adopting an
Outcome Based Approach in imparting education would be highly relevant to promote better learning and improving
the quality of architectural education. This will make architectural education dynamic, student centric, output based, and
performance and ability oriented, promoting a high degree of student teacher interaction and bringing innovations and
experimentation into the teaching learning process. Education should be a partnership between teaching staff, students and
built environment stakeholders because it is not just training architects; it is training both technologists and designers.
In addition, architectural education must also be geared to meet the challenges of globalization without diluting the
context of vernacular architecture, involve the study of building anatomy right at the inception of the course, and look inside
and outside the built spaces, besides addressing the needs of the poor and the informal sector. Education must expand the
scope of architecture from buildings to communities to cities, for creating healthy and sustainable environments to make
urban centres more liveable, productive, cost- effective and resource efficient, with a minimum consuming of resources and
generators of waste. The future of the profession will be largely contingent upon how effectively architectural education is
rationalized and made objective, efficient and a promoter of quality professionals.
About the Authors
Arch. Ajit Kr.Gupta, Ex-director of College of Architecture, I.E.T. Bhaddal email: jit.kumar1944@gmail.com
Prof. Dr. Rashmi Ashtt, Principal, Hindu College of Architecture, Sonepat (Haryana)-131001 email:
ashtt888@gmail.com
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IASIEM Education:

Integrated Approach to Science, Engineering and Medicine, for
Advanced Knowledge, Healthy Living and Society Building
Prof. Dhanjoo Ghista, President, University 2020 Foundation, Northborough, MA, USA
I.

Vision and Theme of IASIEM Education for Advanced Knowledge Community
Infrastructure, Healthy Living, and Society Building
II. Embarking on an Inspirational Education Odyssey
III. IASIEM Education in the 2020 Era
IV. Sample Courses, emphasizing Integrated approach to IASIEM Learning:
		
1. Physics (with Applications in Engineering, Physiology, Sports and Medicine),
		
2. Biochemistry,
		
3. Quantitative Physiology (based on Physics and Engineering Principles),
		
4. Biomechanics (of Orthopedic and Cardiovascular systems),
		
5. Introductory Engineering (with Applications in Anatomy and Physiology),
		
6. Science of Mind (Mindsci) and Meditation (for Good Health and Cognitive Development),
		
7. Calculus, with Applications in Cardiology,
		
8. Sports Physics and Engineering,
		
9. Great Indian Inventors and Inventions,
		
10. Hospital and Healthcare Management Program,
		
11.City and State Governance and Administration Program,
		
12. Mathematical Analysis of Physiological Non-dimensional Indices in Medical Assessment,
		
13. Biomedical Engineering,
		
14. Computational Orthopedics,
		
15. Computational Cardiology.
V. Global Education Academy, to promote global caring and harmony.
www.dhanjooghista.com ; d.ghista@gmail.com

Management of Self and Society :
The Vedantic Way
Dr Geetha Mohan

“ Only two things are infinite, the universe and human stupidity, and I am not sure about the former.” - Albert Einsten
is said to have uttered this at age 14. At an age when all other children would have struggled to understand the rules of
the games that are played at the sports fields, Einstein seemed to have questioned and stated the profundities of life. This
profound philosophy leads us to wonder whether there is actually stupidity that man can accept in himself, whether this
stupidity is actually infinite as stated by Einstein at such a tender age and if so accepted, as axiomatic, is there truly a solution
to this problem?
All life systems and principles and all management theories are etched from the socio-cultural roots of any civilisation.
Technological development and industrial progression have to be in tune with the cultural and philosophical bases of
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civilisation in order to be successfully implemented and managed. This paper is presented mainly to establish and reiterate
the continuum between Traditional Wisdom and Contemporary Thought. I am convinced that religious, or rather, spiritual
culture in India did not deny man earthly and sensual pleasures. It did not impose or demand austerity of any kind. It merely
gave us guidelines that could be followed to relate, integrate, coordinate and combine Pleasure and Ethics, the Material
and the Spiritual. The need to understand and accept the significance of ancient wisdom made it necessary to bring out its
relevance to something more contemporary and essential for man today. This led to a study that attempted to establish a link
between Philosophy and Management, be it of Self or Society, or Both. Philosophy is an attempt to study and understand
Life, its mysteries and the concepts of existence and reality. It tries to discover the nature of truth and knowledge. It helps in
finding out the essence of everything, thus giving the significance and relevance of the various dimensions of manʼs life.
It also examines the relationship between humanity and nature, individual and society. When it goes beyond Man to study
the Ultimate Reality, it is termed as metaphysics. When it studies man in relation to other living beings, it is termed as social
philosophy. When there is an attempt to understand man and his political activities and tendencies, it is political philosophy.
A study of the religious concepts and tenets underlying manʼs behaviour, it is called the philosophy of religion. An analysis
of man’s value-systems, duties, right and good, and principles will again be a philosophical pursuit, as ethics is a branch
of philosophy. Economic systems and practices also have philosophical bases to them when applied to manʼs behavior.
Today a business house is not just a powerhouse of information and a warehouse of products. Every industry today is
accountable to the community and there is an increasing concern for ‘social goodʼ. The internal and external environment
show continuous changes and challenge the individual and the organisation to engage in lateral thinking. The deviation
from life-philosophy to mastering theories of management has shaken up the foundation of the wellbeing and prosperity
in the lives of the youth. It is essential to have a Weltanschauung that is in sync with healthy life-philosophy. Philosophy
determines culture and culture determines management in any civilization. It is hence, mandatory to bring philosophy into
contact with the study and practice of management. Tapping the innate potential of the individual, optimizing the utilisation
of resources of the environment and enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness for maximum productivity will depend
largely on the rightness of the philosophical foundation of the management theory.
The various branches studied under Philosophy are – Metaphysics, Etymology, Logic, Ethics and Aesthetics. It cannot
be denied that management too has for its constituents all these aspects, both in theory and practice. There are certain
philosophical issues of management that form the core of our paper for this Conference, with its moorings in the metaphysics
and the ethical implications that follow, taken from the Indian traditional schools of Indian philosophy, especially Vedānta.
Vedānta metaphysics, with its metaphysical reality, lends meaning to a social interpretation that is the fountainhead of
life-skills required for management of self and others, in familial, social or professional living. Vedānta presupposes
that an understanding of human nature and human rationality is an infallible technique of good governance and effective
management. Therefore an organisation with a philosophical vision, a missionary zeal and proper value systems leads the
management team towards economic success and ensures long term sustainability. All good management presupposes selfmanagement, which, in-turn, depends on self-realisation and self-awareness. All Vedānta is self-knowledge.
geethamohan60@gmail.com
Dr. Mohan , Ph.D. (University of Mumbai) is the founder trustee of GYAN Educational Trust and Indian Development
Foundation; Author of “Management Dynamics and Indian Ethos” and co-author of “Human Rights Education”.

Yoga: Fight Stress and Find Serenity

Ms. Kavita Devi Asstt. Professor, Kenway college of Education, Abohar, India
The state of the mind and that of the body are intimately related. If the mind is relaxed, the muscles in the body
will also be relaxed. Stress produces a state of physical and mental tension. It can disturb any one’s physical, mental,
emotional and behavioral balance. Yoga, developed thousands of years ago, is recognized as a form of mind-body medicine.
Physical postures and breathing exercises improve muscle strength, flexibility, blood circulation and oxygen uptake as well
as hormone function. Yoga will help man to perform all of his duties in harmony with the laws of nature and the sentiments
and conventions of society. It is necessary to do exercises regularly to balance the body functions, strengthen the body parts
and to regularize the functioning of all ‘systems’.
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Yoga in Schools, Colleges and Universities

Dr. Nitin J. Patil, MD (Yoga and Rehab), MSc (Psy) (PhD-Yoga)
Program Coordinator and Incharge, Dept. Of Integrative Medicine, Sri Devaraj Urs Academy of Higher
Education and Research, Kolar, Karantaka , India (A Deemed to be University)

Man is a complex psycho-neuro-immuno-endocrinological being and, therefore, needs only a holistic approach towards
solving his existential problems. Traditional therapeutic interventions, being through and through natively holistic, may
hold the key in such a scenario. Yoga, a time tested and research-supported practical science of ancient lore, warrants serious
attention in the present context indeed! Incorporating the principles and practice of Yoga in schools, colleges and universities
will help in all-round personality development, promoting health and preventing diseases, which is the need of hour…..!
ayushnitin@gmail.com

The Role of Yoga Psychology in Education

Dr. Sant Ram Pathik, Ex-Sr. Scientist, H.P. Agricultural University, Palampur (H.P.), India
Education makes the base for the human personality. Development of skills without value orientation can be dangerous
for society. Yama and Niyama as propounded in Ashtaunga Yoga are the guides to human conduct. They can become the
basis of early education. Through stories, such an education can be deeply rooted in the young minds.
santpathik@rediffmail.com
Haripur, Sundarnagar, Dist. Mndi, H.P. 175018

Neohumanist Education (NHE) :
A Model of Holistic Education
Dr. Shambhushivananda

This article attempts to lay a foundation for a holistic model of education by utilizing the ancient yogic kosʹa – model
of the human personality and guide the development of an educational curriculum, which could lead to the all-round
development of the human mind. The resulting educational program derived from this ancient paradigm shifts us to a
framework of education that is “wisdom‐centered” and inspired by the goal of “liberation of human intellect”. It does this
without sacrificing the modern day urge for material progress.
About the Author
Dr. Shambhushivananda (M.Com (Panjab University), MA and PhD in Business and Applied Economics, Wharton
School, University of Pennsylvania, USA). He is the global Chancellor of the Neohumanist Education Movement and
founding President of NERI.
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Perspective on Indian Education System A Change is Required
Neha Singla1, Ankit Rattan2, Harman3
Assistant Professor, IET Bhaddal, Ropar1

Research Scholar, NITTTR, Chandigarh2,3

In this modern era, Education plays an impeccable role inproviding requisite knowledge and skills required for sustained
growth of the economy and to ensure overall progress of any country. It starts from the level of elementary schooling, which
requires a change in approach, if we want to see a change in the educational perspectives. Mere introduction of technologies
and policies of innovating techniques of teaching and learning are not the possible solution, rather implementing all the
initiatives will lead to the success of those propagandas. We have to assimilate the attitude which should be free from the
money minting policies and have to focus on the skilful and knowledgeable development of the learner. The curriculum
right from the beginning should be based on bringing out the inner talent, creativity and innovative thinking that will help
in nation building. The use of practicality over the theoretical approach should be adopted and the axis of grading should be
shifting from cramming to classroom participation, project work, communication and leadership skills and extracurricular
performance. Education through digitization is one of the best ways to provide the knowledge even in the remotest area of
the country. The use of alumni network towards the betterment of education system is also one of the areas that require a
fresh thinking. In the country like India, where there is a bulk of youth, there is an urgent need of this youth freshness and
energy in the field of teaching and research. Teachers and Researchers should get equal wages and same due respect as given
to the other elite professions.
Keywords: Innovation, Internettechnology, Industry Interaction, Practical knowledge, Physical education.

The Understanding of Mind and its Content:
J. Krishnamurti Perspective
Dr Hemant Verma , Hindu College, Delhi

The present article discusses the understanding of mind and its deep rooted content which are desire, imagination, idea,
conclusion, prejudice, superstition, hatred, jealousy, greed and so on from J. Krishnamurti perspective. J. Krishnamurti was
known to the world as “World Teacher”. He has discussed majorly through his discourses all over the world the awareness
of thinking which is the result of memory accumulated over the years. The present article is divided into two sub-section
titles know about “known” and “unknown” and understanding of “Love” through negation. His work was also compared at
few places with the teaching of Theosophical Society. The self-knowledge of pre-occupied mind with complete awareness
and attention without any judgement can transform the humanity. In the other half of the article the understanding of “Love”
through negation process is discussed and the three sins like superstition, gossip and cruelty which effect “Love” are
also discussed in detailed. Keywords: Innovation, Internettechnology, Industry Interaction, Practical knowledge, Physical
education.
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Neohumanism: Rethinking Education
for Planetary Futures

- Marcus Bussey
University of the Sunshine Coast

I will make the case in this paper that we have been
living for few decades now at a point in civilisational
development which I call the ‘Neohumanist moment’. I
have been making this case for some time (2006). This is
how I defined this moment in 2006 :
The conditions of late modernity have resulted in
a convergence in history, environmental violence,
economic injustice, political bankruptcy, resurgent
religious fundamentalism, technological change and
philosophical confusion. This moment places before
us two possible routes into the future. The individual,
every one of us, is faced with the choice between
loss and alienation on the one hand (the future is an
intensified and colonised extension of the present
malaise) or a reclamation of self and spirit on the other
(the future is an open and creative counter to present
hubris). This convergence has created the conditions
for the emergence of a neohumanist sensibility; we
live at a moment in time that not just necessitates a
deepening of human awareness but also validates it
(2006, p.40).
This, in short, is a moment of both reflection and action.
We need to reflect on what it is that makes us human and also
act in accordance with our conclusion. The modern vision
of the human is as a self-actualising individual – a person
who makes their way through the world and finds meaning
from overcoming obstacles and in being useful and busy.
The measures for recognising success accompanying this
model have been material security, self-esteem and some
level of autonomy vis-à-vis the collective. Such a model
of the human being is high on action and low on reflection.
This model has generated the immense energy of the
modern period; affluence and influence are the hallmarks
of our time. However, this model has not been evenly
distributed across the planet and has generally followed
the zero sum formula which states that ‘My affluence and
Influence is predicated on a reduction of such in an Other’.
Educationally, the implications have led to knowledge
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being treated as a commodity to be acquired, managed
and stored. Hence, security, self-esteem and autonomy is
gained through having a sound store of knowledge and the
skills needed to apply it in the world. This model privileges
competition and exclusivity, control and authority.
Action, however, without the requisite reflection
becomes compulsive. Neohumanism seeks to redress this
imbalance. It offers a vision of the human as a self-realising
relational being that is collaborative and inclusive. It
recognises the relational nature of being in which a person
consciously co-creates their life pathway. The measures for
recognising success accompanying this model are a deep
sense of security, the radius of our love for all creation, and
a growing desire to serve creation. The neohumanist model
balances reflection with action: it is a meditative engagement
with life. This model has always run concurrently with
the dominant modernist model but has been undervalued
and often overlooked as it does not reflect dominant
values. Neohumanism offers us a participatory process
for developing inclusive culture. It is alive to injustice,
exploitation and sectarianism in which peoples and their
actions are cut off from the world and separated into interest
groups. Neohumanism therefore rejects the zero sum
formula and offers instead a win-win formula that states
‘My wellbeing and fulfilment is predicated on the wellbeing
and fulfilment of my fellow travellers in this world’.
Educationally, neohumanism promotes learning that is open
ended and fulfilling. Knowledge is not compartmentalised
and stored but operationalised and shared. Knowledge is
linked to love and service and grows out of context. Our
sense of security, the radius of our love, and a growing
desire to serve creation are bolstered by our sense of being
in community as learners, so that the alienation of the
Modern is replaced with a sense of belonging in and to the
world. Our purpose cannot be measured via competition
and superiority but by our capacity to give and nurture the
creative heart of our relationships with all beings animate
and inanimate.
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Who are we?
This new model of human possibility is why P.R.Sarkar
called it ‘Neohumanism’. The ‘new human’ calls for a new
educational process, one that fosters universalism in the
hearts of humanity. This universalism requires a new set of
tools: ones that enable human connection, wisdom beyond
the local, knowledge at the service of the planet, empathy,
trust, inclusivity and creativity. Just as the Humanists of the
European Renaissance insisted on a revolution in education
– one that would create a wise human (homo sapiens); just
as the industrialists and utopians of nineteenth century
Britain insisted on a revolution in education to create a
clever worker (homo laborans); so today, as the conditions
for a global crisis of conscience and consciousness
converge, we can insist as Neohumanists on an educational
revolution that will create the relational human (perhaps
homo cognatus?).
This evolution of identity is very important for
education. Education is taken as a social process for
inducting new members of society into what is deemed
to be the ‘good’. Kathleen Kesson points out that “All
educational ideas have, at their heart, an idea of the good
life and a social vision’ (2002, p. 67). The good of course
is a moving feast: ‘one man’s bread is another’s poison’ as
they say. Learning, unlike education, is a personal process
of ‘becoming’: it reinforces and also challenges identity. It is
therefore less structural and much more informal in nature.
We are learning beings. Every day we learn – usually the
same lessons over and over. We choose and maintain our
friendship and family groups to maintain stability in our
learning systems: as Boethius noted centuries ago – ‘Birds
of a feather flock together’. Strangely this is satisfying for
us much of the time, but occasionally we are filled with a
yearning for something new, something beyond us (Runia,
2010). Yearning for this ‘beyond us’ is a spiritual calling, so
we are also spiritual beings. I argue that
yearning is an extended ‘sense’ that maintains the
evolutionary urgency that drives culture (Bussey, 2016).
Spirituality sits at the heart of neohumanism. Oldenski and
Carlson when writing about spirituality and democracy
noted :
We want to view spirituality as a way of giving
meaning to our ‘being here’ in ways that move us
beyond the idea of the autonomous self (an idea that
has been pervasive in the modernist era) and allow
us to see ourselves as inseparable from everyone and
everything else (2002, p. 3).
This sense of nested being indicates we are also
relational beings. Neohumanist consciousness underpins
an awareness of this being-with; of inter-being. This is
important as it invokes ethical responses to the world we
inhabit. Neohumanist ethics are practical and expansive
(Bussey, 2010). Practical engagement with life complements
International Educational Futures Conference

the discovery of ourselves in the world as we engage
with its material, cognitive and spiritual possibilities.
Neohumanism takes such a pragmatic position as central
to its expression in education. So we are also physical
beings in the material world. To manage this ‘being in the
world’ we have also evolved to be cognitive beings: mind
is to be enabled through the development of our multiple
intelligences (Gardner, 2006). Intelligence is both practical
and subtle and ranges across the nested realms we negotiate
as we make our way through the world. Sarkar emphasises
this when talking about education:
The real meaning of education is trilateral development
– simultaneous development in the physical, mental and
spiritual realms of human existence. This development
should enhance the integration of the human
personality. By this, dormant human potentialities will
be awakened and put to proper use. Educated are those
who have learned much, remembered much and made
use of their learning in practical life (1998, p. 111).
Neohumanist education therefore prepares us for a life
of learning, becoming and co-creation in which we are alive
to the world in all its richness and wonder. The physical, the
mental and the spiritual grow together, in a pedagogy of
love. The wonder of being human is that we are multiple
beings in the one skin! This multiplicity, as expressed in
Figure 1, is what informs the neohumanist educational
vision. The Neohumanist Moment makes it clear to us that
new methods, priorities, tools and dreams are being called
forth because, as the recently acknowledged Nobel Laureate
Bob Dylan once said: ‘The times they are a changing’.

Figure 1: Our Multiple Selves
Postnormal Times
In similar vein, the noted futurist Ziauddin Sardar
(2010) recently announced we were living in ‘postnormal
times’. This is a moment for us when current values, systems
and goals are unable to deliver as they once did and when
the future seems out of focus, problematic and plain scary.
We are adrift without a compass. Sardar put it this way:
Welcome to postnormal times. It’s a time when
little out there can be trusted or gives us confidence.
The espiritu del tiempo, the spirit of our age, is
characterised by uncertainty, rapid change, realignment
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of power, upheaval and chaotic behaviour. We live in
an inbetween period where old orthodoxies are dying,
new ones have yet to be born, and very few things
seem to make sense. Ours is a transitional age, a time
without the confidence that we can return to any past
we have known and with no confidence in any path to
a desirable, attainable or sustainable future (2010, p.
435).
Postnormality is definitional of the neohumanist
moment. One in which a new sense of human possibility
begins to emerge. Like all shifts in identity this one can
be understood evolutionarily. Evolutionary change occurs
when an organism faces a change in the environment
that poses a challenge. Usually this change is a physical
mutation that selects the organism for success. Cultural
systems however evolve by adjusting culturally to changes
in the environment. When competition and voracious
growth cease to produce optimal conditions for our culture,
when everything begins to appear postnormal, then culture
will be forced to adjust.
Such adjustments occur in one of two ways as culture
offers two possible responses to change.
1. Culture, as an evolutionary adaptation to threats from
the environments of early hominids, will often recoil
and seek to institute and amplify cultural practices
that once worked to ensure security and identity. This
response leads to fundamentalism, authoritarianism
and deep conservatism. Pessimism, anger and
egocentricism are the result and violence often
ensues.
2. Culture, however is also an evolutionary adaptation to
threats from the environment of early hominids which
fosters innovation. The great transitions in human
evolution and history have all been innovations that
result in cultural mutations. Sardar and his colleague
John Sweeney calls this ‘global weirding’ (2016)
– the appearance of many strange cultural variations
seeking to find a way forward (rather than backward).
This response leads to cultural experimentation,
restlessness, risk-taking, optimism and visioning. The
outcome is unpredictable of course as it is the cocreative process that counts. This is why says we are
in a transitional age.
This paradoxical tension, which I refer to as Culture 1
and Culture 2 (Bussey, 2014), is key to culture’s success. It
protects whilst also fostering innovation. Whichever ends
up being the successful response to the threat, and they are
not mutually exclusive, a sizeable proportion of people will
survive and thrive. Curriculum theorist Claudia Eppert puts
it this way:
…our imaginations are conflicted as we are faced
with fears and sometimes overwhelmingly complex
social and, indeed, global challenges. In times when
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we are overburdened with ‘busy-ness’, many of us
are pulled between desires, on the one hand, for social
responsibility and action and, on the other hand,
for denial, escape, and retreat in pursuit of our own
happiness and liberty (2008, p. 58).
Spirituality in Education
Eppert’s solution is to rise to the challenge by bringing
spirituality into our conversations about the futures of
education. She takes a Buddhist view, Kesson, cited earlier,
suggests Tantra (Kesson, 2002), and many others offer a
range of positions drawing on spiritual traditions (Gallegos
Nava, 2001; Inayatullah, 2006; Nakagawa, 2000; Oldenski,
2002; Parker J Palmer, 1993; Parker J. Palmer, 1998;
Ziauddin Sardar, 1985; Smith, 1999). Secular positions
also abound that honour the spirit and find in spirituality an
ecological and environmental way forward (Jardine, 2000;
Miller, 2000; Orr, 2002; Tacey, 2015; Wexler, 2000). I feel
uncomfortable with such categories as the binary spirit/
secular is, from a neohumanist perspective, unhelpful,
even distracting. Suffice it to say that our collective futures
are shaped by collective visions of what our many futures
might entail. The imaginative resources of each of us is
informed by our cultural traditions – intellectual, cultural
and personal. It is worth thinking of these as constellations
of heritage futures (Bussey, 2015) that offer rich resources,
acting as enabling traditions, but paradoxically always
coming with limits in terms of toxic and divisive, sectarian
assumptions about the order of things.
Enabling and limiting cultural forces are in fact
versions of Culture 1 and Culture 2 described above. The
conflicted imaginations Eppert mentions are struggling to
process the contradictory messages produced by the tug-ofwar between the two. What is needed is a compass, a map
of human potentiality that somehow bridges the merits of
both, parring away what is unnecessary and growing new
futures. Spirituality offers such a compass by emphasising
the relational, the participatory and the co-creative. These
are under-utilised resources in modern education which
has privileged separation via analysis, competition over
ooperation and individual creativity over cocreativity.
Neohumanist Educational Futures
My advocacy for a Neohumanist Moment is precisely
because we need to deploy this compass, this spiritual and
relational sensibility, to enable the emergent possibilities
before us of a healthier culture, a healthier planet. The future
stretches before us in this moment. It is not an empty space
however. The future is rich with our cultural imaginings,
it is replete with our hopes and many surprises; it is also
populated with the ghosts of the past – the fears, the hurts,
the collective wounds that crowd our history books and fill
the many hours of news coverage. The future is definitely
a mixed bag!
Introducing the spiritual to constructive discourse on
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the futures calling to us and to the ways in which education
can be reimagined to support these futures is an important
step. Holistic education with its varied genealogies
including Montessori, Steiner, Freire and A.S. Neill and
the open schooling movement, was always challenging
industrial education across the twentieth century. It was
always presenting alternative futures to the dominant
narratives. Subtlety, hope and trust in the child were
central to such approaches. Critical pedagogies evolved
and advocated on behalf of the down trodden and also
for environmental and social alternatives (Giroux, 1988;
McLaren, 1994; Orr, 2002). Spirituality was one element
in this alternative discourse. Spiritually focused education
prepares and opens us to our many futures, it takes us to the
next step of holism by inviting in an expanded awareness
of the human as a physical being, an intelligent being and
also a spiritual being. Spirituality has its own epistemology,
it offers its own empirical resources and its own tools for
knowing, legitimate knowing, the world and its possibilities.
Neohumanism as a spiritual philosophy combines the
vision of a relational humanity with the ethical force that
relationality demands and offers a critical spirituality of
world engagement (Bussey, 2000). Finally, it should be
noted that Neohumanism is a specific intercultural process
that fuses the humanist aspirations, along with its epistemic
processes, with Eastern meditative processes rooted in
Tantra (Bussey, 1998).
If we are to have a coherent revolution in education
– one that galvanises human potential and addresses the
big questions before humanity, I would hope it were a
neohumanist revolution. Revolutions are all about timing.
Timing is everything and this Neohumanist Moment is a
call to action on the part of planetary futures. No one is
going to do this work if we do not start. It is important to
understand that those of us who recognise this moment
must act upon it.
Conclusion
To run scenarios of how this moment will play out we
can consider at least four possibilities as representative of
our futures on this planet (Dator, 2002). Scenarios can be
deep and rich, fleshed out with all kinds of detail. Those
that follow however are simple thought exercises in which
the inner logic of a possible future-world is sketched with
minimal detail.
1. Business as usual basically assumes that tomorrow
will be much as today and that 50 years hence the
world will be crowded but clever people will have
solved the most pressing problems and that we will
have adapted within the parameters imposed upon us
by nature and global social processes. This is basically
a ‘Back to the Future’ scenario. In this scenario schools
and universities will have honed their strengths and
developed curriculum that maintains current global and
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local values whilst generating sustainable mindsets.
2. Collapse is always popular especially with Hollywood.
Essentially we hit a wall and come undone. Population
collapses, as does rule of law and the economy. This is
the dystopia future we all fear. Schools and universities
will, if they exist, be fortresses supply elite groups
with specialised knowledge and crowd controlling as
best as they can – there will not be much difference
between them and a prison.
3. Disciplined society offers us an image of the future in
which strong conservative forces control populations
and keep them within sustainable/stable limits.
Physical limits will be a key determinant in ordering
such a future; political control and a tight management
of thoughts will also ensure that limits are enforced
and valued as definitional of human beings. Schools
and universities in this scenario would be complicit
in maintaining ideological commitment to the
maintenance of limits and the inner discipline this
scenario calls for.
4. Transformation is socially the most expansive. This
future would embrace human potentially and foster
the neohumanist vision of self-realisation and service.
The basic equation for understanding the Self would
have altered and include the relational and the inner as
key elements of our identity. Schools and universities
in this scenario would have shifted their priorities and
also practices. Local educational traditions would be
honoured along with global standards of best practice
invoked and maintained.
Such scenarios are designed to provoke us. They
suggest coordinates ‘out there’ in the future. None are true
or false. Futures thinking itself is an invitation to creatively
engage with the present on behalf of the future. Certainly the
planet and its diverse family need advocates who can act on
behalf of richer visions than the business as usual, collapse
and disciplined scenarios presented here. Transformation
is a calling, a way of thinking-doing-being that mobilises
human potential. Education as a social project is always a
site of contestation as various aspirations pull us in different
directions.
Our responses need not be monolithic or hegemonic.
The one-size-fits-all approach currently dominating the
global educational experiment does not work. We need
local-global conversations that generate relevant and openended responses to the evolutionary pressures humanity is
currently experiencing. Evolution itself is a blind force that
simply explores possibility. Humanity, once culture emerged,
and really it is not possible to think of humanity without
culture, began to engage with evolution and co-create new
forms of being in the world. The Neohumanist Moment
is an invitation, a calling, to embrace the transformative
cultural possibilities before us and once again, as we have
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so often done into the past, leap into the future in order to
discover something new, even better, about ourselves.
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-Advaita

Education Policy in India

Abstract
A state intervenes in the education space of a country
largely through policies. In the context of a capitalistic
democracy as the economic and political system like the
case in India, a challenge between preparation of ‘human
capital’ for the capitalists and creation of good citizens of
its democracy may exist. There are two main challenges
the note recognizes as impediments to a substantive shift
to a holistic education. One is the broader discourse of
measurement and tracking of students and schools. Many
components of what can be interpreted as components of a
holistic education, do not lend themselves to measurement
easily (taking examples of building character, co-curricular
activities). Secondis implementation of formulated policy
documents. While policy documents may exude objectivity
in terms of its aims and the steps it takes, implementation of
these formulated policies is often marred with conflicting
values. This is keeping aside the notion that much of what
gets written in policy documents does not find their way to
the ground (at least substantively). For example, spirituality
have marked their presence in Indian policy documents
from Kothari commission’s 1966 report onwards, ‘yoga’
since 1992, but did not make a mark as a primary focus of
the government, until very recently in 2016, when the focus
on yoga has been overly emphasized in both the policy
documents (New Education policy) and in the political
discourse in India. Much of the worry around these, do not
stem from the exercise itself, but from those advocating it what one can clearly see as passing off a politically driven
ideology under a seemingly innocuous exercise.
1. Background
Education policies in India have evolved post-independence
from 1948-2016 – University Education Commission
1948, Secondary Education Commission (1952), Kothari
Commission 1964-66, Draft National Policy on Education
(1979), New education National Policy of Education, 1992,
the Right to Education Act in 2009, followed by the recent
New Education Policy based on T S R Subramanian’s
recommendations(in the draft stage), in 2016. Each of these
exemplifies the focus of the period in which in they were
formed and implemented. The broad trend can be understood
as a shift from the initial focus on university and higher
education, to primary schooling (Kothari Commission and
Right to Education) to primary education, more recently on
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skill development (New Education Policy, 2016).
The focus is largely on polices made postindependence. The challenges have been seen through the
lens of their implementation and on the extensive focus
on measurement. Some challenges of education policy
gets reflected in the policy documents, some in more
explicit indicators like in the case of Result Framework
Documents (RFDs), reports in newspapers and government
reports that highlight what the government thinks they
have achieved. Given that morals, values and spirituality,
do not lend themselves to measurability, featuring in the
policy documents do not ensure their implementation or
importance in policy circles.
2. Challenges
a. Aims and objectives of the Indian education systems
In the hierarchy of –isms, our policies are still at and
vigorously propagating nationalism. Education policies
are yet to recognize the importance (at least explicitly) of
humanism and universalism.
b. Building Secular Spaces
School can be understood as a secular space and is
publicized as one. But, a visit to a government school will
highlight insidious ways through which certain sections
of the country are tying to establish their monopoly in the
school space. For example, there are photos of Saraswati
and freedom fighters (the construction of who gets identified
a freedom fighter is also marred with debate). Some notable
factors are, there is no representation of female fighters,
the selection of the photographs is also highly politicised.
With a change in political party in power, quite a few things
change for a government school. For example, quotes of
Jawaharlal Nehru being replaced. This is not to point to any
one political party, the phenomenon continues with every
switch in government.
c. Education as a means of social equity
‘Education is often seen as a socially equalizing force,
but does it really contribute in reducing social inequality
is a question often asked (Raudenbush & Eschmann,
2015). (Hallinan, 1988) points out that there are various
processes in an educational environment that increase/
decrease societal inequalities. Lewin & Caillods (2001)
highlight that if access to quality education is restricted,
participation in skewed in favour of the advantaged. Some
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aspects of education, like demand in education can be
generated by, passing laws on compulsory schooling, or
emphasizing the benefits of education (Fuller & Rubinson
1992), but in the long run, this demand will depend on
improving school quality and real benefits of education.
Government mandated free and compulsory education also
has had varying impacts in different countries. In rapidly
industrializing states, like Hong Kong and Malaysia, the
educational attainment was complemented by inceased
opportunities for children of all backgrounds (Post, 1994).
Educational policies in Malayasia (Lillard & Willis 1994)
and the Philippines (King & Lillard 1987) have had similar
effects. But, Smith & Cheung (1986) find that, despite
educational attainment, the class differentiations remained
stable. Educational policies in South Africa also led to
greater opportunities for blacks (Seidman 1999, Treiman
et al 1996).
J.P. Naikhighlighted the elitist nature of education
and the nature of its exploitation. Instead of its popular
perception as an equalizer, education systems have not
lived up this, and serve as a reproducer of inequalities
that exist in the society.While policy documents highlight
that the purpose of education to to “Addressing equity
aspects” through increased schooling reach, and residential
facilities for teachers in remote and hilly areas” (NUEPA,
2014), “improving teacher quality and performance” has
been recongnised as one of the educational development
priorities by (NUEPA, 2014) there are no direct indicators
measure the impact of these on economic or social
inequality.
d. Inclusivity
A common space where children, irrespective of their
background study together has been in policy books since
independence, and was codified in the form of a common
school system, proposed by the Kothari commission
in 1966. Ever since, schooling systems have become
increasingly segregated. Schools for the poor have become
poor schools. The nature of the education system is still
catering to the needs of the elite. The enrolment rates in
India have increased dramatically, and parents from most
communities and areas wish to send their children to
school. Reports from Annual Status Of Education Report
(ASER) consistently show poor learning in mathematics
and language. For example, their 2012 study shows that,
around 50% of the children in class 5 cannot read a class 2
textbook and so on. If this learning is considered important,
not only are schools not meeting their expectations, the
situation can easily be understood as a betrayal of parents
who could have otherwise provided their children with
skills that may provide employment to them.
The Right to Free and Compulsory Education, 2009,
as mandated private schools to fill 25% of their seats at
entry level class from children fromeconomically weaker
sections and disadvantaged backgrounds. Although coming
with its shortcomings, the policy is a step towards more
inclusive schooling.
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e. On morals, spirituality
Spirituality have marked their presence in Indian policy
documents from Kothari commission’s 1966 report
onwards, ‘yoga’ since 1992, but did not make a mark as
a primary focus of the government, until very recently in
2016, when the focus on yoga has been overly emphasized
in both the policy documents (New Education policy) and
in the political discourse in India. Recently there have been
measures, for example, introduction of Vedic mathematics
as a part of moral education that was proposed by the
Madhya Pradesh government recently. We can see tow
things here, in the name of moral values, Vedic learning
are being introduced into the curriculum. To re-iterate, the
challenge is not against the exercise per se, but the identity
of the people who are trying to push for these changes. The
steps taken to introduce measures in the name of morals
and values are accompanied with a sense of realigning
values and morals to be inculcated in children. But there
is an uncanny silence on what these values and morals
are, how are they to be implemented and measured to its
purported aim.
f. Language
Being a highly multi- lingual country and the history of
English playing a rather divisive role in political circles,
language has been a challenge, ever since our country got
independence. Although a three language formula, and it
variants have been propagated ever since the first policies
on education.
Although there is a consensus that mother tongue is the
language in which children learn initially, and is accepted
in all policy documents post independence. The demand for
education in English has not been overcome. There are a
number of low-budget private schools (NUMBERS) that
have mushroomed to address this growing demand. This
is only one example of a policy on paper differs starkly
from its intended impact on the education system. Further
there are challenges of Hindi being forced down the throat
of some states and the resistance, elucidate that language
being used as a tool for power is more that just a learning
tool. These challenges and political clashes in the name
of language to be used, makes us wonder if language as
knowledge itself, or a means of accessing knowledge?
g. What is education for? Learning levels
Even though India has been doing well in increasing in the
enrolment rates, the learning levels are dismal (ASER).
Recent studies also show that the private schools work no
better than public schools. These low learning levels are
accompanied with shifting focus to employable skills.
Other measurements that get understood as learning are
‘basic literacy and mathematics’, without a larger focus on
what ha child learning (in a broader sense of the term).
h. In higher education
While the note’s primary focus is not higher education,
we would like to make a quick note of the recent political
interferenceand decisions that affect higher educational
institutions. There has been political interference in
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appointment of important positions like chancellors, vice
chancellors in higher education institutes. There has also
been an attempt to curtail freedom of students to take part in
politics, as highlighted by the recent. The recent imposition
of a specific height of a flag to be hoisted in every institute at
a time when the actions of the government in different parts
of the county were being questioned, my indicate towards
a desperate political system, trying to sway its youth away
from critically thinking about the actions of the government
in the name of nationalism.
3. Discussion and conclusion
The issues highlighted above can be seen through two
broad lenses:
a. Implementation of formulated policies:
The implementation of already formulated policy
documents, has, both rhetorically and academically, been
identified as posing a major challenge in most areas,
including education. Having enforced the Right to Free and
Compulsory Education in 2009 (implemented in 2010), one
may say was a long struggle, but the underlying motivations
and aims of education with some variations have remained
broadly the same. Much of the challenges discussed above
can be attributed to challenges in implementation.
b. Measurement and tracking:
One is the broader discourse of measurement and tracking
of students and schools. Many components of what can be
interpreted as components of a holistic education, do not
lend themselves to measurement easily (taking examples
of building character, co-curricular activities).There are
several examples that show that there is a focus on more
measurable factors. For example, the Draft National Policy
on education (1979)highlights the following: “India would
have the largest concentration of illiterate population by the
year 2000 A.D. The country will have 54.8% of the world’s
illiterate population in the age group of 15- 19.” Although,
this is a tangible and a valid concern, policy framing
taking feedback only in the form that easily enumerated,
is a concern. Easily measureable factors give a limited
view of the identification of issues faced by the education
system. Let us take another example of examination that
is an important feature of modern education. There has
been overemphasis on examinations as the single most
important measure of merit. As identified as early as 1953
by the Mudaliar committee, leading to a lack of focus on
those areas, that cannot be easily examined, for example
“formation of character and inculcate ideals which make
for personal integrity and social efficiency.”
Recent development of School Education quality
index by NitiAyog (in November 2016) are also an example
of standardization and attempt to capture the performance
of a school in quantitative terms. The chances of losing the
larger picture are higher.
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Appendix:
The education commissions setup in India
1. The Indian Education Commission, or Hunter
Commission, 1882
2. The Indian Universities Commission, 1902.
3. The Calcutta University Commission, 1917-19.
4. The Hartog Committee, 1928-29.
5. Abbot-Wood Committee, 1936-37.
6. Zakir Hussain/Wardha Committee on Basic Education,
1938.
7. The Sergeant Report, 1944.
8. The University Education Commission/ Radhakrishnan
Commission, 1948-49.
9. B. G. Kher Committee on Primary Education, 1951.
10. The Secondary Education Commission, 1952-53.
11. Official Language Commission, 1956.
12. The university Grants Commission/ Kunzuru
Committee Report.
13. The Education Commission/ Kothari Commission,
1964-66.
14. Dr. TrigunSen/ Higher Education Committee Report,
1967.
15. The Study Group Reports on the Teaching of English,
1967-71.
16. National Policy on Education, 1986.
17. ArcharyaRamamurti Commission, 1990. (Choudhary.
S, 2009, p. 518)
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Biopsychology and Yoga Sadhana:

Education for Self Knowledge and Social Welfare

- Dr. Sid Jordan

The ancient and modern science of biopsychology seeks
an understanding of the connection between the mind,
body and spirit. This science was first systematized by
Ashtabakra over 2000 years ago under the name “Raja dhi
Raja Yoga”. P.R. Sarkar, Indian philosopher and spiritual
teacher revitalized this science as Biopsychology that
synthesized modern science and the ancient understanding
of how the chakras are related to mental and emotional
states. Sarkar’s elucidation of this knowledge is embodied
in how we can use yogic practices or Sadhana to create
individual and social balance. In this presentation we will
examine howthe physical, psychic and spiritual levels of
biopsychologysupport the yoga sadhana practices in the
acquisition of self-knowledge and promotion of social
welfare. Further consideration will be given to how this
science of biopsychology and yoga sadhana is being applied
in Neohumanist schools and become a universally applied
educational practice to support self-realization and a more
cooperative society.
The modern science of biopsychology includes the
neuroendocrine science of how the nervous system and
endocrine system work together to integrate and regulate
the activity of the brain, autonomic nervous system and
endocrine glands. Key to the yogic science of biopsychology
is the yogic spiritual practices (Sadhana) that help the
relationship to ones self and others become more balanced
mentally, emotionally, socially and spiritually. Integrated
with the physical plexus of nerves and glands are the cakras
in the yogic system that represent psychic containers
for all of our 50 propensities of the human mind. These
propensities (50) can be expressed internally or externally
(2) and by five motor and five sensory organs(10) totaling
50x2x10 =1000 potential expressions. These expressions
or qualities of the mind are called vrttis. Thus each cakra,
translated “wheel”, containspsychic qualities of the mind or
vrttis and a plexus of glands and nerves.
It is said “the mind is like a river that runs in two
directions- towards the crude (matter) or subtle (Spirit) ”.
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Thus the “occupations” of the mind such as love, hatred, or
fear known as vrttis become expressed sentiments. When
these externally oriented occupations of the mind run
towards the substations or subsidiaryglands, those below
the pineal and pituitary glands, thecruder or more mundane
propensities such as fear are activated whereas when the
mind moves towards subtle internal propensities, such as
love, attraction towards the Spirit is activated. Thus the
cakras and allied glands located along the spinal cord are
substations for this journey of individuals and society to
travel towards the crude or the sublime expressions. We
are choosing moment to moment which direction to travel.
Therefore we need a system of spiritual practices (Sadhana)
that is methodical and systematic to curb the crude forces
of avidya (ignorance) and mount a victory for vidya, the
expression of truth and beauty.
Knowledge of the structure and function of cakras and
glands that control the vrttis is important for individuals
performing spiritual practices. Below are the cakras and
their propensities:
The terranean (solid) plexus, or múládhára cakra; located at
the mid-point of the last vertebraof the spinal cord:
1. dharma [psycho-spiritual longing]
2. artha [psychic longing]
3. káma [physical longing]
4. mokśa [spiritual longing]
The fluidal plexus, or svádhiśt́hána cakra: situated on the
spinal cord directly behind the root of the genital organ:
1. avajiṋá [indifference]
2. múrcchá [psychic stupor, lack of common sense]
3. prashraya [indulgence]
4. avishvása [lack of confidence]
5. sarvanásha [thought of sure annihilation]
6. kruratá [cruelty]
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The igneous plexus, or mańipura cakra; located at the navel:
1. lajjá [shyness]
2. pishunatá [sadistic tendency]
3. iirśá [envy]
4. suśupti [staticity, sleepiness]
5. viśada [melancholia]
6. kaśáya [peevishness]
7. trśńá [yearning for acquisition]
8. moha [infatuation]
9. ghrńá [hatred, revulsion]
10. bhaya [fear]
The anáhata cakra; situated at the center of the chest:
1. áshá [hope]
2. cintá [worry]
3. ceśt́á [endeavour]
4. mamatá [mine-ness, love]
5. dambha [vanity]
6. viveka [conscience, discrimination]
7. vikalatá [mental numbness due to fear]
8. ahaḿkára [ego]
9. lolatá [avarice]
10. kapat́atá [hypocrisy]
11. vitarka [argumentativeness to point of wild
exaggeration]
12. anutápa [repentance]
The vishuddha cakra; located at the region of the throat:
1. śad́ aja [sound of peacock]
2. rśabha [sound of ox]
3. gándhára [sound of goat]
4. madhyama [sound of deer]
5. paiṋcama [sound of cuckoo]
6. dhaevata [sound of donkey]
7. niśáda [sound of elephant]
8. oṋm [acoustic root of creation, preservation,
dissolution]
9. hum [sound of arousing kulakuńd́ alinii]
10. phat́ [practication, i.e., putting a theory into practice)]
11. vaośat́ [expression of mundane knowledge]
12. vaśat́ [welfare in the subtler sphere]
13. sváhá [performing noble actions]
14. namah [surrender to the Supreme]
15. viśa [repulsive expression]
16. amrta [sweet expression]
The lunar plexus, or ájiṋá cakra; located between the
eyebrows:
1. apará [mundane knowledge]
These are the forty-nine crude propensities. And the
last one [number 2 of the ájiṋá cakra], that is, the singular
subtle propensity, is pará [spiritual knowledge].
The sahasrara cakra associated with the pineal gland
contains the seeds of the 1000 propensities located in the
brain. The pineal as a structure controls all fifty vrttis.
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Scientific Evidence of Subtle Energy Associated with
Cakras
Dr Hiroshi Motoyama, scientist and Shinto priest, has
specifically developed a Chakra Instrument which is
designed to detect minute electrical, magnetic and optical
changes, which occur in the immediate environment of the
experimental subject. The recorded activity of the heart
chakra was enough to produce a weak but measurable
physical light. Moreover the subject was asked to press
a button whenever she thought that she experienced
the emission of psi-energy. The subjective feelings
corresponded to the objectively measured periods of activity.
It was experiments like these which were conducted with
100 subjects which led Motoyama to conclude ‘that mental
concentration on a chakra activates it”. (1999)
For the past twenty years, Valerie Hunt, a professor of
kinesiology [the study of human movement], has measured
human electromagnetic output under different conditions.
Using an electro-myograph, which records the electrical
activity of the muscles, Hunt, like Motoyama recorded
radiations emanating from the body at the sites traditionally
associated with the chakras. Through her research she made
the discovery that certain types of consciousness were
related to certain frequencies.
She found that when the focus of a person’s
consciousness was anchored in the physical world, their
energy field registered the frequencies in the range of
250 cps (cycles per second). This is close to the body’s
own biological frequency. Active psychics and healers,
however, registered in a band between 400 and 800 cps.
Hunt considered those recorded at 900 cps and above
“mystical personalities” who had a firm sense of the cosmic
interconnections between everything.
Convincing evidence is presented showing that the pineal, and not
the pituitary, is the master gland of the endocrine system. It converts
light, temperature and magnetic environmental information into
neuroendocrine signals that regulate and orchestrate body functions. It
regulates our internal clock—determining our daily sleep–wake patterns
and influencing our broader lifetime rhythms. (2005)

Subtle energy is the foundation of integral physiology,
which is a medical paradigm that unites the contributions of
Western medicine and Eastern systems of health. Supported
by scientific research, integral physiology bridges belief
systems and offers a neutral language that people of myriad
backgrounds can use to communicate with one other about
experiences that extend outside of known science. Integral
physiology steps beyond the, so-called, body–mind
connection to recognize the importance of experiences
traditionally called ‘intuitive’ or ‘spiritual’. The theoretical
model utilizes a chosen set of thinkers to explain the
subtle energy component of a truly integral physiology.
Unifying the valuable contributions of Western medicine
and the knowledge of ancient energy systems, the theory
of integral physiology is a harbinger to the hard science
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that is beginning to emerge. It bridges rigid belief systems
of both medical and religious institutions by offering a
neutral language and providing a framework by which to
discuss the non-physical aspects of healing. Before long,
the scientific means to prove the theory and the technology
to employ it will be established. Understanding human
subtle energy is undoubtedly the next frontier in medical
research. (2005)
Candace Pert, founder of Mind Body medicine and
author of Molecules of Emotions (1997), published over
250 research articles on the neuropeptides that are located
through out the body. She formulated a theory of the
emotions, mediated by receptor active peptides, such as
the neuropeptides and immune system cytokines, as the
agents that integrated communication between the brain
and the body.She also authored the musical guided imagery
CD Psychosomatic Wellness: Healing your Body-Mind
and Healing the Hurting, Shining the Light, A Chakra
Meditation for all your BodyMinds. Candace Pertbelieved
the meditations in these CD’s would help you access
subconscious patterns and reprogram them for better health.
She coined the term “bodymind” to put an end to mind and
body dualism and assert that the mind is distribute through
out “nodal points” along the spinal cord known as the yogic
cakras.
Yoga Sadhana: SpiritualPractices for Self-Realization
and Social Service
Morality: The Foundation of Spiritual Practices
Astaunga yoga (eight limbed yoga) constitutes the sadhana
or spiritual practices that are used to control and balance
the cakras to achieve personal and social integration.
Without the application of morality contained in Yama and
Niyama, the first two limbs of astaunga yoga, the mind
lacks theequilibrium to meditate or accomplish the other
spiritual practices. The application of morality requires
that mental balance be maintained with regard to changes
in time, place and person as to how we think, speak and act
in a given moment. While this avoids dogmatic stances of
“one shoe fits all”; the aim of morality is to achieve Infinite
Bliss so morality is not merely relative. The ultimate aim in
a moral life is not to lie or commit theft but rather to remove
from the mind the tendency to lie or steal. The details of
the application of Yama and Niyama, beyond are found in
Guide to Human Conduct.
Asanas and Glands
On the physical level of personal development yoga sadhana
focuses on the application of asanas, physico-psychic
postures to control the propensities (thoughts, emotions
and behaviors) of the cakras. The seeds of all propensities
(vrttis) are in the brain but their first expression occurs in
the glands or substations of the mind.
The glands then become a primary target for
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balancing the mind’s propensities attached to each cakra
and controlling the associated thoughts and behavior.
The subglands from the thyroid and parathyroid glands
downward control forty-eight propensities. The pituitary
gland controls two propensities, worldly knowledge and
spiritual knowledge. The pineal gland located above the
pituitary gland controls all one thousand propensities.
By performing asanas, postures for physical and psychic
wellbeing, the glands and sub-glands are pressurized
and depressurized to balance the production of glandular
secretion. This gives primary importance to lymphatic
glandsthat supply lymph, the primary hormone, to other
glands and the brain. Lymphatic glands or nodes are
located throughout the body but the largest groupings are
found in the neck, armpits, and groin areas. When lymph
comes in contact with an activated gland, other hormones
are created. In humans the thyroid and parathyroid glands
are more developed than the lymphatic glands. The thyroid
and parathyroid glands are more concerned with psychic
development and intellectual elevation while the lymphatic
glands are more concerned with physical activity.Asanas
are designed to correctimbalances in the secretion of these
glands and subglands.
This new science of biopsychology of the glands and
cakras developed by P.R. Sarkar details how to recognize
imbalances and correct them with the application of
the proper asansa applied by a trained practitioner. The
pressurizing and depressurizing of the glands with the
appropriate asanas supplies the needed balance in the
production of the secretion of the gland and subglands.
This balancing of needed hormonal secretion begins at the
level of the glands and affects all of the seeds of the 1000
propensities in the brain,ultimately controlled by the pineal
gland. For example the shoulder stand has a pressurizing
effect on the thyroid and parathyroid glands, associated with
the throat cakra, which results in balancing the secretions of
these glands and subglands. This balancing of the thyroid
secretions can reduce sleeplessness and nervousness. The
shoulder stand and other inverted postures, such as hare and
headstand, also result in deactivating the lower cakras as
the higher cakras are activated producing a state of clam
and focused mind. The peacock pose is instrumental in
pressurizing the adrenalin glands associated with the navel
cakra resulting in a reduction of fear. The cobra pressurizes
the thymus gland behind the breastbone and balances the
production of the hormone thymine related to the immune
system. When overactive the immune system produces
allergies and when underactive fails to protect us from
infection. Thus the practitioners should select the asanas
they perform carefully with the aid of an experienced yoga
teacher.
For proper and timely development of the individual an
appropriate amount of lymph must be available. Vegetarians
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produce more lymph because they get more chlorophyll
from green vegetation that aids in the development of the
brain and spiritual practices. A sentient environment and
good company serve as catalytic agents in manufacture of
lymph. Even if one has a sentient diet if the environment is
negative it is detrimental to mental progress.
Initiation: Embracing the Goal
The spiritual practices are designed to strengthen the
cakras and control the expression of the propensities. The
goal of these practices is “to move with accelerated speed
towards that Supreme Shelter, God” uniting the “little I”of
the individual soul with the “Big I” of the cosmic soul.
The initiation into the practices of Dharma Sadhana is the
embracing of this goal by surrendering all of ones physical,
mental and spiritual potentialities at the lotus feet of the
Supreme. As Yogi Berra, sportsman famous for his pithy
quips, once said “if you don’t know where you are going
you might end up somewhere else.” This first lesson in
astaunga yoga offers withdrawal of the mind from different
physical and mental objects, then directing the mind towards
the goal with mantra. This is the process of concentration
(Iishvara Pranidha’na). Initiates are encouraged to not only
perform sitting meditation twice a day but to also recite
the mantra while moving through their daily activities to
remain immersed in goal of self-realization.
Withdrawal and Surrender
The nature of the human mind is to always be attached to
an object, one object after another, whether our attention
is focused outwardly in our daily existence or inwardly
for meditation. The monkey-mind predominates our
awareness and is a necessary state of our ego to function
in the world. However to move towards our spiritual
goal the preoccupation with the objective world needs a
transcendental object to be freed of worldly attachments.
The best method of withdrawal from these worldly
attachments while remaining in the world is to view every
object encountered externally as an expression of the Divine.
This practice is called Madhuvidya or “honey knowledge”.
To practice this honey knowledge we are advised to take
everything with the cosmic feeling that the doer of the
action, the action and the results of the action are objective
manifestations of the Divine. When teaching your students
it is the Divine who is the teacher and the Divine who
performs the teaching and the Divine who constitutes the
results of the teaching. When I am preparing this paper it is
the Divine who composes, presents and receives the paper.
The part that recipients don’t care for belongs to me, that
which inspires you is the work of the Divine.
Now that we have withdrawn all of our propensities
from the external world with the practice of Madhuvidya
where will these propensities be directed? These withdrawn
propensities could cause disturbance in your subconscious
International Educational Futures Conference

or unconscious mind if not directed to some internal moving
object. Thus the moving panorama of internal objects is
the moving images of the “done I” or objectivized mind
(citta) such as the internal image of a horse becomes the
direction of withdrawal. The next step in the withdrawal is
to guide the propensities towards the “doer I” (ahamtattva)
that is not moving but has the potential for movement.
Since binding attachment is still a quality of the “doer I”,
this “doer I” must be withdrawn to the internal feeling of
“I exist” (the mahattattva). While there is little movement
in this pure feeling of “I exist” there is still some struggle
and attachment. Thus the final surrender and withdrawal is
merging this pure “I” feeling of “I exist” into the Cognitive
Principle (Pure Consciousness) that is free from all bondage.
This is the supreme goal of human existence to merge the
“little “I” with the big “I” of Pure Consciousness.
Breath Control
Pranaya’ma, breath control,is a practice to increase the
power of concentration and ideation. Pranayama means
“control over the vital power or life force” which gives
the practitioner the ability to do meditation for a longer
period of time with greater concentration and ideation. It
is during the period of pause in the systaltic movement of
breath that the individual is most receptive to any sensation
or idea. Beyond the five senses in the state of pause it is
the “pranendriya”, the yogic “sixth sense” in the center of
the yogic heart (not physical heart), that allows for subtle
perceptions of soft, hard, harsh, hot, cold, nurturing or
noxious in daily life experience. It is within the womb of
silence and the pause of the breath that the intuition of the
heart cakra flowers.
Dharana- Concentration
Dharana means, “locating the mind firmly in an area or
region of the body” such as a cakra. Dahrana further means,
“to hold” an image of the mind. Like a cinema film made
up of successive individual pictures dharana is made up of
successive external images converted into internal mental
images that are static and don’t remain unless immediately
followed by other images.
The objective of this practice is to balance the five
factors (solid, liquid, luminous, air and ether) associate
with each of the first five cakras and thus balance the
overall activity of the body and mind. Mantras are used
for each cakra as the shape, color and center of each cakra
is visualized. Concentrating on the cakra and reciting
the mantras balance glands and subglands and associated
hormones resulting in a balanced mind.
Dhyana- Continuous Flow of the Mind
In contrast to Dharana which deals with more static images,
Dhyana is dynamic and involves the constant flow of an
internal image of the Guru. Dhyana means, “to direct the
mind towards the Supreme One”. Remembering God is
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Dhyana. The Guru is none other than Brahma, the spiritual
aspirant’s own true self. The Guru meditated upon in
Dhyana is therefore a “mirror” of that Brahma within
everyone and not the physical Guru. This internal concept
of the Guru avoids the pitfall of static personality worship
or idolatry.
Dhyana is performed by focusing on the guru cakra
the internal portion of the crown (sahasrara) cakra. The
guru cakra and the sahasrara cakra are virtually the same
and associated with the pineal gland that controls all the
propensities. Thus if one achieves full concentration on the
Guru cakra one becomes omniscient. Omniscience means
knowledge regarding past, present and future.One does not
perform spiritual practices to become omniscient but rather
to please the Lord. Thus the saying, Guru Krpahi Kevalam
(“The grace of the Guru is everything”).
Samadhi– Transcendental States
Once established in dhyana one can attain the transcendental
state of samadhi. Samadhi is neither a negative or positive
state but rather a state of equilibrium that is attained after
meticulous and prolonged spiritual practice. Samadhi is
not a goal but the results of ardent application of the other
seven limbs of astaunga yoga.
Savikalpa samadhi produces a blissful trance of
absorption of the unit mind in the cosmic mind and helps
achieve self-realization. Nirvakalpa samadhi produces a
state of absolute vacuity beyond all qualities or propensities
of the mind that is associated withfinal salvation. Even
after the state of vacuity in Nirvkalpa Samadhi ends the
spiritual waves of exhilaration continue to flow and may last
for days. These trailing waves of exhilaration and joyous
exuberance keep reminding the intuitional practitioner that
their state beyond the mind had been one of absolute bliss.
Great aids in goading the mind towards Samadhi
are dhruvasmrti and anudhyana. Dhruvasmrti means
developing a “fixed memory” on the Supreme Entity. The
overwhelming desire to run after and catch hold of the
object of meditation is termed “anudhyana”. This intense
desire to “catch hold” of the object of meditation creates a
psycho-spiritual vacuum that propels the kundalini (latent
spiritual force) at the base of the spine through the cakras
finally reaching the sahasara cakra. It is the “longing” for
union with the Supreme that does all the work. Regarding
this deep longing Kabir says, “Look at me and you will see
a slave of that intensity.”
Dharma Sadhana for Education
This biopsychology of sadhana reveals that the individual
requires tri-lateral development as a physical, psychic and
spiritual being. Recognizing this dharma or true nature
of people Neohumanist education offers an education of
the whole person. Emphasis is placed on the training of
teachers in Neohumanist schools that incorporates all round
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personal development that includes the above mentioned
sadhana practices. The children in the schools are slowly
introduces to these practices based on their developmental
requirements as individuals and age groups.
Neohumanist education adopts the principles of
holistic, child centered, relational, spiritualty, service –
oriented, ecological and creative/critical thinking approach.
Recognizing that many progressive schools have adopted
these holistic characteristicsleading teachers and
administrators from the Neohumanist tradition at a recent
global conference in Holland posed the question, “What
is unique about Neohumanist education?”(2016) We knew
that acquisition of knowledge had long been the mantra
among educators and that we were reaching towards a better
understanding of what we offered that made the biggest
difference in student’s lives and the impact they were to
have on society. Our mentor, P.R. Sarkar had clarified the
difference between “knowledge” and “understanding”:
“There is some difference between knowing and
understanding. Whatever information regarding some
object we gather through the medium of the sense organs is
what we “know” about that object. But when the basic or
ultimate nature of the object is fully subjectivized, then we
“understand” the object.
Among our group of educators form Egypt, America,
Australia, Holland, Romania, London, Malaysia and India
we shared our stories of our Neohumanist education journey
and enjoyed our good company laced with multiethnic meals.
Most importantly we playfully created a Neohumanist
Game that took our shared and well-understood elements
of Neohumanism but arranged them in new patterns basedd
on our different backgrounds and priorities as educators.
What emerged was a deeper understanding of the Core
Elements of what Neohumanist Education meant to us and
perhaps others if we put it to test.
These “core elements” were three in number: first
a theory of the Mind that draws on the astaunga yoga
described above that defines the layers of the mind (kosas);
secondly the Heart-centered approach that promotes love
of all of creation and thirdly the application in the world o
this Heart-centered approach which leads to the desire to
express Service to all of creation seen as an expression of
the Divine in plants, animals, people and the environment.
We observed that these three core elements support one
another through the heart-centered love of Neohumanist
education that serves the child, teacher and society at all
levels.
The layers of the mind or kosas are directly related
to the chakrasand help direct the development of the
curriculum in Neohumanistic education. The first two cakras,
muladhara and svadhistana, are related to the conscious and
subconscious mind respectively. There are three more levels
identified as the superconscious mind or unconscious mind
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related to the navel cakra (manipura), heart cakra (anahata)
and throat cakra (vishuddha). For curriculum purposes
beginning with the human body (annamaya) these levels
of the mind are related respectively to the development
of the senses (conscious mind/muladhara), intellect
(subconscious mind/svadhistana), creativity (first layer of
superconscious mind/manipura), intuition (second layer of
superconscious mind/ anahata), and spirituality (third layer
of superconscious mind/vishuddha). The elaboration of the

Hiranamaya
(Supra-mental Causal
Mind)
Vijinanamaya
(Subliminal Mind)

Atimanas
(Supra-mental Mind)
Manomaya
(Sub-conscious Mind)

Kamamaya
(Conscious- Mind)
Annamaya
(Human Body)

development of the Neohumanist education curriculum
based on the levels of the mind is detailed in Neohumanist
Education; Education for a New World (1986).
Dr. Shambhushivananda (2016) states, “NHE is a
dynamic educational model that nurtures all levels of the
human personality-from its crudest existence to the subtlest
consciousness as illustrated in this table of NHE Learning
Outcomes as associated with each layer of the mind.”

Inner Peace; Compassion; Benevolence; Magnanimity of Mind; Forgiveness;
Self Restraint & Inner Discipline; Firm Determination; Strong Will Power;
Surrender to the Supreme & Ego Transcendence; Recognition of Sacredness
of all things: living and non-living; Universal Love; Service Spirit; Missionary
Zeal; Supra-Aesthetics; Sweet and Smiling Behavior; All-round balance;
Concentration.

Neohumanist Ethics & Inner Moral Compass; Awakened Conscience; Sense
of responsibility; Moral Courage; Readiness to sacrifice for others; Above
hatred, anger, vanity, prejudices, pseudo-culture, and group-ism; Commitment;
Fore-sight, Far-sight and In-sight; Access to Intuition; Discriminant Faculty;
Fight for Justice; Preservation & Celebration of diversities; Concern for future
generations, Minimum Disparities; Sustainability; Accountability.
Aesthetics, Creativity, Joyful Learning; Trust, Harmony, Loyalty; Spontaneity,
Innocence, Light-Heartedness; Straight-forwardness, Simplicity, Inner Charm;
Unity in Diversity; Art for Service & Blessedness; Playfulness; Humor.
Deep Thinking; Thirst for Knowledge; Understanding inter-connectedness
of all things; Freedom from dogma, superstitions & fissiparous tendencies;
Enlargement of Mind; Photographic Memory; Cognitive development;
Discerning Cause-Effect Relationships; Problem-Solving and Decision Making
Skills; Rational and Positive Outlook; Scientific Aptitude; Knowledge of Flora
and Fauna & the Elements of Nature.

Practical Life Skills-Technical, Entrepreneurial, Communication, Interpersonal,
Organizational; Skills-development, Time-management.
Healthy Lifestyle Habits; Proper Nutritious Diet; Safety, Martial Arts, Exercises;
Cooperative Games; Sports.
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Sacred Activism for a Sustainable Future
NERI-Cellenium Global Partnership

- Dr. Shambhushivananda

We stand today at the crossroads of a fossil fuel driven age
versus the renewable energy age. The former evokes the
fears of conflicts and wars, scarcities and a future ridden
with competition and mutual fights for survival. The latter
opens new horizons for a world of abundant energy, new
models of habitats, de-coupling of energy and food security
and a paradigm shift towards a self reliant and a sustainable
future.
At the crux of this movement towards a sustainable
world lies a shift in worldview. Centralized models nurture
centralization of economic power while decentralized
models aim towards bringing economic democracy with
the participation of millions of impoverished mass and their
governments. If poverty is to be permanently driven from
the face of this earth, we need to adopt models of economic
development which are based on energy-efficient habitats,
wide-spread use of renewable energy utilizing energystorage system like Cellenium’s Vanadium Fuel Cell and
Cellenium’s other ecological smart solutions related to
total recycling of all wastes, water purification, fertilizer
production, and tapping carbon dioxide to generate
carbohydrates and abundant energy. We also need the
support of a sentient life-style that respects nature, values
compassion, sharing and service.
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NERI-Network joins Cellenium’s efforts to spread
sacred activism through a host of eco-friendly technologies
that offer a promise of self-sufficiency in all essentialities
especially provision of comfortable habitats, fulfillment of
energy needs, food security, availability of drinkable water
and regeneration of depleted soils through organic fertilizer.
Human beings need to take control of their biosphere
by learning to manage the eco-system to fulfill all their
essential needs. Cellennium has engaged in research on
these issues for the past twenty years and is now ready
to enter the marketplace to help alleviate the pressing
economic problems created by the fossil fuel age. NERI has
championed the cause of economic self-sufficiency through
its neohumanist educational philosophy and hundreds
of educational centers in over 70 countries. The NERICellennium partnership is a historic initiative to help all
developing economies to adopt the shortest path to rooting
out poverty, utilizing the most appropriate technological
solutions aligned with the abundant potential of nature. The
farther we go from nature, the more scarcity we shall have.
The closer we align with nature, the greater abundance we
shall have. This is the key principle of NERI-Cellenium
global initiative.
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Towards a Renewable Energy Age

-Khun Krisada Kampanatsanyakorn

Within the spirit of service to humanity, one must reflect
on defining the biggest problem humanity is facing today.
After many years of soul searching I have reached a personal
view that the gravest danger is to the survival of humanity
itself. This century has turned out many events that point to
the final limit of our civilization. Super power proxy war is
spreading all over and is escalating along with trade war,
currency war, and propaganda war. If this trend continues
thermonuclear war will be unavoidable, for the stake of
this conflict is the last remaining large oil field and none
of the old or new superpowers will allow the other side to
win. This whole predicament comes from an entrenched
addiction to fossil fuel by our whole civilization, and this
precious commodity is finite and dwindling very fast. By
following the numbers of annual total oil production one
can easily see that we are already past peak oil — the total
production declined several years ago. Our global food
production and distribution are totally based on fossil fuel.
A spike in its price will cause food prices to rise and social
upheaval will follow as happened in 2008.
All in all, the present system is unsustainable. We have
reached a limit not only of oil and gas but also our topsoil,
fresh water, marine life, and fertilizer. Within the present
system the best one can do, without a meaningful new
paradigm, is to prolong the time before this breakdown.
Change towards a sustainable way of life is needed in our
time or civilization will definitely reach its end.
Is meaningful change possible and available? I
personally believe so. Renewable energy from solar,
wind and biomass is making rapid inroads replacing the
fossil fuel domain. With breakthroughs in energy storage,
intermittent renewable energy can replace fossil fuel one
hundred percent now. Only the will of those communities
with sustained will power to change is required to overcome
the local fossil fuel mafia and business establishment. The
realities of renewable energy negate the old premise that
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vital resources of energy are finite.
It clearly demonstrates that energy
can be virtually infinite; if we apply
accumulated human knowledge
wisely there is more than enough
for everybody’s needs. Hopefully,
there is no need for a third world
war.
A progressive utilization of
resources needs to be translated
into an action plan that includes: complete recycling of
all wastes (solids, liquids, and gases), using bio-mass to
generate electricity and organic fertilizers, building habitats
utilizing green technologies, and transportation systems that
utilize renewable energy sources. Never before have I seen
the meaningful role of the spirit of Sadvipras (enlightened
leadership) more acutely than today. Grassroots leadership
is required to spearhead this meaningful change towards a
sustainable way of life. The new generation of leaders needs
to take upon themselves an activism toward enhancing biodiversity, renewable energy, and complete recycling of
solid, liquid, and gas in their own habitat.
In this new paradigm, it is not profit as the ultimate
goal. It is food security, energy security, and its resiliency
that are the goals. With human accumulated knowledge of
today one can easily design a system that each household
can use to generate surplus energy and food. Only through
this foundation can one begin to build a more compassionate
society and a real platform for collective spiritual evolution.
My real hope rests with the young minds of the new
generation. Education is the key; to reorient and cultivate
neohumanist sentiment for the welfare of all sentient
beings. I welcome our association with NERI. Only through
Neohumanist Education do we stand a good chance of
achieving success in this meaningful change.
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Neo-wisdom of Human Ecology

-B. D. Sharma
Ex-Principal Scientist & Head NBPGR & Former Fellow IIAS, Shimla

Ecology (Greek Oikos= Environment) is the scientific
study and analysis of interactions among organisms and
their environment. In simple words, it is the study of
interactions that organisms have with other organisms
and with abiotic components of their environments. The
human ecology, however, can be defined as an outcome of
interactions of external and internal environmental factors
shaping the human personality/life. In order to lead a
balanced life, individually as well as in social atmosphere,
it is of paramount importance to know and understand
the ecological variants operating externally and internally
in harmonious manner. In this context, first of all, it is
imperative to know that there are three levels of human
existence. These are (i) Physical or Gross body, (ii) Subtle
or Psychic body also known as Lingadeha, (iii) Causal or
Karana sharira or Jivatma or soul. The external and internal
environments, therefore, interact at these three levels of
human existence. The human ecology that is why not so
simple as has been conceived till now. Before dwelling
on the various interactions with three bodies, it will be
important to discuss what are different external and internal
factors,that influence human ecology profoundly.

A External Factors of Human Ecology: These factors are
important to determine food and nutrition supply, health
status, material requirements and environmental conditions
for survival. These can be broadly grouped as (i) Abiotic
and (ii) Biotic.
i. Abiotic Factors: These include the following;
(a) Solid materials- economically useful minerals,
marble, including land with its culturable
capabilities.
(b) Liquid state- includes water bodies,
underground
water
reservoirs,
soil
moisture,Snow, glaciers, and water in air and
clouds.
(c) Air- atmospheric air, gasses produced by
industrial factories, large garbage wastes etc.
(d) Luminous Factors- Sun as source of energy on
earth, temperature, various forms of electricity,
electro-magnetic waves, radiation of several
kinds.
(e) Space or Akash- Ethereal material,
bombardment of meteorites, microvita,
celestial vibrations from interstellar space.
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ii. Biotic Factors: These are living beings which
greatly influence the lives of human beings on the planet
earth by way of creating suitable ecological conditions.
These include the following;
(a) Animal kingdom
(b) Plant kingdom
(c) Microbial organisms
(d) Microvita (Viruses)
B Internal Factors of Human Ecology: The physical
human body is a biological machine, and is well organized
for its different vital functions. Such functional organization
of the organs in the body is known as a system. The different
functional systems of the body are: the digestive system, the
respiratory system, the circulatory system, the reproductive
system, the nervous syste3m, the lymphatic system and
the endocrine system. The human anatomy and physiology,
nervous system and endocrine system play an important
role towards its advancement in the psychic or subtle body.
Since the human being is predominantly a psychic being,
the psychic body has a crucial rolein the development
and evolution of humans. The psychic or subtle body is
composed of the following constituent parts;
(a) .Chitta, Ahamkar and Mahatattva.
(b).Five sensory organs.
(c) .Five motor or organs of action.
(d).The nervous system includes (1) the Central
Nervous System (brain –Cerebrum & Cerebellum,
spinal cord,12 pairs of cranial nerves and 31 pairs
of spinal nerves). These nerves and their branches
constitute the Peripheral Nervous System (PNS);
(2) The Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) which
is further divided into (i) Sympathetic Nervous
System, and (ii) Parasympathetic System The
nerves which conduct impulses from the CNS to
the muscles and glands are called efferent or motor
nerves, and the nerves which convey impulses
from receptors in the periphery of the body to the
CNS are called afferent or sensory nerves. The
autonomic nervous system (ANS) controls the
functions of smooth muscles, cardiac muscles, and
glands. It works without the direct control from the
brain.
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(e) The spinal cord- contains within it the three
major nadiis, Ida, Pingla and Sushumana forming
structure like helix of DNA and the crosses form
seven chakras (represent energy current in cicular
motion)and plexi (a network of energy channels).
The major energy channels (three nadiis) traverse
through the nervous system and the endocrine
glands. Plexi play a prominent role in translating the
propensities into body chemistry and consequently
human behaviour.The chakras are the gateways
through which the external world communicates
with our inte4nal environment. Microvita gain
entry into the human body through the solar and
sidereal plexuses (fourth and fifth chakras). The
Kundalini (The Cosmic Energy-Dormant) is
located in the Muladhar chakra (The terranean or
coccygeal plexus). The chakras utilize the vital
energy(prana) for the expression of propensities.
(f) A network of 72000 nadiis in the subtle body.
(g)Mental layers or Koshas- Annamaya, Kamamaya,
Manomaya,
Atimanas,
Vijianamaya
and
Hiranamaya.
(h)Prana- Prana is intimately related to mind and
also to chetana (vitality), and chetana is because
of Atma. The breath is prana and thus, respiratory
system has great role in determining the human
life. The science of swar-shastra given by the first
Tantrika, Shiva on earth, is considered to be the
panacea for all mental and physical body problems.
C. Causal body- this is constituted of Atma or Soul
according to ShriiShriiAnandamurti. However, there are
different philosophical statements about the causal body.
In Siddha’a philosophy, the karanasharira or causal body
or Jinanadeha consists of Anandamayakosha (Ganapathy
and Arumugam, 2004). In the Tibetan Tantra, causal body
is the habitation of spirit and the pure “I” feeling (KuthumiDjwal, 1996). According to ShriiShriiYogananda states
that man is A causal-bodied being. The causal body is an
idea matrix for the astral and physical bodies. The causal
body is composed of 35 idea elements, astral body 19
elements plus the 16 basic material elements of the physical
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body (Yogananda, 2000). The basic truth revealed by
ShriiShriiAnandamurti is the most scientific in the field of
spirituality. Sarkar (as philosopher) has said that certainly
there exists a body between subtle body and Atma or Soul
but this body is called as Samanayadeha (Sarkar, 1959).
By acquiring the knowledge through self experience of
Atma, one attains near perfection in the human frame and
is revered by all.
The present education system is severely constrained
by lack of adequate attention to development and
progress at the three levels of human existence. The
real development and progress of human beings is only
possible when education system follows the principles
of development of three levels of human existence and
only then the human society will be able to attain allround progress. In the education system in vogue, there is
no awareness about the necessity of physical exercise or
yogic asanas providing benefits of physical exercise and
mental harmony through the balanced hormonal secretion.
The does not encourage the mental faculty of thinking or
viveka and discrimination (about good or bad at individual
and societal levels).Hence, the look at various factors those
that determine the interactions of human beings externally
and internally need to establish harmonious relationship for
human wellness, peace and happiness at individual and in
the world community,
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Education for Resilient and Sustainable Futures

-Vikram Saraph
(Architect and Urbanist) Transenviro Design Studios

What the future holds for us depends on what we
hold for the future. To have a more meaningful, resilient
and peaceful future, we must take necessary action today.
By the year 2020, half of India’s billion plus population
will be under the age 18. This new generation of people
will have access to more advanced technologies and
scientific understanding, but will also consume resources at
unprecedented levels. Therein lies the dilemma as well as
the opportunity underpinned by the need to take responsible
decisions and develop correct attitudes that help preserve
life-supporting global environmental conditions.
We live in times of wide spread environmental
degradation, economic disparity, resource depletion, climate
change and human conflicts. More number of people are
displaced today than ever before due to intensified natural
calamities, conflicts and climate change. A recent UN
publication states that over the next two decades, India will
be one of the worst affected countries in terms of number
of displaced regufees emerging within the country as well
as from the neighbouring geographical regions. It is now
critical for all of us to become more adaptable, resilient
and accommodative in the wake of mass global human
displacements.
A recent study concluded that at least 50% of global
terrestrial surface must be left untouched by human
activity to enable our planet to self recover and replenish
essential resources required for all life-forms to thrive, not
just humans. This is a big ask in light of current trends in
urban densification, population growth, resource depletion,
food production, consumption and waste creation. A
global paradigm shift in our attitude and approach towards
environment preservation is required. Younger minds must
be exposed to environments and opportunities conducive for
them to develop sustainable aspirations, make responsible
choices and evolve resilient futures. After agriculture,
industry and knowledge, the next revolution is and has to
be ‘sustainability’. Humans need to be more empathetic,
ethical, sensitive, responsible, equitable, honest, caring and
above all, loving towards all other life-forms and the Earth
as a whole.
Hence the need emerges to introduce and establish
neo-humanistic principles in human society and to do so
there could be no better medium than ‘education’. It may
then be appropriate in stressing that education is the best
mechanism for enabling resilient and sustainable futures.
At its core, education must be about transformation
(of attitudes, choices, environments and our core inner
selves). It must bridge the gap between ego and universal
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humanism. It is rare for individuals to create long lasting
impact of social significance. Instead, how we educate and
raise our children will have a perpetual inter-generational
positive collective social impact.
Human beings develop attitudes based on experiences
and external stimuli. An attitude is that part of an
individual’s personality that defines his or her self and is the
discriminatory behaviour displayed by an individual. A wide
variety of interpersonal behaviours and cognitive processes
such as behavioural intentions, liking, dispositions,
prejudice and preconceptions collectively can be termed
as ‘attitude’. Attitudes are learned, easily transmittable and
difficult to shed. A strong belief or predispositions about the
external stimulus are the basic building blocks of an attitude.
When people experience a certain event or are affected by
an external stimulus to such an extent that compels them
in developing a set of beliefs, they invariably convert
these beliefs into attitudes. Society has a big contribution
in the formation of individual attitudes and these attitudes
in turn govern the lifestyles and behaviour patterns of the
individuals who then contribute to the character of the
society as a whole. It is a self perpetuating cycle.
Attitudes further develop into intentions and
behavioural patterns. By controlling attitudes, one can
control thinking and behavioural patterns. Attitudes can
only be changed through a change in the underlying beliefs.
Unlike attitudes, beliefs can be influenced and changed.
Influence is that external force, event or an experience
which initiates the process of change. Hence it can rightly
be concluded that experience is the best teacher and the
environment we are in defines the nature, quality and
significance of such experiences. The human perceptual
process is primarily based on external objectivity and its
relative internal subjective interpretation. While it is clear
that we perceive the environment as it is, we do interpret
this information based on an undefined pattern of attaching
levels of significance and relevance to a given event. This
response mechanism may form the basis of individual
characteristics that make all humans unique and hence the
need arises for an educator to understand the process of
perception, form a suitable method to inquire/investigate
the psychological traits of the students and device suitable
learning strategies.
Experience contributes to what we learn and know and
also to how we interpret what we perceive. The following
elements constitute the human perceptual process and the
practical integration of their deeper understanding may
enable formation of better educational environments International Educational Futures Conference

a) Experienced Significance - may be described
as the process of attaching significance and relevance
to a particular experience resulting in the formation of
preconceived notions and/or the semantic interpretation
based on previous learning. The tutor must inquire into
the past experiences of the student and rightly understand
where he/she is coming from and aspiring to be.
b) Knowledge, inherent or learnt – this may reveal
the forces/sources, which have moulded, are moulding and
will mould the experienced significances of an individual.
The tutor may include a few short exercises or interactive
models to understand the basis on which the individual
takes decisions pertaining to their response.
c) Weighing – each individual assigns a preferred
weight to their interpretations to arrive at a final judgement
of their current situation. This weighing may be influenced
by the following – personal priorities, age, gender, cultural
and social influence, education, occupation, financial
and social status, disabilities and health issues and so on.
The human mind tends to assign variables and weights to
the information received through the senses on a highly
circumstantial basis. A critical analysis of the participant’s
situation and possible future events may be taken into
account by the educator to understand the way individuals
will interpret or change their preconceived notions.
d) Being aware of vs taking account of – a crucial
element in creating desirable experiences, this element
defines the level of detail, quantum of information and the
communication of appropriate messages embedded in the
environment. To a large extent, it also defines the mode of
communication and also the level, duration and location
of interaction between the environment and the participant
(educators and students). The educationists must understand
and define elements that are important in such environment
configurations.
Thus it is essential for the environment, that surrounds
and stimulates us, to be conducive for individual and
collective progress and evolution; in particular the
educational environment. The educational environment is a
multi-layered and multi-dimesnsional fabric that comprises
several integrated sub-environments, of which the following
are the most critical – social, economic, natural, built and
regulatory. A brief discussion follows a) Social environment – is the most important
enabler / disabler of education access in our communities.
India is plagued with highly detrimental social issues
that restrict access to education based on caste, religion,
status, gender and so on. It is also one of the key stimuli for
social interaction, collective development and communal
integration. Positive social elements such as equity,
empathy, justice and co-operation must be at the forefront
of our education systems.
b) Economic environment – is probably the key to
the full utilisation of all educational mediums by all stratas
of the society. Economic conditions restrict the degree and
level of education sought by various stratas. The public
education system in India is largely subsidised, although of
not much value in its practical application. Hence the more
significant and useful forms of education may still be out of
reach for students from lower income backgrounds. Also,
in many cases, due to financial hardships, many young
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students have to stop or reduce their education in order to
earn a living. The economic environment is a key force that
makes an individual sacrifice or fulfill his or her desire to
learn.
c) Natural environment – was the most significant
source of knowledge in ancient times, but today we have
alienated ourselves from it and only learn about it in
textbooks. An occassional visit to the zoo or the botanical
garden is the closest we ever get to nature these days. How
can we protect something that we are not in love with? We
all must fall in love with nature and what could be a better
way to do that other than by living with it. Bio-philia and
bio-mimicry must become a part of our education and also
our daily lives. Nature is flawless and an endless source of
information, knowledge and inspiration.
d) Built environment – is the most influential aspect
in our daily lives. The streets we walk in, the school
buildings we study in and the homes we live in, all signify a
degree of personalisation and preference that makes us feel
comfortable, safe, respected and looked after. The spaces
we build influence us in many ways through out our life.
Sun light and natural ventilation have been proven to have
positive effects on our learning abilities. The colours and
textures on surfaces trigger certain emotions and responses
in our minds and hence form the basis of our experiences in
built spaces. Some spaces are inviting, some are calming,
some frighten us while some repell. It is up to us to build an
exemplary built environment around us to be able to send
the right messages out and to serve as a platform for future
generations to learn from and improve upon.
e) Regulatory environment – may be deemed as
the backbone of our education system and revolves around
policies and strategies devised to create a robust and
effective framework to enable development of pedagogy,
mediums and cirriculum, and the dissemination of
education. This framework cannot afford to be static, as
it currently is, but instead, it should be active and be able
to respond to future needs emerging from various facets
of our individual and collective lives. The system must
identify skills in demand and shortage, create opportunities
for innovation and enterpreneurship, delve deeper into
accessing and harnesing indegenious knowledge and evolve
better systems of inquiry, research and experimentation.
Today, India faces the challenges of falling short of globally
accepted education systems, while this was actually reverse
in ancient times. The education policies and strategies of
the future must also address the need to include spirituality,
universal humanism, progressive utilisation and socioecological resilience.
Having said this, I must conclude that education is the
key enabler for a resilient and sustainable future and it is
crucial that we establish the most conducive environment
to enable development and deployment of an appropriate
and progressive education system. The environment, our
greatest teacher, must offer a variety of experiences and
events that stimulate and educate us. This environment needs
to be created now to ensure that we convert this impending
state of emergency in to a state of emergence and that our
socio-economic and socio-ecological strategies address the
need for human development, planetary preservation and
spirituality to its fullest.
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Transforming Education as a Perennial
Dance of Co-Learning and the
Calling of Creativity1
- Ananta Kumar Giri2

Education is a perennial journey of co-learning which
helps us realize not only our existing potential but also our
evolutionary potential. Neohumanist education needs to
transform education as a perennial dance of co-learning and
evolution of consciousness. The calls for multi-dimensional
creative movements in all domains of education starting
from the elementary to the higher. In my presentation, I
discuss about these themes. I share two of my papers which
deal with these themes. The second paper begins with page
nine of this text. I am grateful to all the participants of this
conference for their kind reading of these two texts and I
am looking forward to learning together with all of us in
our conference.
Networks of Agape and Creativity :
Learning Across Borders and the Calling of Planetary
Realizations3

You long to wander far and wide and are preparing for
a speedy flight; be true to yourself and true to others, then
even narrow confines will be wide enough.
--Goethe
The network of agape involves a kind of fidelity
to the new relations; and because we can all too easily
fall away from this [..], we are led to shore up these
relations; we institutionalize them, introduce rules, divide
responsibilities.
Charles Taylor (2007), A Secular Age, p. 739.
‘Learning to be’ is also a permanent apprenticeship in
which teachers inform students as students inform teachers.
The shaping of a person inevitably passes through a
transpersonal dimension.
Basarab Nicolescu (2002),
Manifesto of Transdisciplinarity, p. 136.
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Introduction and Invitation :
Education helps us realize our potential as well as that of
our cultures, societies and the world when it moves from
narrow confines within closed walls of class room and given
boundaries of many kinds and embraces the joy of learning
with the wider and uncharted paths and rivers of life in this
vast world of ours. From the dawn of humanity, seekers
all through have been animated by this quest for learning
beyond the boundaries and across. This has led to travels
and seeking across the roads and rivers of life. Seeking
souls and institutions have moved in this world with a
passion for meeting, learning together and embracing each
other for the light of knowledge, mutual illumination, shared
enlightenment and co-realizations. The present discourse
of international education as well as internationalization
of education is part of this deep yearning of humanity.
Such a yearning is realized with facilitating institutions
as well as networks. We need creative institutions which
foster learning across borders and creative networks
which bring new energy to institutions which many times
become imprisoned within a logic of self-justification, selfvarlorization and closure. We need creative institutions
and networks for fostering learning across borders. Our
networks are not just mechanical extensions of existing
institutional logic but become networks of agape and love
where the seekers build bridges by being bridges. Learning
across borders is facilitated by seeking institutions and
networks where leaders and participants become students
of life and friends of the world.

Notes towards a presentation at the International Conference on
“Neohumanist Education,” Chandigarh, Nov 18-19, 2016.
2
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Networks of Agape and Creativity: Being Students of
Life with Life and the World
Threads that connect and weave us together are threads
of agape. Agape is love as it is understood in Christian
tradition. It is not passive, it is love in action and infused
with eros.1 Agape is also understanding.2 Recently
secular philosophers such as Jurgen Habermas as well
as religiously inspired thinkers such as Charles Taylor
are urging us understand the significance of agape in our
lives, especially when we are devoted to mutual moral
argumentation, co-learning and flourishing.3 Agape has a
dimension which overflows acceptable boundaries and help
us meet each other and the world unconditionally.4 Agape
facilitates genuine and pregnant meetings, meetings which
mother new possibilities in self, other and the world. These
meetings and encounters start with creative selves and then
overflows into existing institutions.5 These institutions
despite their logic of closure feel the breeze of opening and
create new institutional spaces for facilitating such creative
encounters. We need to cultivate agape in our act of
networking among institutions as well as individuals. This
is particularly relevant for the Grundtvig-Kold tradition of
learning and international education from Denmark (cf.
Das 2007).6
In this journey of learning across borders, we
become students of life with life and the world. In Denmark
in the middle of the nineteenth century, Grundtvig and Kold
had striven to build schools of life in place of dead Latin
schools. One significant aspect of this school of life was the
opportunity to build friendship across social division and
boundaries. Over the years, folk high schools of Denmark
have become international and one meets students from all
across the world not only in international folk high schools
such as International People’s College in Helsingor but
also in other schools in remote corners of Denmark. In such
schools there is an ideal of being students of life a flame of
which we find burning in some teachers and students.7
“Who am I?,” “Who are you?” are perennial
questions of life. Now for a long time, when I am asked,
“Who are you?” I say: “I am a student of life.” Then
immediately, the questionnaire comes back: “Oh I am
also a student of life.” Out of our many identities of life,
an identity such as “student of life” is a broad, seeking,
and embracing one where one chooses in solidarity with
Nature, others and Divine to be with the roads and rivers
of life and continuously learn. Love and labor of learning
becomes a part of our vision and practice as students of
life. Networking for learning across borders calls for such
vocations of being students of and with life.
In the roads and rivers of life as students of life we meet
others who, many a time, come to us as a God without a
name. Such meetings transform our lives. In his poem
Morte d’ Arthur, Tennyson has written, “More things are
International Educational Futures Conference

wrought by prayer than this world dreams of.” Holding
the hands of Tennyson, we can also sing: “Many things
are wrought by meetings than the world can dream of.”
Networks emerge out of such pure meetings of souls and
are not just extensions of existing institutional programs.
Even when we are part of existing programs of networking,
we need to bring our own soul, self and the very being of
passion, prayer and imagination to these networks.
Highlander is a place of meeting in Tennessee. It was
started by Myles Horton in the highlands of Appalachian
mountains in the 1930s who was inspired by the way
seeking souls meet in the folk high schools of Denmark
(cf. Friere & Horton 1990). From its birth, Highlander has
been a mothering place where people involved in social
change can meet. In the small auditorium of Highlander
there are rocking chairs. Participants of social movements
come and seat in such chairs, share their experiences with
each other and learn together. In the 1930s, participants of
workers’s movements met in Highlander. In the 1940s and
50s, it is the fighters of civil rights movements who met
together in Highlander. Both Martin Luther King, Jr. and
Rosa Parks joined these meetings and sat in those chairs of
sharing which then inspired them to take a different walk in
their paths of lives. Rosa Parks tells us that in taking part
in such meetings she could overcome her fear which then
planted the seed of saying no in her. This then emboldened
her to refuse to give up her seat in a bus in Montgomery.
If saying “no” is an important part of becoming a subject
as Alain Touraine, the heart-touching sociologist of our
times, tells us, taking part in such meetings as organized
in Highlander, provides a momentum to the process of
subjectivation of the participants (cf. Touraine 2007).
While creating networks for learning, we can
learn with such stories of meetings, encounters and
transformations. For this we would have to transform
our existing institutions as well as methods and modes
of networking. While making our institutions sites of
experimental creativity, we would have to make networks
more creative by ourselves being engaged in creative
border-crossing of body, self and language.8
Our networks then become networks of agape and
creativity. Here we can walk with many inspiring cowalkers of life and history. Here we can walk with two
students of life, Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam (14661536) and Chitta Ranjan Das (1923-2011). Erasmus was
not only an incorrigible traveler but also a passionate letter
writer. He met princes as well as commoners walking
on foot and wrote letters to many sharing with them the
challenge of building peace and reconciliation in a world of
hatred and propensity to war. Erasmus’s networks of agape
and creativity created a republic of letters as a counter and
alternative to the existing republics of hatred and war.9
Similar is also the seeking and striving of Chita Ranjan Das
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who like Erasmus travelled far and wide and wrote letters
to countless radiant souls he met on the way (cf. Giri 2011).
Chitta Ranjan became a living thread of energy bringing
many aspiring souls and institutions together.10 Chitta
Ranjan also worked with folk high school movement in
Denmark as well as built folk high schools in Finland.
In his own experiments in co-learning in the schools he
established at Champattimunda, Osidha as well as in
the subsequent integral education movement, he brought
different streams of transforming learning together—
Gandhi, Tagore, Sri Aurobindo, Grundtvig and others (see
Das 2012a).11
In networking for learning across borders we can walk
with fellow co-walkers such as Eramsus and Chitta Ranjan
who made their own lives threads of agape and creativity.
We can also thread with each other and weave together by
being networks of agape and creativity.
Internationalization of Education: Institutional
Creativity and Networks of Creativity
In recent times, there is much talk about and some concrete
moves towards internationalization of education. This is
happening through exchange of students and teachers. In
European Union, there is a program of exchange of students
quite aptly named after Erasmus. But in internationalization
of education, most of the time, the flow is usually from
South to North. There are many scholars from India who
are teaching in Europe and North America. For American
and European students, such teachers bring a new crosscultural experience of learning and mutual challenging.
But compared to this, we hardly see teachers from other
countries in Indian institutions. This impoverishes the
capacity for learning across borders on the part of Indian
students.
There are now some creative experiments in
international education. One such is a program in master
education in Sociology led by Institute of Sociology,
University of Freiburg in Germany. In this learning program,
participants spend a semester at Freiburg and then at partner
institutions in India (Jawaharlal Nehru University), Thailand
(Chulalongkorn University), South Africa (University of
Cape Town) and Argentina (FLASCO). In these moves of
teachers and students across boundaries, there is possibly a
network of agape and creativity at work, or participants can
self-consciously cultivate these more.
Education for Creativity and the Calling of a New
Enlightenment:
Learning Across Borders and the Calling of Planetary
Realizations.
Education is linked to enlightenment in many ways.
European ideas of Enlightenment have influenced modern
conceptions of self-formation what is called Bildung as well
as models and pathways of education in modern world. To
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this early European models of Enlightenment Grundtvig
and Kold brought the vision and practice of people’s
enlightenment which also resonates with the discourse
of vernacular Enlightenment suggested by Foucault (cf.
Korsgaard 2008). Through learning across borders and
creative international education we now can bring people’s
enlightenment at world level beyond national borders.
This calls for more labor and love of learning through
intercultural and transcultural dialogues and planetary
conversations. As part of such planetary conversations,
we also rethink enlightenment as simultaneously rational
and spiritual, self as well as collective in which not only
rationalist philosophers such as Kant but Buddha, Spinoza,
Grundtvig, Erasmus and Chitta Ranjan hold our hands
and help us in new realizations of both creative solitude
and soulful togetherness in a world of alienation and
fragmentation.
Such education just does not aim at in creating global
citizenship in a conventional sense; rather it interrogates
available understanding of both globality and citizenship.
Learning across borders is not just an extension of our
identity as citizens of nation-state; rather it is an unfolding
of our vision and practice as students of life. It contributes
to planetary realizations which means that all of us,
including non-human, not only human beings, realize that
we are children of our Mother Earth (cf. Giri 2012). We
are children of our Mother Earth and we are also called
upon to be mothers of our Mother Earth. Networks of agape
and creativity and manifold learning across borders help us
in planetary realizations and embody our responsibility as
mothers of self, other and our Mother Earth.
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Nurturing A New University: Experimental Creativity
and Pathways with Our Futures4
Of the institutions that should be guiding us into a viable
future, the university has a special place because it teaches
all those professions that guide the human endeavour.
In recent centuries the universities have supported an
exploitation of the Earth by their teaching in the various
professions, in the sciences, in engineering, law, education
and economics. Only in literature, poetry, music, art,
and occasionally in religion and the Biological sciences,
has the natural world received the care it deserves. Our
educational institutions need to see their purpose not as
training personnel for exploiting the Earth but as guiding
students toward an intimate relationship with the earth. For
it is the planet itself that brings us into being, sustain us
in life and delights us with its wonders. In this context
we might consider the intellectual, political and economic
orientations that will enable us to fulfill the historical
assignment before us to establish a more viable way into
the future.
- Thomas Berry, The Great Work :
One Way into the Future, p. x.
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Unless universities reclaim their core purpose—
taking responsibility for higher education in the sense of
higher-order knowing, ability to synthesize and integrate
fragmented pieces of meta-processes at work in society—
the mega-trends of dehumanization will become world
destiny.
--Jennifer Gidley (2000),

“Unveiling the Human Face of University Futures,” p. 237.

Introduction and Invitation:
There is an epochal need to nurture a new university as part
of regenerating education in general and higher education
in particular. Our universities have been at a crossroads
for a long time. Contemporary universities emerged in the
modern world embodying the limitations and possibilities
of modern world view as well as socio-political organization
though some notable ones such as Oxford, Cambridge,
Bologna and Heidelberg date back to an earlier time. But
contemporary universities every where are going through
a lot of crises. One foundational crisis is the language and
idea of university itself. University is linked to a dream of
universality. Modern university claimed itself to be a place
of universality with an emphasis on teaching and research
of knowledge which is universal. But its concept of
universality was and is deeply parochial and imperial such
as Euro-American parochialism being paraded as universal.
As an institution of knowledge, modern university wanted
to embrace all branches of knowledge and slowly different
areas of study became disciplines within university. But
now there are limits to the project of universalization
as well as disciplinarization as a mode of dealing with
challenges of knowing and knowledge generation. Now
it is being realized, as Andre Beteitlle (2010) tells us in his
Universities at the Crossroads, that a university trying to
encompass everything becomes a victim of unthoughtful,
unreflective, uncritical expansion and ceases to be a space
of meaningful community of scholars and seekers.
The related crisis is the crisis of disciplinarity. The
story of the rise of modern university and modern disciplines
are intimately connected. Universities have been homes of
pursuit of disciplinary modes of knowledge transmission and
creation. A university is organized in terms of disciplinary
departments. Though there are some moves towards
establishing interdisciplinary centers in some universities
still the foundation of modern university is disciplinarity
which now needs to be transcended. Transdisciplinarity
This builds on my presentation at a seminar on Higher Education at
Asian Center for Cross-Cultural Studies, Chennai, March 2011 and
an essay I prepared for the book A New University edited by Edy
Nehls and others. I thank Professor Felix Wilfred, the Director of the
Center, for his kind invitation and to participants for their comments.
I thank Professor Dr. Gaudenz Assenza of University of Olomouc for
his comments on this essay. I am grateful to Dr. Jorgen L. Nielsen of
Roskilde University for helping me with some of his papers on learning
pathways at Roskilde university. I thank Mathew Rich for his kind
invitation to join this book project.

4
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not just in rehetorics and shallow structures but in true
spirit, institutional practice and creativity needs to be the
foundation of contemporary universities (see Nicolescu
2002).
Universities are now at cross roads because of another
critical challenge, i.e. the challenge of commodification
and corporatization. Not only universities are being
increasingly controlled by corporations, in varieties of
ways universities themselves are behaving as corporations,
mostly as private corporations, forgetting their wider social
purpose and responsibility. This affects not only access to
education but the content of the curriculum. Most of the
universities are now putting their emphasis and energy
on courses such as engineering and management, often to
the neglect of courses in humanities and social sciences.
Universities are also now shortening the time of learning.
For example, in many countries such as Germany and The
Netherlands university education was rather a long process
giving enough time for the students to find themselves,
each other and the world. But now this has been shortened
with both countries introducing American and British style
undergraduate and postgraduate programs. This puts strain
on the Humboldtian vision of university as a place for
Bildung (self-formation) (cf. Beteille 2010). It seems, at
present, the Humboldtian vision of university as a place of
self-formation is being replaced by the contrasting Napolean
model with its emphasis on acquisition of practical skill.
It may be noted here that in the Humboldtian vision
not only there was emphasis on self-formation instead of
just mere acquisition of skills, there was also emphasis, as
Beteille reminds us, on unity of teaching and research. This
is also under severe strain. There is a bifurcation between
teaching and research in many so-called successful
universities. The evaluation system of contemporary
universities and the accompanying audit cultures gives
emphasis on research to the woeful neglect of teaching
(cf. Strathern 2000). But realizing the goal of unity of
teaching and research in universities also challenges us to
fundamentally rethink each of these themes and practices
such as teaching, research and unity. The existing model of
teaching is too top down and teacher-centered which needs
to be transformed by co-learning. The double contingency of
the teacher and the student has to be transformed by the triple
contingency of student, teacher and the world (cf. Strydom
2009). We need to transform universities into places of colearning. For this we need to transform the very architecture
of space and time. We need much spatial creativity and
aesthetics in the design of our university buildings. Instead
of classrooms with hierarchical and top down podiums, we
need to create spaces where all participants can seat and
learn together. While it is easily done for small groups, it is
a challenge for skill and imagination to do it in on a larger
scale. Our spaces of co-learning also need to be much more
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open in terms of flow of air and energy between outside and
inside and cultivate deep communion with Nature rather
than be concrete jungles. Similarly going beyond the
dualism of the subjective and objective, we need to rethink
the method, telos and practice of research linking them to
processes of self-realizations as well as world-realizations.
Insofar as the goal of realizing the unity of teaching and
research is concerned, we also have to rethink the very
concept of unity, making it a verb, in fact a meditative verb,
a process, an emergence (cf. Giri 2012b). Some would like
to excel in research while others in teaching. But all are
encouraged and required to be engaged in both even though
one chooses to excel in one. For Beteille, we would have
to strive to realize unity of teaching and research without
nostalgia. At the same time, this striving does call for more
foundational rethinking of teaching and research as well as
creative realizations of these in our present times.
Both teaching and research are subjected to a new
politics and commodification of time. Science, scholarship
as well as institutions of learning have been subjected to a
logic of breathless speed. There is no time now to stand
and seat together and ruminate while walking and giving
birth to our ideas and relationships. But for learning as well
as creating knowledge universities have to learn to counter
such a speedy chrono politics and chrono-economics which
are creating pain, illness, illusion and suffering. Time of
science and scholarship are not the same time as the time of
movement of capital and production of goods (cf. Strydom
2004). Cultivating a new relationship with time where
time is neither our master nor slave but is our mother is
a great political and spiritual challenge of our time and
this is no where more urgent than in case of individuals
and institutions involved with learning and generation of
knowledge.
Universities at Crossroads: Contemporary Reflections
There are many reflections on crises of universities of
our times but there are very little foundational interrogation
of the very concept of university. Here, Eddy Nehls and
Marcus Bussey invite us to walk with them in a foundational
rethinking of universities and new practices of creativity
(Nehls & Bussey 2012). Instead of university, they invite
us to think about and move towards multiversity which is
“more a kind of process, that to be fruitful must be allowed
to operate over time” (ibid: 4). For them a multiversity
is not concerned only with matters of fact but also with
matters of concern, a distinction of Bruno Latour that they
work with. For Nehls, a multiversity is concerned with
creating a sustainable society. Furthermore, “A multiversity
is more like a context that is built of smaller parts (and not
just humans) which all can and should be regarded as actors
with the ability to make difference.” For him, in creating
new universities, we need to create structures that “so to
speak, are self-learning” (ibid: 6). For Bussey, this calls
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for “critical imaginative engagement with structure” and
“working the between that lies within and around structure
yet is invisible to it” (ibid: 7). Bussey shares with us an
experience of him:
An example is a recent meeting I was at where
we were asked about how we thought our faculty and
school could be restructured. There was a kind of
silence in the room as no one really could imagine
the humanities and social sciences as anything but
just that—what they were traditionally configured as.
I felt the same at first but then started to play around
a bit with other possibilities such as how about a
School of Imaginative Studies?, or a Faculty of
Hope Sciences? Or Empowerment Sciences? Or may
be, really pushing things the School of Pragmatics
and Spirituality? The renaming immediately gave
me a way of playing about outside the paralysis of
imagination. It opened the door on new stories in
which new civilizational possibilities arise.22
Nehls and Bussey challenge our existing ways
of thinking about universities. Beteille (2010) also
helps us in this contemporary task of rethinking and
reconstituting universities. In his reflections on universities
at the crossroads, Beteille brings sociological issues of
functioning and institutional crisis. His reflections address
issues in contemporary Indian context. Beteille discusses
the enormous pressure on contemporary universities from
extraneous sources such as political authorities which
would like to make university accommodate diverse
claims of inclusion from the excluded sections of society
so far. In the Indian context, there is a greater challenge
to make the base of university education widespread and
the logic of affirmative action is now being implemented
in the universities. Universities are expanding and are
being expanded without creating appropriate institutional
structures: “Rapid expansion of universities in response
to social and political pressures has led to a relaxation of
academic standards in many if not most of them” (Beteille
2010: 36). Universities must open their gates to all without
discrimination but it cannot abandon its responsibility to
discriminate between what is academically acceptable and
what is not: “We can hardly discuss the responsibilities
of universities as public institutions in a serious way if
we fail to distinguish between unwarranted exclusion on
social grounds and justifiable discrimination on academic
grounds” (Beteille 2010: 28).23
Along with reflections on the Indian context,
Beteille’s reflections have wider relevance as well. As
has been discussed before, his reflection on the challenge
of the Humboldtian vision of university is relevant for
rethinking the idea of university everywhere and thinking
of appropriate institutional space for it. As Beteille writes:
With the twenty-first century we have entered
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the era of the mass university. But the nostalgia for
a different kind of university in which teaching and
research are combined at the most advanced level in
all significant branches of knowledge survive in the
minds of many. [..] We must see that this nostalgia does
not become an impediment to the creation of more
purposeful though perhaps less ambitious institution
of teaching and research in the university.
Beteille here also cautions us: “If the new universities
seek to be all encompassing, like the old ones, they are not
likely to met with much success in the twenty-first century”
(ibid; 193).24
Beteille reflects upon the challenges before
contemporary universities and in this he builds on his
experience as a participant. But Beteille himself has not yet
done sustained empirical work including fieldwork with
universities. Beteille is a passionate votary of empirical
work on the discourses one talks about and one wonders
why Beteille himself has not done any fieldwork with
universities. Beteille’s story of university is also a bit
formulaic. He has not told us about creative experiments
with universities in societies and histories. He tells us about
the Radhakrishnan Commission on University Education
but in the Commission Arthur Morgan, a member, had
argued that universities in India should be based in rural
areas. Morgan had proposed the concept of rural universities
which was along the Gandhian lines. Later on, a chain of
institutions in higher education was created in India such as
Rural Institute in Bichpuri, Agra which gave opportunity
for higher education to students coming from schools
following Gandhian scheme of education such as basic
and post-basic education (see Dave 2009). Morgan himself
founded an inspiring college named Antioch College which
later became Antioch University which has followed a
different path of university education. There is much more
integration of head and hand in Antioch. The same spirit
of integration with the added cultivation of aesthetics
and cosmopolitanism animated another great experiment
in university making, namely Tagore’s Visvabharati.
Morgan himself worked closely with K. Visvanathan of
Mitraniketan, Vellanad, Kerala who strove to create to
create an alternative center of development education for the
people of the locality bringing the experimental creativity
of Gandhi, Tagore and Morgan together (see Biggers 1996)
Apart from the Humboldtian and Napolean visions
of university that Beteille talks about we need to bring
such plural visions and histories of thinking about and
experimenting with universities. Here we can also learn with
two experimenting universities in Denmark which started
out of both the crisis of universities as well as the student
movement of the 1960s. These are Universities of Aalborg
and Roskilde. In both the universities, there is emphasis
on project work, especially collaborative project work. For
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example, in the master’s program in development studies,
only first two semesters have one moth of teaching and the
rest of the time is devoted to completing a group project as
students together form themselves into a group and work
on a project. Such group projects works are occasions for
co-learning not only for students of an emerging group
but for students and teachers together as co-learners. The
same culture of project work animates Roskilde University
which is not far from Aalborg. Jorgen Nielsen, a teacher
at Roskilde, tells us that it draws inspiration from John
Dewey, among others (personal communication). Its
pedagogy is experiential which however is a “further
sharpening of Dewey’s concept of experiencing as it
is a group and collective cultural process” (Nielsen &
Webb: 98). Nielsen further tells us in a joint essay with
his colleague Tie Ou: “When working and learning
cooperatively and collaboratively, the students need a
context or platform for interaction. Roskilde University has
good facilities—building like houses with rooms for group
work and supervision, and also kitchens and sitting rooms
for social interactions and activities” (Ou & Nielsen 2012:
5). The existing tradition of project work is also creatively
supported by appropriate information technology:
BSCW is a net based system for Computer
Supported Collaborative Work, which has been
recently provided at Roskilde University for the
problem-oriented project studies. [..] The students
and teachers can build a special platform for their
own group work in BSCW. On this platform,
they can compare notes and brainstorm for their
discussion, write and report together, keep an eye on
the group work, keep in contact with the supervisor,
collect useful links and share documents with other
groups (ibid).
Technology here enables new possibilities which
sometimes fail to be realized in face-to-face conversations
in group meetings. As Ou and Nielsen tell us:
When learning together students may encounter some
problems in face-to-face collaboration. We observed that
some students looked very passive sometimes in the faceto-face group work when they had not prepared well for
the discussion. Their passive behavior seemed to have an
effect on the other members of the group. We also noticed
that the students sometimes had difficulty in organizing the
information and messages from others. When using email
and BSCW, the students were more self-directed and thus
more positive to participate in group work and collaborative
learning. They were also capable of organizing the
information and messages from other group members more
effectively and efficiently (ibid).
While telling us about the positive impact of
information technology on group work, Ou and Nielsen, at
the same time, draw our attention to the risk of information
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overload and the need for students to be trained to skillfully
assess the relevance and veracity of available information.
Creative Experiments and Pathways with our Futures
So there have been some creative experimenting with
universities and in charting our pathways with futures,
we need to brings these histories, visions and practices of
institutional configuration into our discourse and practice.
Learning with such experiments, we need to make our
universities spaces of experimental creativity. For this
we need to go beyond a rigid institutional logic and make
universities a space of institution, network and creative
self-formation and co-realizations (cf. Beteille 2010, Giri
2012a).
Here we can embrace some inviting contemporary
visions. Gaudenz Assenza, Gary Hampson, Markus Molz
and others are now part of an initiative for developing
alternative, more integral forms of higher education. In
their project of “Regenerating Higher Education and
Community for Humanity and Biosphere,” they hope to
regenerate a “Humboldtian and even Renaissance-inspired
approach to education—one which the term higher in its
fullest sense.” This involves a foundational rethinking of
human beyond what can be called homo disciplinicus: “Our
identification of the individuals (e.g. students and teachers)
moves well beyond homo economicus to include the
myriad of other modes involved in what might be termed
homo complexicus.” Universities have to prepare us for the
complexities of self, society, Nature and the world with a
much more integral approach and modes of practice. In his
concept note, “The University for the Future: A Blueprint,”
Assenza writes:
The University for the Future promotes an approach
that fosters [all the six Aristotelian faculties] science
(episteme), art (techne), experience (emperia), practical
wisdom (phronesis), theoretical wisdom (Sophia), and
intuition (nous). [..] The University of the Future promotes
an approach that fosters all these ways towards including a
‘personal way’ in line with ideas of developing ‘personal
knowledge’ (Michel Polanyi) and a personal ‘epistemic
culture’ (Karin Knor-Cetina)
Another important initiative is the Earth Institute:
An Alternative University of Ecology, Art, and Integral
Development nurtured by John Clammer. Clammers’ vision
resonates with many of the themes discussed so far. It is a
model of viable university which is not all-encompassing
but focuses upon a particular path of learning and corealizations. It goes beyond the modernist paradigm of
exploitation of Nature and Earth, rather than becomes a
space of learning in which we learn with Earth for more
responsible use of our resources—human as well as Natural.
If multiversity in Nehls and Bussey are deeply linked to
creative pathways of creating a sustainable society, then
Clammer’s vision of Earth Institute deeply reflects this.
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Clammer proposes to make it a “fresh and experimental
institution devoted to the following, among others:
a) The provision of innovative education addressing
and promoting the connections between ecology, art, culture
and development and to provide this education at a high
level, comparable in standard in every way to the education
available in conventional universities and development
studies institute; and
b) To explore and deepen the concept of EcoSpirituality and its application to world problems and to
help elucidate the resources of the world’s regions for
positive, social and ecological transformation (2012: 3).
Summing Up in our Unfolding Journey :
In this essay we have discussed some of the challenges
before contemporary universities and the way they are
at a crossroads now. We have also discussed some
creative experiments with the idea and practice as well
as present and some creative pathways with futures. We
hope this discussion helps us in critically rethinking the
contemporary discourse and practice of university and
create new experimental institutions and next work of colearning which help us realize our self and responsibility to
the others and the world.
Endnotes:
In his essay, “Institutions and Networks,” Andre Beteille shares with
us: “Networks of interpersonal relations play an important part in the
linkage of different institutions with each other” (Beteille 2010: 116).
Futhermore, “Many persons now find networks better adapted to the
demands of a rapidly changing world than institutions whose adaptive
capacities are constricted by bureaucratic and political pressures.
Networks provide greater flexibility to individuals, but they also demand
greater individual initiative” (ibid: 125).

1

[..] Politics assume[s] a dimension that it cannot integrate for all
that, a dimension that overflows it, one concerning an ontology or
an ethology of “being with,” attached to that absolute experience
of sense and passion for sense for which the word sacred was but
the designation.
As is well known, Grundtvig was a creative pastor, poet and father of
modern Danish renaissance. Kold himself had a life-changing turning
point in his life when he heard his teacher Peter Larsson Skrappenberg
at the Teacher’s Training College that God loves us unconditionally (see
Das 2007).

7

During a visit to Testrup folk high school near Aarhus, I saw such flames
of aspiration in some students and teachers, especially in the inspiring
Principal Jorgen Karlsson. I sat in a philosophy class and after this I had
composed the following poem:
A Student of Life I am
There is a dance of colors in my eyes
But I have questions, not only kisses, in my lips
Questions flow In my wings
and flowing hairs
Towards the Sky and Ocean
Questions of Life, Questions of Relationships
Mediating Between
And meditating With
Moments and Eternity

8

Here I wish to share my experience of travelling across the world. When
I meet people, I request my fellow beings to share a poem or a song which
then opens up many realities and possibilities. I spent a month in China
in August-September 2009. I began with Kunming, the capital of the
Yunan province in Southern China. I learnt four words (nihaho for saying
halo, sese for thank you, piolian for you are beautiful and changama for
singing). The last two words created new sharing and possibilities. When
I met people I invariably requested them to changama, to sing. Initially
there was always a lot of reluctance but it slowly gave way to sharing,
singing and loosening of boundaries.

9

Erasmus wrote letters for peace. For example, in his Complaints of
Peace, Erasmus writes:
10

As Sudhir Kakar writes: “Agape is neither worth receiving nor worth
giving if it is without eros. Real agape must be infused with the passion
of the eros” (Kakar in Kakar & Jahanbegloo 2009: 85).

2

Peace speaks: If it were to their advantage for men to shun, spurn
and reject me, although I have done nothing to deserve it, I would
only lament the wrong done to me and their injustice; but since
in rejecting me they deny themselves the source of all human
happiness and bring on themselves a sea of disasters of every kind, I
must shed tears rather for the misery they suffer than for any wrong
they do me. I should have liked simply to be angry with them, but
I am driven to feel pity and sorrow for their plight (Erasmus 1516:
293).

In a recent essay, Mihir Shah (2010) presents us such an understanding
of Agape coming from Martin Luther King Jr.

3

In his work on moral consciousness and communicative action, Jurgen
Habermas (1990) urges us to realize the significance of agape for both
and calls for integration of “cognition, empathy and agape” (1990: 182)
. Charles Taylor (2007) talks about networks of agape where networks
are different from categorical grouping: “[..] it is a skein of relations
which link particular, unique, enfleshed people to each other, rather
than a grouping of people together on the grounds of their sharing
some important property (as in modern nations, we are all Canadians,
Americans, French people; or universally, we are all rights-bearers etc.)
(Taylor 2007: 739).

4

In this context, what Neera K. Bhadwar writes (2003: 49) below
deserves our careful consideration:
Agape is “spontaneous” and “unmotivated” given not as a response
to the value of the loved object, but rather out of its own creative
force. Agape is a love that bestows value on the object of loving.

5

What Jean-Luc Nancy (2008: 5) writes about processes of overflowing
can help us understand overflowing accompanying genuine encounters
and meetings:

6
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Chitta Ranjan is a friend of the world. But the world to him was not
impersonal, he cultivated deep personal friendships with innumerable
souls around the world—Odisha, Kerala, Denmark, Finland, Germany,
USA and around. Ramesh Ghode taught Sociology at Hilsop College,
Nagpur and in the preface to the collection of letters that Chitta Ranjan
had written to him and he has edited, Rameshda tells us:

11

We ‘discovered’ each other in the All India Conference of Sociology
Teachers from Rural Institutes all over India. [..] The conference
was held in the last week of November, 1960 in Rural Institute,
Amravati [..] I was then a student of 2nd year [..] I had a chance
to speak on a sociological concept of social disorganization in that
conference. After having delivered my lecture on the concept all
the eminent scholars of Sociology cross-examined me by asking
pertinent questions, including Professor Chitta Ranjan Das. I could
feel the depth of empathy in his eyes. During that short encounter
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with him, he asked me several questions to glean my personal
profile, family background and interest in academic pursuits. I
frankly shared all the personal information with him.
I perceived in him a Guru, a preceptor and an elder brother who
would guide me in academic pursuits. As luck would have it,
he immediately said in a soft tone, “Ramesh, do not call me Sir,
you can call me ‘Dada,’ and I mean it in real sense of thought and
action.” Hearing his words I was spellbound and could not believe
myself. I saw in him a Guru, elder brother, a friend, philosopher and
a guide. I was convinced within that he would help me not only to
tide over all the obstacles in my academic ventures but direct me in
the right path of life too. Our camaraderie and kinship commenced
and it was to to be a sincere and life-long commitment (Ghode
2010: iii-iv).
K. Viswanathan, the founder of Mitraniketan, Vellanad, Kerala
and a great Gandhian and social activist of India shares with us the
following:
Chittada is a genius in many fields of human development.
My acquaintance with him goes back to 1940s, when I joined
Shantiniketan as a young student [..]We got to know each other
better and from this time stems our friendship. He, too, was a
habitual wearer of Khadi and he also took up spinning. Living in
the hostel himself, he also looked after the newcomers, helping
them wherever he could to adjust themselves to the routine of life in
Shantiniketan. He was very gentle, simple, friendly and soft-spoken
and even at that age he had a scholarly look.
[..] In the formative period of my work in the village of Vellanad, he
was kind enough to spend some time with our group. Later, some
of his students, who were fortunate to study under his guidance,
also visited me in Mitraniketan (the name of my Centre) and from
the impression I gained of them, I could judge how valuable his
influence on them was as a guide, a friend and philosopher and how
it moulded their lives and outlook. When I started my programme
of integrated development education in Mitraniketan, I longed very
much to have Chittada associated with this work. He has, no doubt,
all this time been associated with it and continues to influence us
with his thinking and even with his presence, whenever I ask for it
and the advice of this silent worker, profound thinker and prolific
writer has always been invaluable. I also know him as an excellent
letter writer, always very prompt and regular in his correspondence
(Das 2012b: 151-153).

Champattimunda, Anugul, Odisha in 1954. Then in the 1970s, he joined
the emerging integral education movement in Odisha and played a
pioneering role in the building and nurturance of such schools. These
schools strive to follow the educational vision and practice of Sri
Aurobindo and Mother and impart a holistic education.
People’s enlightenment in Denmark was accompanied by struggle
of people for freedom from state control and creation of free and
responsible associations, movements and institutions. Thus it helps us
to break the link between Statist projects and projects of Enlightenment.
For Grundtvig and his followers, “It was not enough to change old state
institutions into people’s institutions; rather new people’s institutions
had to be founded, as for instance ‘open’ or ‘free’ schools, ‘free’
congregations, and ‘free’ associations. [..] Freedom cannot ultimately
be guaranteed by the state; only the people can secure freedom. And
that can happen only with a foundation in ‘popular’ and ‘civil’ society.
Open associations [such as free schools, Folk High Schools] were seen
as a sign of a voluntary social solidarity, which in turn was seen as the
ideal for a grander popular and national society. Willingness to render
voluntary and unpaid assistance was thus regarded as the ultimate test
one’s civil virtues” (Korsgaard 2008: 63). In order to understand the
last point about voluntary sharing of labor, yes this is what happens in
Grundtvig-Kold free schools and folk high schools. These schools do
get state support but not fully and the participants do share their labor in
building and maintaining such schools. Thus voluntary sharing of labor
is an important part of Grundtvigian tradition of people’s enlightenment
which also resonates with the tradition of Gandhi in as much Gandhi
also emphasized on voluntary sharing of labor and building on people’s
associations, movements and institutions not dependent on or controlled
by the State.
13

14

For Bussey,
The root problem is the problem of the One, the ‘uni’ in university.
It objectifies everything and everyone. There is no room in this
unifying system for alternatives other than as reflections of the
One. A unifying perspective applies gravity to the multiple nature
of this muddled field and reads it as radical—that is the law of the
structure. It shuts down alternatives so that we can imagine a finite
set of possibilities and generate comfortable, habit ridden meaning
(in Nehls & Bussey 2012: 2).

15

As Beteille tells us:
It is in the long-term interest of society to encourage new ideas,
new methods of inquiry, and new areas of investigation to grow
even when they appear uncompromising to begin with. But is
it necessary or desirable to turn every new kind of study into an
academic discipline in order to find a place for it in the university?”
(Beteille 2010: 176).

Eaghor G. Kostesky who lives in Germany and to whose Ukranian
translation of Gitanjali Chitta Ranjan had written a foreword tells
us:
He was not only interested in Europe as an alien country [..] He
came to a deeper contact [..] he sometimes even idealized the
Europe of his friends, once feeling at Christmas as if he were with
them “trying to revive the ever-live inspirations of the birth of
Christ, singing round and meditating upon the Christmas tree”, as
he wrote to my wife and me (probably in 1966 - the date of that
aerogramme is no longer identifiable). “Though the practical and
the logical in me induces me to be pessimist about how we face in
our world and with one another, my heart persuades me to believe
in it and heartens me up to encouragement. This heartening gives
me hope, the energy required to live one’s life as a dedication, as
an act of supreme and all-embracing identification. And apart from
all the institutional gloss and glamour, is not the life of Christ an
example of a life offered, a life regained by offering? And can we
eliminate hate from the world as long as we do not accept life as an
offering? Of course, I do not mean that we have to be fanatics to do
that” (Das 2012b: 154-155).
Chitta Ranjan founded Jeevana Vidyalaya (School of Life) at
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In her latest work, Spivak (2012) draws our attention to segmentation
of knowledge in the corporate university.
16

Beteille tells us about these two models, the Humboldtian and Napolean.
But the contemporary emphasis on skill is not the classical Napolean
model but it is taking an ugly turn with almost a clinical preoccupation
with profit-making skills and careers.
17

As Anthony T. Grafton (2012: 23) in a recent review essay on the
subject tells us:
In research universities, passionate and effective undergraduate
teaching offers no prestige, no profit, and no prospect of
permanence [..] Saddest of all, the serious course on the bases of
Western tradition [..]are rarely required. And even at Columbia and
Chicago, where students have to take them, they are mostly taught
by younger faculty and graduate students who can be assigned to
them, along with a few true believers from the older faculty. Most
younger professor look forward to their release from this sort of
required generalist teaching, for which they have neither the
18
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training nor the taste.
For Beteille,

playstorming is one of the ways to create new ideas without a welldefined direction (Jackobsen & Hansen nd).

19

Not all individual members of a university, or even all individual
universities, can be expected to excel equally in teaching and
research, but the university system as a whole should be attentive to
the demands of both. If we don’t leave enough room for the diversity
of talents within a university or among different universities but
try to impose the same requirements on each of them, very little
advance will be made in either teaching or research (2010: 34).
For Strydom, “Science is a much slower field than politics, not to
mention economics” (2004: 8). When science is “being steadily
accelerated and stresses up well beyond its own time culture” social
scientists have to contribute to the epochal need of “the unhastening
or deceleration of science” (ibid). But here Gaudenz Assenza who is
involved with a project of creating a University for the Future comments
that “But even the time of production of goods needs to be slowed down,
because so many people get stressed out and ill from the mad rush of the
economic system” (personal communication).
20

We can get a glimpse of a different relationship with time in the
following poem:
21

I
Time is sleeping
In the painted breasts of these stones
Time is singing
In the breaded hair of the forest lake
Time is dancing in the soft lips of the waves
Time is waking up
In moments of our embrace
In our Time
II
It is our fate
That we run with Time
We dance and make Time dance
But Oh Friends
Come to the million breasts of
Love, Nature and History
Where Time is sleeping and snoring
In yoga nidra
Oh friends
Let us sleep with Time
We press our head and hand
Put oil in our tired bodies and souls
We breathe slowly
We put our hands across our hearts
Sleeping with Time
We weave many quilts
We cover us with quilts
We make each other warm
We weave many threads
Of connections
Many new yogas.
(A poem originally written in Odia by the author and then
translated).
To appreciate Bussey’s call for imaginative creativity, the following
meditation on playstorming as part of “experimental creativity” is
helpful:
Playstorming is a way to generate ideas—lots of ideas, but in
the context of possibilities. [..] If the outset or innovation is not
a problem but instead to look for new potential possibilities,
22
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23

Beteille (2010: 193) here further tells us:
University degrees cannot eliminate social inequality, but they are
an important aid to individual mobility. [..] But one thing should
be clear: we cannot force the pace of individual mobility though
university education too far or too long without compromising the
academic standards of the university.

Mrinal Miri involved with a commission to rethink university in India
tells us that the Commission has recommended creation of universities
with specific focus such as Art University rather than all encompassing
universities (personal communication).
24

I was working as a visiting professor at the Department of Development
and International Relations at Aalborg University in 2004-05. During my
term, I must have around 30 group projects. On many topics I did not
know much as my fellow co-walkers. But during the process of walking,
working and meditating together we were blessed with emerging gifts
of insights.
25

As Tie Ou and Jorgen Nielsen write about the founding of Roskilde
University and its inspiration:
The decision by the Danish Parliament to set up the university
was aimed at solving the problems that had arisen when the elite
universities were transformed into places of mass education, and
was taken following a time of student unrest asking for university
reforms. The initial teaching population involved in the formation
of Roskilde University was the young idealistic academics from
Copenhagen, who were influenced by the theories of John Dewey,
Jean Piaget and Oskar Negt. Drawing on the inspirations from work
by John Dewey on experiential learning, Jean Piaget on cognitive
development and Oskar Negt on exemplary learning, these young
academics together with the students launched and developed the
concept and pedagogy of a new form of study—problem-oriented
project work—as the fundamental form of study at Roskilde
University, which was and is radically different from studies at
traditional universities (2012: 1-2).
About the project work method, they write:
In the project studies at Roskilde University, the group and
individual student have great influence on determining the course
of study, and the student must take greater responsibility for his/
her own education. In contrast to traditional form of study where
the subject is defined and examples are included as illustrations,
at Roskilde university a thematically oriented problem is used to
guide the students and teachers to the essential areas of knowledge
and theories (ibid: 2).
26

We can also here learn with Kaos Pilot, a creative project of co-learning
based in Aarhus, Denmark, which provides an alternative path of higher
education after High School.
27

Though I would like to add here that universities of the future
should simultaneously nurture homo complexicus as well as homo
integratius. The later seeks to realize emergent integration in the midst
of complexities of life, self, culture and society (see Giri 2010).
28
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Technoethics: From Society
to Classrooms
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, students have massive use of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT), tools like mobiles,
computers, laptops, internet, WiFi, E-mail, I-pads,
Electronic notebooks, MP3 player, text and instant
messages for communication, social networking sites
including (facebook, Twitter, Myspace,Viber) and digital
television. As students are spending considerable amount
of time on ICT usage, with many positive impact of ICT in
education there are also negative side of the same. Some
grave apprehensions which were earlier, considered at
embryonic stage like extra involvement of students and
unethical ICT practices followed by them has acquired
mature stage. Issues like lack of privacy, security, copyright
infringement, cybercrime, academic dishonesty, hacking
and plagiarism are having teething and sound effects,
since all are having potential influence in eating the ethical
values of the students. If not taken earnestly there will
be severe magnitude. It is a high time to inculcate some
ethical values allied to ICT usage in the students. All the
stakeholders including policy planners at varied level
should be made accountable for the same. This paper will
reconnoiter about the inculcation of technological ethical
values for the usage of ICT.
Key words: - ICT, Ethical values, Techno ethics
Accordingto PIT (2015)national crime records bureau
studied in 2014, 143 people arrested for cybercrime
below age of 18-30. Types of cybercrime included cyber
defamation, email hacking, mobiles crime, cyber stalking
and data theft. Home Affairs and Enforcement (2015)
found that in India 5693 total cases had been registered
under crime in the year 2013. The fifteen Indian states
Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Kerala, Andhra Pradesh, West
Bengal, Madhya Pradesh, Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan,
Bihar, Assam, Orissa, Delhi and Chhattisgarh in terms of
the maximum number of cybercrime cases registered in
2013.
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Use of ICT by students for different purpose is copious
which has made them engaged in 24X7 on screen. Kvavik
and Caruso (2005) explored that college students spend
time for doing online activities on weekly basis like for
course activities and using electronic device for studying is
3 to 5hrs.,total use of computer is 11 to 15 hrs. , including
typing reading and sending e-mails is 3to 5 hrs., for
communication, is 1 to 2 hrs., use of internet for enjoyment,
downloading videos and listening music is 1 to 2 hrs and
playing online games for enjoyment is again 1to 2 hrs.
Barton (2016) explored that college students are especially
exposed in crime, because many of college students do
not understand the importance of keeping their personal
information and document safe.
Varied researchers have noted that ICT has become an
integral and customary part of students’ everyday life. Lau
and Au (2002) explored that 89% student’s use computer
for doing homework. Ogur (2004) surveyed that 91.1%
students use internet, 69.5%use computer for watching
different videos, 70.5% for listening different kind of
music and 81.6% use email for communication with friends
and peers. Dorup (2004) studied that 72% student’s use
computer in home and 90% of respondents use emails on
daily basis for communication, 60% students use internet at
home and 80% students use internet on regular basis. Uribe
and Marino (2006) found that students who had access to a
computer is 64%, internet search engines is 88.3%, and email
use is 92.2% and about 21% student use internet for their
studies. Gay (2006) found that 92% students use computer
for writing their work, 72% for doing their studies, 95% for
emailing for communication with teachers, Inoue (2007)
explored that college students attitude toward using ICT
in education is very positive. Ghabili and Alizadeh (2008)
found that approximately 45% students use computers and
internet for connecting with peers.
It is a common belief that technology itself is incapable
of possessing moral or ethical qualities, since technology is
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merely tool making. But many now believe that each piece
of technology has ethical commitments, given by those who
invented it and those who decided to use and invent them.
Technology is a new tool in education that constantly
changes and offers new opportunities for teaching and
learning. Even so, old habits are hard to change. Typically,
the effects of technology are complex, hard to estimate
accurately and likely to have different values for different
people at different times. Its effects depend upon people’s
decisions about development and use.
We start our lives learning ethics from our parents.
Those early lessons stay with us for a very long time
if reinforced by society. So what is ethics? It is not the
same as morals. It actually describes the character of
one’s profession or one’s religion of practice (Simpson,
2004). During the 1980s, schools started using computers.
According to the Computer Ethics Institute, the curriculum
programs should:
• Not use a computer to harm other people
• Not interfere with other people’s computer work
• Not snoop around in other people’s computer files
• Not use a computer to steal
• Not use a computer to bear false witness
• Not copy or use any software for which you have
not paid
• Not use other people’s computer resources without
authorization
• Not appropriate other people’s intellectual output
• Always use a computer to respect other people

private information to others. However, it is known fact
that companies take personal information collected on their
websites and use it for telemarketing or sell it to another
company. Anonymous information about users’ websurfing habits might be merged with individual personal
information. Websites use cookies to gather information
about users, but disabling cookies prevents users from doing
necessary things at some websites. Websites might email
users to say that their privacy policies are changing, but
most users find it difficult and time consuming to read and
understand privacy policies or to figure out how to request
that the use of their personal information be restricted.
Online transactions of financial payments, grants,
grade reports, and disciplinary actions are necessary for
organizations such as universities and banks to function
effectively. However, these transactions pose an additional
risk to a student’s privacy.
For example, when students post their assignments
on the net, these assignments may/may not represent
students’ beliefs, but if the assignment is controversial
and if somebody can access it, it can jeopardize future
employment or scholarship opportunities. Actually two
main privacy acts protect students from those problems.
These are:
Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act: to protect
personal information for children under the age of 13.
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act: to
protect the privacy of students’ educational records and
parental rights to informed consent.

Table: 1
Impact of Technology in Terms of Ethical Issues
Ethical Issues
Privacy & confidentiality
Hacking/Spamming
Property/Copyright
Netiquette
Vandalism
Access

Education
Teachers
Students
Administration
Curriculum

ETHICAL ISSUES
1. Privacy/confidentiality
Internet users consider privacy (security) to be one
of the important issues. The usage of internet has grown
explosively as fast internet connections get cheaper.
However, a lot of the internet users (e.g. students) are not
aware of the fact that personal information may be revealed
when they go online.
According to law, one cannot pass someone else’s
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Impact
Economy
Society

Spamming/Hacking
Sending a large number of files through the network and
causing the system to crash is “spamming”, is an abuse of
information technology.
Property/Copyright
Even though technology is a big part of our education
system, there is an ongoing debate about who owns online
educational materials, professors or the university.
Since all the information is stored on the university
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database, its copyright belongs to the university. However,
some faculty may argue that it’s their own product of
information and the copyright should be theirs. Another
debate is that the on-line version of a course may reduce the
value of the faculty. So the question is, should the faculty
focus on increasing their value to the university, or continue
to teach accordance with the new face of educational
innovation in order to improve students’ critical thinking
(Peace &Hartzel, 2002).
Netiquette
One of the main purposes of the internet is to serve as a
communication tool. All chat rooms provide easy and
cheap access to find friends or just to post ideas about
anything. However, this does not give people the right to
send offensive pictures or messages to anybody. We know
that with today’s technology, it is easy to access anybody’s
messages. By keeping this in mind, students may be less
likely to write something or send pictures offensive to
others that they will regret later on.
Vandalism
Protecting the computers and network while using technology
is very important in college settings, for everybody uses
these tools. Everybody should be responsible for protecting
technological instruments. Teachers should teach students
careful use of equipment, resources and facilities.
Technology should not primarily be used as a tool
to reward students who finish their class work the fastest;
instead it should be utilized as an opportunity for all students
to engage in its interactive uses. In the internet environment,
there are so many inappropriate places students can
access. The Children’s Internet Protection Act requires
colleges and libraries to take steps to prevent students from
accessing certain materials on cyberspace. Many filtering
systems protect students from these inappropriate web
sites. The purpose of filtering software is to create a secure
environment in which student interact online in a safe,
educational, and entertaining context. Internet filters enable
parents/teachers to block inappropriate sites or restrict
access at certain times of day.
Some software also provides features that prevent
children from revealing personal information, such as
name, age, address, phone number, or school name to
online acquaintances through websites and chat rooms.
However, as we know, “students’ curiosity....often enable
them.....to overcome the external control s provided by
filters.” (Berson et al, 1999,) Filters may help protect young
students in elementary school settings, but filtering should
be used less in middle and high schools. Instead, having
educators available to guide students through the use of the
internet, answering their questions and addressing safety
concerns, would be more meaningful than relying on a
static software program.
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Inclusion of technology in any course has great
potential to increase learning and expand students’
knowledge. Educators have argued that free access to a
wide range of information will be beneficial, as society
moves into an electronic future.
Another side of the issue is that the increased use of
technology is actually widening the gap between the “haves”
and “have nots.” This “digital divide” implies unequal
access of some sectors of the community to information
and communications technology and to the acquisition of
necessary skills. The main reason for the digital divide is
the cost to access information on the net. The source of this
cost mostly comes from:
• Wiring the university buildings
• Free internet access for students
• Purchasing the computer equipment
• Growing demand on technical employees
Accuracy/Trust wordiness
Although there is a wide realm of information available on
the net, there is no agency monitoring “truth or accuracy of
information.” There is no restriction on false information.
Teachers should inform their students about the situation to
protect them from citing or reading incorrect information.
Inaccurate information can cause confusion in society, and
even medical and legal issues.
EDUCATION
Teachers are important elements in the education system.
Since they are responsible for the development of students,
teachers need to be aware of ethical responsibilities.
Teachers should be good role models for students because
students learn by examples.
Being a good model requires caring, compassion,
sensitivity, commitment, the pursuit of truth and respect of
self and others, honesty, trustworthiness, integrity, equality,
impartiality, fairness, and justice (Bodi, 1998).
Teachers should teach students the possible harm of
not following the ethical rules while using the internet,
and guide them through their use of the internet at a level
appropriate to their age. This guidance should allow
students to ask themselves:
• Is it illegal?
• Does it violate ethics codes?
• Does it bother your conscience?
• Does it look as through someone is likely to be
harmed? (Bodi, 1998)
The responsibility of teachers should be to:
• Teach students not to use or pass personal
information to others.
• Inform students how they can benefit from
respecting the privacy of others because someday their own
in formation may be at stake.
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• Remind students not to take others’ work directly
or copy others’ work from the internet as their own, for
example, downloading illegal software, music, and movies.
• Remind students to be respectful to others when
communicating on the internet, not using offensive words
and pictures.
Help students to develop positive attitudes toward
technology. Outline explicit rules regarding access to
content on the internet (Berson et al, 1999, Simpson, 2004,
and Bennett, 2005). Teachers are in a unique position to
show students how to use technology properly.
According to the International Society for Technology
in Education, teachers should follow performance indicators
for social, ethical, legal, and human issues. These are:
• Model and teach legal and ethical practices related
to technology use.
• Apply technology resources to enable and empower
learners with diverse backgrounds, characteristics, and
abilities.
• Identify and use technology resources that affirm
diversity.
• Promote safe and healthy use of technology
resources.
• Facilitate equitable access to technology resources
for all students (Bennett, 2005).
After proper training in technology integration,
teachers can engage students effectively in technology
classrooms. At this point, schools should make in-service
workshops for teachers to develop these skills. Therefore,
the role of schooling is also changing. Schools also can
provide a different learning environment to people, such as
distance learning through the use of the internet; it would
help people to pursue their studies in their own time and
location.
The responsibility of educational organizations is
increasing too. Educational organizations should have
rules and obligations to help students learn how to use the
internet in a safe and responsible manner. For example,
filtering is important for institutions and home computers.
Teachers and parents should work together and discuss what
kinds of restrictions are more efficient for students. Some
people think we should protect our children from harmful,
offensive and inappropriate information on the web.
As we can see, sometimes the technology is not
logical.Educational institutions should help students learn
how to think critically about technology issues, not what
to think about them. Teachers can help students acquire
informed attitudes about the various technologies and their
social, cultural, economic, and ecological consequences.
When teachers do express their personal views, they should
also acknowledge alternative views and fairly state the
evidence, logic, and values which allow that other people
have those views.
In classroom teaching, technology changes the learning
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environment. It enables teachers to become guides as well as
facilitators. It also permits students to become self-directed
learners who collaborate with their friends and technology.
Technology helps deliver lessons more effectively if used
appropriately according to students’ needs with the teacher
serving as facilitator and mentor.
IMPACT
Technological developments have several impacts on
our lives. These impacts economically, socially and
interpersonally and educationally affect our daily lives.
The economic impact of technology is mostly seen in
economically challenged places. It creates a digital divide
between poor and rich, rural and urban, developed countries
and undeveloped countries. When technology serves as
reinforcement between social classes, it makes accessibility
to education even harder for the poor. However, the internet
provides a good resource for people. For example, distance
learning allows universities to increase their market, while
reducing financial demands on student.
Because of distance learning, many individuals may
access different educational institutions, and may become
lifelong learners. Besides these impacts on education there
are also some drawbacks. For example in distance learning,
it reduces the face to face interaction between students to
students or/and students to teacher.
Although the use of internet technology in education
is fairly new, this emerging field is being used more widely.
Educators can take more advantage of these innovations
than before by incorporating them into their educational
practices and to adapt to changes taking place in society.
Marry (2000) states that “technologies do not cause
social changes on their own and that changes result from
mutually influencing social and technological factors:
New technologies like the printing press merely facilitate
changes already beginning to take place.”
CONCLUSION
Our aim is to promote the development of students’
critical thinking and analysis skills. The overall goal of
ethical principles is to protect and advance human values.
Although the internet makes available a wealth of useful,
educational information to the student, it also provides
access to unwelcome information, such as inappropriate
pictures and chat rooms.
Technology already plays an important role in K-12
education, and it will play an increasingly important role in
the future. Our responsibility is to prepare students for this
reality. The form of schooling is changing because of all
the technology being infused into education. Technology
development also facilitates more individualized instruction
for each student.
From the educational perspective, teachers need to
know how to use technology as a tool because although
International Educational Futures Conference

many students use computers at home, they generally
do not know how to use them as tools for learning.
Teachers should have enough background to decide which
technologies to use, and how to use them. Part of being
prepared for that responsibility requires knowing how
Information communication technology(ICT) works,
including its alternatives, benefits, risks, and limitations. On
the other hand, students should learn how to ask important
questions about the immediate and long-range impacts that
technological innovations and the elimination of existing
technologies are likely to have.
Information communication technology is one of the
most powerful and formative forces of students life. There
are many concerns and encounters among college students
related to lack of social values and unethical behavior while
using internet and technology. The social values parameters
such as honesty, humanity, cooperation, tolerance and unity
are essentials to turn up the college students into right
direction for use of technology. The present day educational
system has ignored students social values related with
technology.
Articulation of personal values when using technology
is very much indispensable and vital. We must stress the
deliberation and application of principles rather than relying
on a detailed set of rules, ethical behavior is to be modeled.
Accept the fact that students will make mistakes; allow
students to use Internet and reinforce social behaviors and
react to the misuse of technology. Assessment of student
understanding of social values while using technology is
mandatory. Educating the students and parents about social
values for the use of ICT. The Children’s Internet Protection
Act demands that public schools and libraries to take
steps to prevent students from accessing certain materials
on cyberspace. Create such environments that will help
students to avoid temptations.Our prime responsibility is to
inculcate ethical and social values among students, so that
they can use ICT in constructive manner. Parents, teachers
and educational institutions can play very important role
for inculcation of social values while using ICT. The one of
most effective method for inculcating social values related
to technology is self education.The best way for inculcating
social values in students are to teach them regarding the
various technological issues of present time so that varied
technologies can be used for constructive ways.
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Educational Neuroscience is a research discipline
which explores the interactions between biological
processes occurring mainly in the brain and education. Here
education implies, but is not limited to, the formal steps of
learning the languages and mathematics; it extends to the
ability of individuals and their groups to study and extract
useful information from the natural and social worlds
around, assimilate the information coherently and lead to
logical inferences. Neuroscience creates a new challenge
for education because it provides new characterizations
of the current state of the learner-including brain state,
genetic state and hormonal state – that could be relevant
to learning and teaching. It provides new measures of the
effects of learning and teaching on brain structure and
activity, making it possible to discriminate different types
of learning method and attainment.
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Brains of young people are built over time, starting at
some antenatal period. The scaffolding is ready by birth.
The architecture is built in bursts of sensitive phases,
each of which is associated with the formation of specific
circuits associated with specific abilities. There are periods
of intense activity and then there are periods of pruning
and consolidation. The basic framework and circuitry thus
laid is the basis for further up gradation and refinement.
Individual development of increasingly complex skills
relies on underlying network architecture. In this step-bystep process, early experiences shape lifelong learning,
behaviour, physical, psychological, emotional, social and
mental health. If the early years create a strong footing, the
child grows into a well-adjusted, successful, happy adultan asset to the society. Negative outcomes are indicated if
the formative years yield a weak and shaky kid who may
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mature into a burdensome load.
Nature and nurture and the interaction between them
design the brain hardware in the nursery. The important
constituent is the bilateral involvement of children with
parents and other caregivers. Genetics govern when and
which brain circuitry is under formation while day-to-day
sensory stimuli govern how it forms. The brain develops
from a basic structure with simple networks related to basic
abilities. With the passage of time, advanced networks
related to complex abilities are built on the basic structure.
This bottom-up approach leads to distinctive and highly
individualized brain wiring schemes which in turn leads
to distinctive and highly individualized set of skills,
abilities and interests. Stable, responsive relationships and
innate human aptitude for excellence then set the stage for
moulding rewarding growth patterns.
The brain is an integrated organ. It has a large
number of functions which are conducted in a coordinated
seamless manner. Good emotional and social healths are
essential for budding cognitive abilities of the brain. For
instance, the skilful use of a language is learnt by hearing
it, differentiating sounds, associating sounds to words
onto their meanings, concentrating, paying attention and
participating in meaningful mutual interactions. Prolonged
disturbance and high levels of sustained negative stress,
emotional or otherwise, damages the brain architecture
leading to a lifetime of learning abnormalities. A difficult
or troubled childhood invariably results in a difficult or
troubled learning curve. The capacity of the brain to alter
its networks decreases with time and age. It is imperative
that conducive learning conditions be devised so that the
network is established right the first time.
“The child is the father of man,” said the wise poet
William Wordsworth, summing up the essence of all
educational science and psychology. The tomorrow of a
society rests on its capacity to promote the holistic health of
its today, embodied by the youngest of the young. Neonates,
infants, babies, toddlers or kids: children of all ages grow
up to become the ‘productive’ population in the years to
come. How they are tended to during this period of growth
determine how well they will ‘produce’ wealth, ideas and
the next generation. Failure to invest in children creates
a risk of a lifetime of poor productivity and irresponsible
citizenship. The situation enters a vicious cycle when
such people perpetuate mediocrity and poverty by further
compromising on the care of their own children. Hence
a strong foundation is essential in the formative years to
enable cumulative upward mobility. Society in general
should develop a culture of emphasizing proper care and
nurture of its young people for a strong foundation.
Creating, sustaining and strengthening the foundation
are the individual responsibility of parents or guardians and
shared responsibility of the community. Both are important
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and a fine balance is set between them. Optimization of
this balance provides the framework for development of a
skilled workforce and healthy adult citizens ready to take
on the challenges of life. Individual level care, protection
and cultivation and promotion of welfare typically rest in
the hands of women, generally mothers. It is their effort
which drives and uplifts the fabric of society. American
poet William Ross Wallace aptly summarizes the might
of the child caregivers and the philosophy of educational
paradigm.
Blessings on the hands of women!
Angels guard its strength and grace.
In the palace, cottage, hovel,		
Oh, no matter where the place…
The hand that rocks the cradle
Is the hand that rules the world.
Shared level fostering is provided at each interaction
with other members of family, school and community to
enhance the child’s personality and communication skill.
Early childhood development is key to progress and
prosperity, since well developed children grow to become
competent pillars of society.
The need of the hour is to address variations in
opportunity and bridge the gap in facilities available to our
children. In particular, stakeholders from economically,
educationally and socially deprived sections of society
are in urgent need of redressal. Remedial mechanisms
may be needed for those who missed the bus and are more
vulnerable to falling in the trap. Early intervention for
such subjects generates the biggest payback. Neuroscience
is able to provide conclusive evidence supporting the
development of young brain to maximize its learning
potential. Neural markers are used to assess milestones of
neural activity so that late learners, a typical learners and
slow learners can be given adequate support and additional
care. The meritorious need attention to scale the heights,
the mediocres need attention to fare better and improve
their skill set, the mundane need attention to facilitate
their return to the mainstream. Neuroscience educates the
educators and caregivers so that they can handle each case
accordingly.
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Inclusive education (IE) is a new approach towards educating
the children with disability and learning difficulties with
that of normal ones within the same roof. It seeks to address
the learning needs of all children with a specific focus on
those who are vulnerable to marginalization and exclusion.
It implies all learners – with or without disabilities being
able to learn together through access to common pre-school
provisions, schools and community educational setting
with an appropriate network of support services. This is
possible only in flexible education system that assimilates
the needs of diverse range of learners and adapts itself to
meet these needs.
Basically, Inclusive Education means educating
learners with special educational needs in regular education
settings. However, Inclusive Education is not limited to
only placement. Rather, it means facilitating education of
students with special needs with a whole suite of provisions
which include curriculum adaptation, adapted teaching
methods, modified assessment techniques, and accessibility
arrangements. In short, inclusive education is a multi
component strategy or, perhaps, a mega- strategy (Mitchell,
2008).
Inclusive Education in Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan
Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) was launched to achieve
the goal of Universalisation of Elementary Education.
This adopts a zero rejection policy and uses an approach
of converging various schemes and programmes. The
key objective of SSA is Universalisation of Elementary
Education (UEE). Three important aspect of UEE are access,
enrolment and retention of all children in 6-14 years of age.
A zero rejection policy has been adopted under SSA, which
ensures that every Child with Special Needs (CWSN),
irrespective of the kind, category and degree of disability,
is provided meaningful and quality education. It covers the
following components under education for children with
special needs:-Early detection and identification, functional
and formal assessment, Educational Placement, Aids and
appliances, Support services, Teacher training, Resource
support, Individual Educational Plan (IEP), Parental training
and community mobilization, Planning and management,
Strengthening of special schools, Removal of Architectural
barriers, Research, Monitoring and evaluation, Girls with
disabilities.
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Level of Inclusive Education
Inclusive Education is accepted as an integral part of
general education. Training regular classroom teacher in
the area of integrated education, curriculum modification,
parental education, awareness to parents and developing
positive attitude towards the disability are the key point
of successful inclusive education. To open up the regular
school system to disabled children is not an easy task.
The policy on inclusion and mainstreaming can easily get
failure if not implemented carefully. There is an urgent
need for interventions for equipping general teachers with
special skills, making general curricula, teaching methods.
Evaluation procedures, learning material disability-sensitive
and addressing the attitudes /needs of other children in the
school to ensure such interventions benefit to all children.
As a system, inclusive education should be flexible. This
need for flexibility must be reflected in the methods and
materials used to give these children the widest possible
access to the regular curriculum. When discussing the
kind of service needed, the starting point should always be
what is best for the particular child. Emphasizing inclusive
education does not rule out special schools or centre. They
would still be required to cater to children with profound
and complex difficulties in need of more specialized and
extensive help, including e.g. many deaf children. This
alternative should, however, not be considered, unless
classroom placement cannot meet their needs. In this
context, it is important to stress the role parents have.
They have a right to be involved in all decision-making
concerning their child. They should be seen as partners in
the education process. Where there is such co-operation,
parents have been found to be very important resources for
the teachers and the schools. Children with disabilities need
child-centered curriculum, which takes into account the
individual needs of children. The curriculum needs to set
specific, observable, measurable and achievable learning
outcomes. A flexible, locally relevant curriculum, teaching
and learning strategies are intrinsically important for
children with special needs to participate in the educational
process. They require a learning environment in which they
can actively participate in learning in small groups learning
settings.
According to Amzad (2016) there are four assumptions
underlying inclusive education:
1. All students come to school with diverse needs and
abilities, so no students are fundamentally different.
2. It is the responsibility of the general education
system to be responsive to all students.
3. A responsive general education system provides high
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expectations and standards, quality academic curriculum
and instruction that are flexible and relevant, an accessible
environment, and teachers who are well prepared to address
the educational needs of all students.
4. Progress in general education is a process evidence
by schools and communities working together to create
citizens for an inclusive society who are educated to enjoy
the full benefits, rights and experiences of societal life.
Objectives of policies on Inclusive Education
• The governments have to give the highest policy and
budgetary priority to improve their education systems to
enable them to include all children regardless of individual
differences or difficulties.
• The governments have to adopt as a matter of law
or policy the principle of inclusive education, enrolling
all children in regular schools unless there are compelling
reasons for doing otherwise.
• The training programmes for the teachers have to
include the education of disabled children.
• All children have access to general education system,
to expand the coverage to reach the unreached population.
Benefits of Inclusive Education
All children benefit from inclusive education. It allows
them to:
• Develop individual strengths and gifts, with high and
appropriate expectations for each child
• .Work on individual goals while participating in the
life of the classroom with other students their own age.
• Involve their parents in their education and in the
activities of their local schools.
• Foster a school culture of respect and belonging.
Inclusive education provides opportunities to learn about
and accept individual differences, lessening the impact of
harassment and bullying.
• Develop friendships with a wide variety of other
children, each with their own individual needs and abilities.
• Positively affect both their school and community to
appreciate diversity and nclusion on a broader level
Challenges to Inclusive Education in India
• Large class sizes and a low student-teacher ratio are
problems for all children and teachers in some countries,
and can reduce enthusiasm for teaching what may be seen
as even more diverse ability ranges in a class.
• Many children walk long distances to attend school,
and a combination of a lack of adequate transportation,
difficult terrain, poor quality roads and the associated cost
to families make many schools inaccessible to girls and
boys with disabilities.
• The lack of educational psychologists or even the
regular use of simple assessment tools means that many
teachers are unaware of the potential or needs of the young
people in their classrooms. (Banga 2015)
Inclusive Classroom Practices and Design: Teachers
Role
• Speak only positively about all children in the
classroom and to other staff – present the positive aspects
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of each student
• Take clues from the child, think in terms of strengths
and progress rather than deficits
• Give students a sense of control over their own
learning
• Cue students who do not respond well to change in
advance of daily program/subject transitions
• If the teacher sets the tone for acceptance, students
will follow the example
Involved students in supporting each other
• Don’t carry problems over from day to day
• Don’t blame the student for a lack of proper resources
• Express student’s positive accomplishments to
parents
• Make an effort to listen to and understand the
knowledge of parents
• Collaborate with other teachers involved with the
same students ( Amzad,2016)
Inclusion is not an experiment to be tested but a value
to be followed. All the children whether they are disabled or
not have the right to education as they are the future citizens
of the country. In the prevailing Indian situation resources
are insufficient even to provide quality mainstream schools
for common children, it is unethical and impracticable to
put children with special needs to test or to prove anything
in a research study to live and learn in the mainstream of
school and community. Inclusive education: We consider
inclusive education as the bedrock for sustainable
development: an investment to reduce poverty, generate
sustainable livelihood, improve long-term health benefits,
ensure gender equality and promote democratic governance.
Children with special educational needs must have access
to regular schools, which should accommodate them within
a child-centered pedagogy capable of meeting these needs.
(India country strategy 2015—2019)
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Abstract
This paper suggests that early intervention in primary school
enhances moral development. This is due to mature moral
orientation in childhood which initiates the development of
moral structure. The moral structure guides children to take
mature moral decision. Two theoretical perspectives are
distinguished and are used to organize early intervention for
moral development. In case of moral structure, cognitive
perspective of moral development is emphasized. The
interactional approach in resolving conflict and improving
interpersonal relationships are highlighted in this study.
Some empirical evidences are also included here to support
this study. Only moral issues as a content in the curriculum
are not enough to develop moral domain. The primary
curriculum must incorporate moral issues as a practice to
develop moral structure.
[Keywords: Moral orientation, moral structure, moral
content, interactional approach, cognitive approach,
qualitative transformation]
Hidden curriculum with its emphasis on ‘Obedience to
authority’ is common mode of moral development in many
schools. They apply many underlying moral assumptions
and values which are quite different from actual conscious
system of morality. In most of the current trends of moral
education both the content and the process are inadequate
for moral development in primary children. True morality
is not only to conform to social standards but also is carried
out voluntarily. It comes with the transition from external
to internal authority and consists of conduct regulated from
within. True morality is guided by conscience which is
possible to be developed from early childhood. In learning
to be moral, the first thing Neohumanist Education (NHE)
supports is developing conscience. Children develop a
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desire to do what is right, to act for the common good and
to avoid wrong which can be considered as the foundations
for the development of conscience. Conscience guides the
children when they make a moral decision. It is to act as an
internal control over individual’s behaviour.
True morality is rarely found in children, but it should
appear during the adolescent years (Hurlock, 1978). This
statement has been criticized in Neohumanist theory.
Neohumanist Education suggests that the spirit of morality
should be instilled in children from the moment they start
learning social interaction. The mind of a child is the best
receptacle for morality (Sarkar, P.R.1959). Developing
moral structure is one of the important aspects of NHE
curriculum. But in its early stage, moral development
starts through interactional approach. Moral issues abound
not only in the content but in the total teaching learning
process. Practice of morality throughout life, from infancy
to old age should be the most important subject in moral
development. The following discussion will make it clear
that educational interventions within the moral domain
are necessarily shaped by a set of theoretical assumptions
about the functions and nature of morality and the empirical
evidences will show how it develops.
Dimensions of Morality
Morality has two dimensions: Forms or Structure and
Content.The structure of morality represents the reasons
underlying children’s decision, how children should reason
about the moral dilemmas. The reasons are embedded in the
beliefs and attitudes of a child.The content of morality is
what child should think. What judgment child should make
(Chazan, B. 1985). The two dimensions can be illustrated
in the following figure:
Mature Moral Orientation: Theoretical assumption
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Fig 1: Structure and Content of Morality

Fig-2 Area of Conflict
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Moral orientation in NHE School starts with
interactional approach that helps in resolving conflict.
Finally, the individualistic approach (Kohlberg & Mayer,
1981) is followed. The interactional approach attempts
to integrate the affective and cognitive sides of moral
functioning. The theoretical assumption of this approach
is the maintenance of good relationships (Keller &Reuss,
1985) and enhancement of social living. The children carry
culture from immediate environment (mostly home culture)
and they have their personal qualities which we may call
the bio-psychological profile. But in school, they get a
different atmosphere based on certain ideologies. Then in
certain situations, conflict starts among them (Fig 2), they
face many moral dilemmas which they need to resolve.
The moral orientations with interactional approach guide
them internally to take the decisions for maintaining good
relationships. Children experience a network of morality in
the entire teaching-learning process (Fig 3).Children do not
work only to fulfill the individual needs, but also

Fig 3: Interactional Approach (Moral Network)

learn to work for collective needs. Children conceptualize
moral conflicts in terms of social disequilibrium and moral
resolutions in terms of balancing or equalizing relationships
(Haan, Aerts, & Cooper, 1985).
Finally, the moral development is viewed from
a cognitive-developmental framework(Kohlberg and
Mayer,1981); it is related to the children’s capacity for
moral judgment. Moral judgment in turn is defined as
intellectual functioning which focuses on a child’s ability to
reason about moral questions. This can be also called moral
structure. As children encounters more mature, adequate
forms of justice reasoning, they become dissatisfied or
confused; that is, their structure or stage of moral thinking
is no longer balanced or equilibrated. This realization
that their current reasoning is inadequate provides the
motivation to construct the structure of the next higher stage
in Kohlberg’s sequence ( Swarthout,1988). In Neohumanist
education, this cognitive approach is emphasized through
developing awakened conscience. The first step in this
process is development of logical mind which is followed
by rationalistic mentality. Children learn to judge everything
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in the light of truth and take logical decision which is
conducive to human welfare. Neohumanist curriculum is
framed in such a way that higher layers of mind can be
developed. Regular spiritual practice is another important
aspect of cognitive development in NHE. Children can
make meaning out of life and can construct personal value
system.
Empirical evidences of moral development
In order to get an idea about the structure of morality that
exists in NHE School children, following three aspects
were explored: (i) How a child interacts with his social
environment, (ii) How a child goes about solving problems
related to his/her social wo rld( Kohlberg and Hersh,1977)
and (iii) How a child reasons about a moral dilemma.
Some of the empirical evidences reported in NHE
Schools are given below:
1. A 6 yrs old child believes that rules about conduct
and rules about how to play a game are not absolute and
can be changed. His reasons underlying actions are based
on benevolence and welfare. The behavior which is not for
common good can be changed. Regular moral orientation
can change a child’s view of what Piaget (1965) called
moral realism.
2. Children feel guilty when they commit any mistake.
This is not always for the fear of punishment rather they
feel guilty because their behavior does not come up to the
standard set by their conscience.
3. Grade four (IV) children identify that causing
damage/ harm intentionally is worse than unintentional
offense. A child accidentally breaking his friend’s three
colour pencils will get no punishment but breaking
intentionally a single colour pencil must be punished.
4. English teacher is very popular as he listens to the
children’s needs and demands even though he scolds. A 8
yrs old child says, “ …he scolds because we badly run over
the stairs”.
5. Children are encountered with some of the
conventional social concepts which are considered to be
unholy. Almost all the children answer that they never
support such ideas because there is no logic. For example:
staying back on the road while crossing cat over the road,
not to start travelling if anybody sneezes / calls from
behind.
6. Children of 5 yrs were allowed for storytelling.
The gists of almost all stories were; they remember the
Omnipotent while facing any danger and get courage and
energy and fight against the devils.
Reasons about moral dilemma:
Children of grade IV were given some moral dilemmas
focusing on hypothetical moral questions and were allowed
to resolve situations according to their own personal
perspectives, philosophies, and values.
A person breaks the shop and steals medicine which
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is essential for saving his wife’s life.Has he committed
mistake? Grade IV children identifies the person as criminal
because it causes harm and damage to the shopkeeper and
stealing is also crime. “… He could have arranged medicine
in a different manner…” they answered.
It has been noticed that children’s reasons underlying
decisions are mainly based on three broad concepts: not
to harm anybody with thought or actions, always do good
as many ways as possible and most importantly, the sense
of Omnipotent’s presence everywhere who perceives
everything. The integration of morality with spirituality is
the unique feature of Neohumanist education. Children learn
this integrated concept through regular spiritual practice and
constant dialogue and interactions with teachers and peers.
It has also been reflected in adult supervised recreational
activities and self choice activities of children.
Early intervention in NHE curriculum
The NHE curriculum provides guidelines for formulating
appropriate educational aims as well as specifying the
processes and mechanisms which help students acquire
more mature moral orientations. It consists of the integration
of affective and cognitive sides of moral functioning.
Cognitive objectives include logical, rational evaluation
and critical, analytical thinking .Affective objectives
include empathy, openness and trust as well as tolerance

or acceptance (Vare, 1979).Character building is one of the
important aspects of NHE. So the development of good
values and ethics constitute a major part in NHE curriculum.
NHE School has a particular culture and the culture has its
own rules, customs, laws etc which we can call the “Hidden
Curriculum”. This hidden curriculum is influenced by the
ideology and philosophy of Neohumanism. Morality and
spirituality are embedded in the hidden curriculum. The
ultimate goal of morality in Neohumanist education is: to
increase the radius of “Circle of love” and to decrease the
distance from Central Nave. In order to achieve this ultimate
goal of morality, three main aspects of moral teachings
are emphasized in primary curriculum: (i) enhancing
one’s social living and interpersonal relationships through
interactional approach, for which NHE identifies five
fundamental moral codes or Yama. (ii) Personal integration
and strength of character which is also called Niyama and
(iii) concept of Omnipotent.
The teachers and adults of school play a great role
in enhancing moral development in children. Children
constantly engage in dialogue and interactions with teachers
and learn to cope with interpersonal conflicts rather than to
deal with them defensively. Teachers stimulate children’s
thinking while discussing many moral issues and while
participating in different recreational activities.
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Causal Layered Analysis Defined

Sohail Inayatullah
Complexity requires us to examine futures-related issues from many angles and at multiple levels.

Causal Layered Analysis (CLA) is a theory of knowledge and a methodology for creating moreeffective policies and
strategies. Since its invention in the late 1980s, it has been used successfully with governments, corporations, international
think tanks, communities, and cities around the world. It has also been used as the primary research method for dozens of
doctoral and master’s students around the world.
CLA works at a number of levels, delving deeper than the litany, the headline, or a data level of reality to reach a
systemiclevel understanding of the causes for the litany. Below that level, CLA goes still further, searching for worldview or
stakeholder views on issues. Finally, it unpacks the deepest metaphor levels of reality. Each subsequent level below reveals
a deeper cause.
Take quality and safety issues in health care, for example. At the litany level, a problem in the United States is the more
than 100,000 deaths per year related to medical mistakes.
If we do not go deeper in understanding causation, almost always the businessasusual strategy is to focus on the
individual: more training for particular doctors. By going deeper, however, we discover that safety issues lie not just with
particular doctors making mistakes, but rather with the medical and hospital system as a whole. Long working hours,
hospitals poorly designed for a maturing society, and lack of communication among different parts of the health system are
among other key issues.
Below the systemic level is the worldview, the deep structure of modern medicine. At this level, the reductionist
approach, while brilliant at certain types of problem solving, is less useful for connecting with patients, with seeing the
whole. Thus, patients opt for other systems that provide a deeper connection.
Patients thus intuitively move to the deepest level, that of myth and metaphor: “The patient will see you now” or “I am
an expert of my body” challenge the modernist view of “the doctor is always right” as organizing metaphors.
CLA broadens our understanding of issues by creating deeper scenarios. We can exploredeep myths and new litanies
based on the points of view of different stakeholders— nurses, peertopeer health networks, future generations, caregivers,
etc.—and then see how they construct problems and solutions.
Finally, CLA is used for implementing new strategies to address issues. Does the new strategy ensure systemic changes
(incentives and fines)? Does it lead to worldviewcultural change? Is there a new metaphor, a narrative for the new strategy?
And, most importantly, does the new vision have a new litany, a new way to ensure that the strategies reinforce the new
future and are not chained to the past?
Causal Layered Analysis thus can be used to deepen our understanding of strategy. Mapping reality from the viewpoint
of multiple stakeholders enables us to develop morerobust scenarios. It helps us to understand current reality, and, by giving
us a tool to dig deeper and more broadly, it allows us to create an alternative future that is robust in its implementation.
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Causal Layered Analysis: A Case Study of
USM (Universiti Sains Malaysia)

- Dr. Marcus Bussey

Higher Educational Institutionss are exploring ways to reorient their values and chart new futures for their stakeholders. Few
have taken this task more seriously than Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM). Malaysia’s premier university, USM has been
working for over a decade on understanding how to engage the value of service as a defining ethic of the university. To use
the language of Joas USM has established a ‘generalised value domain’ and under the guidance of futurist SohailInayatullah,
and with the direct support of the university president Dzulkifli Abdul Razak, USM has worked through a sustained process
of values clarification and futures thinking to craft a new dominant vision for itself (S. Inayatullah, 2012; Universiti-SainsMalaysia, 2007a; USM, 2010).
USM has performed a skilful balancing act that bridges the desire to transform whilst maintaining legitimacy, even
increased reputation, within Malaysia’s higher education context. This delicate balancing act is presented in their strategic
document “Transforming Higher Education for a Sustainable Tomorrow” in the following terms. Having assessed the status
of the European Union’s leading universities USM noted:
“Judging by their talent pool, abundance of resources and supportive governance, USM believes that we
simply cannot play the same game in order to be excellent. As defined by their ‘rules’, we chose a different path
to strategically be eminent and excellent measured in different terms and contexts … USM has chosen to position
itself as a world renowned university for sustainability with relevance to the future, nurturing, learning, conducting
research and services towards the stated goal” (Razak et al 2008, p. 64).
To realise this goal the university needed to adjust experience at the system level by initiating a set of new systemic
processes. At the level of the day to day, life goes on as usual (ie all contemporary institutional concerns are still on-going
as core business) though students and staff are becoming involved in sustainable programmes across the university campus
such as: the White Coffin Campaign (reducing/eliminating polystyrene use on campus), the Campus-Wide Recycling
Project, the Tree Planting Project and involvement in the Earth Hour and Earth Day campaigns (Razak et al 2008,pp 39-40).
Such programmes of course have a systemic basis being reflective of the Causal Layered Analysis (CLA) beginning
to emerge here (S. Inayatullah, and Milojević, Ivana, 2015).For instance, USM has adopted the Blue Ocean Programme
(Razak et al 2008, p. 18) to generate new thinking about the future and its possibilities. This programme is deliberately open
ended. USM recognises that the change must come from within (ibid, p. 10) so that the institution is in control of its own
future and actively aligning with values that seek to promote its stated objective of sustainability, relevance and service to
its region and to the developing world in general. Thus it is seeking to become a Regional Centre for Excellence (ibid, pp.
21-22) and to direct research towards the bottom four billion people on the planet.
At the level of paradigm USM is developing a value base that fosters service and partnership models as the most
effective route to sustainability. Its goal is “to achieve excellence holistically within a small ecological footprint” (ibid,
p. 10). To further this it is challenging disciplinary categories by actively supporting interdiscplinarity and challenging
traditional disciplinary silos. It now has a new story– the ‘University in a Garden’ (ibid, p. 14; p. 39) and a new value focus
– service to the bottom four billion people on the planet. This is a suitably heroic mission and one which draws support from
its regional context where the Malaysian government declared it to be its APEX University in 2008. Table 1offers a CLA
of this process of accessing a new story.
USM can be seen to be aligning its story and values with an emergent context that will have relevance for many decades
to come. Thus it is seeking, following Plasker’s100 year life style principles, to ensure health, make choices one at a time
and keep its goal of sustainability and service to the disadvantaged at the heart of all it does. This process began with an
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Universiti Sains Malaysia
Litany

Institutions shape people and people University Ranking; student numbers; teaching, research,
shape institutions
publication rankings; assessment.
Plus: recycling, tree planting, Earth Hour and Earth Day

The System

Institutions institute the rational as
reality

The Paradigm

The rational is contextual & value
laden

The Story

When the rational, i.e. the story, fails
so do institutions (or they change)

Blue Ocean Programme (ibid, p. 18); Inside Out
Approach(ibid, p. 10); Regional Centre of Excellence (ibid,
pp. 21-22); APEX university
Service; Partnership in tension with Competition and
economic metrics; holistic excellence
University in a Garden; Change the rules of the Game

Table 1: Mapping USM’s Transformation
intensive period of reflection that included all core players, the seventy four members of their “Dream team” (ibid, pp. 100101). This is summarised in Table 2.
Plasker’s process is quite fluid and can be understood as an unending and folded process of becoming (Deleuze, 1993).
New stories and values generate new forms of expression and order rationality and process in ways that support this.

USM’s ‘100 Year Lifestyle’ Plan
Change is easy. Thinking about it is hard.

Change happens one choice at a time. Think progress, not
perfection.
Approach change with your ideal 100 year lifestyle in
mind.
(Plasker, 2007, p. 15)

The futures scenario work summarised in USM’s
Constructing Future Higher Education Scenarios (2007b)
describes the futures thinking at the heart of USM’s
sustainable lifestyle agenda
Blue Ocean Programme (ibid, p. 18); Inside Out
Approach(ibid, p. 10); Regional Centre of Excellence
(ibid, pp. 21-22); APEX university application
University in a Garden; Service; Partnership in tension
with Competition and economic metrics; holistic
excellence

Table 2: USM’s ‘100 Year Lifestyle’
Values as a defence against Chaos
The emergent story being charted above is reflexive in nature. It requires institutions to be vigilant in assessing their own
progress in achieving goals that without a reflexive system of self-appraisal may well be rhetoric in which green campuses
become the substitute for green minds. Thus USM have developed a rigorousset of Indicators that seek to eliminate, reduce,
raise or create (ERRC) conditions that support their primary values set (Razak et al 2008, pp. 68-71; USM, 2010). A broader
reflection allows us to see the emergence of relational values as a basic feature of cultural evolution. Namely, that humanity
has generated civilisation in order to escape the instability of the random and the chaotic. Yet paradoxically the random and
the chaotic are the goad to anticipation and creative emergence and the reimagining of order when what is ‘rational’ fails. As
actor participants we are all part of this drama and must acknowledge that in responding to context we also shape context
(Bussey, 2016 Forthcoming).
What drives activity in this context are our values. In fact all our activity as individuals and communities is based
See
http://www.researchsea.com/html/article.php/aid/3518/cid/1/research/universiti_sains_malaysia_is_malaysia___s_apex_
university.html
1
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on values. Our institutions enact and maintain these whilst individuals internalise, challenge and hybridise according to
their aspirations and the pressures they find themselves under. So civilisations are expressions of values. Culture – the
act of cultivating values? – is the value expression of context. Our values determine what it is we take as rational, which
as we have seen is a dynamic causally layered field of interrelated processes of meaning making that determines how
consciousness operates within context.
There has been much talk about paradigm shifts (Kuhn, 1996), the great turning (Korten, 2006), the tipping point
(Gladwell, 2002), worldshifts(Laszlo, 2009), macroshifts(Laszlo, 2001), but what does this mean to institutions like the
university which have the potential to represent the aspirational and cultural heart land of an emergent planetary civilizational
project? Currently they act as gate keepers for a neoliberal model of learning but some, like USM, are seeking to redefine
universities by aligning them with a deeper ethical agenda that is based on values such as service that assert the fundamental
requirement of learning to facilitate the utilisation of human potential and to put this potential at the service of the planet (S.
Inayatullah, and Gidley, J, 2000; Razak, 2008).
In this context, universities like USM find themselves seeking to represent the dominant economic value system of
a secular Western model of educational delivery whilst remaining true to their cultural and normative agenda. As a result,
they are transitional or bridging institutions that must navigate, on the one hand a value system based on a secular Western
economic paradigm that promotes competition, rankings, economic accountability, structural imperatives, quality assurance
and linear ahistorical utilitarian learning. While on the other hand they seek to develop valid and constructive contexts – a
value generalisation - for extended cooperative holistic learning that promotes health, balance, integrity, relationship and
inner accountability to values that will underpin a sustainable culture at both local and planetary scales (Nehls, 2013).
Conclusion
Transitioning to a new world order that values sustainable process requires transitional institutions as legitimacy is required
for those not yet ready to risk everything on a single role of the dice. They are also necessary as none of us working in the
present university system can clearly conceive of what sustainable cultures will look like and how their institutions will
behave.
This paper has sought to tackle the question, How do we embed values and service in higher education futures? Such
a question might suggest there is an answer, a formula or linear process we can follow that will help transition us from
condition A to condition B. In the cultural field however process is messy and multiple and can better be described, using
Deleuze and Guattari’s term (1987), as rhizomic. The chaotic and multiple nature of rhizomic space always leaves out the
unexpected lines of flight that an idea or process takes. These ‘lines’ are unpredictable and cross boundaries and geographic
spaces in the most unanticipated ways. Thus changing institutional values requires us to accept liminality as a quality of
transition and to play with a consciousness of between-ness that accounts for disorientation as part of reorientation (Bussey,
2009).
Universities used to educate for elites, then they were massified and linked to nation building projects (Gatto, 2002;
Miller, 2006). The dominant ethos was neoliberal competition premised on self-service; now global contexts are reframing
human activity and higher education has the opportunity to respond proactively in these postnormal times(Sardar, 2010)
by looking to move away from competition and towards service oriented values in which the hyper individual becomes
the ‘nested individual’. In these shifts we see institutions essentially committed to the legitimation and maintenance of the
status quo coming under increasing pressure. Institutions usually control context and supply its dominant logic. YET, there
are many who inhabit institutions today that nurture within themselves and their immediate environs alternative visions of
what human beings can do.
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Microvita : A New Paradigm
in Scientific Thought

- Dr. S.K. Verma, M.D., Ph.D., D.Sc.
Department of Medicine, Pacific Medical College and Society for Microvita Research and Integrated
Medicine (SMRIM), Udaipur-313001 (Raj.), India. E-mail: drskverma77@gmail.com
Introduction
Science is a specialized activity seeking to know the causal
laws underlying natural phenomena. The knowledge which
it seeks is always verifiable and eminently useful. Science
in a broader sense is that which teaches the proper use of
material things. It should be for service and beatitude and
always be utilized for the proper progress of human society.
Unfortunately, the modern science, despite its innumerable
spectacular achievements, has not yet fathomed the
mysteries of mind much less of consciousness. The reason
is that science has an analytical (reductionist) view point
and what is required is a synthetic (holistic) mental stance.
Spirituality, on the other hand, concerns the Supreme
Cognitive Principle based on rationality. It is also a science
in itself, far advance than physical science, more subtle,
precise, practical and synthetic in nature1.
In every scientific field, there is a search for unity
within the diversity of observed phenomena. Physicists are
trying to find a fundamental theory of matter and energy – a
unified field theory. Biologists are searching for a unified
theory of evolution. Spiritualists in their search are trying to
experience the wholeness of single Universal entity. So, in
every field, scientists and spiritualists are trying to invade
the mysteries of this phenomenal Universe in order to get
one final answer. In this search, the unanswered questions
are the origin of matter, origin of life, origin of Universe and
evolution. Physicists and biologists are working in this field
to get answer of these enigmatic queries. In this diverse
search of matter, mind, life and evolution, is there any
scope of unifying concept which imbibes and explains all
these questions and later on this concept can be proved by
developed scientific methods? The answer is affirmative.
The unifying concept is theory of microvita. It is a new
scientific concept introduced by Shrii P.R. Sarkar2 in 1986.
It is perhaps the most unifying ideas in physical and other
branches of science which are existent and which are yet
to come.
Microvita-new science
Microvitum (Micro – Small, Vitum – living) or in pleural
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microvita as described by Sarkar are “the entities or
objects which come within the realm of both physicality
and psychic expression which are smaller or subtler than
atoms, electrons or protons; and in the psychic realm may
be subtler than ectoplasm or its extra-psychic coverage,
endoplasm.”
Physicality
Microvita are smaller than electron on physical level and
smaller than ectoplasm (mind stuff) on psychic level but
they are neither electron nor ectoplasm. They are in fact a
sliver line between matter and mind (idea). If atom is the
constituent of matter, idea is the constituent of Microvita
(Fig. 1). In other words, if matter maintains a close proximity
to microvita, microvita maintains a close proximity to idea.

Initial Stage of Matter

Cruder Stage of Idea

Microvita

Fig.1: Microvita- A Silver line between Matter and Idea
If atom is powdered down then one can get microvita, but if
microvita could be powdered down by any means, one can
get idea (Fig. 2). Thus microvita are link between matter
and consciousness.
As microvita are so small and subtle entity it is not
going to be easy to demonstrate and prove their existence
with the presently available laboratory facilities. Therefore,
we can think of microvita for the time being as a creative
scientific hypothesis till we get verification of their
existence scientifically or intuitionally i.e. in both physical
and mental laboratories.
Basic characteristics
Microvita have all the characteristics of living entity, like,
existence, multiplication, mobility and death. By nature,
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Fig-2 Area of Conflict
microvitum is more energy than matter so it can travel and
move through inferences. Microvitum, being the minutest
entity or object, therefore, it can’t have structure that of an
atom not it can have its structural formula. They are the
creation of cosmic mind. They are the mysterious emanations
of cosmic factor. They are conducive in physical, psychic
and spiritual evolution but not the original controller. They
are created by cosmic mind which in turn is an evolutionary
product of pure consciousness.
Categories of microvita
Microvita have been categorized as per their density or
subtlety or depending on nature of behaviour.
A) Based on density or subtlety
First : Crude variety
These are the microvita coming within the scope of
perception but requires a highly developed microscope. The
so called ‘virus’ come under this category which require a
sophisticated electron microscope to perceive. However,
virus is a vague term, better term will be microvitum.
Second : Subtle variety
This category of microvita are subtler and therefore,
not coming within the scope of a perception but coming
within the scope of perception as a result of their expression
or actional vibration. Here the physical laboratory means
will not be helpful bur require a developed intuitional mind.
As the subtle variety of microvita can move in psychic
sphere which is a subtle region that exists in the mind; they
can move from one mind to another and can carry ideas
from one mind to another. A person who has a certain idea
may be that idea was brought to that person’s mind by a
microvitum from another mind. It is therefore, possible
that an individual who can control microvita will be able
to spread his ideas with the help of microvita to the society
at large.
Third : Subtler variety
These microvita are very subtler and therefore not
coming within the scope of common perception but coming
within the scope of a special type of perception which is
actually the reflection of conception within the periphery of
perception. It is perceived or known by only persons with
highly evolved, spiritually oriented conceptual minds.
These microvita exist at borderline between the
psychic and spiritual space (psycho-spiritual microvita).
They influence human mind in such a way that mind is
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attracted towards spirituality. These types of microvita have
been called luminous bodies. In Indian traditional script,
they are also called as siddhas (Devyoniis).
In short, crude variety of microvita have their field
of activity in matter. They create a stir within the physical
structure and involved in emanations of life throughout the
cosmos. Subtle variety, on the other hand, functions within
the world of perception through inferences like sound,
touch, form, taste and smell. They directly function within
the subtler realm of human mind.
B) Based on nature
Microvita based on nature can be categorized into positive,
negative and neutral or ordinary. As microvita are composed
of both ectoplasm and matter, positive microvita are having
more mind than matter while negative microvita are of
more matter than mind.
Positive microvita
They are pro-ectoplasmic meaning thereby, they are
of more ectoplasm than matter. They start their functioning
first in the mental level then filters down towards physical
matter. They are beneficial to the human beings and help in
their spiritual elevation. They move more freely in both the
physical and psychic arenas and barely touch the border of
spiritual world. But they cannot enter the spiritual world
(fig. 3). They don’t spread by natural means but by specially
created waves.
Negative microvita
These microvita are pro-materialistic, having more
matter than mind (Ectoplasm). They start functioning in
matter and moves toward the mind. They move only in
the area of physicality and just touch on the psychic arena;
but can not enter the psychic world (Fig. 3). They are
detrimental to human beings and spread on their own by
natural forces.
Most of the viral diseases for example, AIDS, SARS,
Dengue, Chickenguniya, Swine flu, bird flu, hepatitis etc.
are the diseases caused by negative microvita and not by
virus as thought of.
Positive and negative microvita maintain a balance in
this world. Whenever the collective strength of Negative
microvita exceed Positive microvita, the world moves
towards degeneration. When positive microvita are in
excess of negative microvita, a spiritual revolution occurs.
At present, we are in the phase of degeneration. Only the
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Fig.4: Field of Activity of Microvita
collective strength of positive microvita can save us. Shrii
Sarkar emphasizes that “we are to invite positive microvita
for our all-round progress and all-round elevation and to
denounce the advancement of negative microvita because it
is detrimental to the cause of sweet and beautiful Universe”.
For that matter, to increase positive microvita, we
have to chose strictly sanctified food (Sátvik Áhár), Good
company (Satsang), Good books and literature (Svádhyaya),
Good songs (Bhajan) and devotional chanting (Kiirtan).
In ancient times, the Indian sages described different
species or entities which fit Sarkar’s description of
Microvita. These are seven types of Devayonii (Positive
Microvita), seven types of Pretayonii (Negative Microvita)
and types of Gandhyakshinii (Neutral Microvita).
Therefore, the basic concept of microvita is not new but
has a history. Shrii P.R. Sarkar has modernized the ancient
traditional knowledge and put in a scientific context. It is
in real sense a synthesis of modern and ancient wisdom, a
synthesis of science and spirituality.
Movement of Microvita
Microvita have remarkable mobility. They move throughout
the entire universe from one celestial body to another. They
move everywhere, crossing the boundaries of nebulae,
piercing through milky ways, galaxies, stars, satellites,
planets and meteors, without caring for the atmospheric
conditions like temperature and pressure. They move
through a medium or media. They move through inferences
(Tanma`tra`s) of smell, taste, visual forms, touch and sound.
The most subltle microvita move through the media of idea.
Physics and science of microvita
Physics describes fundamental entities of matter as waves
and particles. Some experiments treat them like waves
while other experiments like particle. For example electron
is considered to be both as a wave and a particle and so also
the photon. Microvita can also be considered as both wave
and particle
Everything in this world is moving and therefore,
has certain rhythm, wavelength and vibration and so also
microvita. By the movement of microvita, fundamental
International Educational Futures Conference

particles of physics like electron and photon are created.
When millions of microvita are moving together they
would organize their own energy to create the fundamental
particles.
As per atomic physics, photon of light has certain
spin, moves in certain direction and also have a certain
wavelength. When something that has a certain spin and
direction, it actually creates a shape as a spiro or a helix.
Sarkar has also described microvita in a spiro movement.
If the spiro moving microvita didn’t move in a straight
line but turned into a curve and close upon themselves and
continue to circulate their energies in a closed form then
that entity created would be a particle.
Therefore, matter would be created when a spiro
moving group of microvita move in a closed form. Those
microvita would then be called an electron or a photon.
Interestingly, microvita in the sub-atomic particles could
create their wave length which is observed in physics
experiments as ghost effect. This needs further research3.
Microvita – the intelligent organizers of energy
Microvita are more of energy than matter. They have qualities
of energy but they are not the same as energy. Both energy
and microvita are active. The effect of energy is in physical
plane, it is a blind force, must be directed by intelligence,
indestructible but transferable. The effect of microvita is
in physico-psychic plane, they have a consciousness and
behave with a type of intelligence, they can live and die,
non transferable and cannot be interchanged. In a nutshell
one can designate microvita as “Intelligent organizers of
energy”.
Atoms, Electrons and Microvita
Atoms, Electrons and Microvitum all are the small entities
with a difference. Atom is the smallest possible particle
which retains its chemical properties. Electron is the small
physical entity, a hypothetical statistical cloud around atom.
It is light in weight and carries a negative charge (Negatorn,
e-). Microvitum is of different order, smaller than electron.
It doesn’t have an internal structure. It is more energy than
matter and move through inferences.
Origin of Life
Life is not explained scientifically. How it came into
existence? The current theory tells that life evolves from
carbon atoms and molecules. The carbon molecule is the
basis of every protoplasmic structure. But as per the theory
of microvita, the root cause of life is not the unicellular
protozoic or unit protoplasmic cell nor carbon atoms
or carbon molecules but this unit of microvitum. If one
considers microvita as the fundamental organizers of
energy; then microvita also organize atoms and molecules
into the smallest living structure which we call life. In
fact, the carbon atom itself is constituted of millions of
microvita. The theory of microvita can really throw light
on the different facts of creation of matter and life. This is
one are of research that unify different areas of knowledge.
Creation of matter / Origin of Universe
– A scientific view
Scientifically, the question, how matter first came into
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existence still remain unanswered. The most popular theory
was Big Bang theory suggesting that Universe was created
out of nothing and came into existence like an explosion.
However, it is not logical to think. How can something
come out of nothing?
The recent experiment on ‘Higgs-Boson’ or ‘God
particle’ is also not the right way. The term ‘God’ in ‘God
particle’ is a vague and it is not wise and even meaningless
to connect Him to only one thing specifically. In fact, they
are virtual particles with a mean life time of 10-22 sec4.
Creation of Matter / Origin of Universe
– A spiritualist view
Science of spirituality designates Universe as a projection
or transformation of Cosmic Consciousness. Consciousness
using its creative power, transforms itself into Cosmic mind,
which in turn transforms part of itself into the physical
world. It may come out as a burst or an explosion but has to
come from something (Fig.4).

Fig.4: Cosmic cycle of creation
So, this is the contribution, spiritual philosophy
can make to modern science, to show that you can’t get
something from nothing even if you are talking about the
Origin of Universe. The most important thing of spiritual
philosophy of cosmic cycle of creation is, that it shows, that
matter comes out of consciousness (cosmic mind) and unit
mind is evolved from matter. Microvita are the creation of
cosmic mind and instrumental in the creation of matter and
mind5,6.
The theory of microvita therefore, throw light on the
different unknown facts of creation of matter and life and
because of their movement through the entire universe,
they can spread life. This is how life has spread through
the Universe and reached the earth. It is not by a random
evolution of a primordial soup. It is the microvita, which
are participating in organizing carbon molecules into living
beings and spreading life everywhere. This is one area of
research that unify different areas of knowledge.
Microvita – for human welfare
The theory of microvita has immense potentialities in
applying for human welfare. The field of chemistry,
biochemistry, biology, commerce, pharmco-chemistry,
biotechnology and pyro-technology will undergo a
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revolutionary change and they can be applied for betterment
of living beings. What is required is extensive research in
this field.
Social environment can be improved with the
application of Neohumanistic education. It will be further
uplifted if the science of microvita (microvitology) is
incorporated on this education system; where by density
of positive microvita may be increased by inclusion of
concept of sentient food, the effulgent of good company,
the impact of good literature on the mind and wisely
selection of music, lyrics and devotional chanting in the
curriculum along with timely incorporation of Yogic
postures and spiritual meditation practice to the young
masses. The implementation of neohumanistic education
with microvitology will definitely bring heaven on this
dusty earth.
Need of Research
Sarkar in his first discourse on microvita suggested the
need of research on microvita. He stated that “There should
be extensive research work regarding this microvitum or
these microvita. Our task is gigantic and we are to start
our research work regarding these microvita immediately
without any further delay, otherwise many problems in
modern society will not be solved in a nice way.” The
statement becomes more meaningful when we look at
the rising up of epidemics of negative microvita (virus)
diseases with high mortality. There is no definite treatment
for these negative microvita diseases. There is, therefore,
impressive need to start research in this field, as pointed
out by Shrii Sarkar, which can bring solace to humanity in
terms of prevention and treatment of these deadly diseases.
However, it has to be remembered that for all
round progress and development of human society, both
spirituality and physical science have got to be encouraged
and pursued. In the present age, spiritual values (positive
microvita) are on the wane therefore physicality (negative
microvita) enjoying the pride of place. If spirituality
is pushed up again to the top, the man can reach greater
height than ever. The science of microvita will certainly
prove to be conducive in this direction and for all round
development of humanity.
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Neohumanist Future of Education:
A Global Perspective

- Sid Jordan

The fundamental premise of this paper is that the future of
society is dependent on the future of education. A poorly
educated society is a prognosticator of deepening societal
crises. Buckminster Fuller, philosopher, inventor and
architect of the geodesic dome said, “There is no energy
crisis, food crisis or environmental crisis. There is only a
crisis of ignorance”. This ignorance created by a lack of a
holistic personal and formal education fuels the inequities
manifest by greed, poverty and overpopulation. These
inequities contribute to a domino effect of ill-distributed
wealth, war and environmental crisis.
There is a need for enlightened collective leadership in
the larger society and the field of education. This leadership
must supports a universal morality that serves the general
welfare of society guided by rationality and awakened
conscience. What comes first- well-educated and moral
politicians who are going to appropriate resources for this
benevolent education or educational activist who define
what is needed and demand it? It is the responsibility of
those of us here in this meeting and our global like-minded
colleagues to become the representatives and torchbearers
of a future benevolent and holistic education. In turn
this education must help create a more benevolent and
sustainable future for society. This education that puts into
practice a benevolent social order is based on a philosophy
of Neohumanism that raises the love of mankind to a love
of all animate and inanimate beings.
My friend and fellow presenter Marcus Bussey
describes Neohumanism eloquently. He states:
“The philosophy of Neohumanism sits at the core of
this reorientation. It fosters an ethos in classrooms,
schools and their communities that is relational, cocreative, participatory and pragmatic. Put simply
Neohumanism is an invitation to explore human identity
not from the rarefied heights of human uniqueness and
anthropocentrism, but through finding our humanity
in relationships to the world we inhabit. This world
is filled with a host of ‘others’: the soil and air, the
biological, the human, the Cosmic. All play a part in
our Neohumanist identity. We access this richness by
growing our inner life through meditation and service.
These two elements link spiritual practice with the
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social and ecological action. This bridge allows us
all to continue to expand the inner wealth of our lives
whilst accepting the practical constraints the material
world places upon us.”

We will look more closely at the uniqueness of Neohumanism
applied to education but let us briefly examine the obstacles
we must overcome to succeed in creating an education for
a better world.
A Materialistic Dead-end
To the contrary of developing this benevolent and holistic
Neohumanist education many countries have opted for a
STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics)
education that supports the competitive race for a technical
edge in a new global economy. While an advanced technology
can improve the lives of people and planet, technology in
support of an arms race and economic dominance can lead
us towards a planetary meltdown. Many nations of this new
ill-defined global economy appear to be adopting economic
models that support nationalism and protectionism. This
isolationism on the part of nations, that runs counter to our
shared fate, is evidenced by poor support for the European
Union, tighter borders, an arms race and a disdain for global
regulatory agencies such as the UN, arms control treaties
and environmental agreements. What future does this spell
for our planet without benevolent leadership and a holistic
Neohumanist education put into practice in our near future?
Sohail Inayatullah, a leading world futurist raises the
question:
“Is Neohumanist Education a plausible future? The
weights are certainly stacked against an alternative
future that challenges the status quo of student
preparation for global competitive capitalism or
national economic development and identity creation.
Indeed, that education can successfully prepare
students for any future other than the conservatism and
standardization of the feudal and industrial templates
remains questionable.”
Fuller and biologist Julian Huxley stated in the 30’s that
the next step in human evolution would be on a social and
psychic level involving “learning to live together”. Many
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observers feel that the choices are learning to live together
or making life uninhabitable on earth. The position taken
here is that an education that supports individuals, society
and the environment is our primary hope for a brighter
future. Thus we must fashion a global perspective on
education that is sensitive to the needs of each individual,
each country and the future global society. It begins in
meetings like we are holding today with educational leaders
from different countries agreeing on human values that
need to be shared by all citizens of the world. This implies
universal values that need to be conveyed to all students.
The word “student” means everyone as life long learners.
The content of education will vary depending on language
and local culture but the universal values remain the same
for everyone. These values must be based on time, place
and person in order to adapt to local people and cultures
and to support the general welfare of all. What are these
universal values we need to strengthen the individual and
society. Are they a utopian dream? Fred Polak offers an
inspirational point of view:
Many utopian themes, arising in fantasy, find their
way to reality. Scientific management, full employment,
and social security were all once figments of a utopiawriters’ imagination. So were parliamentary democracy,
universal suffrage, planning, and the trade union
movement. The tremendous concern for child-rearing
and universal education …and for garden cities all
emanated from the utopia. The utopia stood for the
emancipation of women long before the existence of the
feminist movement. All the current concepts concerning
labor, from the length of the work week to profit-sharing,
are found in the utopia. Thanks to the utopianists, the
twentieth century did not catch [us] totally unprepared.
Yes, the structure of resistance to change is deep but
alternative images beckon.
Historical Shift In Values
Oliver Markley commenting in his book, “Changing
Images of Man” (1976) stated that we are in the middle
of an historical shift of in which the “image of the future”
leads us. Today that image according to Sohail Inayatullah
(2012) “is more about sustainability instead of industrial
expansionism; global governance instead of the nationstate; gender partnership instead of male domination;
respect for and the rights of nature instead of man over
nature; spirituality instead of religion; communication and
understanding as central to solving problems instead of
the search for techno-fix; and technology as embedded in
nature and evolution instead of a neutral tool. And most
significantly, it is the move from a feudal model of the self
to a gestalt holistic model of identity. In the feudal model,
the ego is king and other identities are expected to blindly
follow. In the Gestalt model as developed by Hal and Sidra
Stone, there are multiple selves. Some may be mature and
developed, while others may be traumatized and hidden.
Moving the new identities together toward bliss becomes
the new identity constellation of the future.”
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Subodh poses the question of will we revert back to
the image of religious and national protectionism supported
by the nation-state system with its educational system to
compete with other nations or will we opt for a future
for education and society that is based on spirituality and
sustainability?
Lets take a positive view of the answer to this question
and examine alternative futures that find some evidence for
that optimism rather than business as usual.
Optimism for a positive trend in social values is seen in
research by Paul Ray and Sherry Anderson in their study of
the increasing numbers of “culturally creative” in the USA,
Northern Europe, Japan and Australia. They have observed
a shift away from “traditional” values characterized as
socially and religious conservative decreasing from 50%
in the 1960s to less than 25% by 2008.xi “Moderns”
who are focused on personal success and financial gain –
have declined from 50% to around 40%. The “culturally
creative” whose values represent ecological sustainability,
social conscience and spirituality have gone from less than
20% in the 1970’s to 40%. This continuing tend towards a
moral majority could bode well for society.
Universal Social Values
Our task as educators is to be guided not simply by
philosophy of education but rather by evidence-based best
practices in education that serve the individual and society.
The individual needs are physical, mental and spiritual
in nature. For society to function properly we need to
recognize that humanity is one global human family with
a common fate. We are best served by an education that
inculcates what society needs to create a sustainable society.
Spiritual teacher and social philosopher P. R. Sarkar (1998)
offers six factors needed for the development and progress
of society.
“There should be a spiritual ideology in the life of both
the individual and the collective body. Much of your energy
is misused due to the ignorance of your own self and the
destination towards which you are moving. This misuse of
energy is bound to cause destruction.”
The second factor for the progress of society is
spiritual practice that converts rudimental physical matter
into consciousness, a Sádhaná process. But only spiritual
ideology and spiritual philosophy will not do.
The third factor that is a blending of supplying
minimum requirements and progressive development is a
socio-economic theory. There should be a priori knowledge
regarding the social structure, the distribution of wealth and
its growth. For want of this knowledge there can’t be a solid
ground for the construction of the social edifice.
The fourth one is social outlook. All living creatures
in this manifest universe are the children of the same
Cosmic Entity. They are the progeny of the same Supreme
Progenitor. Naturally they are bound in a thread of fraternal
relations. This is the central spirit. A socio-economic theory
is of no use but for this fraternal feeling. The implementation
of this theory is impossibility without Sádhaná.
The fifth factor for the progress of society is for it to
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have its own scripture. There is a need for the company of
elevated persons (satsauṋga) in all spheres of life.
The authority whose contact means satsauṋga for you
is the shástra. That which elevates society by dint of sháśana
is called [[shástra]]. We should have a shástra of our own.
The last but not the least important factor for the progress
of society is for it to have its own preceptor (teacher). “
We take a teacher to guide us but we must internalize this
teaching and become the representative of that preceptor/
teacher ourselves guided by our intuition. With proper
associates or satsaunga we can benefit from our collective
wisdom.
Cardinal Individual Values
We must adopt universal ethical values that guide us as
individuals and complement the above six factors for a
competent society. Sarkar (2009) summarizes the moral
code for a universal humanism as, “The collective body
of those who are engaged in the concerted effort to bridge
the gap between the first expression of morality and
establishment in universal humanism is called society.
Yama and Niyama, morality is the base, spiritual effort is
the means, and life divine is the goal.”
“The principles of Yama (social balance) are ahiḿsá,
satya, asteya, aparigraha and Brahmacarya. Ahiḿsá means
not causing suffering to any harmless creature through
thought, word or deed. Satya denotes action of mind
or use of words with the object of helping others in the
real sense. It has no relative application. Asteya means
non-stealing, and this should not be confined to physical
action but [extended] to the action of the mind as well.
All actions have their origin in the mind; hence the correct
sense of asteya is “to give up the desire of acquiring what
is not rightly one’s own”. Aparigraha involves the nonacceptance of such amenities and comforts of life as are
superfluous for the preservation of the physical existence.
And the spirit of Brahmacarya is to experience the Supreme
Entity’s presence and authority in each and every physical
and psychic objectivity. This occurs when the unit mind
resonates with Cosmic will.
The five rules of Niyama (personal balance) are
shaoca, santośa, tapah, svádhyáya and Iishvara prańidhána.
Shaoca means purity of both physical and mental bodies.
Mental purity is attained by benevolent deeds, charity, or
other dutiful acts. Santośa means “contentment”. It implies
accepting ungrudgingly and without a complaint the outturn of the services rendered by one’s own physical or
mental labor. Tapah means efforts to reach the goal despite
such efforts being associated with physical discomforts.
Svádhyáya means study of the scriptures or other books of
learning and assimilating their spirit. Iishvara prańidhána
is an auto-suggestion of the idea that each and every unit
is an instrument in the hands of the Almighty and is a mere
spark of that supreme fire. Iishvara prańidhána also implies
implicit faith in Him irrespective of whether one lives in
momentary happiness or sorrow, prosperity or adversity.”
(Sarkar 2009, p 243-244)
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Teachers
The teacher must have impeccable moral character to
guide the student. The teacher and parents are the greatest
potential contributors in helping each child affirm and offer
their special gift or talent. Are teachers born or nurtured
by good parents and other teachers? Yes, we need to be
very selective about to whom we entrust the future of our
children and the planet.
P. R. Sarkar (1998, p16) states that, “Proper care
should be taken in the selection of teachers. Academic
certificates are not the only criteria for selecting teachers.
Qualities like a strong character, righteousness, social
service, selflessness, an inspirational personality, and
leadership ability should be evident in teachers. Teachers
should get the highest respect in society and their economic
needs should be properly looked after.”
Teacher education, continuing education and proper
salaries to support teachers needs the full financial support
of the public and private sector to make education of our
children a top priority for society.
Neohumanist Education for Individuals and Society
We must consider whether we are being inclusive for
education at all levels of society from infants to elders.
There is a plethora of formal and informal educational
opportunities available for all ages. While we are not
giving attention to all these efforts at education in this
paper they remind us of the principle of “life long learning”
for all. Here we are concerned with the fabric of formal
education that is an inalienable right for all citizens along
with food, clothing, housing and medical care. According
to Progressive Utilization Theory (PROUT) of P.R. Sarkar
(2009) these five needs, including education, are the
minimum requirement for all citizens everywhere. Are
we as global citizens making these minimum requirements
available to everyone?
Sarkar (1989) emphasizes that “spirituality” is central
to maintaining a balance between Prout and Neohumanism:
“PROUT is the socioeconomic approach, Neohumanism is
the psycho-intellectual approach and spiritual practice is
the spirituo-intuitional approach. This three-fold approach
will take human beings along the path of salvation.”
In outlining a Neohumanist education Sarkar (1998,
p 111) states “The real meaning of education is trilateral
development – simultaneous development in the physical,
mental and spiritual realms of human existence. This
development should enhance the integration of the human
personality. By this, dormant human potentialities will be
awakened and put to proper use. Educated are those who
have learnt much, remembered much and made use of their
learning in practical life.”
Neohumanist education emphasizes morality and
universalism creating a sense of love and compassion for
all creation.
The word E-D-U-C-A-T-I-O-N itself has special
significance:
E – Enlargement of mind
D – DESMEP (D Discipline, E Etiquette, S Smartness,
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M Memory, E English, P Pronunciation)
U – Universal Outlook
C – Character
A – Active habits
T – Trustworthiness
I – Ideation of the Great
O – Omniscient grace
N – Nice temperament
“Special importance should be attached to children’s
education because today’s child is tomorrow’s citizen.
Students should be encouraged to learn the history
of their respective mother tongues. By learning the
world language, students will develop a feeling of world
citizenship in their minds.
Besides the mother tongue, students can also learn
as many languages as possible. But in the practical field
– government and non-government work and court work –
the mother tongue should be used.
During secondary education vocational education
should be introduced according to the natural tendency
and spontaneous aptitude of the students. After higher
education, students with talent should get the opportunity to
do research work with the financial aid of the government.
The examination system should undergo a radical
change so that the knowledge of the student both in the
applied and theoretical sides can be properly assessed.
Students should be encouraged to involve themselves
in social welfare and other constructive activities within
their school or campus. After completing their education,
students should be guaranteed appropriate employment.
Radio, television, films and other media must be
free from exploitation and vested interests. Qualified
professionals should utilize such media for the benefit of
students to ensure high quality education.
The teaching of science must always be encouraged.
The study and application of science will assist in the spread
of knowledge and help to ensure that the right to knowledge
in every sphere of life – social, economic, psychic and
spiritual – is attained by all. Knowledge and science must
be free like the light, the air and the unhindered wealth of
nature. They must serve all and supply the vital juice of
life.” (Sarkar, 1998, p111-113)
To balance the importance of a science of every sphere
of life, Neohumanist education offers a service education.
Marcus Bussey (2016) emphasizes, “the importance of
service as a driver of co-creative learning. True service
empowers both the served and the one serving. Service
decanters the modernist fixation on ego-driven learning.
Learning is no longer about personal command over a set
repertoire of culturally and socially enabling literacies.
Now the focus is on literacies that foster partnership and
compassion.”
Global Education Movements
1) It is encouraging to see that UNESCO provides global
and regional leadership in education, pre-school to higher
education, aimed at strengthening education systems with
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emphasis on gender equality, global citizenship, human
rights sustainable development, and health issues, as well
as technical and vocational skills development Its work
encompasses educational development from pre-school
to higher education and beyond. Themes include global
citizenship and sustainable development, human rights
and gender equality, health and HIV and AIDS, as well as
technical and vocational skills development.
.
2) 3rd International Conference on Higher Education
Advances (HEAd’17) June 21 – 23, 2017 · Valencia
(Spain)
After the great success of the second HEAd conference,
which received submissions from 54 countries, we are
pleased to announce the Third International Conference on
Higher Education Advances (HEAd’17). This conference
is an excellent forum for researchers and practitioners to
exchange ideas, experiences, opinions and research results
relating to the preparation of students, teaching/learning
methodologies and the organization of educational systems.
Topics of interest include, but are not limited to, the
following topic areas:
• Innovative materials and new tools for teaching.
• Teaching and learning experiences.
• Educational technology (e.g., virtual labs,
e-learning).
• Evaluation and assessment of student learning.
• Emerging technologies in learning (e.g., MOOC,
OER, gamification).
• Educational strategies.
• Experiences outside the classroom (e.g.,
practicums, mobility).
• New teaching/learning theories and models.
• Globalization in education and education reforms.
• Learning for employment.
• Education accreditation, quality and assessment.
• Competency-based learning and skill assessment.
Participants from all over the world are expected to present
their latest and unpublished research findings. The program
committee encourages the submission of articles that
communicate applied and empirical findings of interest
to higher education professionals. Selected papers will be
awarded and invited to submit an extended version to be
published at an international journal special issue.
Evidence Based Education
There is an upsurge of research on a global scale into
the importance of training teachers, a student focus and
cooperative learning. These are all key elements to a more
holistic education. The first study reported in the index of
this paper, “The impact of training of university teachers
on their teaching skills, their approach to teaching and the
approach to learning of their students” was conducted by
eight countries and 22 universities. The second review
“Cooperative Learning Returns To College: What Evidence
Is There That It Works? “ validates cooperative theory and
practice in the classroom. The third study “A StudentInternational Educational Futures Conference

Centered Approach to Teaching General Biology That
Really Works: Lord’s Constructivist Model Put to a Test”
substantiated evidence that teaching in a constructivist,
active learning environment is more effective than
traditional instruction in promoting academic achievement,
increasing conceptual understanding, developing higher
level thinking skills, and enhancing students interest in
biology. Examine the index of this paper for details of
these excellent examples of evidenced based approaches
for a more holistic education.
Public vs. Private Education
To meet the needs in most countries inhabited by people of
diverse racial and religious background, education in both
the public or private arena is trending towards non-secular
rather than religious. Public education more often than
not still has the look of supporting nationalistic policies
and allegiances. Private schools tend to be more studentcentered, spiritually focused and exhibit more universalistic
rather than nationalistic values.
In the US Neohumanist private schools and similar
private schools like Steiner and Montessori that are
beginning to share their holistic approach that integrates the
arts, sciences, service and spiritual practices with public and
government supported charter schools. Many NGO’s have
made it a priority to create schools in developing nations
for children that have no access to a formal education.
This network of public and private schools needs to work
together in the future to assure that every child has a proper
education that prepares them to live in a new global society.
Educators, parents and citizens everywhere need to be
activist in assuring that the government and private sector
properly support education as a top priority.
Autonomy of Education from Politics
Who should decide on the design of our educational futures?
Can there be a dialogue among all stakeholders?
Sarkar (1998,p112-113) states, “The framing of
educational policies, the control of the educational system,
and all other activities concerned with education should be
managed by a board comprised of efficient teachers. This
board should enjoy full freedom and authority to carry
out its duties. Education must be free from all political
interference. In order to nurture individuals and society,
education should be free of financial burden on students
and families at all levels.
Sarkar (1998, p113) further contends that, “adult
students may take part in the non-academic side of
administration. The academic side should be controlled and
managed by educationists with the help and cooperation
of adult students, just as grown-up children may help
their parents a lot in managing family duties. The relation
between students and teachers should be sweet.”
Future Role of Youth in Education and Society
“It is the youth who have the resilience to change and adapt
and implement the vision of a new society. Without this
vision, without the youth, the world will continue in the
morass of suffering, injustice and exploitation that is our
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present social condition. It is the youth of the world only
who can help bring about the new world order and the
vision of a new humanity.” (Sarkar 1998)
Perhaps it is time to pass the gauntlet of the futures for
education to the students who devote their careers to being
life long learners and educators. This is not to say that
we as elder educators don’t have something to share. We
have learned much about alternatives to an industrialized
and colonialized education that better meets the holistic
needs of people and planet. Many youth from various
countries who have been exchange students and worked
abroad have become functional global citizens. These
students are a working experiment for a diverse “cross
pollination” representing a future global education without
borders. We can be assured that a future education created
by a multicultural and multigenerational leadership will
have the stamp of unity in diversity. Welcome to the future
global campus in the making as we share our experience as
students and educators in Chandigarh.
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Introduction
This collaboration concept between academia and
industry called Production Based Education (PBE),
as model of education program that aimed to provide
workforces with new competencies and qualifications
that suit for the new manufacturing generation. Providing
exact learning media helps university or polytechnic to
achieve student competencies always relevant to what the
industries asked and validate the education process, since its
products/ services are always pushed to meet the industrial
need.Moreover, educational activity collaboration with
industrial demand for the students kept an adequate loading
works, and from other side industrial customers could
utilize the educational institution capacity and capability
as one of their vendors role to produce or develop product
for supporting their needs . With industrial style of order
handling setup in the organization, all customers ‘inquiry
that agreed to be produced will be followed up in proper
and professional way, therefore the QCD (quality-costdelivery) necessity for the customers are embedded in the
system. In manufacturing field, ‘job shop’ is the common
type of product for students practical media due to its
wider challenges and flexibility for variety requirements,
therefore the facility design of workshop/ laboratory is
made to this type of product. There are more things could
be learned in tools project besides machining or fabrication
process skill only. Entrepreneurship is separated from the
world of education. Thus to be able to continue learning,
Universityneeds alternative solutions by integrating the
value on entrepreneurship in the learning process through
the development of production-based learning model.
The concept is being offered in the learning process for
eachmaterial whereby University students are able to
produce products that are innovative and creative as well
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asacceptable for the market through the stages of logical and
meticulous analysis, which further processed intocreative
new ideas, innovative and accepted in the market both in
terms of planning skills, decision skills &execution skill.
The development of production-based learning model will
be able to enhance the entrepreneurship passion of the
students and graduates of the Faculty of Engineering.
Methodology
Analogized with IPO (input-process-output) concept,
learning process of Tools Project had common ‘5M’ for
input and support or adder. Except product, there are also
skills, competencies and experiences -either for students
and lecturers- as its output, as shown on “Fig. 1”.
In Diploma-3 (D3) program that had 6 semesters
period, this Tools Project is scheduled on semester 4 and 5
where ‘321’ program concept is adopted. This 321 program
idea stated that students will get the first 3 semesters for basic
matters needed, the next 2 semesters in integrated project
program continually and the last 1 semester for finalization
and the additional enrichment items. Basically,instead of
doing machining or other learning process respectively, on
this semester 4 & 5 of ‘321’ a few subprograms are defined
with no interrupting with any theory week or surrounding
from one kind of machine program to another.
IPO Components in Tools Project Learning
Diploma-3 (D3) program that has 6 semesters or 6 terms of
period adopted ’321’ concept, where on semesters 1,2,3 -as
the first 3- and semester 6 -the last 1 semester- the program
schedule is arranged respectively with 2 weeks for practical
and 1 week theory session by turns. Semester 4 and 5 are
defined for integrated project program continually, no
interrupting with any theory week. Since special tools like
stamping dies, injection moulding or fixture are categorized
International Educational Futures Conference

Figure 1. IPO Concept in Tools Learning
in job shop that met with the policy and facility design, this
kind of product is used for learning education process on
semester 4 and 5.Analogizing IPO (input-process-output)
concept, learning process of Tools Project had common
‘5M’ for input and support or adder whereas product,
competencies and experiences -either for students and
lecturers- as its output.
“Fig. 2” is a simplified example program schedule in
semester 5. One of shown subprogram is a ‘tools project’
for each subgroup (A, B, C and D) that composed -in this
case- for 6 students, since 1 group consists of 24 students.
‘Tools Project’ sub program consists of design, material
preparation and floor shop executing such as machining
and assembly.
In ‘material preparation’ case students play the role

- BV = bench vice product, in Batch lab
- JS1 = Jobshop Lab, external customer’s job

- JS2 = Jobshop Lab, external customer’s job
-PR= Research Project Lab, internal customer’s job

as the assistance of their lecturer in PPC (production
planning and control) tasks, such as ordering standard
part and material to the warehouse, controlling the coming
material either in quantity or technical specification,
checking the actual machining schedule, etc. With this
model of education, students learn not only processing
skills but also introduced to other related production and
project management issues. As mentioned, Diploma-3
(D3) education program developed based on three phases
arrangement that described by “Fig. 3”. ‘Problem-Based’
on semester 1 to 3 is started using standard product as a
structured job to train the student in basic competencies
fit to the standard with low-mid speed and ordered job in
deepening a competences for more speed in delivering a
product to the industry as a customer . ‘Industrial Practice’

- D = design, drawing (Tools Project, TP)
-M= component & material preparation (TP)
- P = machining process (TP)
- A = assembly (TP)

Figure 2. Example of Practical Work Schedule for Semester 5.
International Educational Futures Conference
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as second phase on semester 4 and 5 is operated as the
real industry where students are working full time for 1
year or 2 semesters, as mentioned previously, according
to daily industrial problem where the Tools Project is in.
Last semester is used for finalization/ strengthening remain
planned matters, additional enrichment items and D3 final
exam preparation.

people whohave an entrepreneurial spirit and attitude,
characterized by the attitude of the confident, optimistic,
full of initiative, commitment, results-oriented, energetic,
insightful, brave leadership, appear different, dare to
takerisks, and be ready with a challenge.While according
to Dadang (2008) an entrepreneur is a person with “the skill
to convert dirt and wrecks into gold”.

Review About The Passion For Entrepreneurship
A person’s passion for entrepreneurship can emerge after
going through a process influenced by internal factorssuch
as internal motivation, the spirit of working hard, and
other positive potentialities. According to Suranto(2012)
a student entrepreneur passion is having the ability to see
opportunities, are professional, and with the following
characteristic: (a) able to write well; (b) the entrepreneurial
awareness; (c) the spirit of entrepreneurship; (d) explore
the advantages and covering their drawbacks; (e) has a
business network and building access to the other party;
(f) have the mental self help; (g) creative and innovative;
(h) self-confidence;(i) the tenacious and diligent; (j) do not
easily give up. Furthermore Puspitasari (2007) stated that
entrepreneurialspirit is the passion and the entrepreneurial
attitude at the start of the process of creative, innovative

Based on the background and the outline of the
problem, the research conducted is a developmental
research. This includes research to develop and produce
new products in a system of learning that will be applied
to learners as a user (users). Needs analysis was conducted
which includes an analysis of the learning infrastructure
and facilities, the needs of students, student characteristics,
analyze the ability of educators to face obstacles during
learning. Main concepts for the research were set by the
researchers and educators integrate them in their lectures.
The research was conducted on electric circuit teaching
courses from January – June 2013. In theevaluation
stage, educators and students answered a questionnaire
and an observation sheet given to them.Theresearch was
implemented in two stages a limited group test and a
large group test which aim to see the practicality and

Figure 3. Program phases in education process
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Figure 4. Diagram of the stages of the development of production-based learning model
(Adapted fromAkker,1999)
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effectiveness of the products developed. Responses
regarding the suitability of the products were obtained after
the students gave their response based on suggestions and
feedback for correction of the product. The procedure for
the development of production-based learning model is as
follows in Figure 4. The production-based learning modelas
in Figure 5 developed is effective when practice in the
teaching of students fromelectrical engineering education
program of Faculty of Engineering . The practicality of this
model reflects the ease in implementation for the students,
as illustrated in Figure 5. In this model, student are required
todevelop creativity and innovation so that the resulting

products have added value and renewable.
Conclusion
Diploma (D3) program that had 6 semesters or terms for
3 years period. Product media are created from structured
exercises that referred to students competency levels
needed and also initiated from external inquiries through
collaboration with industrial parties, in Production Based
Education (PBE) system. With industrial product handling
setup in organization, the QCD necessity for the customers
is embedded in such system. Special tools is the suitable
product media for this kind of education, supported with
necessary theory session in operation/ production, basic of

Figure 5. Production-based learning model
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project management and technical matter during the learning
process where students experiencing the comprehensive
tools project.With this model of education, students learn
not only processing skills but also introduced to other
related production and project management issues such as
material and component preparation, operation planning,
scheduling, managing and control the project, etc.
Production-based learning process during lecture or
workshop provides increased quality and meaningfulness

oflearning. The experience of learning that student’s
associate with work practice or the work piece exactly in
accordance with the standards and specifications of the
field. The learning process gives impact on the increased
interest in entrepreneurship among students. In addition,
learning activities provide increased insight into theimpact
on cognitive, psychomotor skills and attitude in their work,
thus this model is deemed right to be used inthe effort for
improving the entrepreneurial interests among students.
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Challenges of Architectural
Education In India

Ar. Jit Kumar Gupta, Dr Rashmi Ashtt

Introduction
Architecture, mother of all arts and synthesis of all sciences,
as a profession has its operational domain in creating state
of art built environment to serve the basic human needs
of living, working and care of mind and spirits besides
circulation. Architecture is, primarily and essentially, a
design activity supported and guided by basic elements
of sun, space, verdure and form. It is a unique blend of
aesthetic, technology and humanities duly supported by
technical input but not like pure civil engineering. Since it
is an activity where end product is meant to meet the basic
needs of providing appropriate shelter, accordingly its role
and importance in creating appropriate, supportive and
sustainable built environment assumes importance. Despite
the fact Architecture, as an activity, has been practised
for number of centuries in India but its recognition as
a profession has been of recent origin. Architectural
education in India made its debut a century ago with
the opening of Sir J J College of Art and Architecture in
Mumbai in the earlier part of 20th century. With architecture
as a profession, getting firmly rooted and commanding
a relatively better acceptance in the post- independence
and post- liberalisation period of technical education in
India, large number of students are now opting for study
of architecture, which has led to the surge in the number of
such institutions mushrooming in the country. With opening
of the large number of institutions and growth in the number
of students, pattern and quality of architectural education
has emerged an issue of intense debate and scrutiny in order
to ensure that education becomes relevant to the context
and the issues, which profession is required to cater and
address, both locally and globally. Since credibility of all
professions, for their growth and sustainability, hinges on
and is linked to the quality and dedication of professionals
serving them , accordingly, it becomes critical that quality
of education imparted must be of the highest order, relevant
to the needs, ethos and objectives of the profession and
society, so that professionals could meet the aspirations
International Educational Futures Conference

of society and all stakeholders. However, over the years,
with liberalization and opening of the economies leading to
globalization, profession of architecture is facing numerous
challenges and threats due to fast changing construction
technologies, new found materials and rapidly changing
architectural vocabulary and building footprints. New found
pattern of professional practices and design strategies have
also created numerous challenges to the profession and the
professionals. To meet these challenges, effectively and
efficiently, professionals need to be equipped with different
skills, capacities and capabilities, largely driven by state of
art technologies. Architecture, as a profession, is now being
viewed as the extension of the new technologies, materials
and innovations in design and structure. Accordingly,
architectural institutions are in a state of flux to find and
discover new order and pattern of architectural education to
meet these challenges and threats effectively and efficiently.
Prevailing architectural education, which has its genesis
in the old schools of western thoughts and ideas, need
rationalization, review and redefinition to make it more
relevant to Indian ethos, culture, environment, ecology,
climate and needs of multi-layered society and communities
in order to make it a distinct and unique entity. In order to
achieve the defined professional objectives, large numbers
of issues need to be addressed in the domain of architectural
education.
Designing Built Environment
Operational domain and focus of profession of Architecture
revolves around designing buildings based on the principles
of Scale, Proportions, Contrast, Order Beauty, Rhythm,
Harmony and Order, to ensure buildings meet all the
standards of visual and structural proportions; provide
highest level of comfort; perform functions, they are
supposed to do, in the most efficient manner; create durable
structures with appropriate strength to meet any manmade
and natural disasters besides being relevant to the given
context. Accordingly, Architectural Design has highest
priority, critical role and importance in the profession
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of Architecture, mandating all Architects that buildings
are required to be designed with utmost care and highest
professional input in order to ensure built environment
makes value addition to the environment and ecology of
any place, space and community where they are placed.
In order to evaluate the critical role and importance of
Architectural Design in the urban context, Commission
For Architecture and Built Environment, UK, conducted a
study titled, ‘Value of Good Design- How buildings and
spaces create economic and social value, in the summer of
2002. As a part of study, a survey was conducted to elicit
the public response and understanding of the community
regarding the impact, role and importance of Architectural
Design in their day to day living. Finding of the surveys
were;
“ Overwhelming 81% of people said they are interested in
how the built environment looks and feels, with over a third
saying they are very interested and another third wanting
more of a say in the design of buildings and spaces. 85%
of people agreed with the statement better quality buildings
and public spaces improve the quality of people live and
thought that the quality of the built environment made a
difference to the way they felt. Survey show that the majority
of people consider well designed buildings and spaces has
positive influences on the quality of daily life, professional
productivity, educational attainment, physical well-being
because our lives are connected through our common built
environment. Considering the impact of design throughout
the lifetime of the buildings, on the places in which they are
located, on all stakeholders involved, occupiers, users and
passersby study came to conclusion that:
•
A well designed hospital will help patients get better
more quickly
•
A well designed school will improve the educational
achievement of its pupils
•
A well designed department store will have a direct
impact on stock
•
A well designed neighborhood will benefit from lower
crime and higher house
values
Report also stated that we cannot afford not to
invest in good design. Good design is not just about the
aesthetic improvement of our environment, it is as much
about improved quality of life, equality of opportunity
and economic growth. If we want to be a successful and
sustainable society, we have to overcome our ignorance
about the importance of design and depart from our
culturally-ingrained notion that a poor quality environment
is the norm. The stakes are high but we will succeed
provided we abide by three key principles :
•
Good design does not cost more when measured across
the lifetime of the building or place
•
Good design flows from the employment of skilled and
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multidisciplinary teams
The starting point of good design is client commitment

Above study clearly demonstrates the role and
importance of Architectural Design in promoting
sustainability, safety, economy and lowering crime in the
society besides creating buildings with low carbon footprint,
low energy and resource requirements. Considering all these
basic tenets, issues and challenges, architectural education
has to be geared and redefined to create appropriate level of
skills and competencies among the students of Architecture
to evolve state of art built environment. Looking at the
present context, focus on design solution unfortunately has
been found to be lacking and diluted in the existing famework of architectural education and teaching methodology
adopted.
Course Curricula
Considering the unique character of the profession of
architecture as a mix of art, science and technology, course
curricula has also been defined as a combination of large
number of subjects which include architectural design,
building construction, structure, services, landscaping,
legislation, housing, building economics town planning,
surveying, estimating , costing, graphics, history of
architecture etc. Thus the effort is to ensure the exposure of
students to large number of disciplines and subjects, during
his stay in the institution. Basis of large number of subjects
is the requirement defined in the Minimum Standards of
Architectural Education Regulations, 1983, framed by the
Council of Architecture under the Indian Architects Act,
1972.The Regulations framed in 1983, still applicable
despite the fact that a period spanning over 33 years have
passed and requirement of profession and society have
undergone numerous changes. For any education system to
sustain and grow, it has to be dynamic and must keep pace
with the changing environmental, structural, economic,
physical and social requirements. Accordingly, it is always
critical that course contents, teaching methodologies and art
and science of imparting knowledge has to be periodically
updated, reviewed rationalized and redefined. For this,
there must be an inbuilt mechanism available within the
system of education which should provide enough freedom,
flexibility and innovations to ensure its relevance to meet the
needs and aspirations of society, profession and the nation.
Further, contours of education must be defined by the
universities and academic institutions, which have required
experience, expertise and know how, in order to ensure
that education remains relevant, qualitative and focussed to
the objectives to be achieved. Prevailing course curricula,
focussing on standardization and rigidity, has done more
damage than good to the profession with the result majority
of students coming out from architectural institutions after
graduation, are half baked and not of appropriate quality,
to meet the basic and essential needs of the profession in
International Educational Futures Conference

Architectural Design. Course curricula defined under the
Regulations, 1983 provides for large number of subjects,
study hours and marks to the engineering subjects of
structure, services, workshops, surveying, estimating&
costing etc. This changes the orientation of the student, who
remains confused between architecture and engineering.
Considering the prevailing pattern, there is an urgent need
to review and rationalize the existing regulations on priority,
to provide freedom and flexibility to the universities
and academic institutions to frame their own agenda for
architectural education in order to ensure that education
remains relevant and rational. Further, it also needs to be
decided, what should be level of professional competency
an Architect should possess so that architectural education
is geared to achieve the defined level of competency.
Architect who is, primarily and essentially, a designer,
because end product of all architectural endeavour is to
create a sustainable design solution, accordingly focus of
architectural education should be to make him a capable
designer/ expert solution provider to all architectural
problems. Since design provided by architects are to be
executed on ground, accordingly, architectural education
must provide students with the basic knowledge of
materials, activities , components and elements which go
into making of the buildings. Since architects are required
to work with number of other professionals engaged with
structure, services, HVAC etc, accordingly teaching/
learning should be limited to basics in these areas so that
they are integrated in the architectural design. Any attempt
to make an architect, expert in engineering and services
would be self-defeating, counter-productive diluting his
core competency and focus of designing buildings. Further,
architectural education must focus on Indian ethos, culture,
climate in order to ensure that architectural solutions remain
relevant to the Indian context. Architectural education
must also focus on vernacular architecture so that Indian
context of architecture is not diluted and lost in the haze of
globalization and western pattern of education ,which has
little relevance to the Indian context.
Architecture over the years, has emerged as the elitist
profession, catering only to haves ignoring have-nots.
Profession needs to be made more rational because the
needs and aspirations of built environment of 832 million
(69%) of the population, which live in the 6,40,000 rural
settlements, are not addressed by the present system of
architectural education and due to absence of Architects
in these areas. Thus large chunk of built environment
created in the rural areas remains outside the operational
mechanism of architectural practices. In fact almost entire
course curricula of architecture is focussed on the urban
context and as such architects do not have much knowledge
and understanding of the rural way of life, buildings in
the rural areas and components/materials/technologies
International Educational Futures Conference

which go into their planning, designing and construction.
Architectural education does not include, debate, define
and provide for the pattern of living in rural habitat and
their need for buildings. Thus the role and contribution
of the profession in the rural area remains marginalised.
Accordingly, rural context of built environment must be
made integral part of architectural education.
Architecture should not be confined merely to the built
environment, it must look within and beyond four walls
of designing buildings. Since human beings are supposed
to use buildings designed and built, so it will be critical
that spaces created within and outside the buildings should
have highest quality in order to make inhabitants social,
healthy and productive. Architectural education must
address the issue of sick building syndrome by eliminating
buildings which are designed to promote unhealthy living.
Since buildings have been found to be major consumers
of energy and resources besides generators of waste ,
accordingly focus of Architectural education should be to
impart knowledge and understanding of creating buildings
which are healthy, environmentally sustainable , promoters
of quality living, energy efficient, minimum consumers
of available resources including land, water, wood etc,
managing waste and reducing carbon footprints of the
buildings to make this world more cleaner and greener. In
addition, study of anatomy of buildings should also be made
integral part of architectural education to give students
insight of the entire context and genesis of building and its
planning, designing, construction, operation, management
and other underpinnings to improve their understanding/
vocabulary of buildings.
Mushroom Growth of Architectural Institutions
Starting with two institutions in 1950, the number of
architectural institutions now stands at 458 (2016) in the
country. Growth of these institutions has been largely during
the last decade with states of Maharashtra, Tamilnadu, UP,
Karnataka and Kerala cornering the major share. These
four states jointly hold 59 % share of total institutions
in the country. Mushroom growth of these institutions
in a short time span has led to high degree of dilution of
architectural education in the country. With number of
students registered in the B. Arch course standing at 58847
on 02.012.2015 since 2008 ( as per the list displayed on
the website of Council of Architecture), it can be assumed
profession of architecture is going to meet the same fate that
of engineering, in terms of quality of education and quality
of professionals. Majority of new architectural institutions
have come up in the existing engineering institutions, where
they have been added as another stream offering education
.Due to privatisation and commercialisation of the technical
education in the country, most of the private management
think architecture to be a better option in terms of economic
returns due to longer course duration of 5 years as against
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4 years in case of engineering, low level of investment
in services/infrastructure required to start the course and
speedier/easier approval from the statutory agencies. The
quality of education remains least priority for the private
managements. Most of these institutions have inadequate
faculty, services and infrastructure. They are largely been
run as appendage of the engineering courses. Most of these
institutions are being run by proxy without the support
of required level of faculty. Senior faculty in majority of
institutions either exists on papers or is conspicuous by
their absence. Pattern of education also remains lopsided
and diluted. Emerging trends of architectural education is
characterised by the fact, that students want to get through
the course/school as fast as possible with minimum
efforts. This suits both management and faculty without
understanding the damage being caused to the profession.
Council of Architecture has introduced a new system under
which the duration of 6 months practical training has been
increased to one year to be undertaken in the final year. This
has resulted in course virtually being reduced to four years
from 5 years, with students seeking employment in the final
year. The six month training, which was placed earlier in
the 7th semester, was considered useful because it oriented
the students to the practical aspect of architectural practice
and made value addition to student understanding of the
profession during his studies. With the change in pattern,
quality of student’s understanding has suffered enormously.
In the process, student’s learning, skill, quality and design
output has also been diluted to a large extent Architectural
institutions, now urgently needs support, guidance and
direction, in order to ensure that they become provider of
quality education for training professionals of appropriate
skill. This would help in providing quality services to the
clients and society besides creating built environment,
which meets the essential and basic needs of quality,
economy, cost-effectiveness, operational efficiency, high
indoor quality and sustainability. To achieve this, statutory
institutions should now, critically and objectively, look at
the entire mechanism of existing pattern of architectural
education and opening of the new architectural institutions.
Further growth of new institutions should be dictated by
the principles of quality and necessity. Existing institutions
also need to be reviewed rationally and objectively, so that
they are made to grow to become institutions of excellence/
quality. From quantitative growth, the architectural
education should be launched on the path of qualitative
consolidation, f the relevance of architecture as a profession
has to be maintained and promoted.
Status of Faculty
With rapid growth of number of architectural institutions
and higher order of prescribed teacher- student’s ratio of
1:10, as against 1:15 in case of engineering, number of
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faculty members required in the architectural institutions
has multiplied manifolds. In order to understand the
availability of trained manpower for the faculty positions,
it will be appropriate to look at the number of Architects
available in the Country. As per the Council Of Architecture
(only statutory authority created under the Indian Architects
Act, 1972 to register the Architects) , there are in all 50823
registered Architects in the country as on October 28, 2016.
Considering the population of 1210 million (as per census
2011), India has a very low availability of Architects in
the country which works out to be 4 architects for every
one lakh of population. Analysis of the data, regarding
the spatial distribution of registered architects with
Council of Architecture, also show lopsided distribution
of the Architects in the country with majority of Architects
choosing large urban areas as their place of residence and
operation. Analysis of data reveals that 19 metropolitan cities
in the country hold 71.92 % (36551) registered Architects.
Mumbai alone has 15.97% of Architects of the country
whereas share of national capital Delhi stands at 12.53%.
Large number of architectural institutions are located in
rural/ remote areas, which having little connectivity with
major urban centres where majority of Architects are
located. These institutions are facing acute shortage of
faculty members, both in quantity and quality, because
few Architects are available in their nearby areas. Further,
majority of Architects being in private practice/ service,
they have little time and interest in teaching in architectural
institutions. Considering the existing scenario, majority of
faculty positions in the architectural institutions manned
are at the lowest level of lecturer/assistant professors, and
that too by the fresh graduates coming out of the colleges,
without any practical and teaching experience and without
understanding the professional practices. More than half of
Architects (57.45%) registered with COA are young and
below the age of 35 years , out of which 10.75% are even
below 25 years of age, clearly indicating the acute shortage
of professional manpower available in the country in the
domain of architecture. Considering the fact that prescribed
ratio for faculty in architectural institutions is 1:2:4 for the
Professors, Associate Professors and Assistant Professors,
large number of positions at the level of Professors and
Associate Professors are either vacant or are being manned
by proxy/ part time faculty. Number of students enrolled
in the first year B Arch course for the current academic
session stands at more than 18,000. In order to meet the
faculty positions, institutional requirements works out to be
of the order of 1800 exclusively for the first year student of
the course based on the prescribed student teacher ratio of
1:10. Category wise faculty requirements work out to be
257 for Professors, 514 for Associate Professors and 1029
for Assistant Professors. In addition, faculty is required to
teach the senior four batches which are already enrolled in
International Educational Futures Conference

the architectural institutions. In the absence of availability
of appropriate faculty, most of the professionals practising
are shown as the regular faculty even when they are visiting
the institution for a day or two and that too for few hours. In
the process, quality of education has suffered enormously.
Most of the under-graduate Architects being churned out
are half baked suffering from lack of design skill and high
degree of professional incompetency.
Architectural education, because of peculiarity of
the profession that architects are practitioners and not
theoreticians, require that students need to be trained
and educated in the process of how to design and how to
do a professional job. A teacher who does not know and
understand the essentials , intricacies and job profile of
an architect, cannot make student understand the intent,
content and scope of the architectural education. Before
appointing any graduate as a teacher, it will be critical that
he must be made to undergo practice in the profession under
a practising Architect for a minimum period of two years.
Most of the Architects having good practice do not want to
get involved in teaching, which has put the profession on the
back foot. Architects, who have done commendable work
in the profession, must be involved in teaching the students
so that quality of education imparted becomes of a higher
order. Another factor which has hampered the provision of
good faculty is the absence of good institutions imparting
education at the post-graduate level in the regular mode.
Most of the institutions are imparting part time or weekend
education, leading to creation of professionals who do not
have any value addition due to master’s degree they procure.
Most of studies are without much research output. Thus the
present practice of inducting army of young ill equipped
fresh graduate architects as teachers with little background
and knowledge of professional, technical, legal, ethical
and vernacular issues need to be critically and objectively
reviewed and ways and means must be found to ensure
the availability of qualified and experienced teachers. This
would require either putting on hold the opening of new
institutions or review of intake permitted at higher level of
120/80 as against 40 in the existing institutions to lower
down the student’s intake. Further, prescribed teacherstudent ratio should also be reviewed and rationalized to
bring down the faculty requirements to the realistic level.
. Focus of architectural education should also undergo a
radical change from product to process; from buildings to
the people who use space. Are there right people teaching?
Teaching staff need a transformative vision. Are European
standards the right standards? Are we training teaching
staff to be good educators? How do we assess teachers?
Teachers have a relatively small role; formal teaching
only makes up 10% of what students learn. Students learn
from peers + practice + staff – are we taking that into
account?
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Eligibility Qualifications
Qualifications prescribed at intake level of the B Arch
course has been at variance in various universities/
institutions across the country. As per the Minimum
Standards of Architectural Education Regulations, 1983,
the qualification prescribed for admission for 10+2 level
pass is that student must have studied the subject of
mathematics with 50% marks in aggregate besides having
qualified an aptitude test. For those who have passed preuniversity in 10+1 mode, the student must have studied
physics, chemistry and mathematics as compulsory subjects
without any restriction of minimum marks besides having
qualified an aptitude test in architecture. However, as per
the existing practice, students with 50% marks, having
mathematics as subject of study at 10+2 level, with an
aptitude test are eligible for admission in the B Arch course.
The aptitude test in architecture is conducted by Council of
Architecture by the name NATA and also by the CBSE in
the shape of AIEEE. Eligibility requirements still remain
an issue whether the profession belongs to the stream of
art or science. Number of Architects feel that considering
the nature of job, subjects to be studied, proficiency to be
achieved, issues to be handled and experts to be interacted
during the course of designing and execution of building
projects, architect must have background of science. In this
context, it is also said that course curricula for architectural
education has been framed in such a manner that it includes
considerable component of engineering, which essentially
requires science as the background to understand the
intent and contents of those subjects. Accordingly, it will
be essential to re-define the intake qualification, keeping
in view the courses to be studied and proficiency to be
achieved to discharge effectively and efficiently duties of
an Architect.
Status of Profession
The most significant aspect of the profession of Architecture
is that Indian Parliament enacted a law in the year 1972 by
the name “Indian Architects Act”, which is applicable in
the entire country. The Act unfortunately protects the title,
‘Architect’ but does not protect the professional practice
of architecture. Act says,’ no person can use the title of
Architect; unless he has qualification prescribed and is
registered with the Council of Architecture created under
the said law’. However, as per prevailing legal framework,
the onus of designing the buildings at local level can be
undertaken by the professionals, which are defined by the
building bye-laws/building regulations/zoning regulations
by the urban local bodies, Development Authorities,
Improvement Trusts and other statutory bodies. This
has resulted in large number of professionals, other than
Architects, doing the job of building design, plan approvals,
supervision of building construction and certifying the
completion of buildings. Due to this ambiguity, mismatch
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and lopsided provision of law, most of the buildings are
being designed by non-architects in the country and the
profession of architecture has not got the recognition
it deserves. This has also impacted the quality of built
environment, which is being created by non-architects. In
order to improve the status of the profession of architecture,
it will be critical to restrict the power of designing buildings
to be vested with qualified architects. Professional status of
architects’ remains diluted because architectural practice is
largely confined in the urban areas to the exclusion of rural
India.
The pattern of architectural practice, as already stated,
has made the profession ‘elite’, sub-serving the needs of
the rich and people with resources. It does not address the
problems and issues faced by the poor and informal sector,
which remain outside the domain of professional practice.
As such most of the urban areas have mushroom growth
of slums and shanty towns. Architectural education must
focus on the needs of both poor and informal sector in order
to provide affordable and cost-effective solutions which can
create appropriate quality of living for them. Poor/informal
sector must be made integral part of architectural education
to create appropriate level of awareness and professional
competency among architects to address their problems.
Role of Statutory Bodies
Council of Architecture, which has been created under the
Indian Architect Act, 1972, has been mandated to regulate
the architectural education in the country. In fact most of the
maladies which have plagued the profession, has genesis in
the way Council has viewed and regulated the education.
Opening of large number of institutions, increased intake
of students, staffing pattern, infrastructure, course curricula
etc are the outcome of the minimum standards defined
by the Council. The role of Council has been regulatory,
focussing on promoting the quantity rather than on the
quality of education. Infrastructure remains priority in
any institution for its recognition rather than the quality
of education, faculty and quality of students. Inspection is
viewed more as a negative process rather than a positive
means to improve the standards of education. In the process,
quality of architectural education has become the major
casualty. Council needs to constantly review the intent,
content and scope of architectural education in order to
improve its quality. It must work with different universities
and institutions of repute and excellence in the country and
at international level to define a new state of art agenda
for architectural education. Council must provide freedom
to universities/ institutions to reframe course curricula, to
bring innovations in the architectural education. Council
must promote research and development in education in
order to create professionals who have required level of
professional competency. Role and operation of inspectors,
appointed to inspect institutions, needs to be re-defined
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to make it more rational and objective. They should
focus more on quality of education imparted rather than
on the infrastructure available in the institute. Council of
Architecture must work closely with the Indian Institute
of Architects and eminent professionals, by creating an
interactive forum, so that architectural education can be
made to sub-serve the broader needs of the profession
besides serving the communities, society and the nation.
Minimum standards of education prescribed in 1983 need
to be reviewed, rationalised, redefined and rewritten to
make them more objective keeping in view the emerging
needs of the profession, through a broad consultative
process involving educational institutions of excellence and
eminent professionals besides studying the global trends and
pattern in architectural education. The intent and contents
of the regulations should also be viewed on regular basis,
considering the larger objective of improving the quality
of education. Adequate freedom must be provided to bring
innovations and new ideas, which can help Architects to
address the needs of entire gamut of built environment.
Role of Council will remain critical in leveraging the
profession and promoting/ensuring quality of education.
Council also must work out an agenda to create institutions
of excellence in architecture in the country as role models
of architectural education besides addressing the major
issues and challenges facing the education. However, in
order to change the approach and operational mechanism
of the Council, its structure, composition, objectives, role,
functions, area of operation etc also needs to be reviewed
and rationalised to make it a body, which have desired
level of expertise to guide and promote the profession and
education.
Conclusion
In order to make Architectural education more objective,
effective and efficient, it will be critical that entire gamut
of architectural education is looked at. This would require
review of study curricula and the way education is imparted.
At present entire education is teacher centric where the role
of student remains passive. This makes process of learning
unidirectional / lopsided and student goes on losing the
interest in learning. Teaching has to be two way process
where student and teacher are actively involved in the
teaching and learning process. This approach will help in
improving the quality of education. Further, architectural
education at present is largely input based where student
remains a recipient. The pattern needs to be changed from
input to output based so as to ensure student has learnt what
is being communicated to him. In the subject of architectural
design the focus is on the end product rather than on the
process, with the result students are always looking at
the readymade solutions based on the design solutions
already available in books/net. This kills the initiative of
the student and negates his creative faculties and does not
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make him a good learner/designer. In order to promote
originality and creativity, it will be critical if the student
is made to learn, appreciate and understand the entire
process, elements, principles, determinants, objectives and
strategies as to how to approach a building design and what
goes into making a sustainable design solution. This will
go a long way in improving his understanding and design
skill. In this context, relevance of adopting Outcome
Based Approach in imparting education would be highly
relevant to promote better learning and improving quality
of architectural education. This will make architectural
education dynamic, student centric, output based,
performance and ability oriented, promoting high degree
of student teacher interaction and bringing innovations and
experimentation in teaching learning process. Education
should be a partnership between teaching staff, students
and built environment stakeholders because it is not just

training architects; it is training both technologists and
designers.
In addition, architectural education must also be
geared to meet the challenges of globalization without
diluting the context of vernacular architecture, involve
the study of building anatomy right at the inception of
the course and looking inside and outside the built spaces
besides addressing the needs of poor and the informal
sector. Education must expand the scope of architecture
from buildings to communities to cities, for creating
healthy and sustainable environment to make urban centres
more liveable, productive, cost- effective, resource efficient
with minimum consumer of resources and generators of the
waste. Future of the profession will be largely contingent
upon how effectively architectural education is rationalized
and made objective, efficient and promoter of quality
professionals.
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I. Vision and Theme of IASIEM Education—for
Advanced Knowledge Community Infrastructure,
Healthy Living,and Society Building:
Science, Engineering and Medicine play a vital role
in human comfort. Science and Engineering are all around
us, and Medicine is working for us. For our living comfort,
we are continually learning and utilizing (i) Science
disciplines, such as physics of weather forecasting and
medical imaging, chemistry of food digestion and drug
action on the body, biology of our DNA and environmental
protection for healthy living, mathematics analysis of
physical-chemical-biological systems to develop precise
solutions and outcomes; (ii) Engineering disciplines , such
as building structures, electricity and water supply, rail
and air services, solar panels for homes and electric cars;
(iii) Medicine disciplines, such as knowing and regulating
our blood pressure, cholesterol and glucose, understanding
diagnosing and treating organ dysfunction and diseases at
cellular and molecular level, as well as technical medicine
of designing customized 3-d printed prosthetic limbs to
provide mobility for the handicapped.
Integrating science and engineering into medicine
has contributed to more intricate knowledge of disease
processes, development of more precise diagnostic
systems, personalized treatment and gene therapy, design
of customized prosthetic devices, and even planning
of patient-specific surgical procedures. In fact, we are
now entering a new era of educating technical-medical
professionals,who can improve patient safety, provide more
reliable diagnosis and treatment through the innovative use
of medical technology in more direct patient care.This is
what IASIEM Education is promoting.
Now we are also introducing three new fields, in
(i) Science: Mindsci, science of mind development,
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(ii) Engineering: Governing, engineering of city and state
governance administration, and (iii) Medicine: Regemed,
regenerative medicine. Together, all these integrated
disciplines constitute IASIEM, integrated approach to
science, engineering and medicine learning.
In our University and College Education, we need to
inculcate:
1.
the concept of Thematic Education, by promoting a
broad spectrum of Liberal Arts and Science Curriculum,
to educate inspired and holistic students and build for
them a mind-opening life-long foundation of learning
and creativity;
2. a broad Vision on the roles of the various Disciplines
(including Humanities) in educating the whole student;
3. IASIEMEducation, to provide an interdisciplinary and
transdisciplinary approach to learning across academic
disciplines, wherein academic concepts are coupled
with real-world problem-based learning.
II. Embarking on an Inspirational Education Odyssey:
We are embarking on an exciting odyssey in education, to
teach students how to enjoy learning, be creative and want
to learn more and more. It is in universities and colleges
that we plant the seeds of the quest for life-long learning.
Societal culture is shaped in universities and colleges, to
influence the values and the norms of the society. Hence,
University and College Education is the most important
phase of one’s life. In constituting the foundation of societal
building, University and College Education programscan
help to build the character and personality of the student. At
the end of this education odyssey, students are to be ready
to recognize where they want to work, and what can be
their role in promoting a healthy and caring society for the
common good.
To this end, universities and colleges need to promote a
broad curriculum representing humanities &social sciences,
physical&biological sciences, mathematical & computer
sciences, engineering & technology, medical &health
sciences, management science,and even sports science&
engineering. Humanities and Social Sciences courses can
help to build ideas and values of the society, and make
students humanitarian. Physical and Biological Sciences
courses develop insights into natural phenomena and life
processes; physics, chemistry and biology are functioning
all around us and also govern our body function processes;
now our new ‘Mindsci’field can be developed to learn
about mind function and its development. Engineering and
Technology courses provide knowledge of the community
infrastructure for our daily living, and how engineering
innovations have made our life comfortable. Physiology
and Medical Sciences courses provide knowledge of body
function, diagnosis and treatment for organ dysfunction
and diseases, for maintaining good health; now the new
‘Regemed’field can be developed to enable biological
regeneration and disease curing through gene therapy
and even meditation; ‘technical medicine’ can enable
development of customized prosthetic limbs and artificial
organs as well as surgical procedures. Economics and
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Political Sciences courses teach us about governance
and measures for economic sustainability. Management
has a wide arena from hospital healthcare management
to city budget management for economic sustainability;
now our new ‘Govening’discipline can be developed to
incorporate systems engineering and operations research
into city and state budget planning for sustainable
economic development. Finally, Sports Physics enables
us to understand and appreciate various sports and athletic
performances, ranging from cricket reverse swing bowling
and football curving kicks to tennis serve techniques
and intricacies of pole vault. All of this constitutes our
inspirational Education Odyssey.
III. IASIEMEducation in the 2020 Era:
The Education Odyssey opens the student minds into a
wide arena, and teaches them how to think divergently.
Now the jobs and demands of the future will be dictated
by the biggest problems that the world faces: health
and wellbeing, food and water supply, urban and rural
infrastructure development, climate change and renewable
energy. No matter whether the technology or solutions
exist today or must be developed, the skills that will be in
most demand will be connected to finding the best solutions
to the above problems. Scientists, Engineers and Doctors
will be addressing a lot of these problems, and this brings
us to the IASIEM field. In this 21st century, we need to
offer our students education and learning in a wide range
of the IASIEM field, involving (i) physical, biological and
mindsciences, (ii) engineering and technology, (iii) medical
sciences and clinical sciencesas well as (iv) cosmology,
universe & lifeorigin, (v) city and hospital management,
and (vi) sports physics and engineering.
Let us start with Calculus, but call it as the ‘Calculus
of Knowing’. The remarkable progress that has been made
in science and technology during the last century (and
especially in the last decades) is due in large part to the
development of mathematics. In mathematics, calculus
serves as a natural and powerful tool for attacking all
problems that arise in physics, chemistry, biology, geology,
astronomy, engineering, physiology, medicine, and even
economics and administration of cities and states. Calculus
enables us to quantitatively formulate physical and
biological processesleading to technical &computational
medicine,and has now even led us into the new Precision
Medicine era, of being able to (i) more accurately diagnose
disease and organ dysfunction, (ii) design 3-d printed
prosthetic limbs, and(iii)even carry out patient-specific
analysis of surgical procedures in order to achieve the beat
outcomes.
IASIEM education encompasses learning about
everything that is happening around and within us, what
we are employing for daily living, and to even understand
biological and physiological process for creating technical
and mathematical medicine for more precise diagnosis and
treatment. IASIEM Education Odyssey involves teaching
students concepts involved in (i) formulations of physical,
biological and mind processes, (ii) designing electric cars
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and aircrafts, and high-speed transportation systems, (iii)
city infrastructure design, (iv) analysis of body structures
and physiological processes, and regeneration of body
tissues by stem cell therapy, (v) formulation of the physical
universe from Consciousness, and entry of microvita into
the mind and body cells, (vi) perfecting sports maneuvers,
such as how kicking spin on the football enables the ball to
curve into the corner of the net to score a goal.
IV. Sample Courses, emphasizing integrated approach
to IASIEM learning:
1. Physics with Applications(in Engineering, Physiology,
Sports and Medicine):
This Course involves concepts and formulations of
Physics disciplines and their applications to engineering,
physiology, sports and medicine. The physics topics of
study include: (i) Statics and Motion analysis of jumping,
walking and running, ball throwing and kicking; (ii) Work,
Energy and Power, with application to energetics of pole
vault; (iii) Mechanics of forces on structures, including
musculo-skeletal structures; (iv) Linear and Angular
Momentum, with applications to baseball batting and figure
skating; (v) Simple and Compound Pendulum motion, with
application to optimal frequency of jogging and running;
(vi) Heat and Thermodynamics, with application to heat
and body temperature regulation; (vii) Fluid Mechanics
of inviscid and viscous fluid flow, flow through pipes and
blood vessels; (viii) Waves Motion: sound waves and
auditory mechanism, wave properties of light, X-Rays,
(ix) Electricity: electric forces, fields and potentials, with
applications to electrical fields in cell membranes; (x)
Nerve conduction: ionic potential and resting potential,
action potential propagation, axon analog circuits to
determine response of an axon to stimulus; (xi) Atomic
Physics: quantum mechanics, structure of matter and NMR
imaging; (xii) Nuclear Physics: nuclear forces, nuclear
fission and fusion, ionizing radiation, radiation detection
and measurement in medicine.
2. Biochemistry:
This course involvesthe study of chemical processes
within and relating to living organisms, involved in
the flow of chemical energy through metabolism. The
course deals with the following topics: (i) Functions and
interactions of Biological molecules, such as proteins,
nucleic acids, carbohydrates and lipids, which provide
the structure of cells and perform many of the functions
associated with life processes; (ii) DNA, genetics and
reproduction, energy chemistry of living things, respiration
processes, photosynthesis; (iii) Bioenergetics, enzymes,
and metabolic pathways as interacting regulated systems;
(iv) Enzymology, special properties of biological
membranes, hormones, vitamins, and metabolic pathways;
(v) Cellular processes in terms of protein structure and
regulation of gene expression: transcriptional initiation, to
RNAprocessing, and to the post-translational modification
of a protein.
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3. Quantitative Physiology (based on Physics and
Engineering Principles):
This Course involves study of Human Physiology based
on Physics and Engineering formulations of physiological
processes: (i) Musculo-Skeletal System: body statics and
motion, materials properties of the body, muscle function
and forces in the musculo-skeletal structures; (ii) Body
Metabolism: energy, heat, work and power of the body; (iii)
Heart and Cardiovascular system: electrical conduction
system in the heart myocardium, passive and active wall
stresses in the heart wall, work done by the heart, blood
pressure and flow in the circulatory system; (iv) Respiratory
System: Lung ventilation, gas flow and exchange, work
of breathing; (v) Renal System: countercurrent multiplier
processes in the loop of Henle and urine concentration
mechanism; (vi) Hearing System: physics of sound, speech
production, hearing mechanism; (vii) Vision System: eye
structure and image formation, vision correction by glasses;
(viii) Nervous System: electrical properties of body cells
and tissues, electrical conduction system in nerve axons.
4. Biomechanics (of Orthopedic and Cardiovascular
systems):
This Course deals with the study of the disciplines
of Solid Mechanics and Fluid Mechanics and their
applications to study the Orthopedicmusculo-skeletal
system and the Cardiovascular system. Topics covered
include (i) Orthopedic Mechanics of Body Limb and Spinal
structures, to determine muscle forces, joint forces, and
forces in spinal structures; (ii) Cardiac Mechanics of the
function of the heart chambers, determination of stresses in
the LV wall and cardiac contractility index; (iii) Circulatory
systemmodeling of flow in blood vessels.
5. Introductory Engineering (with Applications in
Anatomy and Physiology):
Mechanical Engineering:
Statics and Dynamics, Simple machines, Forces on
Structures, Structural Mechanics of bending and torsion,
Musculo-Skeletal and Joint Structures analysis; Mechanical
Energy, Work and Power, Newton’s Laws of Motion
and Equations of Motion; Solid Mechanics: Stresses in
pressurized spherical and cylindrical bodies, stresses in heart
wall; Fluid mechanics: Continuity equation, Bernoulli’s
equation, Poiseuille’s law for viscous flow, Blood Flow
in Arteries; Vibrations of undamped and damped single
degree-of-freedom systems.
Electrical Engineering:
Basic Concepts: Charge, Current, Voltage, Power and
Energy; Models for Resistors, Capacitors, Inductors;
Measurements of voltage and current; Analysis of Circuits
with resistor-inductor- capacitor, Kirchhoff’s Laws,
Network Theorems; Electrical Forces, Fields and Potentials,
with applications to electrical charges in cell membranes;
Nerve Cells and conduction: Resistance and Capacitance
of an axon, Ionic and Resting potentials, Action potential
and propagation; RC circuits to simulate response to nerve
stimuli.
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6. Science of Mind (Mindsci) and Meditation (for Good
Health and Cognitive Development):
Yoga Meditation is a holistic practice which emphasizes
mind-body connectedness.Meditation research has linked
the practice to everything from improved cardiovascular
health to cognitive benefits. MRI scans of meditators
have shown increased brain gray-matter density, known
to be important for learning and memory. Meditation on
Consciousness draws microvita into the mind, to promote its
development, and liberate it from its embedded impressions
or samskaras. Meditation on cakras by means of mantras
(having the ideation of consciousness), energizes them to
help (i) overcome psychic propensities, and (ii) heal organ
systems through the hormonal secretion of endocrine glands
associated with the cakra-endocrine system pathways.This
combined process leads to enlightenment of the mind,
psychic elevation, and biological regeneration. Intensive
research on the science of these mechanisms is now a top
priority. This course provides introduction to the science of
meditation, teaches the practice of meditation, and also gets
students to themselves monitor the effects of meditation on
their autonomic nervous system by monitoring their heart
rate, breathing rate and blood pressure,and even having their
EEG taken and analyzed, to see how meditation promotes
relaxed state of mind and wellbeing.
7. Calculus, with Applications in Cardiology:
This Course covers (1) differential and integral calculus
with applications to determining (i) the rate of change
of left ventricular (LV) pressure as a measure of its
contractility, volumes of heart chambers, rate of filling and
emptying of LV, and cardiac output, from imaging data; (2)
first-order differential equations for modeling (i) a patients’
performance in treadmill test for cardiac assessment, in
terms of heart-rate response to exercise, and employing it
to formulate a cardiac fitness index, (ii) a patient’s heart
function in terms of left-ventricular pressure response to
volume filling and LV volume response to pressure during
LV ejection, to determine LV stiffness and contractility in
health and heart failure.
8. Sports Physics and Engineering:
Sports Physics deals with the analyses and mechanisms
of sports plays and maneuvers, such as soccer corner
curving kicks, baseball pitching, football quarterback
passing, hockey dribbling, tennis serves, high jump and
pole vault. Sports Engineering deals with the design of
sports equipment, such as design of cricket bats, hockey
sticks, tennis racquets, and sports protection gear. Some
of the topics that we can elaborate in our Teaching, are:
1. Football: Mechanics of the Spinning ball kick, based on
the lateral force acting on the spinning ball; Computing
the curved trajectory of a spinning football kick, into the
corner of the net. 2. Cricket: physics mechanics of swing
and reverse swing bowling—involving aerodynamic
forces acting on the ball in flight, and flight trajectories;
Biomechanics of batting: Bat-ball collision mechanics,
maximum energy transfer area and batted-ball speed area.
3. Mechanics models to (i) study kinetic-to-potential
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energy conversion in maximizing pole-vaulting height, (ii)
analyze discuss throw, in order to study the influence of
disc spin-speed and moment of inertia on the performance,
(iii) analyze javelin throw, in order to analyze the influence
of javelin inclination and throw angle on the performance.
4. Determining the Optimal Long-distance Running Mode
of an Athlete: This is based on the Double-Compound
Pendulum model of the athlete’s lower limb pivoted at the
hip joint, involving the athlete’s limb properties (mass and
moment of inertia); analysis of the sinusoidal oscillations of
the limbs yields the natural frequencies, from which we can
determine the natural stride frequency of the athlete; this
stride frequency is optimal for the athlete’s performance.
5. Cricket Bats Design Analysis: The optimal design of
cricket bats contribute to the maximum momentum transfer
to the ball and minimal reaction forces on the arm joints;
by modeling the limb-bat motion and simulating it with
the monitored motion, we can optimize the bat’s design
parameters (mass, center-of-gravity, shape parameters, and
sweet spot) to maximize the energy imparted to the ball
and minimize the joint forces. This Program addresses the
needs and interests of sports coaches and managers, and
design of sports equipment.
9. Great Inventors and Inventions:
This Course is on some of the great Inventors who changed
the world by their Inventions: Sushruta (who lived during
600 BCE) was an Indian surgeon and ophthalmologist who
invented cataract surgery performed with a special tool
called the jabamukhi salaka, a curved needle used to loosen
the lens and push the cataract out of the field of vision.
Aryabhata (476–550 CE) was an Indian mathematician
and astronomer, famous for his works of Āryabha īya
and Arya-siddhanta, involving Mathematics (place value
system and zero, approximation of π, trigonometry, algebra,
Indeterminate Equations) and Astronomy (motions of the
solar system, eclipses, sidereal periods, heliocentrism).
Varāhamihira(505–587 CE) was an Indian astronomer,
mathematician and astrologer, renowned for his works
of Pancha-Siddhantika (on mathematical astronomical
treatises), Brihat-Samhita (encyclopedia covering
astrology, planetary movements, eclipses, rainfall, clouds,
architecture, growth of crops, manufacture of perfume,
matrimony, gems, pearls), and Astrology (covering the
main branches of Jyotisha astrology). Leonardo da Vinci
(1452-1519) was an Italian polymath and the epitome of
a ‘Renaissance man’, who studied the laws of science and
nature, which greatly registered his inventions, painting,
sculpting, architecture, science, music and mathematics.
Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790), one of the Founding
Fathers of the United States, was a polymath renowned
for his discoveries and theories regarding electricity,
inventions of lightning rod, bifocal glasses and the Franklin
stove. George Stephenson(1781-1848) was an English
civil engineer and mechanical engineer, who built the
steam locomotive and the first public inter-city railway line
in the world to use steam locomotives. Karl Friedrich Benz
(1844-1929) was a German engineer, generally regarded as
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the inventor of the first automobile powered by an internal
combustion engine and the first practical gasoline-powered
automobile. Alexander Graham Bell (1847-1922) was a
Scottish scientist, who invented the first practical telephone
and did important work in communication for the deaf.
Thomas Edison (1847-1931) was an American inventor,
who developed many devices that greatly influenced life
around the world, including the phonograph, the motion
picture camera, and the electric light bulb. Jagadish Chandra
Bose (1858 –1937) was an Indian Polymath, Physicist and
Biologist,who (i) pioneered the investigation of radio and
microwave optics, using semiconductor junctions to detect
radio signals to demonstrate wireless communication for
the first time, and (ii) also made a number of pioneering
discoveries in plant physiology, using his own invented
crescograph to measure plant response to various stimuli,
and thereby scientifically proved parallelism between
animal and plant tissues.The Wright brothers, Orville
(1871 – 1948) and Wilbur (1867 –1912) were aviation
pioneers, who are credited with inventing and building the
world’s first successful airplaneand the first practical fixedwing aircraft. Sir Alexander Fleming(1881 –1958) was a
Scottish biologist, pharmacologist andbotanist, who is best
known for his discoveries of enzymelysozyme in 1923 and
the antibiotic substance benzylpenicillin (Penicillin G), for
which he shared the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine
in 1945.ChandrasekharaVenkata Raman(1888 –1970) was
an Indian Physicist, who won the Nobel Prize for Physics
in 1930 for his pioneering work on scattering of light; he
also worked on the acoustics of musical instruments, and
was the first to investigate the harmonic nature of the sound
of the Indian drums such as the tabla and the mridangam.
10.Hospital and Healthcare Management Program:
There is a big need for affordable and effective healthcare
delivery by healthcare organizations and hospitals. This
MBA Program is designed to educate and train healthcare
and hospitaladministrators with the competency to (i) to
develop cost-effective healthcare systems, and manage
hospital operations in interaction with clinicians, and (ii)
enhance the overall quality and efficiency of healthcare
delivery. Graduates from this program can qualify
for positions as hospital administrators in healthcare
organizations and hospitals throughout the country.
The Program consists of Foundation courses in
Management Science as well as Specialized courses in: (i)
Hospital Services, (ii) Hospital Operations Management, (ii)
Safe Patient Handling practices, (iii) Hospital Operational
Efficiency for Patient-centered Care, (iv) Optimizing
Hospital’s Bed-occupancy and Patient Flow, (v) Hospital
Departments’ Performance Indices, (vi) Integrated CostPerformance Indices of Hospital Departments, (vii)
Hospital Budget Management: to formulate how a hospital
budget can be optimally distributed, such that we can
determine the Resource index for all the Departments to
obtain acceptable values of their Performance indices
and Cost-effective indices. This constitutes an in-demand
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Program for engineering and business students who want to
work as hospital and healthcare administrators.
11. City and State Governance and Administration
Program:
The Governance and Public Administration Program
is designed to provide Post Graduate education and
training programs in City and State Governance policies
and administration, by means of knowledgeable budget
planning to meet the needs of all the public sectors, towards
sustainable economic development. The Master’s and PhD
Program in City and State Governance and Administration
can contribute to the development of a knowledgeable
governance and infrastructure framework to provide
economic stability and sustainability through efficient
budget planning, by employing systems engineering and
operations research methodologies to optimally distribute
the budget allocations among the various public sectors,
such as education, healthcare, infrastructure development,
public transport and public security. This can lead to
the design of economically sustainable urban-rural
communities. The theme of this novel Programis to help
cities and states to develop knowledgeable governance
policies and administrationin terms of budget planning
methodology and technology, in order to provide economic
stability and sustainability.
12. Mathematical Analysis of Physiological Nondimensional Indices in Medical Assessment:
For Quantifying Physiological Systems and Analysing
Medical Tests’ Data, we have developed a new concept
of Non-dimensional physiological indices (NDPIs)
or Physiological numbers (PHYNs) for qualifying
physiological dysfunction and diagnosing disease. In
physiological medicine, the use of NDPIs can provide a
systematic approach by which integration of a number of
parameters can be combined into a NDPI, to characterize
an abnormal pathological state associated with a particular
organ or physiological system or an anatomical structure.
For example, in Cardiovascular flow, the Reynold’s number
Nre is employed to characterize the conditions when
laminar blood flow changes to turbulent flow, such as in the
ascending aorta when the aortic valve is stenotic (giving
rise to murmurs). In Medicine, NDPIs can be employed
to (i) determine the functional performance of the heart
by means of a novel Contractility Index, in terms of the
normalised wall stress of the LV with respect to LV chamber
pressure; (ii) reliably diagnose Diabetes by formulating
the Oral-glucose tolerance test data in terms of a secondorder differential equation (Deq) governing blood-glucose
response to oral ingestion of glucose bolus, and combining
the parameters of the Deq into a Diabetes Index, whose
ranges of values can enable diagnosis of diabetes and
even risk of diabetes; (iii) characterize arteriosclerosis
by formulating a Deq of the aortic pressure response to
aortic inflow-rate (or LV outflow-rate), in terms of the
aortic volume elasticity and peripheral resistance, and
combining these parameters into an Aortic Index (Aind),
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whose distribution in patient population enables diagnosis
of vasoconstriction associated with low range values of
Aind, arteriosclerosis corresponding to high range values
of the index, with the middle range values representing
normal healthy aorta; (iv) reliably detect heart dysfunction
from Treadmill Test, by formulating a Deq of the subject’s
heart rate response to work load during exercise and after
getting off the treadmill, and combining the Deq parameters
into a Cardiac Fitness Index whose low range values are
associated with heart dysfunction.
13. Biomedical Engineering:
Biomedical Engineering bridges engineering and medical
disciplines to provide new insights in medicine and
healthcare. The Curriculum consists of:
Fundamental Courses in Biological Physics,
Quantitative Physiology, and Basic Engineering:
Physics in Biology and Physiology, Quantitative
Physiology I (Cells and Molecules); Transport Processes,
Mechanics of Materials, Electrical Engineering and
Circuits; Quantitative Physiology II (Organ Systems),
Fluid Mechanics,Medical Electronics.
Biomedical
Engineering
Courses:Biomaterials,
Cellular
and
Tissue
Biomechanics,
Biofluid
Mechanics, Biotransport processes, Musculoskeletal
Biomechanics;Cellular and Molecular Engineering,
Pharmaceutical Engineering: Drug designing, producing
and delivery Systems;Bioelectrical Processes,Physiological
Control Systems, Tissue Engineering and Regenerative
Medicine; Physiological Signals and Processing, Medical
Image Processing and Pattern Recognition, Medical
Instrumentation; Orthopedic Biomechanics, Cardiac
Bioelectro-Mechanical
Engineering,
Cardiovascular
Hemodynamics.
14. Computational Orthopedics:
This course deals with biomechanics of skeletal & spinal
structures and fractured bone-plate assemblies. It consists of
the following modules: 1. Biomechanics: Elasticity theory,
Mechanical loadings, Stresses in structures under axialtorsion-bending loading; Mechanical properties of bone,
Bone stresses and fractures under physiological loading
conditions; Enhanced bending and torsion capacities and
strength of hollow bone structures; Determining ulna
stiffness to detect osteoporosis. 2. Skeletal and Spinal
Structures’ Biomechanics: Structural analyses of foot, tibia,
femur and arm under physiological loading, to determine
the joint reactions and stresses in the bone; Spinal Vertebral
Body’s intrinsically optimal hyperboloid structure to
bear the stresses due to applied axial-torsion-bending
loading with maximum strength and minimal weight,
Spinal Intervertebral Disc’s intrinsically optimal structural
design to bear spinal loading with minimal deformation;

3. Design of Bone-Plate Assemblies for Fractured Bones:
Structural Analysis of Plate-Reinforced Fractured Bone
under bending, to determine the stresses in the bone and
plate (using composite beam theory) and the forces applied
by the screws, and to determine the optimal number and
placing of the screws, Hemihelical Plate design and screws
placement to provide optimal osteosynthesis and strength
to the spirally fractured bone (such as the tibia) under
torsional loading (such as sustained in sports injuries).
15. Computational Cardiology:
This Course constitutes an exciting train ride through
the Heart and into Blood Flows within its left ventricular
chamber, the coronary tree, the aorta and finally into
the coronary bypass grafting. The train starts from the
Central station of the Heart, and we are treated to the
fascinating scenery as it journeys through the stations of
heart wall stress, cardiac contractility measures, active
stress generation and setting up the systolic heart pressure
for cardiac output, cardiomyopathic heart remodeling and
decreased contractility, and into the theory of ECG and
vector cardiogram derivation and medical applications.
Finally we reach the Junction of Blood Flows into the Heart
Chamber and the Coronary Tree.
At this Junction, we get down and take another train.
We first travel into the left ventricle chamber to witness
the amazing intricate intraventricular flow patterns which
constitute the outcome of heart contractility. Then we see
how the pressure pulse wave propagates into the aorta,
and into its branches. We then climb into the mountainous
coronary tree, and look at the fascinating scenery of
coronary flows and myocardial perfusion which governs
cardiac contractility. Finally we arrive at coronary bypass
grafting, and can see how it has been modernized by the
new sequential graft-artery anastomosis design. This is
indeed a fascinating journey, and we can appreciate how
it is transforming cardiology and taking it into the era of
computational cardiology.
V. Global Education Academy, to promote global
citizenship and harmony:
The Global relationships among world regions, (iii)
international understanding, tolerance and empathy, and
(iv) to appreciate that all nations have a stake in promoting
happy living for their people. This is how we can prepare
our students to develop concern for people in countries
world-wide and grow up into global citizens, filled with
noble ideals, compassion and cooperation, and supraaestheticism. Education Academy in Colleges can will help
to promote global awareness, towards ushering a new era of
global understanding and peace. Global education involves
teaching our students (i) knowledge of world cultures,
(ii) the historical and cultural, economic and political
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Pragmatism, Spirituality and Social Theorizing:

Confucianism, Vedanta and the Contemporary Challenges of
Planetary Conversations1

-Ananta Kumar Giri
Madras Institute of Development Studies

[..] Theory in the Greek sense requires a combination
of interest and disinterest. The theorist needs to be fully
engaged and completely, even urgently interested in the
quest for truth, goodness, and beauty; but at the same
time, the theorist needs to bracket selfishness and to be
disinterested in the pursuit of his / her own particular
“good” or advantage.
Fred Dallmayr (2013), “The Future of Theory,” p. 8
My tendency to idealize Western civilization arises
from my nationalistic desire to use the West in order to
reform China. But this has led me to overlook the flaws
of Western culture.. I now realize that Western civilization,
while it can be useful in reforming China in its present
stage [..] I have no choice but to carry out two critiques
simultaneously. I must:
1. Use Western civilization as a tool to critique China
2. Use my own creativity to critique the West
-Liu Xiaobo (2013), No Enemies, No Hatred:
Selected Essays and Poems
[..American pragmatism is characterized by its
understanding of human action as a creative action. The
understanding of creativity contained in pragmatism
is specific in the sense that pragmatism focuses on the
fact that creativity is always embedded in a situation;
i.e. on human being’s ‘situated freedom.’ It is precisely
this interconnection of creativity and situation that has
given rise to the repeated charge that pragmatists merely
process a theory that is a philosophy of adaptation to
given circumstances. This accusation fails to perceive the
antideterministic thrust of the pragmatists. [..]
It is perhaps best to trace the importance of situated
creativity for pragmatism in the works of all four major
representatives of pragmatism. The decisive innovation
in Charles Peirce’s logic of science—namely, the idea
1
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of abduction—is aimed precisely at generating new
hypotheses and pioneering their role in scientific progress.
Peirce’s speculative philosophy of nature is built around
the question of under which conditions the New can arise
in nature. His philosophy also endeavours to find a niche
for artistic creativity in an age characterized by both the
dominance of science and Darwinism, a way of thinking
that brought the Romantic philosophy of nature to an end.
Of William James it can be concluded from his biography
that for him a conflict between a belief in free will with
religious justification and naturalistic determination was
not simply an intellectual problem, but rather one that
actually paralyzed all his mental powers. Accordingly, his
attempt to find a way out of this dilemma by regarding the
ability to choose as itself a function crucial to the survival
of human organism in its environment not only signaled the
beginning of functionalist psychology, but was also a step
which unleashed his lifelong productivity. John Dewey’s
work was colored by his theory of art, or, rather his theory
on the aesthetic dimension of all human experience. Far
from being geared exclusively to solving problems of
instrumental action, the unifying element running through
Dewey’s work, with the numerous areas it covers, takes
the shape of an inquiry into the meaningfulness to be
experienced in action itself. As for George Herbert Mead,
his famous theory of the emergence of the self is primarily
directed against the assumption of substantive self; his
concept of the human individual and the individual’s
actions is radically ‘constructive.’ In all four cases the
pragmatists’ ideas are not devoted to the creative generation
of innovation as such, but to the creative solution of
problems. Despite all the pathos associated with creativity,
the pragmatists endeavoured to link it to the dimension of
everyday experience and everyday action.
Hans Joas (1993), Pragmatism and
Social Theory, pp. 4-5.
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[..] A chapter which had a Western beginning will
have to have an Indian ending if it is not to end in the selfdestruction of human race. In the present age, the world has
been united on a material plane by Western technology. But
this Western skill has not only “annihilated distance,” it has
armed the people of the world with weapons of devastating
power at a time when they have been brought to pointblank range of each other without yet having learnt to know
and love each other. At this supremely dangerous moment
in human history, the only way of salvation for mankind is
an Indian way. The Emperor Ashoka’s and the Mahatma
Gandhi’s principle of non-violence and Sri Ramakrishna’s
testimony to the harmony of religions: here we have the
attitude and the spirit that it can make it possible for the
human race to grow into a single family—and, in the atomic
Age, this is the only alternative to destroying ourselves.
Arnold Toynbee (1969), Foreword, India’s
Contribution to World Thought and Culture, p. xv.
Pragmatism, Spirituality and Social Theorizing:
An Introduction and Invitation
Pragmatism has been an important philosophical and sociocultural movement in the US which has influenced our view
of language, social reality and human condition. American
pragmatism as cultivated by C.S. Pierce and John Dewey
has influenced post-war continental philosophy in the works
of seekers such as Karl Otto-Apel and Jurgen Habermas (cf
Aboulafia & Kemp 2002). But this has not been merely a
one-way influence. In the works of Apel and Habermas, we
see a mutual dialogue between American pragmatism and
streams in continental philosophy namely Kant leading to
what is called Kantian pragmatism. Kantian pragmatism
has influenced critical theory. Kantian pragmatism has
opened up pragmatism to new realities and possibilities
as a result of dialogue between American pragmatism and
continental philosophy.
But this dialogue now needs to be broadened and needs
to be part of what can be called planetary conversations.
There is a need for dialogue between varieties of pragmatism
and also for exploring spiritual horizons of pragmatism. For
example, Confucianism does have an important emphasis
upon practice and pragmatism. John Dewey did visit China
and did get to know the Confucian streams of theory and
practice. Pragmatism does also have a spiritual horizon and
base as, for example, in many streams of Indian spiritual
traditions there is a focus on transformative practice. In
this context, Sri Aurobindo in his Life Divine talks about
a nobler pragmatism “guided, uplifted and enlightened by
spiritual culture and knowledge.” In his Human Cycles
Sri Aurobindo also talks about spiritual vitalism. Sri
Aurobindo also urges us to look at language as mantra and
cultivate the mantra dimension of language. This urges us
to go beyond a simplistic view of language as reflection of
society. This resonates with Martin Heidegger’s conception
International Educational Futures Conference

of language as a way making movement.i In Sri Aurobindo
and Heidegger we find streams of spiritual pragmatism
in their meditations on language, self, being and reality
which can also inspire us to explore the spiritual struggle
in Wittgenstein’s conception of language as a form of life.ii
With a creative dialogue with Sri Aurobindo,
Heidegger, Wittgenstein and Habemas and Dewey, we can
cultivate paths of spiritual pragmatism as a new way of
looking at self, society, language and reality. In spiritual
pragmatism new languages and practices are born of
multidimensional sadhana, strivings and struggles touching
both the social and spiritual bases of life and society.
Spiritual pragmatism involves interpenetration of spiritual
and material, immanent and transcendence, capability and
transcendence. Spiritual pragmatism involves practical
discourse as suggested in the critical theory and practice
of Jurgen Habermas and practical spirituality suggested in
the works of Swami Vivekananda, Sri Aurobindo as well
as in many transformative spiritual movements in societies
and histories (cf. Paranjape 2009). Spiritual pragmatism
thus contributes to strivings for realization of non-duality
as an ongoing sadhana and struggle in life, culture and
society. It must be noted that there is an important legacy
of overcoming dualism in American pragmatism as well
which we notice in the work of social philosophers such
as Goerge Herbert Mead who urge us to go beyond the
dualism of subject and object (cf. Mead 1934, 1935; Giri
2012).
Pragmatism, Society and Spirituality
Pragmatism has been an important philosophical and sociocultural movement in the US which has influenced our view
of language, social reality and human condition. American
pragmatism as cultivated by C.S. Pierce and John Dewey
has influenced post-war continental philosophy in the works
of seekers such as Karl Otto-Apel and Jurgen Habermas (cf
Aboulafia & Kemp 2002). But this has not been merely a
one-way influence. In the works of Apel and Habermas, we
see a mutual dialogue between American pragmatism and
streams in continental philosophy namely Kant leading to
what is called Kantian pragmatism. Kantian pragmatism
has influenced critical theory. Kantian pragmatism has
opened up pragmatism to new realities and possibilities
as a result of dialogue between American pragmatism and
continental philosophy.
But this dialogue now needs to be broadened and needs
to be part of what can be called planetary conversations.
There is a need for dialogue between varieties of pragmatism
and also for exploring spiritual horizons of pragmatism. For
example, Confucianism does have an important emphasis
upon practice and pragmatism. John Dewey did visit China
and did get to know the Confucian streams of theory and
practice. Pragmatism does also have a spiritual horizon and
base as, for example, in many streams of Indian spiritual
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traditions there is a focus on transformative practice. In
this context, Sri Aurobindo in his Life Divine talks about
a nobler pragmatism “guided, uplifted and enlightened by
spiritual culture and knowledge.” In his Human Cycles
Sri Aurobindo also talks about spiritual vitalism. Sri
Aurobindo also urges us to look at language as mantra and
cultivate the mantra dimension of language. This urges us
to go beyond a simplistic view of language as reflection of
society. This resonates with Martin Heidegger’s conception
of language as a way making movement.1 In Sri Aurobindo
and Heidegger we find streams of spiritual pragmatism
in their meditations on language, self, being and reality
which can also inspire us to explore the spiritual struggle
in Wittgenstein’s conception of language as a form of life.2
With a creative dialogue with Sri Aurobindo, Heidegger,
Wittgenstein and Habemas and Dewey, we can cultivate
paths of spiritual pragmatism as a new way of looking at
self, society, language and reality. In spiritual pragmatism
new languages and practices are born of multidimensional
sadhana, strivings and struggles touching both the
social and spiritual bases of life and society. Spiritual
pragmatism involves interpenetration of spiritual and
material, immanent and transcendence, capability and
transcendence. Spiritual pragmatism involves practical
discourse as suggested in the critical theory and practice
of Jurgen Habermas and practical spirituality suggested in
the works of Swami Vivekananda, Sri Aurobindo as well
as in many transformative spiritual movements in societies
and histories (cf. Paranjape 2009). Spiritual pragmatism
thus contributes to strivings for realization of non-duality
as an ongoing sadhana and struggle in life, culture and
society. It must be noted that there is an important legacy
of overcoming dualism in American pragmatism as well
which we notice in the work of social philosophers such
as Goerge Herbert Mead who urge us to go beyond the
dualism of subject and object (cf. Mead 1934, 1935; Giri
2012).
Pragmatism, Society and Spirituality
Pragmatism has influenced sociology in many important
ways in the course of more than one century. Many
classical and contemporary sociologists have had dialogue
with pragmatism (cf. Joas & Knoble 2009). Durkheim
(1983) gave a set of lectures on pragmatism and sociology.
There have been varieties of pragmatic sociology and
anthropology over the years and it is important to explore
the manifold spiritual horizons of these sociologies starting
from Mead to Habermas to Bourdieu and onto contemporary
creative pragmatic sociologists such as Laurent Thevenot,
Luc Boltanski and Piet Strydom (Boltanski & Thevenot
2006; Strydom 2014). Indeed, Habermas’s pragmatics
of communication does have a transcendental dimension
what he himself calls immanent transcendence. Thevenot’s
different modes of sociology of engagement does point to
spiritual horizons as Latour’s modes of existence (Latour
2013; Thevenot 2014). Boltanski (2012) explores agape
and justice as competences. Piet Strydom’s exploration of
a new cognitive critical sociology also has a dimension of
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depth as it points to need for new modes of self-formation.
The current discourse of post-secular as it emerges from
scholars such as Habermas (2008) does have a dimension
of spiritual seeking. Thus it is important to explore the
spiritual horizon of varieties of classical and contemporary
sociology and then open to planetary conversations. For
example, it is helpful to open up the contemporary discourse
of the post-secular as it emerges from the works of scholars
such as Habermas to critique of secularism coming from
scholars such as T.N. Madan (2010) from India.
Pragmatism, Spirituality and Social Theorizing:
Confucianism and Vedanta
Daya Krishna, the pre-eminent philosopher from India, tells
us: “Society need not be considered the last term of human
thought. The centrality may be restored to the human
individual who, then, may be viewed as the nucleus of the
social cell from what all creativity emanates or originates.
In this perspective, then, society would be conceived as a
facilitating mechanism so that the individual may pursue
his trans-social ends. Instead of art, or religion, friendship
or love being seen as the lubricating oil for the functioning
of the social machine, the machine itself would be seen as
facilitating the emergence and pursuit of various values
[..]” (Krishna 1993: 11). In many cultures, including the
Indian, the social does not have the same ultimate status
as it has in modern Western society and socio-religious
thought. The social in Indian thought does not have a
primal significance and it is considered an intermediate
field and an ideal society is one which facilitates our
realization of potential as Atman, soul. Daya Krishna calls
it Atman-centric approach which is also the perspective of
Vedanta and contrasts this with the socio-centric approach
in not only modern West but also in religious traditions such
as Christianity. But one also finds socio-centric approach
in certain aspects of Confucianism which accords primary
significance to social relations and not, to the same extent,
to processes of self-realization. Both Atman-centric and
socio-centric approaches have their own limitations what
Daya Krishna calls the “two predicaments”-- the Atmancentric predicament and the socio-centric predicament.
The socio-centric predicament does not give enough space
to self-realization while “Atman centricity leads a people’s
attention away from an active concern with society and
its betterment” (ibid: 23). In order to overcome the onesidedness of an Atman-centric approach and socio-centric
approach Daya Krishna links it to a new realization
of freedom and Sri Aurobindo (1962) to evolutionary
transformations, transforming the very constitution of the
individual and the social beyond their present-day dualistic
constitutions.[2]
2 For Sri Aurobindo:
In the relations between the individual and the group, this constant
tendency of Nature appears as the strife between two equally deep-rooted human tendencies, individualism and collectivism. On one side
is the engrossing authority, perfection and development of the State,
on the other the distinctive freedom, perfection and development of
individual man. The State idea, the small or the vast living machine,
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From the point of view of this aspiration to overcome
Atman-centeredness or self-centrality and sociocenteredness we can look at Asian traditions in new ways.
We can here take, for example, the case of Buddhism and
Confucianism—two major traditions of discourse and
practice from Asia. In its reflections on humanity while
Confucianism focuses on webs of relationships Buddhism
emphasizes the need to transcend the limits of social
relationships, particularly anthropocentrism. But both the
traditions have gone through many inner debates as well as
contestations among them giving rise to movements such
as Neo-Confucianism which urges us to pay simultaneous
attention to webs of relationships as well as nurturance
of self-realization in our quest of human realization (cf.
Dallmayr 2004: 152-171). According to Tu Wei-ming,
Neo-Confucianism involves a “continuous deepening
of one´s subjectivity and an uninterrupted broadening
of one’s sensitivity” (quoted in Dallmayr ibid). It also
involves a “dynamic interplay between contextualization
and decontextualization. Hence, the self as a ´center of
relationships´ finds itself simultaneously in the grip of
an ongoing deecentering or displacement [..] Just as selfcultivation requires self-overcoming, so cultivation of
family and other relationships demands a transgression
of parochial attachments such as ´nepotism, racism and
chauvinism` and ultimately a transgression of narrow
´anthropocentrism` in the direction of the ´mutuality of
Heaven and man and the unity of all things`” (ibid: 164).
Thus in neo-Confucianism there is a simultaneous
attention to social relationship as well as deepening of
subjectivity which helps us go beyond the one-sided
emphasis on either society or self. We find a similar emphasis
on emergent sociality and self-realizations in neo-Vedantins
such as Swami Vivekananda and Sri Aurobindo who urge us
to cultivate creative relationships between self and society
with additional cultivation of the divine along with and in
between. We can also find the resonance of similar concerns
in Gandhi and Tagore. So it is helpful to cultivate further
dialogues between neo-Confucianism and neo-Vedanta.
This, in turn, calls for dialogues between Confucianism
and Vedanta and not only between Confucianism and
Buddhism. The dialogue between Confucianism and
Vedanta has not yet been undertaken and for the making
of a new world order it is helpful for us to undertake this.
For example, Confucianism is concerned with harmony but
in the conventional manifestation of harmony in traditional
China this can be hierarchical and anthropocentric. In the
conventional articulation of harmony in Confucianism
there may not be enough realization of the challenge of
and the human idea, the more and more distinct and luminous Person,
the increasing God, stand in perpetual opposition. The size of the State
makes no difference to the essence of the struggle and need make none
to its characteristic circumstances. It was the family, the tribe or the
city, the polis; it became the clan, the caste and the class, the kula, the
gens. It is now the nation. Tomorrow or day after it may be all mankind. But even then the question will remain poised between man and
humanity, between self-liberating Person and the engrossing collectivity (1962: 272-273).
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establishing harmony between humans and non-humans and
society and Nature. Vedanta with its concern of unity of all
life can help Confucianism to realize this as Confucianism
with its emphasis on proper social relationships can make
Vedanta more social and here Confucianism vision and
practice of Tian-Xia—All Under Heaven—can help us.
For example, the Vedantic concern with unity of life need
to be practiced in the realms of social relationships which
in the traditional social order are dominated by caste and
gender exclusion. Both Confucian harmony and Vedantic
unity face the challenge of transformation of hierarchy,
monological domination and authoritarian construction of
unity.
Harmony and unity help us in coming together with
and beyond the traps of domination and exclusion. This
is suggested in the vision and practice of loka-samgraha
from the Indic tradition which has a Vedantic root in a very
open and cosmopolitan sense. Loga-sangraha is spoken
about in Bhagabad Gita which challenges us to realize
gathering of people and this gathering is not only a public
gathering but also a soulful gathering. In modern social and
political thought and practice, we are used to the vision and
practice of public sphere and we can realize and transform
this also as a field and practice of loga-sagrahma which is
simultaneously public and soulful. Logasamgraha is a field
of mutual care and responsibility and it is a challenge at
all levels of human gathering—from dyadic associations,
institutions and movements to the triadic and beyond such
as family, community, nation and the global order. In our
present phase of globalization and the challenges of global
responsibility via such challenges as climate change and
terrorism, we need to talk about global loga-samgraha. This
global loga samgraha becomes a field of a new cosmopolitan
realization where to be cosmopolitan is not only to be a
citizen of the world but also to be a member of the human
family. It is also not only epistemological and political but
also ontological and spiritual.
Confucianism, Vedanta and the Calling of Planetary
Conversations
Confucianism is a major influence in Asia, especially in
China, Japan, Korea and many parts of South East Asia.
Confucianism has been used in various ways in South East
Asia as it is in China in histories and contemporary societies.
Many a time it has been used to justify authoritarianism.
But there is a new democratic consciousness brewing
in South East Asia as well as in China which calls for
rethinking Confucianism beyond the prism of authoritarian
justification (Han 1998). Another issue is the issue of
pluralism. Confucianism has existed in societies which
have not valued pluralism as a way of life. Most of the
societies where Confucianism is present is monological
characterized by the dominance of one ethnic group, for
example that of Han Chinese in China, Japanese in Japan
and Korean in Korea. In this context we have to link
Confucianism to pluralism. This in turn calls for dialogues
across borders and making Confucianism part of varieties
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of planetary conversations.[3]
Such planetary conversations can begin at home, for
example, with now already noted pluralities in China by
some creative interpreters. For example, Tu Wei-ming, the
creative interpreter of Confucianism now talks about five
teachings of China—Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism,
Islam and Christianity (Pl see references to many works
of Wei-ming below). In Chinese histories and intellectual
streams there have been visible and invisible dialogues
among these teachings. During a visit to a Muslim town,
Nagu Town, in Yunnan province (in July 2009), I asked
an interpreter what has been the mutual influence between
Islam and Confucianism. She said while Confucianism
has made Islam much more this worldly Islam has made
Confucianism have new understanding of the meaning of
Heaven. Though scholars such as Tu Wei-ming have carried
out dialogue between Confucianism and Christianity and
not with Islam there is an urgent need for further dialogues
in this field now. This is especially needed when the preset
day Chinese Government is promoting Confucian Institutes
all over the world. Such Institutes should give rise to
mutually transforming dialogues in China, India, Middle
East and the world rather than be a center of promotion of
official Chinese nationalism.
Dynamic Harmony and Dynamic Emptiness
Harmony is a key concern in Confucianism as well as in
many Asian traditions. But usually this is taken as static
3 In this context the work of Dallmayr is enriching. He tells us about the
affinity amog these different streams of thought and practice—pragmatism, Confucianism, Gandhi’s experiment with truth and paths of Swaraj.
First Dallmayr (2007) writes the following about Gandhi and the pragmatists like William James and John Dewey:
In speaking of interconnectedness and the ‘play of mutual forces’
Gandhi displays an affinity with the spirit of Jamesian and Deweyan
pragmatism. But the parallel can be carried further. Like William
James and Dewey, and perhaps even more emphatically, Gandhi
was an ethical and spiritual pragmatist, in the great tradition of Indian spirituality. [..] Gandhi deliberately chose the path of action or
praxis (karma yoga ) demanding continuous ethical engagement in
the affairs of the world. Again like Dewey he did not assume that
human beings are free and equal by nature (or in an original ‘state
of nature’); rather freedom and equality for him were achievements
requiring steady practice—a practice involving not only change of
outward conditions but primarily self-transformation (2007: 10).
Then Dallmayr writes the following about Confucius, Dewey and
Gandhi:
Despite his deep modesty, Confucius himself can be seen and was
seen, as an ‘exemplar’ or ‘exemplary person’ (chun-tzu) who taught
the ‘way’ not through abstract doctrines but through the testimony
of daily living. At this point, the affinity with the Deweyan philosophy comes clearly into view—a fact perhaps not surprising
given Dewey’s extended visit to China after World War 1. As in
the case of Gandhian swaraj, leading a responsible life in society
involves self-restraint and the abandonment of domineering impulses. In Confucius’s own words, humanness or to be properly
human (jen) means to ‘conquer oneself (ke-chi) and to return to
propriety (fu-li) (ibid: 15).The above reflections of Dallmayr can
help us to probe further the affinities among paths of Confucius,
Gandhi and the pragmatists like Dewey as part of planetary conversations.
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and has been used to justify authoritarianism. We need to
rethink harmony and here we can build upon traditions
such as dynamic harmony.[4] In his study of Japanese
religion where Buddhism has interacted with Shintoism and
Confucianism sociologist of religion Robert Bellah tells us
that while Japanese religion is concerned with harmony—
harmony among persons and harmony with nature—this is
not static harmony but dynamic.
For Bellah (1985: 62-63),
What has been said about the unity of man, nature and
divinity should not be interpreted as a static identity.
Rather it is a harmony in tension. The gratitude one
owes to superordinate benevolent entities is not an
easy obligation but may involve the instant sacrifice
of one’s deepest interests or even of one’s life. Union
with the ground of being is not attained in a state of
coma but very often as the result of some sudden shock
in daily living. Something unexpected, some seeming
disharmony, is more apt to reveal the Truth than any
formal orderly teaching. Japanese art and aesthetic
attitude toward nature are also concerned with the
unexpected [..]
Compassion here is not imprisoned in the logic statusquo rather it is animated by a spirit to unsettle the existing
harmony and invite the unexpected in a spirit of dynamic
harmony. Realization of dynamic harmony is also an
animated aspiration in paths of Kashmir Saivism. As Harish
Deheja (2006: 422; emphasis added) writes about it:
Kashmir Saivism postulates that Parama Shiva
contains the entire universe, pulsating within it,
just as the seed of the mighty nyagrodha potentially
contains the entire tree. At the immanent level, the
transcendent prakashavimarshamaya splits into
prakasha and vimarsha, Shiva and Shakti, aham and
idam, I and this, subject and object, held together in
pulsating, dynamic harmony [..] At every level there is
differentiation into subject and object, aham and idam,
but the differentiation is based in, and unified by the
non-duality of consciousness.
Kashmir Saivism seeks to realize dynamic harmony
by realizing differentiation without dualism. Realization of
non-duality is also an animated goal in the paths of Buddha
and Kashmiri Saivism possibly has contributed to this
pursuit of non-duality the work of dynamic consciousness.
There is an occasion for mutual learning on the part of
Buddhism and Kashimiri Saivism as we all concerned can
learn from experiments in these traditions.[5]
4 Dynamic harmony has a dimension of harmonization: it is dynamic
harmonization
5 It must be noted here that differentiation and integration are perennial human concerns and these also have been key themes in social and
political theory in the last three or four hundred years. In our recent
theoretical discourses, Niklas Luhman urges us to realize the need for
distinction, for example, between system and its environment, Derrida
urges us to understand the work of difference which is just not mere difference but has the capacity to resist temporal and spatial incorporation
and Parsons and Habermas in their own different ways the need for integration and communication. All theses attempts can be enriched by the
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Dynamic harmony can be accompanied by dynamic
emptiness. Emptiness is an important concern in Buddhism
but this emptiness is not static but dynamic. Emptiness is
not there only in the beginning, we are perpetually invited
to realize emptiness in all our modes of thinking and being.
As the Dalai Lama tells us: “Things and events are ‘empty’
in that they do not possess any immutable essence or
absolute ‘being [..]” (The Dalai Lama 2005: 49).
Both dynamic harmony and dynamic emptiness are
important contributions from Asian traditions to revitalize
modern social theory and dialogues with modern Western
social theory can help to make both these concepts more
transformationally dynamic as in Asian traditions there is a
tendency to conserving the status quo in the name of either
harmony or emptiness.
Meditative Verbs of Pluralization
Dialogues help us realize pluralities in our singularly
conceptualized and constructed identities. There are
pluralities in Europe as there are in Asia, and each of the
countries, cultures and civilizations in both these spheres
such as India and China. We need to build our understanding
upon these pluralities. But in order to understand this we
need to have a dynamic view of pluralism by contributing
to the process of creating a more plural understanding as
well as society. But here our activities of pluralizations are
not only activistic but also meditative. There is a need to
cultivate meditative pluralizations in thinking about and
realizing our identities as well as reflecting upon themes in
social theories.
Vedanta and the Calling of Planetary Conversations
As Confucianism is concerned with harmony, Vedanta
has been concerned with oneness and unity. Vedanta has
been part of a global engagement for a long time. Recently
scientists and philosopher have explored links between
Vedantic concern with unity and scientific concern with
unity.
Confucianism, Vedanta and Social Theorizing
Social theorizing needs to rethink terms of discourse
such as individual, state and community as well as make
dialogue with themes such as harmony and unity in transdisciplinary and open ways. We need to specifically focus
on looking into implications of rethinking contemporary
social theories from the point of view of Confucianism
and Vedanta.[6] We need to carry out a simultaneous
quest from Kashmiri Saivism to realize differentiation without dualism.
Buddhist quest for non-duality (see Loy 1988) can also be enriched by
it. It can also help us to rethink identity and difference in contemporary
social and political theory
6
Here we can follow a very important recent work on social theory and
China, Globalized Knowledge and Chinese Social Theory where the author Xiayoing Qi (2014) discuses significance of Chinese concepts and
modes of thinking for advancing Western social theory. Qi also here urges us to look at an important posthumous essay by C. Wright Mills, “The
Language and Ideas of Ancient China,” exploring similar issues. Also
important here is the work of Brooks (2010). With specific reference to
cross-currents of modern historical and contemporary theoretical issues
in understanding Asian resistance and search for alternatives, see Alatas
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engagement with neo-Confucianism and neo-Vedanta
as they reconstitute relationship between individual
and society. This involves a simultaneous historical and
theoretical engagement and this also brings Buddhism into
our universe of discourse. As has already been argued,
mainstream Confucianism needs to deal with the problem
of pluralism and this is also a challenge for Vedanta,
especially in its Sankarite Advaita Vedanta variety. Going
beyond the absolutist conception of singular and
articulating varieties of manifestations of singular plural
is an important striving in many streams in contemporary
social theory and philosophy (Nancy 2000; Irigaray 2003;
Hardt and Negri 2004). So as we carry out border-crossing
dialogue between Neo-Confucianism and Neo-Vedanta
with Buddhism as an active partner of dialogue, we come
to a border-crossing dialogue between Confucianism and
Vedanta.
In this outline, we have discussed some issues related
to Confucianism and let us explore some issues concerning
Vedanta and modern social theory. Modern social theory
talks about individual and society and the Vedantic concern
with Atman or soul can help social theory to explore the
soul-dimension of individual and society. This exploration
would have resonance with creative works in psychology
such as in the works of Carl Gustave Jung ( 1933 ) and
Victor Frankl (1946). Finding commonalty in the midst
of differences is an important theoretical and practical
challenge and here Vedantic quest for oneness with its
needed internal and foundational transformation such as
the one which already embraces many can be an important
contribution to rethinking modern social theory and
philosophy (Cf. Giri 2012b). In modern social thinking
and social movements such as the ones initiated by Swami
Vivekananda, Gandhi, Tagore and Sri Aurobindo some of
these Vedantic concerns have played an important role but
in Indian social theorizing we see glimpses of engagement
with Vedanta only in a few social theorists such as in
the works of Radhakamal Mukherjee and A.K. Saran (cf.
Madan 2013; Mukerji 2000; Saran 1996, 1998).[7]
Themes to Explore in Our Dialogical Workshop
Pragmatic and Spiritual Dimensions of Confucianism
and Vedanta
Spiritual Dimensions of Pragmatism and bordercrossing dialogues with Confucianism and Vedanta
Confucianism and Vedanta: Neo-Confucianism and
Neo-Vedanta in Histories and Societies and
Their Contemporary Manifestations and Possibilities
for Alternative Futures
Dialogues Between Contemporary Social and Political
Theorizing Confucianism and Vedanta Confucianism,
Vedanta and the Contemporary Challenges of Renewal
of Social Theory and Planetary Realizations
(2006) and Mishra (2012).
7
In fact, Mukherjee’s project of integral sociology has a Vedantic resonance.
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i
What Heidegger writes in his essay, “Way to Language” deserves our
careful attention:

“What unfolds essentially in language is saying as pointing. Its showing
does not culminate in a system of signs. Rather, all signs arise from
a showing in whose realm and for whose purposes they can be signs”
(Heidegger 2004: 410). Furthermore, “What is peculiar to language thus
conceals itself on the way, the way by which the saying lets those who
listen to it get to the language” (ibid: 413). For Heidegger, “the way to
language is the [..] way-making movement of propriation and usage”
where “propriation propriates human beings for itself, [..] propriation is
thus the saying’s way-making movement toward language” (419, 418):
What looks more like a tangle than a weft loosens when viewed in
terms of the way-making movement. It resolves into the liberating
notion that the way-making movement exhibits when propriated in
saying. It unbinds the saying for speech. It holds open the way for
speech, the way on which speaking as hearing, hearing the saying,
registers what in each is case is to be said, elevating what it receives
to the resounding word. The saying’s way-making movement to
language is the unbinding bond, the bond that binds by propriating
(ibid: 419).
What Heidegger speaks about language as saying as part of “way-making
movement” is suggested in tradition of people’s enlightenment in Europe
namely the folk high school movement and people’s enlightenment
patiently cultivated by Grundtvig and Kristen Kold. Both of them
challenged us to realize language as “living words”--words that could
enliven and energize us. This is also akin to Sri Aurobindo’s suggestion
to create poems which would work like mantra.
ii
Veena Das building upon Stanley Cavell shares some insightful
reflections here:

When anthropologists have evoked the idea of forms of life,
it has often been to suggest the importance of thick description,
local knowledge or what it is to learn a rule. For Cavell [Stanely
Cavell, the noted contemporary philosopher] such conventional
views of the idea of form of life eclipse the spiritual struggle of his
[Wittgenstein’s] investigations. What Cavell finds wanting in this
conventional view of forms of life is that it not only obscures the
mutual absorption of the natural and the social but also emphasizes
form at the expense of life [..] the vertical sense of the form of life
suggests the limit of what or who is recognized as human within
a social form and provides the conditions of the use of criteria as
applied to others. Thus the criteria of pain do not apply to that
which does not exhibit signs of being a form of life—we do not
ask whether a tape recorder that can be tuned on to play a shriek
is feeling the pain. The distinction between the horizontal and
vertical axes of forms of life takes us at least to the point at which
we can appreciate not only the security provided by belonging to
a community with shared agreements but also the dangers that
human beings pose to each other. These dangers relate to not only
disputation over forms but also what constitutes life. The blurring
between what is human and what is not human sheds into blurring
over what is life and what is not life (Das 2007: 15-16; emphasis
added).
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Yoga: Fight Stress and Find Serenity
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INTRODUCTION
Stress is the “wear and tear” our bodies experience as
we adjust to our continually changing environment. It
has physical and emotional effects on us and can create
positive or negative feelings. As a positive influence,
stress can compel us to action. As a negative influence,
it can result in feelings of disruption, rejection, anger,
and depression which in turn can lead to health problems
such as headache, upset stomach, rashes, insomnia, ulcers,
high blood pressure, heart disease, and stroke. Stress is
the body’s automatic response to any physical or mental
demand placed on it. It is subjective and unpleasant felling
of distress. Every one of us irrespective of our age, sex,
education, occupation, socio-economic status, whether live
in rural or urban area face stress. Stress effect body, mind,
behavior in many ways and everyone experiences stress
differently.
When we are in stress our nervous system respond
by releasing a flood of stress hormone. This hormone
stimulates the body for emergency action by “fight-flight or
freeze” reaction also known as stress response. The agent
which causes stress is known as ‘stressors’. Stress causes
many harmful effect on the body such as, Physical impact Weight gain/loss, Unexpected hair loss, Heart palpitations,
High blood pressure, Digestive symptoms (such as dryness
of mouth, flatulence, nausea, butterfly stomach)etc.
Emotional negative effect includes Mood swing, Anxiety,
Can lead to depression & unhealthy coping strategies (i.e.
alcohol, drugs).
Stress is anything that brings mental and emotional
pressure that leads to fear, anxiety, worry, apprehensions,
anger and even excitement and the body responds in a
prompt, speedy and inefficient way. According to medical
professionals, 90-95% of illnesses in modern era can be
blamed on psychological forces; 98% headaches originate
due to stress and stress also manifests itself into many other
physical ailments like indigestion, acidity and life-killers
like heart attacks.
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The symptoms of stress include :
1. Change of facial expression and bodily postures
2. Withdrawal from social relationships
3. Low task performance (sometimes its opposite also
manifests i.e. high productivity but which is highly
detrimental for our physical and mental health)
4. Impediment of speech
5. Sighs & continuous fidgeting Nervous laughter
Yoga for Stress Relief
Yoga is most Recognized form of Exercise, Stretching,
Aerobic exercise and Meditation. The definition of yoga is
“to yoke or joint together” it integrates the mind and body
focusing on balance posture, deep breathing, stretching
and relaxation. Yoga evolved from of the Hindu, Jaina, and
Buddhist religious traditions in India. Yoga alters stress
response and person’s attitude, towards stress along with
improving self confidence, increasing one’s sense of well
being, and creating a feeling of relaxation and calmness.
Yoga is an ancient art that is defined as the union
of the soul with God. It is “a path of personal spiritual
development that utilizes meditation to bring enlightenment,
self-realization, and, ultimately, the attainment of God and
bliss”. Originally, the ultimate goal of yoga was called
Samadhi, or self-realization. Patanjali is father of yoga
around the sixth century B.C. appeared in the massive epic
The Mahabharata written by sage Vyasa and containing
The Bhagavad Gita. Krishna explains to Arjuna about the
essence of Yoga as practiced in daily lives (‘Song of the
Lord’), uses the term “yoga” extensively in a variety of
ways.
Yoga improves attention and emotional control as well
as affects the nervous system, making the parasympathetic
nervous system more dominant and stabilizing the autonomic
nervous system to enhance resistance to the effect of stress.
Yoga practices including asan’s, slow breathing, meditation,
increases activation of P.N.S. & leads to mental relaxation.
Yoga is a way of improving our self & understanding our
internal state.
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Asanas
When we are in a constant state of stress, our minds are tense,
our bodies are tense and our sympathetic nervous system is
heightened. Specific yoga poses can induce the relaxation
response in the body. Calming and restorative poses along
with controlled breathing activate the parasympathetic
nervous system, bringing the mind and body to a calm and
relaxed state.
Some Asanas that help in stress management :
1. Tadasana (Mountain Pose):
It helps you improve your concentration levels by increasing
your focus level.
•
Stand straight with your feet flat on the mat with the
heels slightly spaced out and big toes touching each
other. Keep your spine straight while hands straight on
either side, with palms facing the thighs.
•
Slowly stretch your hands and bring your palms
together.
•
Inhale deeply and stretch your spine while taking the
folded hands up above your head. Stretch as much as
possible.
•
Slowly lift your ankle and stand on your toes, with
eyes facing the ceiling.
•
Hold the position for a minimum of 30 seconds, while
breathing normally.
•
Slowly relax your body and bring your feet back to the
floor.
2. Balasana (Child Pose) :
This helps you to relax completely, like a child. In this pose,
you curl up like a foetus.
•
Sit on your knees with your palms facing the floor on
either side of the body.
•
As you inhale, bring your whole body forward in such
a way that only the forehead touches the floor.
•
Stay in the position for a minimum of 30 seconds,
while breathing normally. The longer you stay, the
more relaxed you will feel.
•
Slowly lift your forehead and stretch your body back
to Vajrasana (Diamond pose).
3. Padmasana (Lotus Pose) :
This pose is commonly used during meditation and helps
to increase the self-awareness levels. The pose helps you to
calm down and soothes your mind.
•
Sit cross legged. The left feet should be on right thigh
and vice versa, while the soles face up.
•
Keep the spine erect.
•
Keep the hands in Gyan mudra.
•
Close your eyes and while inhaling and exhaling
deeply, maintain the pose for a minimum of 30
seconds.
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4. AdhoMukha Svanasana
(Downward Facing Dog Pose) :
This is one of the 12 phases of Surya Namaskar (Sun
Salutation). Along with energizing the body and offering
relief from indigestion problems, the pose is known to relax
your body. Thus, it is an ideal asana for obtaining relief
from stress.
•
Stand straight with your feet flat on the mat. Keep your
spine straight while hands straight on either side, with
palms facing the thighs.
•
While breathing normally, bend forward, and place the
palms in front of you on the mat. The head should face
down.
•
Slowly stretch your legs backwards, one at a time,
while maintaining the balance, in such a way that the
feet and hands are in line with each other.
•
Make sure that the elbows are straight and fingers are
spread out.
•
Inhale deeply and tuck in your stomach completely.
•
Hold the position, while breathing normally, with
tummy tucked in for about 30 seconds to 60 seconds.
•
Exhaling slowly, come back to the standing pose.
5. Savasana (Corpse Pose):
Relax yourself completely with this pose. If you do not
have time for any other yoga asanas, you can practice this.
It brings your breathing to normal levels, and thus, helps to
soothe down stress levels.
•
Lie down in supine position.
•
Close your eyes.
•
Slump your body in such a way that it looks lifeless.
•
Let go of everything and experience the serenity as
your body weight shifts away from you completely.
•
Maintain the position until you feel light and relaxed.
This pose helps you do away with fatigue and fills
your mind with an amazingly intense calmness.
Pranayam
Pranayama encourages slow and rhythmic breathing
practices that help us take sufficient amount of oxygen that
re-energizes our body. In the process, we tend to let go of
our negative emotions, thus, making ourselves free from
negative emotions.
Yoga offers a number of breathing techniques for stress
relief. These breathing techniques are called pranayama.
Pranayama comprises of various ways of inhaling, exhaling
and breath retention. This breath is inter-linked with
consciousness, both at the cosmic and individual levels.
Pranayama creates a synergy between the self-energizing
life force and individual mind-body-spirit by scientific
regulation of prana.
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Some Pranayamas that help in stress management :
1. AnulomVilom Pranayama
To practice the Anulomaviloma pranayama just follow
these simple steps:
1. Sit in a position, close the eyes and settle down.
2. With the right thumb close the right nostril.
3. Inhale slowly through the left nostril until the
maximum capacity.
4. Hold your breath (Not for beginners, hypertension and
asthma people).
5. With the right hand’s middle and ring fingers close the
left nostril.
6. Release the right thumb and exhale slowly.
7. Now inhale through right nostril.
8. Hold the breath.
9. Exhale through left nostril.
Sheetali Pranayama (cooling breath)
To practice Sheetali Pranayama just follow these simple
steps:
0. Sit in any comfortable meditation posture.
1. Close the eyes and relax the whole body.
2. Extend the tongue outside the mouth as far as possible
without strain. Roll the sides of the tongue up so that
it forms a tube. Practise a long, smooth and controlled
inhalation through the rolled tongue.
3. At the end of inhalation, draw the tongue in, close the
mouth and exhale through the nose.
4. Practise yogic breathing throughout.
5. The breath should produce a sucking sound.
6. A feeling of icy coldness will be experienced on the
tongue and the roof of the mouth. This is one round.
Bhramari Pranayama (humming bee breath)
To practice the Bhramari Pranayama just follow these
simple steps :
•
Sit in a comfortable meditation asana, preferably
padmasana or siddha/siddha yoni asana with hands
resting on the knees in joana or chin mudra.
•
Close the eyes and relax the whole body.
•
The lips should remain gently closed with the teeth
slightly separated throughout the practice. This allows
the sound vibration to be heard and felt more distinctly.
•
Raise the arms sideways and bend the elbows, bringing
the hands to the ears. Use the index or middle finger
to plug the ears or the flaps of the ears may be pressed
without inserting the fingers.
•
Bring awareness to the centre of the head, where ajna
chakra is located, and keep the body absolutely still.
Inhale through the nose.
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•

Exhale slowly and in a controlled manner while
making a deep, steady humming sound like that of
the black bee. The humming should be smooth, even
and continuous for the duration of the exhalation. The
sound should be soft and mellow, making the front
of the skull reverberate. At the end of exhalation, the
hands can be kept steady or returned to the knee and
then raised again for the next round.

•

The inhalation and exhalation should be smooth and
controlled. This is one round.

Benefits of Yoga
Mental calmness
Yoga asana practice is intensely physical. Concentrating
so intently on what your body is doing has the effect of
bringing calmness to the mind. Yoga also introduces you to
meditation techniques, such as watching how you breathe
and disengagement from your thoughts, which help calm
the mind.
Stress reduction
Physical activity is good for relieving stress, and this is
particularly true of yoga. Because of the concentration
required, your daily troubles, both large and small, seem
to melt away during the time you are doing yoga. This
provides a much-needed break from your stressors, as well
as helping put things into perspective. The emphasis yoga
places onbeing in the moment can also help relieve stress,
as you learn not to dwell on past events or anticipate the
future. You will leave a yoga class feeling less stressed
than when you started. Read more about yoga for stress
management here.
Body awareness
Doing yoga will give you an increased awareness of your
own body. You are often called upon to make small, subtle
movements to improve your alignment. Over time, this
will increase your level of comfort in your own body. This
can lead to improved posture and greater self-confidence.
Conclusion
Stress is an integral part of the natural fabric of life. Some of
it occurs because we try to do too much in the time available
and some of difficulties with interpersonal relationships
either at home or at work. Stress is currently defined in
at least two different ways. It refers to the dangerous,
potentially harmful or unpleasant external situations and,
secondly to the internal thoughts, judgements, emotional
states and physiological processes that are evoked by
stressful stimuli. Stress can be either temporary or long
lasting. Due to heavy stress that affects the physical and
psychological aspects of the human being, one should
think positively and adopt the right ways of resolving
the stress-related problems. Yoga, pranayama, physical
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exercises, physical relaxations etc. are the important
techniques that are to be followed to manage stress. Yoga
will help man to perform all of his duties in harmony with
the laws of nature and the sentiments and conventions of
society. It is necessary to do exercises regularly to balance
the body functions, strengthen the body parts and to

regularize the functioning of all ‘systems’. Exercises
strengthen the muscles and normalize the activities
of the endocrine glands. Rest and relaxation helps
to prevent heart trouble and brings down bloodpressure. It also reduces mental stress and tension
and body becomes energized.
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- Dr. N.J. Patil

Role of Yoga in Schools,
Colleges and Universities

Ultimate Goal of all human being is to achieve Chaturtha
Purusharthas (object of human pursuit), The four
purusarthas are Dharma (righteousness, moral values),
Artha (prosperity, economic values), Kama (pleasure, love,
psychological values) and Moksa (liberation, spiritual
values). Yoga is one of the tools which help us in achieving
Chaturtha Purushartha.
In the 19th chapter of Vishnu purana Prathama Skanda,
we find beautiful quote about education / knowledge ie.
That is action, which does not promote attachment;
that is knowledge which liberates [one from bondage], All
other action is mere [pointless] effort/hardship; all other
knowledge is merely another skill/craftsmanship.
Yoga is one of six traditional systems of Indian
philosophy and is thought to date back more than 4000
years. The word ‘Yoga’ came from the Sanskrit word “Yuj”
that has various connotations, including bending, joining,
attaching, yoking, harnessing and focusing the mind. It often
denotes the control of the mind and the senses. It can also be
translated as union, usually referring to union of a person’s
own consciousness and the universal consciousness.
Yoga has a tremendous power to improve our
education system by cultivating a stronger presence of
mind and building a steady center from within. Yoga is the
education of our mind and senses into a new perspective
on life and how we can minimize suffering. The practical
side of yoga is how we gain an integrated experience of
the inmost essence within us. How we can become clearer
within our operative mind-system and find an illuminating
support rather than chasing ideals, getting caught up in
anxiety, reactional patterns, projections or vein beliefs.
Sri Aurobindo emphasizes on all-round personality
development; at the physical, mental, intellectual, emotional
and spiritual levels. He means by Yoga a methodical
effort towards self-perfection by the development of the
potentialities latent in the individual. It is a process by
which the limitations and imperfections can be washed
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away resulting in a Super human race. Thus, Yoga is
a systematic process for accelerating the growth of an
individual in his or her entirety. With this growth, one learns
to live at higher states of consciousness. Key to this allround personality development and growth is the culturing
of mind. methodical effort towards self-perfection by the
development of the potentialities latent in the individual.
It is a process by which the limitations and imperfections
can be washed away resulting in a super human race. Thus,
Yoga is a systematic process for accelerating the growth
of an individual in his or her entirety. With this growth,
one learns to live at higher states of consciousness. Key to
this all-round personality development and growth is the
culturing of mind.
Patanjali, the great Indian sage who collated,
systematized and codified yoga in his classical work the
“Yoga Sutra”. In the second verse of the of the “Yoga
Sutra” Patanjali states that “Yoga is a conscious process of
gaining mastery over the mind field The Citta)” Citta Vritti
nirodah” in Sanskrit) or in other words, the goal of yoga
according to Patanjali is the restraining of the fluctuations
of the consciousness. This goal can be achieved through
practice (Ablivasa) and dispassion (Vairagya :1 which are
the two poles of yoga practice. Overall, yoga provides the
practitioner with various methods of understanding the
functioning of the mind in order to gradually restrain its
activity and achieve an undisturbed state of silence According
to Bhagwad Gita, the word Yoga means ‘Equanimity of
Mind” which can only be acquired after getting established
in discriminative wisdom (which is a consequent of strong
meditation). According to Yoga Vasista, Yoga is a mean
for quietening the mind (`Manahprashamanopeivah yoga
itvabhicihivate’ in Sanskrit).
Astang Yoga
Patanjali set out an eightfold path of yoga (‘Ashtanga Yoga’
in Sanskrit) for the practitioner to achieve this goal. The
eightfold path includes these eight components)
International Educational Futures Conference

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Yama
Niyama
Asana
Pranayama
Pratyahara
Dharana
Dhyana
Samadhi

Moral injunctions, self-restraint
Fixed observances, values and precepts
Yogic postures, poses, stable positions/postures
Regulation of breath/energy
Directing the senses inwardly
Concentration, keeping the mind focused
Meditation, contemplation, reflection, awareness
Absorption of consciousness in the self, profound meditation,
super consciousness
Table 2. Astang Yoga / Eight limbs of Yoga according to Patanjali

Yoga and Health
The fast-paced and competition-oriented modern life
style tends to overtax the psychosomatic homeostasis of
human organism, resulting into stress-related disorders,
coupled with erosion of the age-old humane values.
This has rendered the modern man sorely prone to
psychosomatic disorders like Diabetes and Hypertension,
amidst overwhelming environmental demands, whereby he
has to play ever-changing roles to get going in a work-aday life.
Modern therapeutic interventions, based on
reductionist principles of modern physiology, have proved
to be largely ineffective, particularly in the case of psychic
and psychosomatic disorders. Modern interventions, at best,

can give only a symptomatic relief from such disorders
Man is a complex psycho-neuro-immuncendocrinological being and, therefore, needs only a
holistic approach towards solving his existential problems.
Traditional therapeutic interventions, being through
and through natively holistic, may hold the key in such
a scenario. Yoga, a time tested and research-supported
practical science of the ancient lore, warrants a serious
attention in the present context indeed!
Incorporating principles and practice of Yoga in
Schools, colleges and Universities will help in all-round
personality development, promotes health and prevents
diseases, which is the need of hour
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The Role of Yoga Psychology
in Education

- Dr. Sant Ram Pathik

Education makes the base of human personality. This

personality can be talent-oriented as well as the valueoriented too. The human mind can be tamed to be an ideal
human being if both of these two mental faculties are to be
acquired in a balanced form right from the first step of their
learning or teaching.
Generally the second factor i.e. value orientation in
present day education system is totally being neglected as
a result the present human society is becoming deprived of
ideal human beings and the formation of neo-humanistic
society is becoming impossible. The present education
system is totally interested in creating only talent oriented
youth who can serve the need of only one –sector of human
society i.e. Industrial or any profit making business. This
category i.e. talent oriented persons of human society has
only one aim of their life that is to earn maximum physical
wealth, and to become most happy person on the earth.
But all this act as a mirage in the desert of their life. As a
result they never got satisfied and spend their entire life in
accumulation of Physical Wealth only. Thus they become
the tool in the hands of big Industrialists and other business
houses who never miss the opportunity to harvest their
talent to earn maximum profit in a right or wrong manner
without caring for their physical and mental fatigue
As a result the desire to accumulate unlimited physical
wealth of the world, created a huge disparity in human
society. It has compelled large number of human being to
lead a miserable life. Definitely this plight of human society
came to existence because the present education system has
never taught the unit mind the importance of value oriented
education. The entire human society appears the society of
money earning machines. An ideal human beings are rarely
traceable .
Now the question arises how the value-oriented
education can be introduced in the present educationsystem, so that an ideal human society, free from all social
and financial crimes, could be brought to its existence. This
is possible only if the teaching of young students is started
with the “YAMA” and “NIYAMA” as defined in Rajadhiraj
Yoga.
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Human personality is guided by the various hormones
secreted by different glands lying in our body .These glands
are further controlled by the various plexus situated in the
central nerve (Shushamana) of vertebral coloumn. These
hormones if secreted in a normal and balanced quantity in
the human body, the man acts very rationally giving due
importance to the human values even at the cost of all his
pleasures and luxuries of life. Such personalities can be
assets in creating an ideal human society.
In the present education system the subject of “yogapsychology” and the adoption of YAMA & NIYAMA are
the prime need of the day. Right from the pre-nursery stage
of education of small children Yoga-Psychology-Teacher
shall detect the glandular defects in a child and shall prepare
a master plan for the child to develop him to an ideal citizen
of the future human society .The Yoga-Psychology, teacher
shall also be the best advisor for the selection of career of
the student.
At present the entire human society is being governed
by the capitalistic setup (Vaishya era), so the human
tendency is to choose the most money generating profession
in his life irrespective of the values and talent, he is gifted
by nature.Let attention be paid to nurturing the talents
endowed in each child.
By adopting the above mentioned two factors in the
present education system there is every chance to create
an ideal human society and the education shall stand for its
actual meaning i.e. “Sa` Vidya` Ya` Vimuktaye”
Submitted by :
Dr.S.R.Pathik
Ex-Sr. Scientist H.P. Agricultural University, Palampur
Present Address :
Dr. S.R.Pathik,
House No. 77/5 Haripur,
Sundernagar, Distt. Mandi H.P.-175018
Email : santpathik@rediffmail.com
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Neohumanist Education (NHE):
An Eclectic Model of Holistic Education

- Dr. Shambhushivananda

Long before script was invented, since the early times
of the Rk Veda, when esoteric aphorisms and rhymes called
the Upanishads were first composed thousands of years
ago, there has been an urge among educators to search for
a balance between Intuitional Knowledge (Pará Vidyá) and
Mundane Knowledge (Apará Vidyá).¹ The current pressures
of globalisation and the need to preserve local values and
culture brings this eternal conflict into even sharper focus.²
This article attempts to lay a foundation for a holistic
model of education by utilizing the ancient yogic & tantric
kośa model of the human personality³ and to guide the
development of an educational curriculum which could
lead to all-round development of the human mind. The
educational program derived from this ancient paradigm
will shift us to a framework of education that is “wisdomcentered” and inspired by the goal of “liberation of human
intellect”. It does this without sacrificing the modern day
urge for material progress.
Philosophical underpinnings
Table 1, Cognitive Map and Neohumanist Education
(see Table 1, pg.108) presents a snapshot of the different
levels of consciousness from which knowledge emanates,
according to an Indo-Tantric perspective as elucidated by
Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar, the originator of the philosophy of
neohumanism and founder of neohumanist education. Such
a vision is broad enough to accommodate both mundane
and spiritual approaches to education. This table builds on
the kośa theory of the mind, where the different layers of
mind are visualized sequentially like the layers of a banana
flower. A short statement about kośas may make it clearer:
• Annamaya Kośa—Physical Body or Food Layer—
awareness of inner and outer Physicality
• Kámamaya Kośa—Conscious Mind—interaction with
the world through the Senses and Emotional expression
• Manomaya Kośa—Subconscious Mind—conceptual
and analytical ability & problem solving, as well as
contemplation and cerebral memory: the Intellect
International Educational Futures Conference

• Atimánas Kośa—First Layer of Superconscious Mind—
storehouse of all Past Influences; layer of Imagination &
Deeper Thoughts
• Vijiṋánamaya Kośa—Second Layer Superconscious
Mind—realm
of
Intuition,
intuitional
Insight,
Discrimination; special knowledge
• Hirańamaya Kośa—Third Layer Superconscious
Mind—awareness of inter-connectedness, Spirituality and
Universal Love; Realization of higher consciousness
These kośas, then, begin with the physical body and go
on to detail the levels at which various mental activities
of daily life manifest. In the chart, these physical and
mental phenomena fall within the objective mind. All six
of these layers of the objective mind are addressed by a
neohumanistic education. As any student masters the
objective mind, the realm of the subjective mind becomes
available, and ultimately the realm of supreme subjectivity.
The classification of subjective and objective mind explains
the origins and different manifestations of Consciousness as
understood in the tantric-yogic tradition. In this perspective,
knowledge may be viewed as the subjectivization of
external phenomena. The level of subjectivization (column
on the chart) explains the depth and variety of the faculties
of knowledge.
Wisdom through a balance between Inner and Outer
Human civilization may be compared to a wisdom-tree
(Figure 1) whose deep roots represent the invisible force of
life. When the tree is cut off from its roots, it perishes. This
eternal tree of life and civilization pictures the relationship
between internal and external. The roots represent the
exploration of what is inside of us, with its many levels
of consciousness. The branches, flowers, leaves and fruits
represent the social manifestations of that consciousness.
Wisdom-centered holistic education must cultivate both
the inner and the outer realms of human reality. Today,
education is skewed towards mere cultivation of mundane
knowledge with the utter neglect of spiritual knowledge.
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2. Deepening Historical Insight and Predictive Skills
(Futures as a formal study process)
3. Universal Love and Spirit of Service
The redesign of curricula along these lines (Figure 2)
would facilitate bringing about a holistic development of
each child’s personality without ignoring the pressures
for material development, using the most modern science
and technologies. Neohumanist education, with its motto
of “Sá Vidyá Yá Vimuktaye”, i.e. “Education is for AllRound Liberation”, presents a renewed attempt to remove
the imbalance between aparávidyá (knowledge related to
worldly subjects) and parávidyá (knowledge related to
spiritual or intuitional domains); between modernity and
tradition; between urban and rural education; between
intuition and science; between formal and non-formal
education; between globalisation and localization.
What is neohumanist education for?
Today we need, without a doubt, a series of strong, positive
institutions in the world to counteract the widespread
exploitative tendencies of human beings. But in the
ultimate analysis, it is not the institutions that can free

Neohumanist education corrects this imbalance.
“Crude Mind” refers to the Kamamaya Kośa, “Subtle
Mind” to the Manomaya Kośa and “Causal Mind” to the
Atimánas, Vijiṋánamaya and Hirańamaya Kośas combined.
Wisdom is begotten of awakened conscience (viveka). It is
a rationalistic mentality arrived at by a process of study,
analysis and consideration of the welfare of all. Neohumanist
education is an attempt to cultivate this essential ingredient
through culture of cardinal human virtues such as love,
kindness, justice, and truthfulness.
Redesigning curricula for a Wisdom Society
I propose that wisdom-directed curricula should involve at
least the following six dimensions. These six dimensions
flow from the notion of the kośas (layers) of the mind, as
mentioned earlier.
Aparávidyá:
1. Subjects related to Inner and Outer Ecology
2. Practical Life Skills as a functioning modality in
education
3. Use of Scientific Temper to solve real-life problems
and improve decision-making capabilities
Parávidyá:
1. Emphasis on Sense of Aesthetics, Imagination and
Creativity
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Figure 2
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us from the ills of the past, but the living examples of
enlightened individuals; the “bodhisattvas”, the siddhas,
the exemplary leaders. In a nutshell, we need educational
institutions which do not only produce intellectuals with
commercial concerns in mind, but aim to nurture and
create such wisdom-centered leaders. We may choose
to call these wisdom-centered persons “sadvipras”, as
Sarkar calls them, or “enlightened persons”, “evolved
teachers”, or just “good, educated people”. The success
of an educational system should be reflected in how well
certain qualities are imbibed. In summary, educated people
must be knowledgeable, wise and intelligent; they must be
moral and virtuous; they must be inspirational, confident
and commanding; and full of dynamicity.

spirit of welfare) to truthfulness; asteya (non-stealing/
correct use) to justice; brahmacarya (cosmic ideation) to
love; aparigraha (proper use of resources) to magnanimity;
shaoca (cleanliness) to purity; santośa (mental equipoise)
to contentment; tapah (penance) to readiness to serve
and sacrifice; svádhyáya (study with an open mind) to
self-knowledge; and Iishvara prańidhána (meditation)
to devotion. An individual who becomes established in
yama-niyama (morality) is likely to become incorruptible,
humble, self-restrained, disciplined and a strong supporter
of neohumanist initiatives and actions. This contributes
to high SQ (Spiritual Quotient). It further enhances trust,
loyalty and goodwill towards a wisdom-centered leader and
can bring more lasting success in life.

1. Knowledgeable, wise and intelligent—free from
the serpentine noose of intellectual extravaganza; wellread; free-thinking; pragmatic; not mere blind followers of
tradition; capable of tapping both analytical and intuitional
understandings; capable of amending mistakes; able
to formulate and reformulate visions, ideas, plans and
programs; not averse to science and technology; visionary
(far-sight, foresight and insight); rational; balanced; and
trained in a neohumanist stance. This contributes to a high
IQ (Intelligence Quotient).

3. Inspirational—having attractive stamina, charm
and charisma arising from a host of attitudes and ways of
living, such as being easily approachable; skilled in tact,
diplomacy and the art of negotiation; friendly; modest;
dependable; trustworthy; loyal; empathetic; possessing
a sweet and smiling temperament; with sense of humor;
neat and cleanly dressed; loyal; free from apathy; living a
simple lifestyle; maintaining an empowering and nurturing
attitude; hardworking; and incorrigibly optimistic. All these
contribute to the IpQ (Inspirational Quotient) of a wisdomcentered leader.

2. Moral and Virtuous—well established in moral codes
of conduct and ethical lifestyle. The ten moral principles
as outlined in yogic scriptures give rise to some essential
cardinal virtues. For example, ahiḿsá (non-violence)
gives rise to benevolence; satya (use of words with the

Figure 3
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4. Confident and Commanding — assertive;
decisive; able to guide people and control situations;
firm; communicative and articulate; able to maintain
confidentiality in the affairs of family and society; bringing
together persons of diverse
psychologies; inclusive; and at
peace with the Inner Self. This
enhances the stability and level
of IpQ (Inspirational Quotient).
5. Dynamic — able to
take others forward; having
determination, i.e.“do or die”
spirit; fearless; courageous; free
from dogma and complexes;
hardworking; keeping minimum
gap between thought, word
and action; deeply attached to
ideals—whether a personified
ideal (iśta, guru or master or
mentor) or an impersonal ideal
(ádarsha); able to transmute
negativity into positivity; and
willing to lead for the sake of
a higher purpose. This, along
with the inspirational qualities
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described above, contributes to the high PQ (Productivity
Quotient) of a wisdom-centered leader.
Enhancing Wisdom Quotient—the ultimate aim
Neohumanist education aims to develop the Wisdom
Quotient (WQ) and not merely the IQ of the pupils (Figure
3). This, indeed, is the step towards building a wisdom
society of the future.
As postulated in Figure 4, Wisdom essentially begins
with rationality but culminates in higher spiritual awareness.
IQ (Intelligence Quotient)—rationality
discriminant faculty)

(viveka

=

PQ (Productivity Quotient)—aesthetics, IpQ (Inspirational
Quotient), and Dynamicity
+ SQ (Emotional Quotient)—spiritual (self knowledge)
and equipoise
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
WQ (Wisdom Quotient) = IQ + PQ + SQ
Figure 4 brings together cardinal values as they emerge
from the understanding of different layers of human
existence and is based on the fundamental notions that the
goal of education is inculcation of wisdom and not mere
transmission of information or even of mere knowledge.
Points to note:
•

Information, Knowledge and Wisdom are not the
same thing. Understanding coupled with a spirit
of benevolence or universal welfare alone should
admit us to the domain of Intelligence.

•

Knowledge becomes meaningful only when it is put
to some productive use, e.g. to help solve problems
or for recreation and enjoyment without causing any
harm to anyone.

•

Pursuit of peace and lasting freedom are innate in all
beings, in all strata of life.

Creating a tradition of “wisdom teachers”
Human civilization progresses through clashes and
cohesions, and the strong tend to dominate the scene until
they are replaced by still stronger ones. The strength of
the leaders of an age stems from the supportive collective
psychology. In our present phase of social evolution we are
facing a vacuum of wisdom-centered psychology. I believe
it is one of the foremost responsibilities of each one of us
to think deeply as to how we can collectively bring together
teachers who can create a new generation of wisdomcentered leaders out of our children and grandchildren.
This can be called a sadvipra-making mission. The
accumulated collective knowledge of humanity could
be brought to bear in hastening the advent of a society
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Figure 4
which nurtures abundance for all. When the tradition of
such evolved teachers is established, we will have laid the
foundations of a universal society based on love. The path of
love is the path of interdependence, mutual understanding,
cheerfulness, liveliness and joyfulness. Love would have no
reason to exist if our happiness could exist on its own and
did not depend on everything around us. The primary goal
of neohumanist education is to create sadvipras (benevolent
vipras) and not mere vipras (intellectuals).
Together, we have a recipe for wisdom-centered
approach to life and education. Currently, the neohumanist
education movement has started over one thousand schools
all over the globe and is attempting to imbibe the spirit of
neohumanism (ecological/spiritual ethics) among children
enrolled in its educational programs. When a sufficient
number of teacher-education programs begin to imbibe the
neohumanist principles in their curricula, a massive shift
would have begun to occur in fostering evolved leadership
in society.
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- Dr. Marcus Bussey

Neohumanism

“When the underlying spirit of humanism is extended to everything, animate and
inanimate, in this universe – I have designated this as Neohumanism. This Neohumanism
will elevate humanism to univiersalism, love for all created beings of this universe.”
– P. R. Sarkar
Simple ideas are often the most powerful. This is certainly
the case with Neohumanism. Rooted in the ancient yogic
perception that all existence is bound together, that
we are all interconnected, Neohumanism transcends a
limited and deeply wounded humanism with a holistic
reconceptualisation of what it is to be human.
Neohumanism is a process of becoming consciously,
self consciously, human. Essentially it is a term both
general and specific, covering as it does all the ‘holisms’
that have sprung up in the humanities, sciences, and social
movements in recent decades, while more specifically being
a set of principles for living based on the ethic of universal
love. As an ethical approach to life it has as its leading
exponent the Indian philosopher, political activist and
mystic, PrabhatRainjan Sarkar. As such it is philosophical
in form, revolutionary in spirit and spiritual in orientation.
Neohumanism offers a strong critique of nationalism,
sexism, specism, capitalism and racism. As an ethical
system its emphasis is on an integrated world view that
urges us to embrace all experience of the phenomenal
world reverentially. As a way of knowing it breaks the
bounds of humanism, expanding what that arch humanist
Vaclav Havel has called “the concept of human rights and
liberties” to include the rights and liberties of the entire
phenomenal world. As such it is part of the current reaction
to the divisive and alienating effects of western rationalism.
It is however more than just a voice of dissent. Its
strength and positivity comes from the fact that it places us
as individuals in a world made meaningful by a renewed
sense of our interconnection with everything. This is not
simply a rhetorical interconnectedness, as we find in much
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holistic and new age writing. Neohumanism is a spiritual
force because it acknowledges and actively promotes
spiritual practice as the only way to achieve a sense of
belonging in the universe. This sense of belonging cannot
come from simple assertions that we belong: the rhetoric
of belonging. Love, reverence and responsibility will not
magically appear within us as transformative forces simply
because we think they should. Nor will the authority to
teach and guide others burst forth in our lives without some
real effort being made to plumb the depths of ourselves
in a contemplative and disciplined way. We cannot find
salvation for this embattled world through reversion to
simplistic atavistic formulas such as “God is everywhere.”
Basically, neo-humanism is potent because it throws
full responsibility for change onto us. Put simply, we have
to change in order to promote change. As human beings we
are bound to explore our own potentiality, to expand our
understanding of who and why we are. This is the primary
drive – it might be called the ‘prime directive’ – for us all
as we chart our way through life. At the moment this prime
directive is distorted as we are taught to compete with
others for limited resources.
If we apply this prime directive with benevolence
we find that everything changes. We no longer need to
compete with others, in fact our development as conscious
beings is linked to our relationships. Our awareness of our
interconnection with others enables us to harness the power
of love as we turn from being self serving beings to beings
of service.
What is more, because the sense of relationship
expands as we take this step into inter-connectedness human
International Educational Futures Conference

beings no longer take center stage in the drama of existence.
Consciousness itself becomes the chief protagonist in an
epic that spans the ages since that initial spark, the point
scientists call the big bang, when matter took form and
began to unfold itself into the world we know today. From
this perspective our relationships include both animate and
inanimate existence and we are never alone, wedded as we
are to all things.
Neohumanism describes the wonder of this drama and
our role within it. It is critical of anything that impedes our
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individual and collective journey through life. Because it is
synthetic in character it allows for no distinction based on
race, sex, caste, religion or even species. A Neohumanist
agenda is a liberatory agenda. It places great store on human
rationality as a tool in over turning all forms of dogma and
prejudice. It links morality to this rational process in order
to make the mind pure enough to function without bias, and
the heart strong enough to embrace all in the endeavor to
forge one single humanity.
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Service as a Value for
Reorienting Higher Education?

- Marcus Bussey
University of the Sunshine Coast

This paper explores values in Higher Education. It suggests
that values change is an important condition for the
reorientation taking place in Higher Education Institutions
(HEIs). Plasker’s 100 Year Lifestyle is used as a context
for this reflection and the value of service is offered and
explored as a possible zone of ‘value generalisation’ that
has the openness and flexibility to accommodate a range
of often conflicting value positions. Finally, the Universiti
Sains Malaysia is offered as an impressive example of the
commitment necessary to consciously shift the value basis
of an HEI. In this example we see a collaboration between
futures thinking and institutional value reorientation.

Key Words: values, service, anticipation, Golden
Rule, Ecoversity, value generalisation
Some years ago a dear friend gave me a copy of Eric
Plasker’s The 100 Year Life Style. The book opens
with Plasker outlining three principles that maintain
quality of life – health, purpose, joy and resilience – as
an integral part of a healthy future oriented life style.
These choices he frames as pertaining to the individual
but they also hold relevance for institutions which,
after all, are simply groups of people organised around
an idea with a purpose.
Plasker (2007, p. 15) offers three principles for
change.
1.

Change is easy. Thinking about it is hard.

2. Change happens one choice at a time. Think
progress, not perfection.
3. Approach change with your ideal 100 year
lifestyle in mind.
Futurists earn their bread and butter because of
Change Principle number 1. We help organisations and
their members think about change, acting essentially
as anticipatory knowledge workers in the knowledge
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economy. When the thinking is done we can debate
the ease or difficulty of implementing change: I am not
convinced that change is easy. Most of the evidence
suggests that it is not (Hon, 2014; Kegan, 2009). What
I acknowledge is that without the futures thinking,
conscious ‘anticipatory’ change is virtually impossible.
In this paper I will explore an aspirational value
change in the context of Higher Education Institutions
(HEIs). The lens will be an examination of the value of
service as a possible antidote to the neoliberal value of
‘self-service’. Universities and other HEIs have been
rescripted over the past decades. For instance Australian
academic Richard Hil in his highly acclaimed book
Whackademia, quotes Lindsay Tanner, a former
Australian Finance Minister, as stating: “Universities
are knowledge department stores” (2012, p. 9).
Implicit to this statement is that students are customers
and knowledge is the commodity on sale. Students
can pick and choose, essentially following the selfservice principal of the market place. The shift from an
industrial economy to a knowledge economy is flagged
in the new metaphor of the department store. Thus Hil
notes, “The notion of universities as institutions for
the collective good has largely been usurped by the
need to survive in an increasingly cut-throat market
place” (2012, p.10).
The Good?
The notion of the ‘good’ of course is a moveable feast.
Jim Dator reminds us that the golden rule of ‘do unto
others as you would have them do unto you’ is in fact
a trap and that one person’s good is often another’s
poison. His recommendation is the adoption of a
situational ethic:
In our modern, congested, multicultural world,
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a better, new Golden Rule might be, ‘Do unto
others as they wish you to do unto them’. In
this sense, then, ethics becomes ‘situational’
(something to be negotiated between strangers
and newcomers) rather than something absolute
and obvious for people who live together from
birth to death (2006, p. 26).
Like the notion of the good, service is also
situational. It posits another, or an Other, to whom we
are connected and with whom we can engage (Butler,
2004; Noddings, 2003). The ‘other’, as Dator points
out, can be a future-generational Other, or a nonhuman Other. As he observes: “all living things have
rights, and therefore when humans kill or injure other
life forms, ethical considerations should be brought to
bear” (2006, p.25). This is the position of those arguing
for the ecoversity as a newly conceived HEI that has
as its prime concern the fostering of a relational ethic
of learning/educating. Garlick, Matthews and Carter
for instance argue that:
…universities ought to function primarily as a
public good and thus have an ethical responsibility
toward redressing the human-nature divide. [We]
propose that universities adopt a relational ethics
and transform themselves as spaces and places
wherein their residents might live a ‘mutually
engaged’ existence with wildlife and local
ecosystems(Garlick, 2011).
Once again the ‘good’ is offered as a guide to
the practice and identity of HEIs. I have no doubt
that current HEIs function according to a neoliberal
definition of the ‘good’ and do relatively well on such
metrics. Yet I also have no doubt that such a ‘good’
is limited in vison to the individual-as-consumer, the
corporate, the species and the state. Deeper senses
of the good are thus subsumed within a system
of relations that are not mutual, fail to foster an
awareness of the relational, overlook the deeper and
emerging possibilities of humanity alive to its place in
the Cosmos as co-creator, and equate knowledge with
information management. New human possibilities are
emergent and challenge the dominant HEI system but
struggle for legitimacy. Nonetheless, futures thinking
acts as a critical frame through which to explore such
ideas and the role values play in both legitimising
present conditions and destabilising accepted notions
of the ‘good’.
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Value Generalisation
HEIs serve their societies and reflect dominant
assumptions about how the world works. They are
indeed committed to a range of social ‘goods’. Such
goods Hans Joas (2013) argues are deeply internalised
frames of reference that have historical roots and
contextual force that generate ‘subjective certainty’.
Following Joas, for service to be taken as a good it
must generate a sense of ‘self-evidence and affective
intensity’ (2013, p. 173). Given that the cultural, social,
environmental and technological forces at work on
individual and collective identity are formidable and
unrelenting it is hardly surprising that HEIs are currently
struggling to express a set of collectively acceptable
‘goods’. However, they are managed by clever and
sincere people who are adept at serving more than one
master. All forty Australian universities, for instance,
address sustainability and claim to be committed to the
goals of education for sustainable development (ESD).
Their commitment to ESD principles is significant.
Yet it is largely framed within the neoliberal context
and therefore compromised at its root by metrics of
success that miss the point. Dominant metrics, as
outlined by Gavin Moodie(2015) do not capture what
matters outside of a narrow band of indicators. As he
observes:
Most of the measures have a lot to do with
prestige and not much to do with the outcomes
of their graduates or the quality of the education
their students receive (2015 np).
Similarly, in reference to English higher education’s
responses to ESD, Scott and Gough have noted:
…all this action in relation to sustainable
development is occurring in parallel with a
quite fundamental (and separate) debate about
the purpose of higher education. A common
contemporary view is that universities exist in
order to provide for the skills-needs of the economy
in the future. Indeed, this perspective has become
so widespread that it may often take the form of
an unconsidered, tacit assumption rather than an
explicit rationale (Scott, 2006, p. 93).
These reflections highlight the ability of the social
‘good’ of competition to trump other social goods such
as those promoted by ESD principles and practices.
That the conversation is happening is important but
the future awaits, challenging the ‘curriculum of the
present’ (ibid), with a host of ethical and empirical
concerns.
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My interest in service as a core value in HEI is that
it bridges a range of concerns held by advocates from
various camps. It is possibly a place where difference
can exist whilst key steps are taken to move beyond
a neoliberal hegemony that prioritises a very narrow
present over a richly expansive future. In this I follow
Joas’s suggestion of a ‘logic of communication about
values’ (2013, p. 174) where he offers the category of
value generalisation. He suggests, that:
…amid the plurality of competing value systems
it is possible to reach agreement on new areas of
common ground (ibid).
Service as a Value Generalisation
Service as a generalised value offers such an
opportunity to test Joas’s argument by putting it to
work. Firstly, service offers a neat counterpoint to the
neoliberal value of self-service. This is not however a
rhetorical sleight of hand. It has tangible implications.
This leads to the second point, service is a rich source
for reframing what HEIs do – it is not a call for
rebuilding the system but for reorienting it because, as
Joas puts it, values are ‘the articulation of experience’
(ibid). Thirdly, service does not displace the neoliberal
presentist curriculum but expands on it whilst subtly
reframing what self-service means.
My argument therefore is that institutions dedicated
to value changes in general and service in particular
act as bridging-institutions because change happens
incrementally according to Plasker’s Change Principle
number 2, one choice at a time. Yet choices are not made
in a vacuum so we all need to be committed to choices
that further our long term vision. This vision is best
built around images of institutional and civilizational
health. So to avoid what Plasker calls “toxic choice”
(2007, p. 20) we invoke Change Principle number 3: A
vision of what the institution and the society it serves
could be in the future. Change Principle number 2
reminds us of the centrality of process, aka Plasker’s
‘progress’, in choice making and change; Change
Principle number 3 reminds us that values underpin
choice and have a central aspirational role to play in
generating meaning, purpose and expression.
Plasker’s principles aimed at a healthy individual
future are, I believe, as applicable to institutions as
they are to individuals. Health is a value that sits at
the heart of service. Values aligned with service are
not necessarily those aligned with the growth and
fiscal orientation of HEIs. Yet as I note above, they
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are also not mutually exclusive. Either way HEIs
generate capital – and this is (and always has been)
social, cultural and economic in nature. Perhaps they
can produce an ecological service oriented capital too
– in the form of relational consciousness and the skill
sets that such awareness demands?
Relational Rationality
This paper is suggesting that values that foster service
have the potential to reorient HEIs by generating
transformative educational opportunities (Thomas,
2009). Thinking about values and service however is
not a purely intellectual affair, it is deeply personal
and embodied (Bussey, 2014). As Joas (2013) notes
– values produce ‘affective intensity’, ie identity, and
generate the subjective sense of ‘self-evidence’. Such
thinkingand the affective intensities that accompany it
is, from a pragmatic perspective, enacted. Action and
thought are deeply intertwined, with action reinforcing
thought and thought testing/validating/experimenting
via action: in short this is a form of action learning
to which futures brings an anticipatory edge (S.
Inayatullah, 2006; Stevenson, 2002). If planetary,
social and institutional health are values we hold dear
then this is an invitation to explorea range of service
modalitiesframed within a relational awareness that
our individual health is linked to questions of equity,
inclusion, care, mutuality and so on (Butler, 2004;
Eisler, 2007; Noddings, 2003). Wilkinson and Pickett
for instance underscore the connection between
distributional equity and wellbeing, providing ample
evidence of the connection and arguing for a new
distributive model (2009). The rational in this context
informed by relational consciousness.
Relational rationality has its own flavour. With the
emergence of networked consciousness and action
(Castells, 2012), the ecological recasting of systems
(DeLanda, 2006) and the geohistorical question of
the Other as a disowned voice in public discourse
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1994) relationality becomes a
tool for reconnecting and revaluing the heartland of
higher education. For me this emergent awareness
is expressed via service (as opposed to instrumental
relevance and self-service), one choice at a time. We
need to follow Plasker’s advice and take small steps,
with the ‘100 year’, ie sustainable, lifestyle in mind.
This keeping the long-term in mind enables us to
avoid those toxic choices that ‘limit our life’ and the
integrity over time of our institutions. In this article I
International Educational Futures Conference

am framing the choice for higher education in terms
of service/self-service as the ‘rhetorical lynch pin’ to
examine what might change in the way our universities
do business.
There is nothing irrational about focusing on selfservice and short term outcomes from a neoliberal
perspective. However, if we were to deploy the concept
of the 100 year lifestyle to HEIs, other values and
concerns arise. Service to the broader community of
planetary stakeholders then becomes the rational way
to assess and enable healthy futures. Such a shift in
rationality requires us to think in terms of values and
their effects on a host of social-ecological processes. A
closer look at the value of service and how it could be
applied in HEI goals and curriculum is now warranted.
Service in HEIs
The 100 year lifestyle invites us to think about service
via a temporal orientation. The presentism of neoliberal
logic is exploded when the present is expanded to
include the next hundred years. This expansion is
further increased if we adopt Elise Boulding’s two
hundred year present (Slaughter, 2005). By broadening
the temporal realm we immediately become aware of
deeper sets of relationship. Service can respond to
this depth by offering Service to the Past, the Present
and the Future. These temporal domains suggest the
following:
•
Service to the Past unleashes dangerous
memory. The sense of hidden possibilities in culture
and also the sense of connectedness to the past – the
peoples, the geographies, the ecologies, the cultures
and technologies etc that have directly or indirectly
informed the present. This raises ethical questions
that challenge the given representations of the
patterns of change. Service to the past is both an
orientation and a practice. As an orientation it demands
only that narrow presentism be set aside and a broader
inclusive attitude be adopted. As a practice it involves
all subjects (not just history) in rethinking aspects of
the curriculum that are time-blind.
•
Service to the Present builds on the relational
logic described earlier in this paper. It begins by
challenging limited senses of self and reorienting
thinking and practice around what we understand as
human potential. It expands the definition of human
to include the world humans inhabit. There is no
separation, no autonomous humanity, no culture that
stands outside of nature. Self-service in this context
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becomes service to the world, not simply a utilitarian
formula for an individual investment in the future.
Awareness of the relational dynamic at work across
geographic, economic, cultural, ecological domains
is essential as is engagement across these sectors.
Transdisciplinary realignment is a key to such service.
•
Service to the Future develops imagination,
creativity, hope and moral courage. It fosters
practical optimism in students and staff by valuing
the acquisition of practical skills that build capacity
that has merit beyond individuals. Such skills are all
energised by an anticipatory imagination that links
HEIs to the broader project of generating resilient and
inclusive futures. The future calls to us not separately
but collectively and poses the ethical constraint that
we act not just on behalf of, but alongside (across time)
with future generations and the worlds they inhabit.
Such a framework can be taught and has powerful
resonances for students as my own teaching testifies.
More importantly however is that the tripartite value
of service acts as a value orientation within which
individual value sets, often potentially in conflict, can
meet and collaborate in a generalised value domain.
What it takes
HEIs are exploring ways to reorient their values and
chart new futures for their stakeholders. Few have
taken this task more seriously than Universiti Sains
Malaysia (USM). Malaysia’s premier university, USM
has been working for over a decade on understanding
how to engage the value of service as a defining ethic
of the university. To use the language of Joas USM has
established a ‘generalised value domain’ and under
the guidance of futurist Sohail Inayatullah, and with
the direct support of the university president Dzulkifli
Abdul Razak, USM has worked through a sustained
process of values clarification and futures thinking to
craft a new dominant vision for itself (S. Inayatullah,
2012; Universiti-Sains-Malaysia, 2007a; USM, 2010).
USM has performed a skilful balancing act that
bridges the desire to transform whilst maintaining
legitimacy, even increased reputation, within
Malaysia’s higher education context. This delicate
balancing act is presented in their strategic document
“Transforming Higher Education for a Sustainable
Tomorrow” in the following terms. Having assessed
the status of the European Union’s leading universities
USM noted:
“Judging by their talent pool, abundance of
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resources and supportive governance, USM
believes that we simply cannot play the same
game in order to be excellent. As defined by their
‘rules’, we chose a different path to strategically
be eminent and excellent measured in different
terms and contexts … USM has chosen to
position itself as a world renowned university
for sustainability with relevance to the future,
nurturing, learning, conducting research and
services towards the stated goal” (Razak et al
2008, p. 64).
To realise this goal the university needed to adjust
experience at the system level by initiating a set of
new systemic processes. At the level of the day to day,
life goes on as usual (ie all contemporary institutional
concerns are still on-going as core business)
though students and staff are becoming involved in
sustainable programmes across the university campus
such as: the White Coffin Campaign (reducing/
eliminating polystyrene use on campus), the CampusWide Recycling Project, the Tree Planting Project
and involvement in the Earth Hour and Earth Day
campaigns (Razak et al 2008, pp 39-40).
Such programmes of course have a systemic basis
being reflective of the Causal Layered Analysis
(CLA) beginning to emerge here (S. Inayatullah,
and Milojević, Ivana, 2015).For instance, USM has
adopted the Blue Ocean Programme (Razak et al
2008, p. 18) to generate new thinking about the future
and its possibilities. This programme is deliberately
open ended. USM recognises that the change must
come from within (ibid, p. 10) so that the institution
is in control of its own future and actively aligning
with values that seek to promote its stated objective of
sustainability, relevance and service to its region and
to the developing world in general. Thus it is seeking
to become a Regional Centre for Excellence (ibid, pp.
21-22) and to direct research towards the bottom four
billion people on the planet.
At the level of paradigm USM is developing
a value base that fosters service and partnership
models as the most effective route to sustainability.
Its goal is “to achieve excellence holistically within
a small ecological footprint” (ibid, p. 10). To further
this it is challenging disciplinary categories by
actively supporting interdiscplinarity and challenging
traditional disciplinary silos. It now has a new story–
the ‘University in a Garden’ (ibid, p. 14; p. 39) and a
new value focus – service to the bottom four billion
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people on the planet. This is a suitably heroic mission
and one which draws support from its regional context
where the Malaysian government declared it to be its
APEX University in 2008. Table 1offers a CLA of this
process of accessing a new story.
Table 1: Mapping USM’s Transformation

Litany

The
System

Institutions shape
people and people
shape institutions

Institutions institute
the rational as reality

The
The rational is
Paradigm contextual & value
laden

The Story When the rational, i.e.
the story, fails so do
institutions (or they
change)

University
Ranking;
student
numbers;
teaching,
research,
publication
rankings;
assessment.
Plus:
recycling,
tree
planting,
Earth Hour
and Earth
Day

Blue Ocean
Programme
(ibid, p. 18);
Inside Out
Service;
Partnership
in tension
with
Competition
and
economic
metrics;
holistic
excellence
University
in a Garden;
Change the
rules of the
Game

See1 http://www.researchsea.com/html/article.
php/aid/3518/cid/1/research/universiti_sains_
malaysia_is_malaysia___s_apex_university.html
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USM can be seen to be aligning its story and values
with an emergent context that will have relevance for
many decades to come. Thus it is seeking, following
Plasker’s 100 year life style principles, to ensure
health, make choices one at a time and keep its goal of
sustainability and service to the disadvantaged at the
heart of all it does. This process began with an intensive
period of reflection that included all core players, the
seventy four members of their “Dream team” (ibid, pp.
100-101). This is summarised in Table 2.

USM’s ‘100 Year Lifestyle’ Plan
Change is easy. Thinking The futures scenario
about it is hard.
work summarised in
USM’s Constructing
Future Higher Education
Scenarios (2007b)
describes the futures
thinking at the heart
of USM’s sustainable
lifestyle agenda
Change happens one
choice at a time. Think
progress, not perfection.

Blue Ocean Programme
(ibid, p. 18); Inside
Out Approach(ibid, p.
10); Regional Centre
of Excellence (ibid, pp.
21-22); APEX university
application

Approach change with
your ideal 100 year
lifestyle in mind.

University in a Garden;
Service; Partnership in
tension with Competition
and economic metrics;
holistic excellence

(Plasker, 2007, p. 15)

Table 2: USM’s ‘100 Year Lifestyle’
Plasker’s process is quite fluid and can be understood as an
unending and folded process of becoming (Deleuze, 1993).
New stories and values generate new forms of expression
and order rationality and process in ways that support this.
Values as a defence against Chaos
The emergent story being charted above is reflexive in
nature. It requires institutions to be vigilant in assessing their
own progress in achieving goals that without a reflexive
system of self-appraisal may well be rhetoric in which
green campuses become the substitute for green minds.
Thus USM have developed a rigorousset of Indicators that
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seek to eliminate, reduce, raise or create (ERRC) conditions
that support their primary values set (Razak et al 2008, pp.
68-71; USM, 2010). A broader reflection allows us to see
the emergence of relational values as a basic feature of
cultural evolution. Namely, that humanity has generated
civilisation in order to escape the instability of the random
and the chaotic. Yet paradoxically the random and the
chaotic are the goad to anticipation and creative emergence
and the reimagining of order when what is ‘rational’ fails.
As actor participants we are all part of this drama and must
acknowledge that in responding to context we also shape
context (Bussey, 2016 Forthcoming).
What drives activity in this context are our values. In
fact all our activity as individuals and communities is based
on values. Our institutions enact and maintain these whilst
individuals internalise, challenge and hybridise according
to their aspirations and the pressures they find themselves
under. So civilisations are expressions of values. Culture –
the act of cultivating values? – is the value expression of
context. Our values determine what it is we take as rational,
which as we have seen is a dynamic causally layered field of
interrelated processes of meaning making that determines
how consciousness operates within context.
There has been much talk about paradigm shifts
(Kuhn, 1996), the great turning (Korten, 2006), the
tipping point (Gladwell, 2002), worldshifts(Laszlo, 2009),
macroshifts(Laszlo, 2001), but what does this mean to
institutions like the university which have the potential
to represent the aspirational and cultural heart land of an
emergent planetary civilizational project? Currently they
act as gate keepers for a neoliberal model of learning but
some, like USM, are seeking to redefine universities by
aligning them with a deeper ethical agenda that is based
on values such as service that assert the fundamental
requirement of learning to facilitate the utilisation of human
potential and to put this potential at the service of the planet
(S. Inayatullah, and Gidley, J, 2000; Razak, 2008).
In this context, universities like USM find themselves
seeking to represent the dominant economic value system
of a secular Western model of educational delivery whilst
remaining true to their cultural and normative agenda. As a
result, they are transitional or bridging institutions that must
navigate, on the one hand a value system based on a secular
Western economic paradigm that promotes competition,
rankings, economic accountability, structural imperatives,
quality assurance and linear ahistorical utilitarian learning.
While on the other hand they seek to develop valid and
constructive contexts – a value generalisation - for extended
cooperative holistic learning that promotes health, balance,
integrity, relationship and inner accountability to values
that will underpin a sustainable culture at both local and
planetary scales (Nehls, 2013).
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Conclusion
Transitioning to a new world order that values sustainable
process requires transitional institutions as legitimacy is
required for those not yet ready to risk everything on a
single role of the dice. They are also necessary as none
of us working in the present university system can clearly
conceive of what sustainable cultures will look like and
how their institutions will behave.
This paper has sought to tackle the question, How do
we embed values and service in higher education futures?
Such a question might suggest there is an answer, a formula
or linear process we can follow that will help transition
us from condition A to condition B. In the cultural field
however process is messy and multiple and can better be
described, using Deleuze and Guattari’s term (1987), as
rhizomic. The chaotic and multiple nature of rhizomic
space always leaves out the unexpected lines of flight that
an idea or process takes. These ‘lines’ are unpredictable
and cross boundaries and geographic spaces in the most
unanticipated ways. Thus changing institutional values
requires us to accept liminality as a quality of transition and
to play with a consciousness of between-ness that accounts
for disorientation as part of reorientation (Bussey, 2009).
Universities used to educate for elites, then they were
massified and linked to nation building projects (Gatto,
2002; Miller, 2006). The dominant ethos was neoliberal
competition premised on self-service; now global contexts
are reframing human activity and higher education has the
opportunity to respond proactively in these postnormal
times(Sardar, 2010) by looking to move away from
competition and towards service oriented values in which
the hyper individual becomes the ‘nested individual’. In
these shifts we see institutions essentially committed to the
legitimation and maintenance of the status quo coming under
increasing pressure. Institutions usually control context and
supply its dominant logic. YET, there are many who inhabit
institutions today that nurture within themselves and their
immediate environs alternative visions of what human
beings can do.
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- Julie Geredien (USA)

Dynamic Education
for Transformation

In Solitude of the Self, Stanton introduced five paradigm
shifting concepts that move one from positivist constructions
of law and exclusionary uses of power, to natural realizations
of law and inclusive practices of power; in doing so she
affirmed the twin pillars of ideal governance and the biopolitical need for an “organic change in the structure of
present day society” (Effendi 1931: 23). Together, these
shifts represent the promise of humanity’s collective
Strength, or Popular Sovereignty, which Deganawidah
affirmed in the Great Values and represented through the
visionary image of the Tree of Justice.
The five shifts implied by Stanton pertain to: the
recognition of human dignity and agency; human
particularity and equality; dynamic human education;
optimal development; and each individual’s relation to
the mystery of life. Together they move people from blind
acceptance of dehumanizing customs and social policies
to the critical and compassionate avowal of the need
for humanizing ones. The transformations involved are
described below:
1. HUMAN DIGNITY AND AGENCY
This involves a transformation:
from technical expressions of law that deny the
expression of human criticality and creativity and that
coercively maintain status quo order in society,
to natural realizations of law that responsively urge
transformation in society by calling attention to the nature
of human needs and to the interior dimensions of the human
condition, awakening one’s agency, sense of responsibility
and concern for dignity and preparedness.
Relevant Passages
Nothing strengthens the judgment and quickens the
conscience like individual responsibility. Nothing adds
such dignity to character as the recognition of one’s
self-sovereignty; the right to an equal place, everywhere
conceded—a place earned by personal merit, not an
artificial attainment by inheritance, wealth, family and
position…
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To refuse political equality is to rob the ostracized of
all self-respect.
No matter how much women prefer to lean, to be
protected and supported, nor how much men desire to
have them do so, they must make the voyage of life alone,
and for safety in an emergency, they must know something
of the laws of navigation.
Such are the facts in human experience, the
responsibilities of individual sovereignty. Rich and poor,
intelligent and ignorant, wise and foolish, virtuous and
vicious, man and woman; it is ever the same, each soul
must depend wholly on itself.

Significance of the Paradigm Shift
Laws and policies designed to protect, for example,
corporate profit, or to maintain costly medical, military,
insurance and penal systems deny the realization of human
dignity. They refuse to recognize the human individual
capacity for creativity and criticality, and collective capacity
for community-based, creative ethical problem solving, and
global, collaborative transformative research. Through this
paradigm shift in perspective, governing structures would
be transformed to protect human dignity by respecting each
individual’s potential and need to engage their agency and
ethical creativity.
Self-sovereignty is better understood in this context
as a sacred non-sovereignty that invites the emergence
of a common shared sovereignty across genders and
peoples. This is because genuine self-sovereignty has
always required, without exception, an acceptance of the
vicissitudes of life and of life’s great mystery. Both of these
are larger than the individual and require her to navigate
through the unknown, applying both purposeful effort and
willing surrender. Respect for the commonality of human
independence is emphasized in Stanton’s remark that, “it
is ever the same, each soul must depend wholly on itself.”
These recognitions reveal the transformative secret
at the heart of the concept of equality: they point to the
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human condition of solitude and poverty and show the
way to genuine wealth through education, self-governance,
and realization of communal or shared sovereignty. This
is similarly how Deganawidah links individual Power,
or moral and spiritual power, to Strength, which rises as
Popular Sovereignty, through a collective realization of coparticipation, equality and harmony.
2. HUMAN PARTICULARITY AND EQUALITY
This involves a transformation:
from misplaced trust in thestandardization of learning
and uncritical acceptance of mass cultural homogenization,
to recognition of the individual’s distinct variability and
the paradoxical universality and equality of one’s condition
under this truth.
Relevant Passage
No mortal ever has been, no mortal ever will be like
the soul just launched on the sea of life. There can never
again be just such a combination of prenatal influences;
never again just such environments as make up the
infancy, youth and manhood of this one. Nature never
repeats herself, and the possibilities of one human soul
will never be found in another. No one has ever found two
blades of ribbon grass alike, and no one will ever find two
human beings alike.
Significance of Paradigm Shift
Adherence to positivist constructions of law and to an
economic system that treats education and the natural
bounties of life as a commodity contributes to invariant,
categorical modes of thinking and reductionist responses
to human complexity and potential. Respect for the
particularity of the individual lets people acknowledge the
beauty and value of each individual’s constituent power
and new frontiers of co-learning together. Furthermore,
biological appreciation of variability represents a new
frontier in human developmental science and in the arts.
Such research seeks to integrate those in the margins into a
new center. It would nurture the unique and ethical creative
capacities in the individual that have been submerged due
to ignorance and oppression in the structures of the larger
society. These include gifts for service, collaboration and
cultural syntheses. When researched understandings of
human variability are applied in educational practices
through the full expression of Universal Design for
Learning,i the realization of these gifts would bring genuine
prosperity to all humanity.
Finally, the bio-political acknowledgment of variability
and particularity turns people away from notions of building
political strength through partisan identifications and
conformities, and instead directly supports the vision of a
genuinely democratic and participatory society that values
International Educational Futures Conference

the worth and diversity of each individual’s constituent
power. Stanton affirmed this when she commented: “Seeing,
then, what must be the infinite diversity in human character,
we can in a measure appreciate the loss to a nation when
any class of the people is uneducated and unrepresented in
the government.”
3. DYNAMIC HUMAN EDUCATION
This involves a transformation:
from a static perception of human nature that organizes
education around cultural expectations of expertise and the
fixed certification and degree requirements for employment,
to a dynamic perception of human nature that uplifts
dignity through a whole approach to education, and that
develops dynamic skills for self-awareness and selfdevelopment in inter-participatory relationship with the
environment.
Relevant Passages
In talking of education, how shallow the argument
that each class must be educated for the special work it
proposes to do, and that all those faculties not needed
in this special work must lie dormant and utterly wither
for want of use, when, perhaps, these will be the very
faculties needed in life’s greatest emergencies!
Is it, then, consistent to hold the developed woman
of this day within the same narrow political limits as
the dame with the spinning wheel and knitting needle
occupied in the past? No, no! … the hopes and ambitions
of women are essentially changed.
To guide our own craft, we must be captain, pilot,
engineer; with chart and compass to stand at the wheel;
to watch the winds and waves, and know when to take in
the sail, and to read the signs in the firmament over all.
Significance of Paradigm Shift
Dynamic education justly prepares the individual and the
society to live in an adaptive and resilient relationship
to strife, on-going evolutionary changes, and natural life
adversities, including unforeseen moral and spiritual
life challenges. It therefore acknowledges the human
relationship to uncertainty, flux and uncertainty, and
provides a more holistic approach to life realities otherwise
oppressed and denied for the sake of conformity within
closed and static social systems.
Appreciation of the dynamic nature of life and learning
and the inherent need for movement, participation and
integration, protects us from rigid societal job-role
identities. These identities impede the development of
natural emergent gifts within the individual that need to
be aligned with the biological truth of adaptive dynamics
within Nature. Here collective human strength rises as
we respect how our interior life is interwoven with the
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natural world and as we educate ourselves to benefit from
this complex inter-relationship by cultivating harmonizing
qualities of mind and being rather than dominionistic or
possessive ones.

competition or individualism, but rather shifts humanity
toward collaboration and co-responsibility; it is a “joint”
venture, and requires all peoples to contribute and take part
in our collective strength-building.

4. OPTIMAL HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
This involves a transformation:
from a transient, material perspective coupled with
individualistic values that settle for status quo expectations
in human development,
to abiding moral and spiritual values thatrespect optimal
expectations in human development and that support the
maturation of a larger, shared humanity.

5. RESPECT FOR THE MYSTERY OF LIFE
Involves a transformation:
from material sensory responses to human life that
promote a positivist willingness to dominate and control
human and ecological life systems in the entitled,
reductionist pursuit of one’s ends,
to holistic poetic responses to human life that de-center
and dissolve fixed rigid perceptions, opening one tolifeaffirming participation in creative processes andreverent
respect for life’s mystery.

Relevant Passages
We ask for the complete development of every
individual, first, for his own benefit and happiness….
Again, we ask complete individual development for the
general good.
The chief reason for opening to every soul the doors
to the whole round of human duties and pleasures is the
individual development thus attained, the resources thus
provided under all circumstances to mitigate the solitude
that at times must come to everyone.
As in our extremity we must depend on ourselves,
the dictates of wisdom point to complete individual
development.
Significance of Paradigm Shift
The ability to discern continually the gap between optimal
standards for development and status quo-standards for
development is the indicator of humanity’s capacity to
uphold the vision of Justice and to act with loving-kindness.
This is a conceptual and imaginative capacity.
The raised standard of optimal development promises
to fulfill the requirements of Justice for humanity because
it addresses the full range of human needs, including
physical, emotional, intellectual, social, creative, moral and
spiritual dimensions. It therefore prepares the individual
thoroughly for the challenge of being human, including
preparation both for the experience of human solitude and
of self-awareness.
Furthermore, through a paradigm shift that emphasizes
optimal standards for development over status-quo
standards, the flourishing of all life is protected. This
is because this raised standard directs humanity to
remember its highest station as stewards and trustees of
life on the planet. A hallmark of optimal development
is the proliferation of ethical social creativity: a way
of innovating around principles of high reason and felt
wisdom that yields unintended positive effects in every
direction and that protects future generations of life.
The paradigm of optimal development does not promote
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Relevant Passages
And yet, there is a solitude which each and every one
of us has always carried with him, more inaccessible than
the ice-cold mountains, more profound than the midnight
sea; the solitude of self. Our inner being which we call
ourself, no eye nor touch of man or angel has ever pierced.
It is more hidden than the caves of the gnome; the sacred
adytum of the oracle; the hidden chamber of Eleusinian
mystery, for to it only omniscience is permitted to enter.
Such is individual life. Who, I ask you, can take, dare
take on himself the rights, the duties, the responsibilities
of another human soul?
Significance of Paradigm Shift
Through respect for each one’s direct relationship with the
mystery of the transcendent, a fresh vision of intimacy is
opened to humanity. By tolerating and even welcoming from
within one’s self mystery and the presence of the “other,”
authentic intra-personal intimacy is attained. A new intersubjective ground can then be forged in the place where
one human life intersects another. Personal sovereignty or
ownership of the self is no longer relevant. Instead one’s
sacred non-sovereignty is recognized. (Giri 2014: 223)
A new realization of group intimacy is then possible:
one in which hope and the otherness of visionary insight is
protected, and intellectual and spiritual principles applied.
A new cultural intimacy can thus emerge. It conceals
constructed political differences and makes possible a
political consensus-making that mystically nourishes
diversity and variability and that encourages an on-going
investigative, naturally inquisitive approach to reality. Old
stereotypes of cultural intimacy, based on construction of an
“other” and on superficial in-group loyalties, are unhinged.
The human understandings that support solidarity across
borders can come to light. This is the democratic Strength
of shared sacred non-sovereignty.
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In Solitude of the Self, awareness of the individual’s
participation in the natural unfolding of historical progress
intersects with realizations of the eternal or absolute.
Stanton observed this most poignantly in remarks such
as: “In that solemn solitude of self, that links us with
the immeasurable and the eternal, each soul lives alone
forever,” and “Inasmuch, then, as woman shares equally
the joys and sorrows of time and eternity, is it not the height
of presumption in man to propose to represent her at the
ballot box … to do … her voting in the state, her praying in
the church, and to assume the position of high priest at the
family altar?”
The political ramification of this intersection is that
historical progress, as it participates in the movement of
Justice, is simultaneously infused with the mystery of the
immeasurable and eternal, its unfathomable secret and its
sacredness. The unfolding realization and institutionalization
of natural law is a dynamic process that is inseparable
from the evolutionary “happenings” of our shared human
history. Still, the wisdom of providence does not in itself
reflect an unfolding or dynamic event. Instead, it carries the
mystery of the eternal and absolute. It relates directly to the
transcendent domain of eternal law, to the spiritual gospels
for humanity provided by its greatest moral and spiritual
teachers. It connects humans to an authentic and sublime
vision of human dignity and nobility and therefore to a more
sensitive and integral realization of the full range of human
rights. This meta-level of providential creative wisdom is
also, for humans, an optimal realm of trust and solidarity. It
can be intimated by peoples everywhere, through visionary
and contemplative practice, despite the particularities of
one’s culture or customs.
It infuses historical progress with meaning and
humankind with faith, simply because it is larger than a
single human life and encompasses more than the whole
of humanity. It inspires leaders such as Martin Luther King
to observe and confirm with mystic certitude that though
“the arc of the moral universe is long,” over time it “bends
toward justice.”ii Respect for the mystery of life and for
the meta-level of providential creative wisdom gives value
to the precautionary principle and supports one’s deepest
feeling that our real commitments to one another are
sacred and obligatory. By destabilizing any false and facile
assumption of human authority, it also promotes a humble
willingness to support transversal or horizontal methods
of arriving at social agreements, such as those protected
in Iroquoian culture and government. Furthermore, in
Stanton’s appreciation of law, the individual’s direct and
unmediated relationship with the mystical and hidden
dimensions within one’s inner being serves as the practical
ontological foundation of Justice. Remembrance of one’s
relationship with the vastness which is within and beyond
one uproots bias and habitual modes of reacting to or
International Educational Futures Conference

reducing reality; and in Stanton’s vision of absolute or
divine Justice, one’s solitary relation to the grandeur of life
represents a holy reality that no one is permitted to ignore,
to oppress or to refuse to protect.
For Stanton, it is our relation to mystery and our
collective orientation to providential creative wisdom that
makes each one a solitary “Robinson Crusoe” and that
guides people together to
navigate the seas of ethical decision-making. In
the same way constellations once guided sailors, the
constellation of general principles point us toward
regions of moral action. Yet the precise longitude and
latitude of any moral region can only be determined
in creative collaborative expeditions we undertake.
Ethical decision-making is collaborative and creative
practice. (Carter, Miller, Radhakrishnan 2001: 24)
As Stanton points out, woman “shares equally the joys
and sorrows of time and eternity,” and so must be able to coparticipate in the navigation of “the seas of ethical decisionmaking.” She must be fitted with the right education and
developmental vision for this. But the fact is that women’s
rights, as expressed in Solitude of the Self, are relevant to
all people, man or woman, young or old. The intersection
of any person’s historically embedded life with the eternal,
or absolute creates a juncture that is the universal source
of life’s mystery and dignity. It assures a human journey of
life-long learning and meaning-making and requires that we
cultivate ourselves so as to be able to traverse disjuncture.
In Global Ethical Options: Gandhi, King, Ikeda, authors
Carter, Miller and Radhakrishnan explain the need to
negotiate ethically within the many contexts of the social
sphere, the multi-dimensional distinct levels present in
that Nowhere place where human biological and temporal
life intersects with spirituality. In this way, a new kind of
human security can be found through the serious effort to
build understanding in the midst of “creative insecurity”:
A relevant ethics for the new century must be inclusive
of diverse perspectives: business, economics, ecology,
education, medicine, philosophy, politics, psychology,
spirituality, science, society, and technology.
Thus the collaborative and creative ethics of the twentyfirst century must be international, interdisciplinary,
intercultural, ecumenical, interfaith, social, nonhierarchical ethical options. The ethics of the future
must be open to the theist, non-theist, the metaphysician,
and the materialist.
Ethical enrichment for one’s own identity comes through
interaction with different belief systems, cultures,
faiths, norms, traditions, and values. Through these
encounters, spirituality becomes creative insecurity
instead of moral disdain or disregard of difference. (25)
i

Universal design for learning (UDL) is (hopefully) an
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evolving framework to improve and optimize teaching and
learning for all people based on scientific insights into how
humans learn. It concerns itself with observable differences
in how people learn, their skills, needs and abilities. Rather
than gearing instruction to an imaginary “average” student,
it faces the reality of human variability and concerns itself
with finding larger patterns of stability across variability
and with integrating those in the “margins” of mainstream
education. When research attention is directed toward
understanding and serving those with challenges and more
serious differences in learning ability, it has been shown that
these research findings are beneficial even for those without
the noted challenge; in other words, it is “universally”
helpful insight.
King is known for citing this affirmation in “The Gospel
Messenger” periodical. He put the actual words in quotes,
to signal that they were not his own:
Evil may so shape events that Caesar will occupy a
palace and Christ a cross, but that same Christ arose
and split history into A.D. and B.C., so that even the life
of Caesar must be dated by his name. Yes, “the arc of
the moral universe is long, but it bends toward justice.”
There is something in the universe which justifies
William Cullen Bryant in saying, “Truth crushed to
earth will rise again.”
In 1964 King gave a sermon to undergraduates of
Wesleyan University in Middletown, Connecticut,
at their commencement ceremony and he concluded
with the line: “The arc of the moral universe is long
ii
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but it bends toward justice.” However, though King is
remembered for this metaphor, it did not originate with
him.
The Quote Investigator website found at http://
quoteinvestigator.com/2012/11/15/arc-of-universe/
reviews the origins of this quote, which is most often
mistakenly attributed to King. The site reports that it
began with Theodore Parker, a Unitarian minister and
Transcendentalist who called for the abolition of slavery. In
1853 his book, “Ten Sermons of Religion” was released. It
is the third sermon, titled “Of Justice and the Conscience”
that includes the concept:

Look at the facts of the world. You see a
continual and progressive triumph of the right. I
do not pretend to understand the moral universe,
the arc is a long one, my eye reaches but little
ways. I cannot calculate the curve and complete
the figure by the experience of sight; I can divine
it by conscience. But from what I see I am sure it
bends towards justice.
Things refuse to be mismanaged long. Jefferson
trembled when he thought of slavery and
remembered that God is just. Ere long all America
will tremble.
The site then gives a chronology of how the actual
aphorism has been used by different people and how it
came into its more concise and popularly recognized form
in 1918, still long before King’s famous citations of it.
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Inertia Explained

Using Newton’s 2nd law F = ma , a very short derivation of
the inertial mass m of an elementary particle like an electron
is proposed, starting with the particle’s rest energy Eo. A
particle is proposed to be composed of a single circling
photon-like object whose energy Eo is the rest energy of the
particle. The derivation shows that a particle does not get
its inertial mass directly from its rest energy Eo, as given
by Einstein’s wellknown equation Eo = mc2 for a resting
electron or other resting object. Rather, a particle gets its
inertial mass m from the time rate of change of the circling
momentum vector p = Eo / c of the proposed circling photonlike object composing the particle.
Key words: inertia, mass, inertial mass, energy, momentum,
particle, Eo= mc2 , photon, electron, model
Introduction
The word “inertia” (Latin for “inactivity” or “idleness”)
was first used in a physical sense by Johannes Kepler to
explain why a planet requires an external force to oppose
its “inertial” tendency to slow down as the planet moves in
its elliptical orbit around the Sun.
The term was used in a different sense by Galileo
Galilei to explain why objects move at a constant velocity
horizontally unless acted on by friction or some other
external force.
The term was later used by Isaac Newton to explain
why a body moves with a constant velocity in a straight
line unless acted upon by an external force. This statement
is Newton’s well-known first law of motion, the “law of
inertia”. Newton’s 2nd law of motion states that the total
external force F applied to a body equals the mass m of the
body times its acceleration a . We write Newton’s 2nd law
as F = ma or more precisely with the vector equation ΣF=
ma . The quantity m in Newton’s 2nd law is known as the
inertial mass of the object, or simply its mass. This mass
m is not the same as the weight W of the object. Newton
showed by his 2nd law that an object’s weight W is given
by W = mg , where the object’s weight W is the force of
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gravity on the object, m is its mass and g is the acceleration
of a falling object due to gravity.
Derivation of a particle’s inertial mass m from its rest
energy Eo
The inertial mass m of an elementary particle with rest
energy Eo is derived below using F=ma . The particle is
assumed to be composed of a circling light-speed object
whose energy equals the particle’s rest energy Eo. A similar
inertial mass derivation is given in Gauthier1 for the
circulating spin-½ charged-photon model of the electron
presented in Gauthier2.
Several researchers such as Hestenes3, Gauthier4,
Williamson and van der Mark5, and Rivas6, have modeled
an electron as a circulating light-speed object moving in
a circle or a helix. The energy of this circularly moving
light-speed object is the particle’s rest energy Eo . For an
electron, Eo is 0.511 MeV (million electron volts). If the
circling light-speed object were a photon, it would have a
circling momentum equal to 0.511 MeV/c where MeV/c is
a unit of momentum and c is the speed of light, 3.00 ×108m
/s.
Any object moving in a circle with a constant speed
and a constant radius has a circling frequency f measured
in cycles per second or hertz (Hz). A circling photon of
energy Eo has a momentum p = Eo / c whose momentum
vector rotates at this same circling frequency f. The time
rate of change of the circling photon’s momentum vector
is calculated from the value of the photon’s momentum
p = Eo / c and the circling frequency f of the momentum
vector. This time rate of change of the momentum vector p
is called dp / dt . The value of dp / dt is dp / dt = 2 πfp = 2
πfEo / c . The dp/dt vector always points towards the center
of the photon’s circle.
According to Newton’s 2nd law, F = dp / dt = ma where
F = dp / dt is the external total force vector on the object
(equal to dp / dt , the rate of change of the momentum vector
of the object), m is the inertial mass of the object, and a is
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the acceleration vector of the object. The 2nd law can be
rewritten as m = (dp / dt) / a . Any object moving in a circle
with a constant speed has an acceleration vector acentripetal
pointing towards the center of the circle. This centripetal
acceleration vector acentripetal is the time rate of change of
the rotating velocity vector of the circling object. The wellknown centripetal acceleration formula is acentripetal = (2 πf )2
R where R is the radius of the circular motion of the object.
When we calculate m = (dp / dt) / acentripetal using the above
relationships dp / dt = 2 πfEo / c and acentripetal = (2 πf )2 R , we
get m = (2 πfEo / c) / (2 πf )2 R , which gives m = (Eo / c) / (2
πRf ). But 2πRf is equal to the circle’s circumference 2πR
times the frequency f, the number of circumferences of the
circle that the photon moves around per second. Therefore
2πRf is the total distance that the photon travels around the
circle per second. This total distance per second traveled by
a photon is the light-speed c of the circling photon, so 2πRf
= c . If we substitute this result into the equation m = (Eo /
c) / 2πRf we get m = (Eo / c) / c = Eo / c2 for the inertial mass
of the particle.
Discussion
The formula Eo = mc2 , relating the rest energy Eo of a
particle to its rest mass, invariant mass, inertial mass or just
plain mass m of a resting elementary particle is already wellknown in physics, and is well-grounded in experimental
evidence. What is being proposed here is that an elementary
particle does not derive its inertial mass directly from its rest
energy Eo. Rather, an elementary particle derives its inertial
mass from the circling momentum Eo / c of a photon-like
object proposed to compose this elementary particle.
One can object that, although the derivation of a
particle’s inertial mass m from the circulating momentum
of a photon or photon-like object using Newton’s 2nd law
may be correct, there is no experimental evidence that a
photon or photon-like object can actually move in a circle
or helix to form an elementary particle such as an electron.
A normal spin-1 uncharged photon is not known to be able
to move in a circle small enough to form an elementary
particle. The same may not be true for a hypothesized
new variety of photon that can move in a circle to form
an electron. An electron has spin-½ and carries a negative
electrical charge. Gauthier2 proposed an electron model
that is composed of a spin-½ negatively charged photon that
moves along a circular trajectory (for a stationary electron)
or along a helical trajectory (for a moving electron). In this
model the electron, composed of a spin-½ charged photon,
moves forward slower than the speed of light because the
proposed spin-½ charged photon composing the electron is
moving along its helical trajectory at the speed of light, and
therefore moves in the forward direction at less than the
speed of light. So far, no one to my knowledge has shown
that this proposed spin-½ charged photon cannot exist or
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cannot move in a circular or helical trajectory to form an
electron. In fact the electric charge of the proposed spin½ charged photon may be what causes the charged photon
to move in a circle or helix. It remains for experiment to
test this spin-½ charged photon hypothesis. If a spin-½
charged photon does exist, it may not have been recognized
yet partly because it has already been named an electron or
some other known particle with mass.
It can also be objected that even if such a spin-½ charged
photon does exist and composes an electron, it is not really
a photon because it does not have spin 1 and has electric
charge, unlike a normal photon. However, the proposed
spin-½ charged photon has other properties of a photon.
It obeys the well-known wave formula λf = c (where λ is
the charged photon’s wavelength and f is its frequency). It
also obeys the wellknown formulas for a photon’s energy
E = hf (where h is Planck’s constant) and momentum p =
hf / c . I prefer to call this proposed spin-½ charged lightspeed object a new variety of photon rather than giving it a
completely different particle name.
Another possible objection to a circling-photon model of
a fundamental particle is that a single photon would seem to
violate the law of conservation of momentum by traveling
in a circular trajectory instead of a straight trajectory.
However, the circling-photo particle model assumes that
the circling photon is acted on by a central force F = dp /
dt, which changes the momentum vector p of the photon so
that the photon moves in a circle instead of a straight line.
According to Newton’s 2nd law, this central force vector
F equals the rate of change with time of the momentum
vector Eo / c of the circling photon. It is this central force
vector F, when divided by the circling photon’s centripetal
acceleration vector acentripetal = (2 πf )2 R as described above,
that yields the inertial mass m of the circling photon and
equivalently, the inertial mass m of the particle composed
of the circling photon.

While the circling photon does not have a constantdirection momentum vector and therefore does not
appear to conserve momentum, it is because the
central force vector F keeps changing the direction
of the photon’s momentum vector and therefore the
direction of the charged photon itself. The nature of
this central force proposed to act on the circling photon
composing a particle is currently unknown. Still, its
value can be calculated for any particular circlingphoton model of a particle. For example, in the spin-½
charged-photon model of the electron, the value of the
central force F acting on the double-looping circling
charged photon is calculated in Gauthier7 to be 0.424
Newtons, or 0.095 pounds. This is a remarkably strong
force proposed to be related to a single electron.
The spin or angular momentum of an elementary
particle is currently unexplained. Spin is considered to be
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an “intrinsic” property of an elementary particle like an
electron. However, the spin of a particle like an electron
can be explained by the internal circulation of a single
charged photon composing the electron, but not without the
charged photon appearing to violate the law of conservation
of momentum. In the spin-½ charged-photon model of
an electron, the electron model’s spin S is calculated by
multiplying the circling charged photon’s momentum p =
Eo / c by the double-looping circle’s radius R = hc / 4 πEo ,
giving S = h / 4 π. This is the exact experimental value of
the spin of an electron. If the charged photon did not appear
to violate the conservation of linear momentum, it could
not move in a double-looping circular trajectory to give the
electron particle model the experimentally correct electron
spin.
More generally, other non-light-speed fundamental
particles with inertial mass such as quarks, neutrinos, W
particles, Z particles, the Higgs boson and even some
proposed dark matter particles may each be composed of
an internally-circulating light-speed photonlike object.
These other particles could also derive their inertial masses
from their circulating internal momentum. In this view,
the inertial mass of a particle is not the property of some
material ‘stuff’ called “matter”. Rather inertial mass is
derived from the rate of change of the circling momentum
vector of a photon-like object composing the particle. When
this rate of change of circling momentum is combined with
Newton’s 2nd law of motion F = ma and the circulating
particle’s centripetal acceleration, the result is the property
of matter called inertial mass m = Eo / c2 where Eo is the
energy of the circling photon-like object having momentum
Eo / c and composing the particle.
Usually Einstein’s famous formula is written E=mc2.
This better-known formula is physically less precise than
Eo=mc2, because the total energy E of a moving particle
increases with the particle’s speed, while the moving
particle’s “invariant mass” or “rest mass” m is independent
of the particle’s speed and is always proportional to Eo.
But why should the term c2 even occur in the formula for
the energy contained in a particle at rest like an electron
that has inertial mass m? The easiest answer is that there
is something in the particle moving at light-speed c. As
mentioned above, several researchers have proposed that
the electron is composed of something moving internally
at light-speed c. But the origin of a particle’s inertial mass
m from the rotating momentum vector Eo / c of a circling
photon-like object using Newton’s 2nd law and the
centripetal acceleration of the circulating photon-like object
has, to my knowledge, not previously been demonstrated.
Conclusion
The inertial mass m of an elementary particle of rest energy
Eo is derived from the rotating momentum of proposed
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circling photon-like object composing the particle and
having energy Eo . The particle gets its inertial mass m from
the time rate of change of the rotating momentum vector
of the circulating photon-like object. A short calculation
using Newton’s 2nd law and the centripetal acceleration of
the circling photon-like object yields the particle’s resulting
inertial mass m = Eo / c2 , or Eo = mc2.
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Cultural and Religious Alienation
Amongst Indian Youth: A Consequence of
Distancing Precept and Practice

- Dr Neera Sharma;
Director, Centre for Socio Linguistic Studies

In CULTURAL pertains to ‘advanced development of the
human powers; development of the body, mind and spirit
by training and experience: ....evidence of intellectual
development (of arts science etc) (Collins Cobuild: 1986)
.Broadly speaking it stands for all that which is beautiful in
our tradition. RELIGIOUS refers to ‘belief in the existence
of supernatural ruling power, the creator and controller
of the universe, who has given to man a spiritual nature
which continues to exist after the death of body.... One of
the various systems of faith and worship based on such
belief....life as lived under the rules of a monastic order....
matter of conscience; something that one considers oneself
bound to do..’(C C; 1986) Alienation is , a withdrawing
or separation of a person or a person’s affections, from an
object or a position of former attachment; estrangement,
alienation from the values of one’s society and family
(Merriam Webster) Karl Marx describes this estrangement
as detachment from Gattung Swesen (species-essence)
as a consequence of living in a society of stratified social
classes. The alienation from the self is a consequence of
being a mechanistic part of a social class, the condition
which estranges a person from their humanity. According
to Ludwig Feuerbach (The Essence of Christianity; 1841),
the idea of a super natural god has alienated the natural
characteristics of the human being. Such diverse views on
God at different times are quite baffling for younger minds
in absence of enough personal experience. At this stage
it must be made clear that religion- be it any if looked at
objectively aims at providing a set of socio cultural moral
codes most appropriately suited to that community but not
bearing animosity towards other communities or system of
beliefs and faith in general. Alienation term used in the
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title seems to be the consequence of reality not being in
consonance with later part of pre mentioned sentence ie;
in the name of religion individuals trying to universalize
their personal agendas of concepts specially devised to
promote and suit their egotistic lust for power money and
fame. Extremely individualized theories create disharmony
between communities, groups and people. The large spread
anarchy and intolerance of divergent points of view leaves
our youth totally disillusioned. Further he does not find any
apparent loss in turning away from the label of religion
that remains for him more or less a sectarian phrase to be
written while filling some official forms.
With my 25 years of teaching experience at university
level in addition to bringing up two children, has provided
me with good opportunity of transaction with youth, today
when I look around; in the name of culture, a blind race
after western styles, customs, dresses, happy father’s,
mother’s friendship’s...... days, culture of keeping fresh
with social media, studying abroad becoming the statement
of status, party, drinks , branded clothes – to name a few
fresh changes in last 20 years or so have slowly replaced
our earlier social values and norms. My present concern
is not in denial of any change but I am trying to present a
case for selective adoption of best from both old and new
approaches to life by suggesting some changes that we may
have to inculcate in the developmental process at family,
social and academic level. Unless we as elders are not
prepared to change, the current dilemma before the youth
of aimless pursuance of life with no inner or outer ethical
sustenance/self conviction, situation would not alter. The
thoughts that I am going to share with you will progress in
the following order:
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A. Current scenario
B. Causes of youth disillusionment
C. Suggested means to improve the situation
A. India is a melting pot of various cultures, customs
religions and communities with their respective languages
and traditions. In the name of Indian culture as such no
single set of customs or religion can be labelled as ‘Indian‘,
so there is a total lack of clearly distinguishable model. It
is the nationalistic and political identity that makes them
Indian; but for this their personality is being shaped entirely
by consumerism and materialism, The exposure to internet
gives them total freedom of choice in viewing, observing,
planning, believing and adopting any trait of character.
B. When bombarded with enormous information and
viewpoints; what can be the basis of morally and culturally
acceptable selection for a young mind? Why should he
not believe that personal success and fulfilment of desire
is most important by whatever means? Who can erase
the visual impressions created by the amount of violence
shown on screen from young minds? We all are well
aware of the instances of crime inspired by movies and
crime shows presented on small screen .In the name of
religion- mythological characters of religious epics shown
through animated figures on television screen, and comics,
or so called religious preachers with not always a clean
reputation make them ridicule the concept of religion
altogether. High talk of goodness, ideal character coming
from those who do not carry these philosophic precepts
to practice further alienates the youth. The lure of luxury
cars, branded goods, foreign travel, dine and drink out
culture seems to be too powerful and attractive to ignore
to them. Parents constant expectation from children of a
high profiled job, not quite accepting the dignity of hard
work, their constant comparison with more successful peer
mates often with nasty remarks would not let young one
accept a job at hand till he finds the one of his dreams thus
aggravating the problem of unemployment, depression,
anxiety and drugs. A disciplined life limits itself mostly to a
mandatory requirement of job training module. My informal
conversations with some youngsters reveal that concept of
god or a superpower gives a fatalistic theory of life where
’Acceptance’ a keyword of peaceful life is misunderstood
as an attitude of resignation, or taking things lying down,
inculcating lack of ambition leading to a cowardly society
lacking progress. The preachers of different faith according
to young minds are idle, lethargic people who are good
words manipulators, capable of creating mass hysteric
conditions and generating blind followers.
C. Under the given set of conditions we will have to
do some introspection! We cannot escape from the indirect
responsibility of carving this dismal, directionless and
chaotic scene for our youngsters. Some measures can be
suggested though many more will be needed with general
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consensus;
1. Teacher has to be a role model
2. His conduct has to be exemplary He doesn’t has to
be cynical or judgemental while talking to students. He has
to be encouraging and open to suggestions from students.
3. As parents it is our responsibility to provide him with
an atmosphere conducive to socially and morally acceptable
habits. From an early childhood habits of exercise/ yoga,
observance of silence for a short time, every morning,
reading of sacred books of all religions with stress on
self contemplation, the capacity of deep thinking must be
inculcated. Certain breathing exercises equip us with inner
power and strength of mind.
For objective interpretation of different religious texts
help from wise ones should be sought. Here one important
consideration must be kept in mind. A teacher who is to
unravel the truth hidden in sacred books must be given
respect due to a good teacher Too much of personalization
with such teachers may drag one to extreme of.....My teacher
is better than yours...; psychology eventually changing into
a group of followers forming a cult.
This cult formation has resulted into many educational
institutes for the young ones where their physical forms
are w worshipped, hymns are sung in their praises, their life
stories are taught projecting them larger than life figures
leading to frustration of some who do not want to subscribe
to any personality adoration in particular. Paradoxically
true teachers (not preachers) may not profess to have those
superhuman qualities which their followers fervently claim
for them to have.
While understanding the sacred text objectively
separating the character of the speaker from content of their
talk is a rare (not altogether impossible) quality of a highly
developed mind, and it enables one to absorb the good from
speakers teaching ignoring his personal traits and thus not
resulting into a passionate emotionally charged following
on one hand and inspires to adopt personally that which
bears a testimony to their personal experience on the other
hand in general. The separation of qualities from persona
does not imply any immunity to set social or moral norms
that will anyway follow their course of natural justice.
Summing Up: The mixing up of the best from past and
present judiciously anticipates the potential of this wise
selection that will come from the firm background of inner
strength. Human values cannot be imposed from outside.
All good qualities are nurtured from within but prosper and
show outward. A wise teacher has to present a most natural
and normal behaviour focussing only on inner strength
and not on the outer show of perfection. This quality of
self conviction is capable of providing that solid ground
of a calm unperturbed mind with which all appropriate,
situational called for decisions in life can be taken with no
feeling of guilt or remorse afterwards.
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Perspective on Indian Education SystemA Change is Required

- Neha Singla1, Ankit Rattan2, Harman3
Assistant Professor, IET Bhaddal, Ropar1
Research Scholar, NITTTR, Chandigarh2,3

Introduction
There is no denial in the fact that ‘Education’ is the crucial
component of a nation building and the most decisive
and driving force that provides requisite knowledge and
skills required for sustained growth of the economy and to
ensure overall progress of any country. There is no doubt
that India has huge potential and has emerged as a global
leader and a strong nation in competitive world, but still it
lags behind internationally in the Educational Perspective,
therefore, a change is required. In order to convert our
country’s population from a challenge to an opportunity,
the areas that require immediate attention are education and
training becauseof the stereotypical methods of teaching.
Even Albert Einstein once said “Everybody is a genius but
if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree, it will live
its whole life believing that it is stupid.” The modern day
Education system selectively discards talented students
having curiosity to ask questions and dream to do something
innovative, something better for the society.The system
has also been the target of many allegations from students,
parents and teachers. Students think they are overburdened,
teachers think they are not paid enough and parents want
their children to get 99.99 percentages. There is an utter
requirement of changes in the policies and techniques of
teaching in order to fulfill the dream of becoming a skillful
India and to stand out in this rapidly changing world.
Some of the points that need attention in the present
education system are:
1. Implementation of Skill-based Education
Our education system is geared towards teaching and testing
knowledge at every level and does not focus on personal
creativity and skills. Knowledge is largely forgotten after
the semester exam is over. Even then, year after year Indian
students focus on cramming up the information and the best
crammers are rewarded by the system. Memorizing is not
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learning and the biggest flaw in our education system is
perhaps that it gives more preference to memorizing over
originality.Therefore, our testing and marking system needs
to be rebuilt to recognize original contributions, in form of
creativity and valuable original research and innovation.
If the axis of grading is shifted to classroom participation,
project work, communication and leadership skills and
extracurricular performance, only then, a genuine student
will shine out. If we can implement this successfully, Indian
education system would change overnight.
2. Industrial Involvement in the Educational Institutes
One of the key pillars in education growth is the level of
industry interaction with the institutes. Companies should
be sought out for such interactions with the universitiesfor
training, Research and Development or job opportunities.
When companies come for placements, there should be
basic qualification criteria for their eligibility for the
placements. Also, the students should have exposure to
co-curricular activities along with academics and possess
some requisite knowledge of core skills for enhancing their
chances of getting selected.
3. Implement Massive Technology Infrastructure for
Education
India needs to adopt the internet technology if it has to teach
its entire huge population, the majority of which is located in
remote villages. Now that we have computers and internet,
it makes sense to invest in technological infrastructure that
will make access to knowledge easier than ever. Instead of
focusing on outdated models of colleges and universities,
we need to create educational delivery mechanisms that
can actually take the wealth of human knowledge to the
masses. The tools required for propagating this technology
will be cheap Smartphone, tablet devices and computers
with a high speed internet connection. While all these are
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becoming more possible than ever before, there is lot of
innovation yet to take place in this space.
A live example of this technology is in National Institute
of Technical Teachers Training and Research, Chandigarh,
itself, wherein Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) is used as a mode of communication among experts
to interact live with different institutions all over India.
This hardly costs anything and in fact, saves a lot of time as
well as expenditure to travel at the center.
4. Focus on Practical knowledge instead of Theoretical
one
This is the main reason why we need to reform our education
system as it mainly focuses on the theoretical knowledge
imparted to the students and has less focus on practical
knowledge which is also a very important form of education.
In this modern era, people think that education is only a
source to get a job or earn money and they emphasize on
temporary education by just cramming things from books,
etc. They should understand that Practical knowledge is
permanent form of education.
In every college and university, 90% education is based
on the theoretical part, which leads Indian students to cram
every subject. Students who are good at learning win, and
those who have innovative mind but weak at cramming
suffers a lot as their grades fall and they do not consider
themselves as a great student. A change is required in this
part of the education as more focus should be done on the
practical knowledge. In-fact, there should be 60-40 ratio
in the education system, 60% education consist practical
knowledge and 40% should emphasis the theoretical part
of any field.
The involvement of industry sector is crucial in this type
of reform as practical knowledge can only be gained by
the interaction of the industries and students. This includes
introducing students with industrial training programs, visit
to sites and industrial plants and their involvement in R &
D projects, through which those brilliant minds can benefit
the industries as well. Therefore, we should definitely
endeavour to change our current system and introduce this
in the system.
5. Make the Teachers feel worthy
The faculty of any education system is mostly filled with
people above the age of 50’s and 60’s. There is a significant
need of younger professors to have that balance of both
experienced and youth in the system. We need leaders,
entrepreneurs in teaching positions, not salaried people
trying to hold on to their mantle. The younger ones would
be more in sync with the present system as they are capable
of handling new technologies. But, a very few among the
younger generation are actually in teaching for the sake of
teaching. The reason is very simple; they are paid with coins
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while the rest are paid in notes. A graduating student earns
more in an IT company than what a Lecturer or even an
Assistant Professor earns in some colleges. Once the salary
is raised, they will be attracted towards this profession and
will show their keen interest in teaching. In this way, the
ones who actually want to teach or the ones who are worth
the caliber of teaching can be introduced into the system.
6. Judicious use ofthe power ofthe Alumni
One of the most underrated potentials in Indian education
system is the power of the Alumni. Barring the IIT’s and
few other top institutes, the concept of Alumni networking
is nonexistent. In an era where every Indian graduate is
earning somewhere, alumni networks need to be very well
intertwined with the university affairs. Alumni are very
eager to give; just that they don’t know who to give they
are worried about where the money would go. Once you
establish a credible network which is transparent, it would
give the avenue as well as the confidence for the alumni to
contribute in terms of money or academic expertise.
7. Personalize the Education- One System notperfect
for all
Indian education system is built on the presumption that if
something is good for one kid, it is good for all kids. Some
kids learn faster, some are comparatively slow. Some people
are visual learners, others are auditory learners, and still
some others learn faster from experience. If one massive
monolithic education system has to provide education to
everyone, then there is no option but to assume that one
size fits all. If however, we can effectively decentralize
education, and if the government did not obsessively
control what would be the “syllabus” and what will be
the method of instruction, there could be an explosion
of new and innovative courses geared towards serving
various niches of learners. Take for example, the market
for learning dancing. There are very different dance forms
that attract various students. More importantly, different
teachers and institutes have developed different ways of
teaching dancing. Central regulation kills choice, and stifles
innovation too.
8. Encouragement to Extra-curricular Activities and
Physical Education
It is a general observation that there is no stress on physical
development in our curriculum. It is rightly said “All Work
and No Play Makes Jack a Dull Boy.” Keeping it in mind,
one day per week (preferably Saturday) must be mandatorily
put aside for sports and extra-curricular activities, not only
at primary school level and secondary school level, but also
at college level.There is a need to encourage such activities
by providing the required infrastructure and resources in
the institutions.
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Conclusion
Education simply means to learn. Education starts with
the beginning of our life till the last breath. This process
continues becauselearningis a very basic and essential
need throughout the journey. Pay Teachers a equally and
honestly, encourage the student’s skills and passion, change
the pattern of examination and initiate some new innovation
programs, make these alteration in our system and we will
definitely notice the transformation towards the betterment.
It can be clearly observed from the above mentioned points
that we need a change: ‘An Educational Reform’ in our
country in order to achieve the new heights. Changesin
Educationsystem is required at every stage whether it
is for the elementary schools or for the post-graduation
level.Therefore, don’t judge a fish by its ability to climb
a tree, instead judge it in an open wide ocean full of new
opportunities and challenges.
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The Understanding of Mind and its
Content: J. Krishnamurti Perspective

- Dr. Hemant Verma , Hindu College, Delhi

Know about “Known” and “Unknown”
The “unknown” or truth cannot be known through
“known”. How one can approach towards something
which is “unknown”, only “known” can be approached. As
J. Krishnamurti said that truth is a pathless land. The path
that lead one to “unknown” cannot be traced, defined or
planned. Each man has his own way of searching for the
highest, the untouched, truth and must be left absolutely
free to follow it. We cannot approach towards “unknown”,
“unknown” can only be experienced when the mind is
absolutely silent and free and not tethered to known. The
mind which is not free and filled up with “known” like
past experiences, conclusions, an idea, images, beliefs,
prejudices, dogmas and so on cannot experience the truth.
Mind is the accumulation of these things. We all have
created these things over the years. Truth is indescribable,
immeasurable and infinite. Can you hold water in your
fist? If you say yes then it is not water. Anything that mind
hold is finite, measurable and cannot hold something which
is beyond this. The moment you try to hold the infinite it
ceases to be infinite and it is just an accumulation of the
known. The truth cannot be translated, or pass on to others
through some methods. Instead one has to realize the very
dull nature of the mind which is not attentive and its content
which is nothing but the pre-occupation of the past. So one
has to give his whole attention and awareness in knowing
and accepting the content of the mind, instead of altering
it. Altering is the non-acceptance on the fact. We can see it
through our thinking. So our problem is not to pursue the
truth, to follow anybody, any authority but to understand
one-self with persistent efforts the cumulative mind which
swings between opposites created by it. N. Sri Ram in his
book Thoughts for Aspirants said that truth is one and the
same at all times, though it is infinite in its manifestation.
But each must find it within the self not in some outer form
following some rules. Truth is not belongs to one, rather
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it is in us only we have to go within to realize it. There
was a story about truth given in J. Krishnamurti little book
titled Truth is a Pathless Land. A devil and his friend were
walking down the street, when they saw ahead of them a
man stoop down and pick up something from the ground,
look at it and put it away in his pocket. The friend said to
the devil what dis that man pick up? He picked up a piece of
truth said the devil. That is a very bad business for you, then
said his friend. Oh not at all the devil replied I am going to
let him organize it.
“Known” exist in past and in the fallacy of future but
not in “now”. The “now” is eternal and does not contain
any memory of past and imagination of future. How we
build up this memory, which is the real a veil between the
“unknown”. Looking at the something which is attractive
for example a mansion, women, a car and so on we
naturally have sensation or vibration towards it. It is natural
to have sensation for that object but now I want that object
and so I have also converted that sensation into thinking.
That object has become desire now with imagination which
constitute memory. Now we always want the pleasure of
that sensation through our memory which actually does
not exist at all. So there is always memory and thinking
two separate things between the unknown. This is called
duality. How knowingly or unknowingly living in the world
of duality which is unreal, a non-fact. This is the fallacy or
illusion created by the mind. It is the function of our mind
to accept, reject, divide, create or imagine the things on the
basis of our past experiences, beliefs and so on. It is mind
which has created religion, caste, creed, nationalities and
so on. It is also the mind which has created a revolution
in technological world. Mind has created cars, aeroplane,
electricity, mobile and so on. But it has also produced nuclear
bomb, missile and so on. Mind has created the sacred places
and its opposite. On the basis of these function of mind our
memory has been constituted over the years. So through
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our memory which is actually the result of past and future
experiences creates thinking which is not present in “now”.
So through thinking we see our self and the world. Can
mind produce something which absolutely new totally free
from past and future imagination. Mind cannot do that. One
has go far from the mental level and has to become aware
of his still higher mind. That is the real cause of suffering,
misery and pain. Why misery because on the basis of our
old experience’s, beliefs which constitute memory we
reject and accept the things unknowingly which further
bring imbalance at emotional and mental level. Being
and non-being exist together. Rejection of something at
any level (physical, emotional or mental) automatically
generate its opposite. So instead of rejecting or accepting
anything if we accept the thing with its whole content,
totally, without any conclusion or residue never produce its
opposite. This bring an equilibrium or balance state where
the mind is not turbulent. Acceptance or rejection produce
two extremities, two poles, two ends and that actually
disturb the equilibrium. Living a life at two ends create an
imbalance state and hence violence at these levels. We can
observe this mechanism not only inside us, we can also see
the same in the world around us. Awareness of that cease
that violence and can bring a balance state.
Our emotion are related to our thinking and thinking
is related to thought which is memory contain desire also.
Desire arises because of our deeper attachment with a
particular object or a person. So it is the attachment which
gives birth to desire, thought and then thinking. Attachment
also gives birth to non-discrimination, violence and fear. A
deeply attach person cannot see the reality and his biased
nature towards others creates non-discrimination and
hence violence. We can see this around us. This reflect in
our relationship. An attach person is also fearful because
of losing that object or person with whom he is attached.
So how we can stop this chain process from sensation
to thinking just by accepting the things as such without
condemnation or justification. Acceptance or rejection on
the basis of past experiences creates duality or polarity in
one self and move that person from unity to multiplicity
and hence unmanifest to manifested form. This put that
person in more fearful, doubted and unawareness state
that gives birth to the suffering. Awareness is very positive
energy towards knowing or approaching unknown. To be
aware mean awareness of your physical activity at physical
world, emotion activities at astral world/emotional world
and thinking at mental world. We should be aware what
is going on around us. Not only at human level but also
aware of sound of rivers, noise of birds, trees around us, the
beauty of flowers, the beauty of mountains and listening all
those with constant awareness without any discrimination.
To listen something require too much energy. The actual
listening require a silent mind with no flow of thinking,
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then that listening bring up constant learning. That learning
creates knowledge with no pre-conception. This knowledge
gives one Intelligence and this intelligence lead one to
unknown which is nothing but truth a blissful state without
any memories of past and fallacies of future. This is also
called as self-knowledge, knowing yourself by seeing
yourself with total awareness without any acceptance
or rejection. Self-knowledge as given by Radha Burnier
former president of Theosophical Society in her little
book The Way to Self–Knowledge. Self-knowledge is the
total denial as well as discovery, renunciation as well as
realization. It is the denial of the content of mind which is
illusion, limited, finite and the discovery of the true nature
of the self.
There is very close relationship between thinker and
thought, experiencer and experienced, and observer and
observed. Thought, experienced or observed are the content
of memory which is the accumulation of the “known”.
Thinker, experiencer or observer arises when there is a
division of thought, experienced or observed. So thought
is ceases to exist when thinker is not there. When we
observe thought with choice-less awareness, thinker is not
there. Between two thought there is a gap. This gap bring a
period of silence and experiencing that silence one can be
liberated from his conditioning of mind. Understanding of
this is meditation.
Can us aware of pain and sufferings around us of others
not only at human level but also at animal, birds and
plant level without any comparison, judgement, hatred or
jealously. We have given so much importance to our self
through thinking process that it has become very difficult
to be aware of suffering around us. Seeing the truth as
truth and false as false this bring transformation, by doing
this truth liberates and false drops away. We can see truth
from moment to moment by observing the self without any
choice.
Mind is like river with fast moving water. If fast moving
water does not exist river cease to exist. Same way if the
flow of thinking ceases, the mind cease to exist and one can
experience the oneness, the truth. One can experience the
truth when there is a complete purgation of mind through
negation of the known accumulated in the mind over the
years. Look at the reflection of a group of trees on the
surface of a river. If river is calm, a picture of trees is clearly
reflected on its surface, but disturbance can easily distort
the picture altogether. If there is a strong wind comes then
the picture is completely destroyed. So if the mind is silent,
free from thinking can experience the beauty of truth, but a
least wave of thinking can easily disturb the mind. It is also
useless to let your mind brood over possible happening in
the future. It is equally useless to let it run over and over the
things of the past, you cannot alter the past and also cannot
frame your future. We should try with our persistent efforts
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to avoid this swings between past and future.
This can be further illustrated with a beautiful example.
A pendulum swings between two poles. This pendulum is
tied with a hook with a heavy ball at the other end. We
assume an ant is sitting near the ball. Near this end ant feel
most unstable state because of the speed of the pendulum
and also interaction with the wind. But with constant and
persistent efforts, when the same ant move upwards and
reach near hook, of the other end of the thread, where there
is no disturbance of any, feel most stable state. This can be
compared with mind. The mind which is conditioned, preoccupied, like an ant near the ball end and the mind which
is silent, untethered, untouched is like the same ant who has
reached at the highest place, the other end of the pendulum.
To become something or to be something is the
avoidance of actuality which is truth. I am greedy is a fact to
become non-greedy is the avoidance of the fact. By seeing
the greediness with its becoming reflect its shallowness
and its limitation. By being of aware of this will transform
greediness. We are always chatting, watching television,
listening music, using mobile, reading books or thinking
through past, this is “escapism”. We all are doing and want
this, it gives us a sense of security and pleasure, but in all
this process mind is not free. All these things are required in
our daily life but at what extent that one has to decide. When
one is aware of this, he will be capable of living without old
impressions, security and authority. Then he is not belong
to particular region or religion or caste or nationality. He
is belong to nothing or belong to every one without any
avoidance. If we learn to live like this the whole humanity
will transform.
One cannot be aware of anything if he is following
his mind, which is the product of thinking. If there is no
thinking then there is a silent mind through that mind one
can see the world beyond mind that is not a part of past and
future but only eternal. It is the mind which has created
the various God that give us the feeling of security and
pleasure. No one can lead one to one-ness or to experience
one-ness, in fact one has to raise his consciousness or self
to that level where he himself can experience one-self, the
unity, without any sense of security or authority of any
religion.
Understanding of Love through negation
One can also experience truth through Love. Love is very
powerful energy which does not contain any vices. Most of
the people have used this word so frequently that they rarely
understand its deeper meaning. It is difficult to defined Love
but it can be known through negation. Anything which
has been created by mind is limited. So anything which
has created by mind is not Love. Mind has created fear,
hatred, comparison, thought, thinking, beliefs, conclusions,
jealously, greed, lust, pleasure, sorrow, attachment and the
repetition of all that. Repetition gives birth to violence,
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which is not Love. If we closely watch at deeper level with
complete awareness observe the world around us we can see
without any condemnation that we all are living in the world
of repetition. In a book titled At the Feet of the Master by
Alcyone mentioned “Love” is the most important, for it is
strong enough in a man, it forces him to acquire all the rest
and all the rest without “Love” would never be sufficient
Often it is translated as an intense desire for liberation from
the round of birth and death and for union with God. In the
commentary of this book by, Dr. Annie Besant and Bishop
C. W. Leadbeater discussed that Superstition, gossip and
cruelty are the three sins considered to be worst then other
else on the world, because they are the sins against “Love”.
Superstition: Superstition is a belief without a reasonable
foundation. It is quite reasonable to belief the wars discussed
in the history, existence of subatomic particles, the solar
system, force of gravity and gravitational pull and so on,
which are not visible to us. However there are so many
beliefs we have developed in our-self which do not have
any fundamental foundation. It has been propagated by a
group of people or an organization over the years for their
own interest. Superstition when amalgamated with religion
has worst effects on one-self and on the world outside
which is related to the killings of animals are discussed in
next section of “Cruelty”.
Gossip: There is always a thought in mind through
which we see the world around. Since the content of the
mind which is old and repetitive so we are constantly
putting our thoughts into the world which are mostly evil
in nature. We are filling our neighbourhood with these evil
thoughts instead of good thoughts and hence sorrow to the
world. Whatever we think and put into the world it never go
waist. Thoughts have colour, frequency and hence energy.
According to the first law of thermodynamics, energy
cannot be created or destroyed, but can be converted from
one form to another, it means total energy of the system
is conserved, there is always transformation but no lost on
energy. The same principle can also applied to our thoughts.
Thoughts are always active and cannot be destroyed as
such but can be transformed. If there is a man the evil
which you think, you are strengthening it by feeding it, so
you are making your neighbourhood, your brother worse
instead of making better. But generally the evil is not there
and you have only fancied it and then your wicked thought
tempts your brother to do wrong, for if he is not yet perfect,
you may make him that which you have thought him. We
cannot know a person until we know our-self completely
with no bond of past and future. So putting evil thoughts
whose action is also evil which has the capacity to put
down the person on the negative side which further force
him to do wrong things. So unintentionally we are also
responsible for this distortion. On the other hand we have
choice of good thought which have good impact on that
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person and may push him on the good side and now he can
work better in that line. Gossiping is very common among
us. We all are doing this knowingly or unknowingly. We are
pouring thousands of such thoughts to our neighbourhood
which effects our brothers. If it is evil we will creating a
world more disturb and on the contrary, good thoughts can
bring an equilibrium state, which is more harmonious. The
direction of the thought force can be used to bring a balance
state.
Cruelty: Intentionally or unintentionally cruelty has
been done in past and present, in the name of religion, to
kill animals and sometime human also. The killing of the
mass in various wars across the world in the past. This have
been done over the years to pain to others. We can also
see cruelty in our actions, in words which are the results
of thoughts. Sometime we are intentionally hurt others
through our action and words. As “Master” said carelessly
used words is a crime, if words are cruel. Words we use
have huge effects on others in two ways. One they can hurt
someone if words are harsh and cruel. Second words can be
used to heal the deep rooted wounds of our brothers. If our
mind is silent and our thoughts are kind, we can help the
world to develop the humanity for the better world.
Repetition can be seen in words through which we
communicate with others, which is the reflection of thoughts.
This create friction, a resistance among us. Repetition can be
observed in our daily life activities. Entertainment channels
that we watch daily, same movie is repeated many times,
same news with little change or no change throughout the
day and same commercials repeated many times through
whole day. So we are living in the world of imitation and
repetition. This actually create a dull mind which is not
active enough to be aware of the self and world around self.
How a dull mind can know the most active presentation
of the God, which is Love. Now we can understand how
difficult for us to Love. Only self-realised human, one who
is living in this material world but not attach with it even
at mental level also called as perfect-man, know the deeper
meaning of Love and only he can Love all being at all
evolutionary chain. Evolutionary chain mean the evolution
from the lowest being from vegetation to insect to birds
to animal to human with average understanding to finally
super-human, the self-realised human. Love is also called
as Bhakti Yoga, mean complete surrender of disciple to his
Guru or Master as defined by Shri Krishna in Bhagwat Gita
and also given with very deeper understanding in Guru
Granth Sahib, the teaching of ten Sikh gurus compiled by
fifth Guru Arjun Dev Ji. Love is like a universal solvent
which has the capability to dissolve all vices as mentioned
above like impurities without leaving no residue. Master
or Guru is self-realised human, his human career is over,
one who has attained Liberation or Nirvana (by Buddhist)
or Moksha (in Hindu mythology) by settling his karma
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completely and whose is also aware of his consciousness at
all level of matter as given in theosophy.
In various scriptures and in the teaching of many
Masters the main cause of creating a veil or duality which
separate one from truth and real cause of human suffering
is I-ness or ego or Ahankara. If we see our actions and
words we say I am doing this, I have done this, I will do it,
at emotional level we generally say I am angry, I feel this
and that if we are not saying this then it is always in our
mind the “I”, “ME” and “MINE” in some form or other
through our thinking. This is called the I-ness or ego. In all
this we have given so much importance to our-self which
separate us from others. This create Individuality in us and
this separate us from the rest of the creation. One has to
ask himself, whether he is aware of this not superficially
but at the deeper level of Individuality. Because of this
separation we have also become ignorant towards nature
and its beauty. We forget to complement and enjoy the vastness of sky, shinning stars, moon, sun, flowers, beauty of
birds, mountains, and rivers.
One can approach unknown through meditation.
Meditation and Love are most misinterpreted words given
to human being by some people or authority. Meditation is
not a mechanical technique of chanting few sacred words
to make the mind silent. Only meditative mind is silent.
Meditative mind is one who is not following or imitating
any group. The mind who is completely free from its
content which is the accumulation of past and future is the
meditative mind. Meditative mind always live in “now”.
Mediation is not repetition of few words or imagination,
sitting in proper posture. Imagination create a dull mind,
a repetitive mind, which can be termed as self-deception
or self-hypnosis but not meditation. Silent mind living
in “now” can do Meditation and can experience the
“unknown”.
The world inside us and the world outside us are closely
related and constitute micro and macro worlds. Fear,
violence, experiences, idea, conclusion, residue, anger,
greed, lust, I-ness, attachment constitute our micro-world.
The macro world constitute people around us (family,
colleagues in office, relatives, friends, and the rest world),
animals, birds, insects and vegetation. First we have to bring
a balance state at various levels in the micro world by being
aware of its whole content without any condemnation or
judgement. Then transformation will take place that bring
harmony in the micro-world. Without bringing the orderness in the micro-world we can only impose the things on
the macro-world and that will create resistance and hence
violence. A balance micro-world can definitely produce
harmonious macro-world.
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